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FOR CHRISTINA

Dynasties, kingdoms, and cities may at any time be dependent
upon one man, and when that man is removed from his place,
the dynasty crumbles, or the city is destroyed, or the country is
thrown into confusion.'
And listen to me now and mark my words: a commander is
not elected. He is appointed by a superior.2
For where there is nothing in common between ruler and
ruled, there is no friendship either, just as there is no j ~ s t i c e . ~
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Cyrillic letters of the local languages, we use some diacritical marks where
no suitable Latin letters are available in English. Three of these are used:
double dots (e.g.7) one dot (e.g. e) and the extenuation mark (e.g. G).
Basically, we italicise all local terms which are transliterated. Names of
persons and places are normally not italicised but reproduced according to
their use in English. If we could not find a standardised English version of
any Arab or Persian term. we preferred to use its local form. Nevertheless,
some spellings of names may have remained imprecise. towards which we
ask our readers to be i n d ~ l g e n t . ~
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INTRODUCTION

In his description of the Kazakh hordes. tsarist Privy Councillor A. Levshin
poses the question how order will be possible within a nomadic society. if
none of its members seems to be committed to a public weal. He states that
Kazakhs do not only opportunistically escape Russian authority by moving
across the Russian-Chinese border. but show a similar attitude towards their
own 'superiors':
They deal with their own chiefs in the same way and change their
obedience according to the circumstances If a chief who has
secured homage and loyalty calls someone to account for an
assault, the latter will leave the former and join someone else. If that
one refuses to hide him, he will go to a third or fourth person. .. .
What kind of order can be found by a commander, if his subjects
will submit only when circumstances afford it. if they will not be
prepared to sacrifice themselves for the general public good, if they
will only aim at satisfying their own predatory itlclinations and if
each of them wants to command, when there is the slightest opportunity to do so?'
Levshin's assessment of tribalism accentuates some of the problems of
political order: how is order possible within a society whose members seem
to be not really committed to shared values and action orientations? If
commitment is temporarily limited and depends on fluctuating circumstances. how is enduring political order to be established? Levshin's
statement indicates that political order refers to a code of authority, which
regulates the commitment of a 'superior' in the righteous use of power (i.e.
to give commands) and in that of a follower to be obedient. When tribesmen
only obey when circumstances afford it and rather like to command others
at the first opportunity than being responsive to orders. they do not seem to
share such a code of authority and to participate in a common political
order. This is at least Levshin's view. which holds moral and intellectual dellciencies to be responsible for this serious lack.?
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Levshin certainly is not correct when he emphasises the lack of authority
structures among the Kazakhs, and it is obvious that he does not fully take
into consideration that mobility and flexibility are important to the survival
of nomadic tribesmen. Being an oficial of a patrimonial government, he
primarily perceives Kazakh political order from the standpoint of a settled
civilisation, and of a representative of the tsarist empire which was
constantly threatened by invasions of nomads from its borderlands.
Subsequently he perceived the tribal political order as disorder in the steppe.
However, the shifting of tribal loyalties does not exclude a prior; the existence of political order within these societies, as scholars like Becker
erroneously claimed with regard to the ~ u r k m e n Political
.~
order of tribal
and non-tribal societies might be of a different kind. What seems to be
chaos and anarchy from the perspective of centralised state power, might
have referred to quite ordered patterns of tribal authority relations.
This conflated outside perception of political order did not merely result
from ignorance and lack of information, as Levshin was one of the best
Russian experts on the Kazakh hordes at that time. Neither did it remain
limited to tribal societies. Seventy years later, after the tsarist conquest of
Central Asia and the establishment of tsarist protectorates, Logofet
published a monograph on the Emirate of Bukhara with the title Country
without Law. In this book he attempts to present evidence for the unjust and
despotic nature of politics in the emirate.4 These historical outside perceptions of political order do not differ from contemporary Western accounts
on political order in Central Asia: Edward Allworth. for example, perceived
'intolerant communist dictatorship' in Tajikistan, and talks of 'Stalinist
authoritarian mentality and police-state methods to suppress dissent' in
U z b e k i ~ t a nOther
.~
scholars regard the Uzbek president Islam Karimov as a
' d i ~ t a t o r 'and
~ point out the 'failure of the regime of President Islam
Karimov to create official institutions through which ordinary citizens can
effectively participate in the political p r o ~ e s s ' .In
~ the same way, President
Niyazov's Turkmenistan is described as 'dictatorship', and he is attested to
have managed to 'build a cult of personality to rival or even exceed that of
dictator J. Stalin'.*
What historical and contemporary accounts of politics in Central Asia
have in common is that they regard Central Asian political order as being
unstable and fragile due to unjust rule, and consider that the political order
must be improved by outside intervention or influence: Logofet argued that
Russia should conquer the emirate to improve the political order and to
establish more legitimate forms of government. Similarly. contemporary
Western politicians and scholars press for democratisation in Central Asia to
make politics more responsive to the needs of the local population and to
establish enduring political order in the area.
In both cases scholars evaluate Central Asian politics from the perspective of their own political values, and use the experiences of their own

political socialisation as blueprints for their analyses. There exist some
doubts, however, as to whether these external points of evaluation deliver
reliable indicators for political stability and the endurance of political order.
if they do not take the impact of prevailing community structures into
consideration.
In this study, Central Asian political order should be considered in its
own terms, by analysing its perseverance and discontinuities with regard to
their embedment in Central Asian community structures. How the use of
political power is authorised in a society or not, depends on the type of political community structures established there. In nineteenth-century Central
Asia these community structures were of various types, and shaped politics
in different ways. They varied not only with regard to tribal and non-tribal
settled populations: in addition to this. tribal communal commitment was
established in Central Asia in dissimilar ways. This study aims at analysing
these structures in Central Asia and seeks to elaborate their continuities and
disruptions from pre-tsarist to tsarist times. As a political community
emerges from the interpenetration of con~munaland political action orientation~,we will have to deal with both changing communal commitment
structures and political order in the region.

Previous research
The relation between communal commitment structures and the political
order in Central Asia has never been analysed in a systematic and comparative
way. The latest more comprehensive Anglo-American studies on communal
commitment structures, which are often referred to as 'traditional scxrial structures' or 'social organisations'. were written several decades ago. A. E.
Hudson wrote a monograph on Kazakh social structures in the 1930s. and
was one of the few Western scholars who were able to do some field research
in the area. although he depended on local interpreters.' L. Krader published
interesting comparative studies on social structures of the Mongol-Turkic
Nomads. which also included the Kazakhs. In this study he tried to apply the
anthropological models of tribal societies in Africa and the Middle East to
Inner Asia.I0 E. Bacon completed a comparative study on the social structures
of Asian and European societies, in the 1950s" All these monographs dealt
with the Kazakhs. but neglected to analyse Turkman and Kyrgyz tribalism.'?
In addition, they often held a static view on tribalism and did not suficiently
consider tribal relations with the neighbouring patrimonial states and the
impact of tsarist administration. More recent work on Central Asian tribalism
was done by T. J. Barfield and A. M. Khazanov. In his work. Barfield opposes
the Inner Asian model of the 'conical clan' to that of more egalitarian
Arabian tribalism.13 Khazanov wrote the best synopsis on Asian and African
nomadism in a historical perspective. which is based on a profound knowledge
of both Western and Soviet ethnography. It is because of the enormous scope
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of this work that Central Asian tribalism in the eighteenth and nineteenth
century is treated very briefly.I4 Both anthropologists are more interested in
tribalism and less in patrimonial states, although both analyse the impacts of
states on tribal structures.
Soviet studies analysed tribal structures from the perspective of class
conflict. This was not a very suitable concept for the analysis of kinshipbased societies Nevertheless, it considerably shaped the conceptual
imagination of Soviet scholars, for example in the idea of the 'patriarchalfeudal' nature of tribalism.I5
The most authoritative scholarship on Turkman tribalism was demonstrated by W. Konig and W. Irons. The East German ethnologist Konig
presented an analytically and empirically very sound study of the Akhul Teke,
which is almost free from ideological interpretations. It is not only based on
access to Soviet archives but also on field work in the area.I6 Irons' study of
the Iomut Turkmen is founded on field work in the 1960s in Northern Iran,
and gives a very carefully reconstructed insight into Turkman acephalous
tribal structures.I7 Wood dealt with the Sariqs of Merv and their relations to
the Khanate of Khiva in the early nineteenth century.18 Smaller studies were
published more recently by Lorenz and ~ e s e r v e . ' ~
Further Western research on Kazakh tribalism was done by Janabel, who
analysed Mongol and Kazakh steppe politics.20 Bodger examined features of
political competition among rivalling Kazakh sultans in the eighteenth
century.21In their books on the Kazakhs, both Akiner and Olcott paid little
attention to tribal structures, however.22 More elaborated Western scholarship on Kyrgyz and Uzbek tribalism before the revolution does not exist.23
Uzbek and Kyrgyz community structures were rather studied in northern
Afghanistan, where anthropological fieldwork was possible up to the 1980s.'~
Soviet scholarship was much more developed with regard to Kazakh,
Kyrgyz, Kara-Kalpak and Turkman tribalism, and literature on the subject
is abundant. This is not the place to give even a rough overview of Soviet
scholarship in this field, but much careful research was done by ethnographers such as T o l s t o ~Z, ~h d~ a n k ~ , ~? ~
o s t o v a . 'Karmysheva,2H
~
~bramzon.~~
T o l y b e k ~ v , Markov,"
~~'
Kisliakov3' and P ~ l i a k o v Nevertheless.
.~~
ideological
prejudices did not always enable theoretically sound conclusions and empirically precise descriptions.
With regard to the patrimonial states of the eighteenth and nineteenth
century, independent Western historical research based on Persian and
Chaghatay sources is little developed: there exist some general histories of
Central Asia which also deal with the Emirate of Bukhara and the Khanates
of Khokand and Khiva of that period.34 These studies often are only
compiled from a selective choice of sources and mostly older literature, so that
they no longer reach the international standards of the critical study of historical sources. Monographs like M. Holdsworth's Turk(>stanin rlrc Ninetc~cnlli
Century rather reviewed existing Soviet literature than presented new results of
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historical research.35 Other scholars like Bacquk-Gramrnont limited their
historical research interests to the analysis of single documentsM
The most authoritative studies on the Emirate of Bukhara and the
Khanate of Khiva are still those of Yuri Bregelq3' who has also compiled the
best bibliography on pre-modern Central Asia, consisting of' three
v o l u m e s . 3 ~ c ~ h e s nwrote
e y interesting studies on vuqf'estates and on political traditions of legitimacy in Central ~ s i a . ~Anke
'
von Kiigelgen recently
finished a study on the legitimation of Manghit dynasty by local historiog r a p h e r ~ We
. ~ ~d o not have similar studies on the Khanate of Khokand.
Due to this scarcity, Soviet studies on Central Asian history have remained
important in the field. As only few later historians had the same access to
literature and sources in Oriental and Western languages, Barthold's oeuvre
continues to represent a starting- and reference point for historical
r e ~ e a r c h . The
~ ' work of Soviet orientalists like A. A. S ~ r n e n o vP., ~P.~ lvanov
or V. M. P10skikh~~
will continue to influence historical research on the
Central Asian patrimonial states of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries
Nevertheless, the existing literature is often silent about community structures, and it is difficult to find research on the relation between local
solidarity groups and the patrimonial state a d m i n i s t r a t i ~ n Studies
.~
like
Jiirgen Paul's analysis of the interrelations between state structures and local
communities in pre-mongol Eastern Iran and Transoxiana are still to be
written about the patrimonal states in pre-tsarist Central A ~ i a . ~
Although research on tsarist Central Asia could be based on abundant
Russian sources and materials. it too has attracted few Western researchers
Since the 1960s Pierce's Russiun Central Asiu has remained the only general
study on the tsarist civil-military administration. although it is written from a
more Russian perspective and is less interested in communal and political
commitment structures of the local population.45 There only exist a few more
specialised studies in this field: Raeff dealt with the Speransky reform of the
Middle Horde, which was the first tsarist attempt to establish independent
administrative structures among Kazakh t ~ i b e s m e n Demko's
.~
treatment of
the European colonisation of the Kazakh Steppe is still the single Western
monograph on this
Virginia Martin recently published a differentiated
account on customary law and civil military administration among the former
Middle Horde.48Sabol wrote a thesis on the European colonisation of Central
Asia and its impacts on rethinking collective identity among ~ a z a k h s . ~ '
With regard to the settled population of the river oases. Western research
is even more rare: in the 1960s Carrere d'Encausse published a study on
Jadid reformers in Central Asia. which tried to present these various independent and isolated Central Asian reformers as members of a national
reform movement.50 A more reliable monograph on Central Asian Jadidism
is Khalid's Politics qf' MUSIIITI
Cltltrrral Rcforrt~.which represents the most
systematic study of Jadid reformist thinking in Central ~ s i a . Omnibus
~'
volumes like Allworth's Cenrrul Asia: 130 Yeurs o f Russian Donlinance
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rather contain useful compilations of Soviet research than new genuine
historical studies5?
The tsarist protectorates of Khiva and Bukhara did not get more scholarly attention: Becker's Russia's ~ r o r e c / o r a t e sis~ still
~ the best and most
comprehensive study on this topic. More recently, Chatterjee completed an
enquiry on social and political change in the emirate and the impacts of
tsarist influence in the area.54 Bacon wrote a cultural history of Central Asia
which covers the pre-tsarist. tsarist and Soviet periods. Due to its sensibility
to the local populace and its focus both on tribal and oasis culture, it is
probably the best general study on social and cultural change in Central
~ s i a . ~ ~
This brief overview of previous scholarship cannot be complete. It only
lists the existing, mostly Western research which is relevant to the proposed
study. Due to the enormous scope of the relevant Soviet literature, we have
only been able to make few remarks in order to sketch the state of the art of
historical research on Central Asia.
This study is not dedicated to idiographic historical research, however. It
also does not aim at summarising and compiling previous research work to
write another history of Central Asia. This study pursues its own ends from
the perspective of political sociology. Consequently, we do not primarily aim
at giving a balanced overview of historical events, as historians are used to
doing, but we refer to events only if they help clarify action orientations and
structural change in Central Asia.
Comparative sociological research is not possible without specifying one's
analytical tools. What a 'state', a 'tribe' or 'authority' is, is not a question of
political dispute or scholarly argument, but a matter of analytic convenience. It is the internal consistency and the empirical relevance which
enable us to judge the soundness of the terminology used.56 Consequently,
we neither use Soviet political attributes like 'reactionary', 'bourgeoisnationalistic' or 'feudalistic' on the one hand, nor do we employ terms like
'dictator', 'personality-cult' or 'totalitarianism' which are - as negative
concepts - more rooted in Western political discourse than in analytic
academic scholarship. on the other hand. In the same way, concepts like
'despotism', 'fanaticism' or 'fundamentalism' are avoided for their ethnocentric connotations.
As nomothetic sociological research is done from a theoretical perspective and based on hypotheses, we will first have to develop our theoretical
framework and specify the analytical tools used in this study.

Political community and normative order
Our theoretical approach starts from the basic sociological fact that a
common normative order is a basic precondition of every society. This is not
only an argument linked to the integrative pole of the AGIL-scheme of
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action theorist^,^' but also a theoretical insight which is as old as the
academic field of sociology itself. In the classic study De lu division du truvuil
sociul, Durkheim emphasised the normative character of both segmented
and stratified societies. The normative structure of social order appears in
the mechanical solidarity of highly segmented primitive societies, and in the
organic solidarity of industrialising societies based on division of labour
and complex role differentiati~n.~~
Utilitarian theorems exclude this normative aspect from their explanations. They assume a social contract which is
implicitly or explicitly agreed to, because it guarantees the maximal happiness of the greatest number of people or a maximum of utility. However,
Durkheim already shows that social relations which arise from the contractual agreement of individuals can never lay a foundation for a sustainable
social order. If a society depends only on privately entered contracts based
on interests, it can never be stable.59
Similarily, power relations which are not integrated in an order of
authority enable only jactuul orders. The binding decisions produced by such
orders are as contingent as the changing power relations in s o ~ i e t i e s . ~ ~
Regulation by a normarive order6' will be needed to prevent it from
becoming an object of forceful confrontation and struggle.6-' Thus the
answer to the question of whether political order is stable and sustainable or
not, depends highly on its specification as a normative order and the establishment of political community structure^.^^
The basic hypothesis of this study is that enduring political order in
Central Asia emerges from the successful interpenetration of opposing
communal and political action orientations. Enduring political order will
emerge, if societies are able to establish political community structures
which ensure its members' commitment to the common political order. If
social and political change do not lead to factual orders, opposing political
and communal action orientations will have to interpenetrate to enable a
new normative order.64 It is the successful interpenetration of political and
communal orientations which strengthen the political community structures
of societies. This implies that the problem of political integration is linked to
the fact of how prevailing community structures are referred to in the political ~ p h e r e . ~ "
A political community arising from the interpenetration of communal
and political action orientations can be acephalous or cephalous. An
acephalous political community does not have regular leaders and subsequently lacks political authorily relation^.^" cephalous political
community is based on a commitment to authority relations. This commitment is based on a belief in the righteousness of the authoritative use of
power," which roots the obligation of the ruler to rule and which informs
the motivation of the ruled to obey. The use of negative sanctions (force) to
enforce collective goals only represent an ultimate case. Legitimate uuthorit~v
relations are consequently not based on every motivation of obedience. as
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Legitimate authority is rooted in a normative
one might read Max
order and based on political community which regulates political obedience.
Thus legitimate authority informs the obligation of the ruler to rule and his
or her expectation of obedience of the ruled.6' If authority is not at all
based on political community and lacks political legitimacy, it is called

Four types of political communitj~
According to the lack of authority relations and the different kinds of legitimacy, there are four main types of political cornmunitie~:~'

The acephalous political community lacks both leaders and staff of
authority. It is politically decentralised and based on a community of law.
Order is maintained and enforced by all able-bodied members of the
community who pursue rightful force, feud and resistance to restore the
communal order whose rights and claims are perceived as having been
harmed. In many tribal societies, feud and strife are often widespread, since
every tribesman sues for his claims and does not hesitate to enforce them.
Thus frequent raids were not undertaken arbitrarily, but were linked to
rightful claims. Every able-bodied man's rightful claim is based on
customary law which shapes legal community structure^.^^ Political representation does not exist in acephalous political communities, since political
decisions need the consent of its members and cannot be ascribed.73
Medieval lordship over land and segmented tribal societies is based on
acephalous political community structures.
Political communities based on putriarchal authority can inform more
centralised or decentralised cephalous political orders. In both cases political order is based on personal authority relations and lacks an
administrative staff. In these types of political order, authority relations do
not rely on bureaucrats, priests or other officials, but only on the obedience
of followers to a leader. These authority relations are informed by community of law which restrains the arbitrariness of ruling and which informs the
obligations of the leader and the duties of his followers.74The monopoly of
command and the authorised use of coercive power are not fully appropriated by the leader, who remains dependent on followers. Authority relations
are relations of piety75and protection between the leader and his followers
on the one hand andlor relations of piety towards the divine order of life
(Lehensordnung) on the other. Chieftainships. tribal confederacies and
hordes are based on this type of political community.76
A political conlmunitv busc)d on putrirnoniul uuthority informs political
orders which rely on a staff of authority and relations of loyalty and piety
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between ruler and ruled.77 In this type of personalised political community
structure, political power is centralised and enables the establishment of
states. These are political organisations whose regulations are enforced by
an administrative staff within a defined territory and which successfully
monopolise the levying of taxes and use of legitimate coercive power. Stare
authority refers to the materiality that the ruler can dispose of an administrative staff in order to enforce his commands without being fully dependant
on the cooperation of followers. As the ruler, he is able to give orders to 0%cials and to command subjects.78
Patrimonial authority can inform quite different political orders. It is
most purely developed when the administrative staff is the personal staff of
the ruler and supplied by him. In estate-type patrimonialism, members of
the staff appropriate powers and means of administration, and the ruler's
disposition of the staff is limited with regard to these estates. This is often
the case in agricultural states.7YIn nzercantilc states the ruler's staff is not
only involved in fiscal, judicial and military sovereign acts. but also maintains monopolies in trade and the exploitation of natural resources. In
patrimonial industrialised states. personalised state authority promotes the
industrialisation of economy and society. This process can be based rather
on state property and central planning, or rather on private property and
free entrepreneurship. All these different types of state can be rooted in
political communities structures which enable patrimonial authority relations.
Patrimonial authority is not based on kinship ties, but on established relations of piety and protection between ruler and ruled. Since piety can be
more directed towards an authorised leader or towards a divine order of life,
patrimonial authority can be built more on a divine order (e.g. within an
Islamic state) or more on personal devotion to leaders or rulers (e.g. in a
presidential republic). Patrimonial authority is maintained with the help of
an administrative staff which is recruited primarily with regard to loyalty to
the ruler. Professional qualification is often of secondary importance for
recruitment.
is based on political consent about the rule of law in civil and public affairs. Effective
monopolisation of the legitimate use of physical force and the state's
monopoly of taxation secure this type of political order. Administrative
staff are only recruited with reference to competence and qualification, and
officials are paid by the state.
Collective goal attainment depends on communally defined legitimate
claims of interest towards politics. and influences itself the shared borders
and values of the community system. Since there is a communal consensus
about what is a matter of political disposition and what is not. and about
procedures to form a political will. the ruled are committed to the results of
A political community ~vhichis informed hy legal aurltority
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collective goal attainment, whereas the rulers are accountable and
committed to political responsibility.
The analysis of social and political change basically deals with changing
communal and political orientations of social agents. From the applied
theoretical perspective we have to analyse these changes and examine what
promotes and prevents the establishment of new normative political orders.
Not every change of political and economic action orientations destroys or
transforms established normative orders. Such change might establish a new
form of political regime or leadership, without changing the underlying
feature of political community structures.
As a result we have differentiated four main types of political communities which shape different types of normative orders. These four types of
political communities correspond to the four basic types of political
commitment: (tribal) commitment to political equality; (tribal) commitment
to patriarchal authority; commitment to patrimonial authority; and
commitment to legal authority. Figure 1 represents these different types of
political commitment and order. From this perspective, the institutional
logic of political regimes does not basically depend on formal institutional
arrangements like those of presidential republics or monarchies, but on the
type of political community structure which is implied.
This analytical systematisation of political orders is not complete, and its
implied criteria are not all exclusive. For example, agricultural states can be
more or less centralised and can be monetised to some extent. However, the
elaboration of the different types of political community with similar political commitment structures should make it clear that similar commitment
structures might inform quite different political regimes. As previous systematisations of political order did not sufficiently pay attention to these
different forms of political commitment, their typologies are less helpful for
systematising political regimes in European and non-European countries,
and for explaining political change.R0
In any case, the problem of normative order will emerge, if a new political
order based on a different type of political commitment is promoted. I t will
also occur if political regimes try to integrate political orders which rely on a
different type of commitment. Political integration will be also probleinatic
between political elites. which share a similar type of political commitment,
but interpret their political commitment in a different way by linking it to
distinct legal and cultural traditions. According to the proposed perspective.
political elites will be only able to solve the problem of political order if they
find a way to influence communal commitment structures, or if they succeed
in integrating prevailing communal commitments in a new normative order.
If communal commitment changes, it will take a long time and will be linked
to processes of acculturation, like those. for example, of the full conversion
of animistic pastoral tribesmen to literary religions like lslam or Christianity.
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Figure l : Political commitment and types of political order

Note: 'Nomadic empires are more similar to tribal confederacies than slates. They direr from
states in their minor significance of an interchangeable administrdtive staff. They often
consisted of an administrative hierarchy of the imperial leaders and their couas. their governors
appointed to oversee tribes. and the tribal leaders. In these confederacies. politics was based on
personal oaths of allegiance of the free man to the imperial leader. on the subsenrience of slaves.
and on the tribal following of allied tribesmen. Conquered tribesmen and non-tribal setlled
populations often became tributaries of the conqueror (cf. Barfield 1992. 5-8).

From this theoretical prospective, the elaborated analytical framework is
used to analyse the changing political order and communal commitment in
Central Asia. As the focus of our study is directed to pre-Soviet Central
Asia, not all aspects of the analytical scheme will be applied in this study.
Nevertheless, we have not omitted these other aspects for systematic and
comparative reasons. Thus the analytical framework is also designed to be
applied and further developed for the study of political change in other
contemporary and historical societies. Economic and cultural issues are only
picked up if they are necessary to understand political and solidarity action
orientations. Thus the zones of interpenetration between communal
commitment and the economic and cultural sphere are not within the scope
of this study.
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Methodological problems
This study is committed to nomothetic sociological research which aims at
gaining more generalised knowledge about causal relations in the field of
community structures and politics in Central Asia. It represents a preliminary study to the problems of political reform in contemporary Central
Asia, which strive to design policy strategies to make contemporary political
orders more sustainable in the area. For this reason the study's overall goal
is to discover those factors which promoted or prohibited enduring political
order in pre-Soviet times, and to describe how the establishment of the
tsarist administration changed communal commitment and patterns of
political integration in the area. As contemporary political elites act in a
historical context and there exists political and communal continuity in the
area, the prevailing conditions for reforms can only be estimated, if their
historical context is reconstructed.
Theoretically inspired nomothetic research, consequently, formulates
theoretically deduced hypotheses which are modified by and tested against
the available empirical evidence in the research process. The quality of such
a research approach is highly dependant on the relevance of the applied
theoretical perspective and the quality of available literature and scholarship
on the issues involved. Due to the low international standards of Central
Asian historical research,*' this study is written in a difficult research environment and is challenged by many insufficiencies in the related research
fields.
The choice of topic and scope of this study has been determined by theoretical considerations and the availability of related literature. For this
reason it embraces a thematically. geographically and chronologically wide
subject area, of the kind which historians have traditionally avoided due to
the methodological constraints of critical and systematic study of sources
and the practical considerations of workability and availability of these. In
the course of the systematic reconstruction of pre-Soviet political and
communal commitment structures, it turned out that some of the topics
involved had not been studied at all, while others were only partly
mentioned in the literature or conflated by the theoretical constraints of
Soviet scholarship. In order to give some indicative descriptions of these
'blank spots', we had to consider source materials and contemporary studies
to a certain extent. This auxiliary study of sources was done in a very selective way, and only in part. The choice of sources was limited to travel
literature in Western languages, Russian and Kyrgyz materials, and was
highly regulated by the degree of accessibility of materials. Thus we only
used published source editions and oficial reports whose reliability was
sometimes difficult to estimate.
The structural analysis of social and political change faces further
methodological problems. When an analyst describes specific social struc-
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tures, he or she often tends to assume that these structures are uniform, that
they d o not change and that they can be attributed to particular societies.
This assumption is problematic, since, for example. the customary law of a
tribal society might differ considerably from locality to locality. Even if it is
true that the Islamisation of societies via the teaching of Islam in schools led
to an increased homogenisation of those societies, many local particularities
survived. The focus on general structures does not deny these local difTerences. However, being beyond the scope of this study, the latter cannot be
described sufficiently.
The problem of generalisation is closely linked to the first-mentioned
problem. If we generalise from specific sources due to the lack of reliable
historical scholarship, we can never be sure not to have generalised specific
aspects of general structures. On the other hand, it is impossible to quote a
representative number of sources for each descriptive statement. even if such
sources exist. However, these sources often do not exist or have only
survived sporadically. Thus deductive descriptions sometimes cannot be
avoided. According to the density of quoted literature and source evidence,
readers can judge for themselves which issues need further research. We @ve
more cautious formulations in those cases where descriptions are based
more on conclusions than on direct empirical evidence. Consequently. this
study should not be regarded as a completed research work. but must be
read as a work in progress.
As sources cannot speak for themselves, they always have to be interpreted from a theoretical perspective. In this sense there exists a primacy of
theory, as historians like R. Koselleck have argued.*' The theoretical
perspective, however, cannot be detached from the source evidence. Whereas
sources cannot tell us what we have to say. they can show us what we cannot
say. Thus reference to primary sources represents an important means of
controlling and improving our descriptions and hypotheses.

Sources used and contemporary literature
In order to undertake this study, we examined various source materials and
contemporary reports. These materials were of varying reliability and
included relevant information for our research to varying extents. As materials were only accessible in Russian and in Western languages, and only a
few Persian and Chaghatay materials could be dealt with in translations. the
auxiliary use of sources and their quality varied from topic to topic.
For the work as a whole we used several Soviet source editions compiled
for the study of the pre-Soviet history of the Central Asian republics.83
These compilations include translated extracts from local historiographies.
documents from the patrimonial rulers' archives. tsarist legislative acts.
reports of tsarist officials on local affairs, and internal administrative correspondence and other documents. With regard to the Kazakhs. we mainly
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used Levshin's description of the Kazakh hordes, which is based on the
evaluation of documents from the archive of the Asiatic Department of the
tsarist foreign office, the Orenburg border commission and Levshin's
personal experiences as tsarist envoy to the Kazakh
Some useful
remarks on Turkman tribalism could be found in travel reports, of which
those of M ~ r a v ' e v ,Burnesg6
~~
and vambery8' were the most interesting.
Valuable observations on Kyrgyz tribalism were discovered in Radloff's
T ~ ~ ~ ~ Further
U C I Ivaluable
. ~ ~ materials on the Kyrgyz and Kazakhs could be
found in the scholarly work of Valikhanov, who was the son of the former
Khan of the Middle Horde. Having received Russian education, he was the
first Kazakh ethnographer who was able to describe the history and customs
of the steppe nomads from an internal perspective.89
With regard to the patrimonial states, we used Khanykov's account on the
Emirate of Bukhara. which is one of the best descriptions of the emirate
before the tsarist conquest.90 The same is true for Danilevsky's description
of Khiva." Most contemporary travel reports. however, provide little information on our topic, or are merely compilations of inaccurate or distorted
information from hearsay about the rulers and their a d m i n i ~ t r a t i o n . ~ ~
Translated Persian and Chaghatay sources often turned out to be of greater
value.93
The tsarist conquest of Central Asia is also mirrored in the different types
of sources which it left: as tsarist authorities were able to guarantee their
security, Western missionaries, officers and other travellers started to
discover this previously inaccessible area and published their narrative^.^^
Some travellers, like the American ambassador Schuyler. did not merely
describe their route and encounters, but published quite balanced descriptions about the economic, political and social situation of the populations in
various parts of the river oases and in the steppe and desert areas.95 Tsarist
control of the area also facilitated various scientific expeditions by geographers, geologists, ethnographers and other academics. who subsequently
published scholarly treatmentsy6
Some reports were compiled by military officers who took part in the
conquest campaigns and gathered information about the defeated populat i ~ n . ~Another
'
type of source that we consulted were those accounts
written by tsarist officials who were on duty in various oblasts. In the
Kazakh Steppe these oficials were most interested in studying local customs
and customary law, in order to better administer the local population.98
Such collections of customary law also exist for the T ~ r k m e nMaev
. ~ ~ delivered some useful information about the gubc~rnij-nof Turkestan and its
capital Tashkent.Ioo Girshfel'd and Galkin give basic geograpliic and ethnographic information about the protectorate of Khiva.l0l
Valuable systematised information about tsarist Central Asia was written
by imperial commissions like those headed by GirsIo2 and by Count
~ a l e n , ' " who tried to collect information for the reform of the tsarist
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administration. Palen's revision report is especially precious, as he evaluated
and analysed all aspects of the civil-military administration. including its
impact on local community structures and native courts in a report of eighteen volumes. Legal statutes and regulations represented further important
sources of information.lM
The introduction of administrative structures also promoted the research
of tsarist ethnographers who collected materials about the local
population.Io5 Because they tried to systematise the population in terms of
culturally defined language groups. their ethnographic accounts differ
considerably regarding the names, boundaries and peculiarities of the
Central Asian 'peoples' who were organised along different lines.
Ostroumov's endeavours to describe a Sarr people and language was such an
attempt. '06
The tsarist conquest also focused the interest of Western scholars on the
area. After the publication of his travel account, Vambery published a
history of ~ u k h a r a l ~and
' a study on the 'Turkic people'.'0s The British
orientalists Skrine and Ross wrote a history of Russian ~ u r k e s t a n . "and
~
the Danish explorer Olufsen published a study on the Emirate of Bukhara
after he had visited the area in the 1 890s.Il0 Collett and Trotter compiled
from various Russian and Western sources comprehensive descriptions of
the Emirate of Bukhara and the Khanate of Khiva."' These studies were
often compiled exclusively from Russian sources. however, and did not
emerge from a genuine study of both Chaghatay and Persian sources For
this reason they did not encourage further Western historical research on the
area. Western ethnographic research based on field work in the area is more
reliable in this respect."*
Last but not least, there emerged also an abundant number of studies
written by Russian orientalists and other scholars: studies like Nalivkin's
history of Khokand are unique. but of low value for historians. as he did
not specify the local sources which he used."? Other research. like Logofet's
study on the Emirate of Bukhara as Russian pr~tectorate,~'%pecifies
its
sources, but is often based solely on Russian materials and is therefore
inclined to describe administrative structures rather from a Russian perspective. Russian publications on the tsarist colonies and the civil-military
administration are often little interested in describing local community
structures and the impacts of the administration on the1n.l'
This brief overview of sources and contemporary literature represents
only a selective sample of historical materials. There exist many other
important sources which could not be used within the framework of this
study. Because the systematic analysis of historians' sources is neither
intended nor possible within the framework of this study. and Western
historical research is anyway very limited in scope and content, we often
were forced to critically appeal to Soviet historiography and to use those
research results which we considered to be the most reliable.'I6
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Structure of the book
Chapter 1 begins the empirical analysis on pre-tsarist Central Asia and deals
with tribal communal commitment. First the tribal units are defined with
reference to our understanding of tribe as community of peace and law.
From this basis we try to identify tribal units among Kyrgyz, Kazakh, KaraKalpak, Uzbek, Qipchoq and Turkman tribespeople. The second part of this
chapter works out the different tribal descent and residence groups, and
analyses the relation between both types of grouping. It is shown that the
affiliation of strangers rendered tribalism complex.
In Chapter 2. residential communal commitment is analysed as the
second basic form of communal commitment which existed in rural and
urban mahallahs. The change from tribal to residential commitment is
perceived as a process of acculturation in which tribal customary law is
replaced by the Islamic sharia. It is shown that groups which share residential communal commitments are not politically autonomous but depend on
some kind of government which ensures their political integration. This is
not the case among tribesmen who remain politically self-reliant.
Chapter 3 is focused on the political integration of Central Asian
tribesmen who formed acephalous and cephalous political orders. First,
Turkman acephalous tribalism is described and the checkerboard order and
the order of segmentary opposition are analysed as two instances of
Turkman political integration which resulted from the interpenetration of
political action orientations and communal commitment to equality. The
Kazakh hordes, and the Kyrgyz and Kara-Kalpak confederacies are analysed as cephalous tribal political orders. It is shown that they are based on
the interpenetration of political orientations and the communal commitment to patriarchalism.
In Chapter 4, we deal with the strained relations between tribalism and
patrinionialism in the Emirate of Bukhara and the Khanates of Khiva and
Khokand before the tsarist conquest. In each case we give a brief overview
of the political history to be able to analyse the changing political foundations of these more or less patrimonial states. The analysis of the
patrimonial administration concentrates on the political integration of the
local population, and illustrates the problematic nature of patrimonial state
structures in the area. The inquiry about the impacts on conimunal commitment deals with the effects of patrimonial rule on both settled S ~ u tand
neighbouring tribal populatioiis.
Chapter 5 investigates the tsarist civil-military administration in Central
Asia. As some Kazakh tribes already made alliance with Russia in the
second half of the eighteenth century, the chapter starts with the analysis of
Kazakh tribal confederacies along the Russian borderline. and continues
with the sultan and prikaz administration in the first half of the nineteenth
century. Subsequently the civil-military administration after 1868 is
discussed. The impact of the tsarist administration on the Kazaklis is
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described with regard to the loss of indigenous political orientations, migration and settlement patterns, the territorial reorientation of leadership and
the changing judicial orientations. The establishment of civil-military
administration in Transcaspia is more briefly described, and the impact on
Turkman communal commitment is treated. In the third part of t h ~ chapter
s
the civil-military administration of the Governor-generalship of Turkestan
is analysed, and it is shown that the tsarist administrative order had to politically integrate five different groups of native and European populations.
Thus we describe the local administration of tribesmen. Surr dwellers,
Russian peasants, Cossacks and European urban settlers, and outline the
tsarist land and tax reform in the Governor-generalship. Tsarist etrorts at the
sblizhenie (rapprochement) of Central Asians to Russia are sketched as well.
The impact of the tsarist administration on political orientations is
discussed with regard to the loss of indigenous political orientations, the
impact on communal commitment with reference to the rise of Islam, and
the change from tribal to residential communal commitment.
In Chapter 6, we outline the political implications of the establishment of
the Emirate of Bukhara and the Khanate of Khiva as tsarist protectorates,
and briefly sketch its impact on communal and political commitment structures.
The concluding chapter sketches out the implication of our theoretical
approach on Soviet and independent Central Asia. It promotes the view that
despite the regime change after the dissolution of the Soviet Union, the type
and the weakness of political community structures have not changed in the
area. Politics continues to not be rooted in a legal culture and follows the
logics of patrimonialism, which sets the limits for democratisation and political reforms.
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ini XIX. Jalirhundert. Berlin 1962.
17 W. Irons, The Yomlrt T~rrkmen,A stud^' Q/. Social Orgunisation among a Central
Asian Turkic-speaking Population. Ann Arbor 1975.
18 W. Wood, 'The Sariq Turkmens of Merv and the Khanate of Khiva in the Early
Nineteenth Century'. Ph.D. thesis, Indiana University, Bloomington 1998.
19 R. Lorenz. 'Die Turkmenen. Zum historischen Schicksal eines mittelasiatischen
Volkes', in E. von Mende (ed.) Turkestrm (11s hi.srori.sclrer Fuktor und politi.vche
Ider. Fest.vchrift .fur Baymirru Huyit zu sclinem 70. Gehurt,stug, Cologne 1987. pp.
1 2 W 8 ; Ruth I. Meserve, 'A description of the position of Turkmen tribal
leaders according to nineteenth century Western travellers', in Altuic-U
Berolirien.riu, Pc~rrrrunc~it
Internutionrrl Altui.stic Ci)nfilrmcc, 34th meetitig. Berlin
21--26 Julj, 1991: TIit] caoncc~pt
of' sovereigntj3 in tlrc AIt~lic World, ed. B. KellnerHeinkele. Berlin 1993, pp. 1 3 9 4 8 .
20 J. Janabel. 'From the Mongol Empire to the Qazaq Hordes: Studies on Steppe
Political Mechanisms', Ph.D. thesis. Harvard University 1997.
21 A. Bodger. 'Change and Tradition in Eighteenth-Century Kazakhstan, the
Dynastic Factor'. in Sh. Akiner (ed.) Cirlrurul Cliungy>(trnti Continuity in Cr~ntrul
A.siu, London 1991, pp. 34460.
22 Sh. Akiner, The Formation Q/' Kuznkh Itkntitj: From Trihc to N(1tio11-Stutcl
(Forntc7r So~~iot
Soutli Prc!jocr), London 1995; M . Olcott, Tlic Krrzukhs. Stallford
1987.
23 Anglo-American scholarship has neglected research on Central Asian tribalism
in the last decades for several reasons. To start with, research on tribalism is a
domain of cultural anthropologists and has attracted little attention from neighbouring academic fields like sociology, history or political science. In addition,
political reasons have prevented field research in former Soviet Central Asia, and
discouraged research on tribalism. Third, duc to Soviet industrialisation and
social change. tribalism itself became a historical phenomenon. which also
rendered it less interesting to anthropologists, who are used to basing their
research on field work, which was no longer possible. These factors havc led to
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the situation where there exists an enormous and rich literature about tribalism
and related issues on Afghanistan, whereas we know little about Central Asia in
this respect.
G. Rasuly-Paleczek, ' h n s h i p and Politics among the Uzbeks of Northeastern
Afghanistan', in 1. Baldauf and M. Friedrich (eds) Bumberger Zentralasiensrudien.
Konferenzukren ESCAS I V - Bunlberg R. - 12.Ok rober 1991 (lslamkundliche
Unrersuclzungen - Band 185). Berlin 1994, pp. 11-28: R. Dor, Conrriburion a
I'ktude des Kirghiz du Pumir Afghan (Cahiers Turcica l ). Paris 1975; R. Dor and
C. Naumann. Die Kirghisen des Afghanischen Pumir. Graz 1978.
S. P. Tolstov, 'Perezhitki totemizma i dual'noi organizatsii y turkmen'. Problentj.
isrorii dokapiralisticheskikh obshchestv, Moscow and Leningrad 193519-10, pp.
3-41.
T. A. Zhdanko, Oclierki isroriclie,skoiernogrujii karakalpakov. Rodo-plemmnuia
strukruru i rasselenie v XIX - nacltole XX eeka, Moscow 1950.
L.
S.
Tolstova,
Karukulpaki
ferpskoi
doliny
K
(lsmrikoemogruficheskiiotherk), Nukus 1959; ~ a r a k a l ~ a za
k i predclumi khorezntskogo
oazisa v XIX - nachule XX veka, Nukus and Tashkent 1963.
B. Kh. Karmysheva. 'etnicheskie i territonal'nye gruppy naseleniia severovostoclinoi chasti Kashka-Dar'inskoi oblasti Uz. SSR'. in Kratkie soobshcheniiu
Insriruru ernograjii AN S S S R , t. XXXIII. Moscow 1960(a): 0 nekororyklt
drevnikh tiurkskikh plemenaklt v sosrarle U-bekov (po ehograficheskifn a'unnj~m)
( X X V Mezhdunarodriyi kongress ~osrkoeedoa Dokladj' delegursii S S S R ) .
Moscow 1960(b).
S. M. Abramzon. Kirgizy i ikh ernogenericheskie i isroriko-kul'tur11~1e
sviuzi,
Leningrad 1990 (197 1).
S. E. Tolybekov. Kochevoe obshchesrvo kazukhov r XVII - nachale XX veku.
Alma-Ata 1971.
G. E. Markov, Oclterk isrorii formirovaniia severnykh Turkmenov. Moscow 1961:
Koc-he~nikiAzir. Moscow 1976.
N.A. Kisliakov, Sledy pervohjqmogo komluniznia u gornyklt rad~hikov VakhioBolo, Moscow and Leningrad 1936; ParriarkltalnoTJ1.odalnyeornosheniia sredi
osedlogo sel'skogo naseleniia B~ikhurskogokhansrra I! konrse XIX - nuchale XX
veka, Moscow and Leningrad 1962; Ocherki po isrorii sem'i i hruka u norodor
SredneiAzii i Ka:ukhstuna. Leningrad 1969; Nasledovanie i razdel irnushchesrva u
nurodov Srednci Aii i Kuzukhstana ( X I X - nachalo XX 1: ). Leningrad 1977.
S. P. Poliakov, Isrorrcheskaia Pr~iogrufiiuSrcdnei Azii i KO,-akhstana. Moscow
1980.
G. Ha~nbly(ed.) Ze~ttr~tlusirn.
Frankfurt 1988 (1966); B. Spuler (ed.) Geschichre
Mirrelu.sit~ns(Hattdhuc*ltder Orientalisrik. Ersre Ahreilung - Der nuhe und ntitrlere
Osrm. Fiirtfirr Bund - Alruisrik, Fiinfrer Ahschnirr). Leiden and Cologne 1966.
M. Holdsworth, Turkesrun in rhe Ninereenrh Cenfurj: A Brief Hisrorj- of the
Khanures of Bukharu. Kokand arid Kltiva. Oxford 1959.
J. L. Bacque-Grammont. 'Tfirin. une description du khanat de Khokand vers
1832 d'apres un document ottoman', CdhIRS. vol. XIII,197212, pp. 192-23 1 .
Y. Bregel, Khorezmskre rurkmen?, v XIX v.. Moscow 1961: 'Nomadische und
seDhafte Elemente unter den Turkmenen'. TF. vol. 12. Hamburg 1989. pp.
131-64. (English: 'Nomadic and sedentary elements among the Turkmens',
Cmrrul Asiatic Journul. vol. XXV. 198111-2.): 'The Sarts in the Khanate of
Khiva'. Journal of Asian Hisfor?.. vol. 12. 1978112. pp. 120-51: The ndminisrrurior~
of Buh-hrrra under the Munghirs w d some Tushkenr Manuscripts (Papers on Inner
Asiu no. 3 4 ) . Bloomington 2000. About the state of art of Western historiography on Central Asia, see Y. Bregel, Nores on rhe Srudv of Cenrral Asia. (Papers
on Inner Asia. nn 28). Bloomington 1996.
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38 Y. Bregel (ed.) Bibliography o f Islamic Cerrrrul Asiu, 3 vols, Research Institute for
Inner Asian Studies: Bloomington 1995.
39 R. D. McChesney, Wtrqf in Centrul Asiu, Princeton 1991; Ceritrul Asia:
Fou~idationso f Citange, Princeton 1996.
40 Anke von Kiigelgen. Die Legiti111ieningder mittelasiatischen Mangiten~l~lna,stie
in
den Werken illrer Historiker (18. -19. Juhrhundert) (Turkische Wc>lren. vol.
YIBeirurer Te.xte und Stu(1ien. vol. 86). Ergon-Verlag: Wiirzburg 2003.
41 V. V. Bartol'd, Sochineniiu. 10 vols, Moscow 1963-9.
42 A. A. Semenov. Ociierk pozemel'no-pou'crtnogo i nulogovogo ustroistvtr
Bukliurskogo khunstva. ( Trudy Sredne-Aziatskogo gosudarst vennogo universiteta.
Seriiu /I. Orirntalia. V J ~ l. ) . Tashkent 1928; 'Bukharskii traktat o chinakh i
zvaniiakh i ob obriazannostiakh nositelei ikh v srednevekovoi Bukhare', in
Soverskoe Vostokovedenie V. Moscow 1948; Ocherk usrroistva tsenrrul'nogo
administrati~.nogo upravleniia Bukhrrrskogo cltctnstvu pozdneishego vremeni.
Stalinabad 1954.
43 P. P. Ivanov, Vosstunie kitai-kipchakov 1) Bukharskonl khanstve, 1821-1825.
Istochniki i opyt ikh issledovuniiu, Moscow and Leningrad 1937; 'Kazakhi i
Kokandskoe khanstvo ( K istorii ikh vzaimootnoshenll v nachale XIX v.)',
Z I M N , 1939, vol. 7, M.-L., pp. 92-128; Arkhiv khivinskikh khanov XIX v.Issledovanie i opisunie dokunlentov s istoriche.skim vedeniem, Leningrad 1940;
Ocherki po istorii Srednei Azii ( X V I - ser. XIX I).), Moscow 1958. V. M.
Ploskikh. Ocl~erkipatriurkhal'no-j2odal'nykhotnoshenii v iuzhnoi Kirgiiii (50-70-e
godly XIX a ). Frunze 1968; Kirgizy i Kokund.skoe khunst vo, Frunze 1977.
44 Jiirgen Paul, Herrscher, Gemeinwesen Vermitter. Ostiran in vormongolischer Zeit
(Beiruter Texte und Studien, vol. 59). Beirut 1996.
45 R. A. Pierce, Russian Centrul Asia 1867-191 7. A Studv in Colonial Rule, Berkeley
and Los Angeles 1960.
46 M. Raeff and M. Speransky, Siberia and the Reforms of 1822, 2nd edn, The
Hague 1969 (Seattle 1956).
47 G. J. Demko. Tlte Russian Colonization oJ Kuzakltstun 1896-1916, Bloomington
and The Hague 1969.
48 V. Martin, Law and Cusront in the Steppe. Tlte Kazakhs and the Middle Horde and
Russian Ci~lo~nialism
in the Nineteenth Centurj., London 2001.
49 St. Sabol, 'Awake Kazak!: Russian Colonization of Central Asia and the Genesis
of Kazak National Consciousness, 1868-1920'. Ph.D. thesis, Georgia State
University 1998.
50 H. Carrere d'Encausse. Rll/orme et rivolution chez ks Musulr~icmsde I ' E n ~ y i r ~
russe. Parls 198 1 ( 1966).
51 A. Khalid, The Polirics oj Muslim Culturul Refirni. Judidi.vm in Cenrrul Asiu.
BerkeleyILos AngelesILondon 1998.
52 E. Allworth (ed.) Central Asia. 130 Yeur.~of Russian Doniinunce. A Hivtoricul
Overvie~v,updated 3rd edn, Durham NC and London 1994 (1967).
53 S. Becker, Rus.siu's Protectorates in Centrul Asiu. B U ~ ~ Lund
I ~KI~I'I~u.
L I 1865-1924.
Cambridge MA 1968.
54 S. Chatterjee, 'Emirate of Bukhara. 1868-1924: Encounters with "Transition"'.
Ph.D. thesis, Calcutta University 2000.
55 E. B. Bacon. Centr(11Asians under Ru.s.sicirt Rule. A Strih) in Cultrrrcil ('hart~c'.
Ithaca NY 1966.
56 The Glossary of Technical Terms indicates where and how important terms of
this study are defined.
57 The AGIL-scheme was introduced by T. Parsons, R. F. Bales and E. A. Shils in
their Working Pupers in the Theory o f Actio11. Glencoe IL 1957.
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58 E. Durkheim, The Division of Lobour in Society. New York 1933 (French: Du lu
division du truvail social: Crude sur I'orgonisulion &.v socik fts supkiuures. Paris
1893).
59 The differentiation between rule- and act-utilitarianism does not escape the limitations of utilitarian theorems. The introduced assumption that it is useful to
renounce short-term benefits for long-term ones (i.e. henelits arising from the
disrespect of rules for long-term security of peaceful exchange profits) is still
highly problematic. See R. Munch. Throrie des Handrlns. Frankfurt 1988 (1982).
pp. 286-7. Also: B. Williams, Efhics und the Limits of Philosoph!~,London 1985.
60 With regard to authority relations in Niger, Gerd Spittler seems to describe a
political order which he holds to be only based on selective and demonstrative
use of force of the rulers towards the ruled. Although this order is not rooted in
a normative order, he regards it as being more stable than orders based on legitimacy. This view is only possible due to his overemphasis of the coercive aspect of
power and his misleading interpretation of orientations towards authority. If it is
only based on demonstrative physical force, it will never reach the observed
degree of stability. Nevertheless, his empirical case also refers to elements of
normative commitment of the peasant towards the Nigerian state. G. Spittler.
'Herrschaftsmodell und Herrschaftspraxis. Eine Untersuchung uber das legitimitatslose Herrschaftsmodell von Bauern in Niger', P V S . 1976. Soderhefr 7, pp.
270-88.
61 The differentiation between normative and factual orders was introduced by
Talcott Parsons in his famous study The Strucrurc of Sociul Action (New York
1961 [l9371 p. 91) and refers to the fact that not every order is sustainable. A
stable order, at least, must be rooted to a certain extent in the normative commitment of its members to it. Cf. I. C. Alexander. The Modern Recon.srrucrion uf
Classical Thoughr: Talcotr Parsons (Theoreticul Logic in Sociolog~: vol. 4 ) .
Berkeley and Los Angeles 1983. pp. 20-7.
62 Munch 1988, pp. 172-90.
63 Cf. Paul Georg Geiss, 'Communal Commitment and Political Order in Change.
The Pre-tsarist and Tsarist Central Asia', Ph.D. thesis. University of Vienna
2000, pp. 6 4 7 9 .
64 There are different ways in which communal and political action orientations can
be related: the dominance of con~munalorientations leads to the comrnunalisation of politics, which impedes the effective use and maintenance of political
power and promotes political particularism. The dominance of politics erodes
communal commitment structures and makes social life vulnerable to political
contingencies. If the political and communal sphere are mutually isolated, both
spheres will exist according to their own logic without also being able to perform
the functions of the other sphere: politics will be fragile due to a lack of political
integration, just as community structures will be unable to set and perform new
tasks in a changing world. Only in the case of interpenetration will both spheres
continue to perform their functions on a qualitatively new basis, and increase
their potential for the establishment of normative order. cp. Munch 1988. pp.
59-77. 123-1 90.
65 Munch 1988. pp. 509-25; Die ktrlrltr der Modcrnu. Bd. I . Frankfurt 1993 ( 1986).
pp. 14-23
66 Authority (Herrschqft) is - after Max Weber - defined as the probability of
obedience to commands among a specified group of people. Cf. M. Weber.
Wirtschaji und Grsellschafi - Grundrip der wr.stehcnden So:iologie, ed. J.
Winckelmann. Tubingel1 1972 ( 1921- 5 ) p. 18 (English: Economj?and Socier.~.An
Outline of' Inrerprefative Sociology, eds G. Roth and C. Wittich. 2 vols
BerkeleyILos AngelesILondon 1978. p. 53.
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67 Max Weber's classic definition ('Macht bedeuted jede Chance. innerhalb einer
sozialen Beziehung den eigenen Willen auch gegen Widerstreben durchzusetzen.
gleichviel wol-auf diese Chance beruht') is ambiguous, since its content depends
on the interpretation of the word mrch. Roth translated this definition as 'the
probability that one actor within a social relationship will be in a position to
carry out his own will despite resistance, regardless of the basis on which this
probability rests' (Weber 1978. p. 53.) The translation of uuch as 'despite' is
incorrect. since ciucli means basically 'also' or 'as well'. Thus it reduces power to
coercion and force. Such a reading would imply that established authority relations d o not represent power relations which are rooted in political comnlunity
structures. Weber's definition explicitly refers to 'carrying out ones own will also
against the resistance of others', however. Thus his definition also includes cases
in which the use of power does not face resistance, and the carrying out of one's
will corresponds to that of followers or ruled subjects.
In contrast to Parsons' overemphasis on the aspect of negative sanctions (T.
Parsons. 'Uber den Begriff der Macht', in T. Parsons. Zur Tlteorie cler sozirrleit
It~lertrkrioit.sniedi~~~t,
Opladen 1980, pp. 76-8; Miinch 1988, p. 127) we define
power as the ability to carry out one's own wishes against o r in accordance with
the will of others. This accordance emerges from political community structures
and leads to shared political commitment which regulates authority relations.
This is possible due to the human capacity to associate with others and to act in
agreement with them. See J. Habermas. 'Hannah Arendts Begriff der Macht', in
Politik. K~rrist,Religion. Essuys iiher zeitgeiziis.sisc11~~
Philosophen. Stuttgart 1989
(1978). pp. 103-26. Thus power is not necessarily oriented on the successful realisation of one's aim against the will of others, and the coercive aspect of power
relations can be more or less developed.
Associated human agency may exist for different goods. Political freedom
represents just one of these. In the same way, communicatively established
common convictions, which emerge from argument and inform agency. only
represent a special case analysed by Habermas (Habermas 1988). Nevertheless,
commitment to common agency is often created by charismatic movements. and
reproduced by, unreflected habituation and established customs. See also
Habermas 1989, pp. 101-26. Cf. Aquinas' differentiation between pote.sras dirertiva and potesrus coacri~~cr(Aquinas 11-11 671c) in P. Tischleder. Ursprung lrrttl
Ti-uger ( / ~ S
r t u u ~ ~ g e ~ t ~nuch
( r I r cier Lehre von Tl~oniusI1on Aguin und seincr Schult..

n.p. 1923.
68 Weber 1972, p. 122. The motivation for obedience must be linked to a belief in
righteousness. Political rule based only on force and economic interest does not
constitute legitimate authority. Weber remains unclear about this. In section 6 of
Sociological Busic Concepts of Econority rr~ztiSociety. he states that order can be
also guaranteed by external interests. although he emphasises the fragility (ihicl.,
pp. 16. 122) and even illegitimacy of authority with strong economic orientat i o n ~Cf.
. Weber 1978. ch. 16, 'Non-legitimate Authority: Typology of Towns'.
69 Cf. also W. Hennis. 'Legitimitiit. Zu einer Kategorie der biirgerlichen
Gesellschaft'. P VS, Sonderheft 7. 1976, pp. 7-38.
70 In Roth's translation of the Basic Socialogic-(11firrw.7. the central term of Weber's
political sociology, Herr.sckr~ft,is translated as 'domination'. (Weber 1978, p. 53.)
This is misleading because the term 'domination' rather excludes the integration
of power relations by political community structures. Thus 'authority' represents
a much better term for H~~rrsc.lruf'i.
which is used in other parts of Weber's
Econoniy and Societj..

71 In the classic collection of studies on African political orders. Fortes and EvansPritchard outlined two types of political orders in the introducing chapter. which
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was writ ten as contribution to Compurutivu Politics. These two types arc similar
to what is discussed here as uephalous political community and political
community based on patrimonial authority ( M . Fortes and E. E. EvansPritchard (eds) Afric-an Politicul Sy.rtems, London 1940. pp. 1 -23).
72 Medieval lordship over land is partly similar to this type, and w a s exercised by
able-bodied men who pursued rightful force, feud and resistance to restore the
communal order, damage to which had affected their rights and claims.
Nevertheless. it is also different due to the political integration oT these territorial
domains into kingdoms and empires 0.Brunner. L ~ n du d Lortt.lvhip. Strurrurev
of Government in Mc~dievulAlt.~triu,Philadelphia 1991. pp. 296 364 (German:
Land und Herr.schafi. Grund'ragen dPr rerrirorirrlm Verfalvsun~s~uschich~c
dsrrrreichs im Mitrelalter, 3rd edn, Vienna 1943).

73 Representation is the materiality within authority relations that the agency of the
representative (= ruler) is ascribed to and regarded as being bound by the ruled.
The types of representation within authority relations can be differentiated with
regard to (a) what is represented (object of representation); and (b) who is
perceived to be qualified to represent (subject). With regard to the object of
representation, and in reference to Benedikt Haller's dichotomy of societal representation and representation of an transcendent order (B. Haller. Repr2.wnrucion.
Munster 1987), we differentiate between societal and absolute representation. In
both cases societies articulate themselves as political communities which authorise an existing representative to make binding decisions for their members. The
difference consists in the fact that societal representation represents the political
unity of members of a 'people' or of a society in terms of narrative symbolisations of collective identity. whereas absolute representation refers to a divine.
cosmic or holy order. In the second case, political order is always just a mirror of
this holy order, and the representative is not responsible to the ruled but to the
divine (e.g. the 'Last Judgement'). Cf. E. Voegelin, Die Neue Wiss~n.~t-liaji
d ~ r
Polirik. Eine Einfuhrung. Freiburg and Munich 1991. pp. 52-83 (English: The
Ne~v Science of Politics. An Inrroduction. Chicago 1952): H . Hofmann.
Repriisenturion. Studien zur Wort- und Begriffs~eschichtc.Inn dcr Anrikc his ins 19.
Jahrhundert, Berlin 1974).
74 The Greek polis, for example. was also based on a community of law (nornos). Its

political order included various offices. but normally lacked a staff of authority
which was typical for the patrimonial rulers of the Persian empire. Only Greek
tyrants resembled patrimonial rulers, who put their relatives in ofices and maintained soldiers or guards in urban areas where tribal structures were weak. The
polis, however, remained a community of people committed to different levels of
political equality and patriarchal authority.
75 In the ancient Greek tradition piety was called cusehiu. which was the respectful
devotion towards humans and gods. But it was also granted to the polis, the civic
community, in which one lives and to which the citizens owed their political existence. The Romans also attributed piclas to ancestors, relatives gods and to their
polity. which they called res puhlica. In the Christian tradition the concept of
piety was extended and piety was primarily directed to God. as the ground for all
life and to whom everything is owed in last instance. It is important to our analysis that piety is not only a relation between humans but may also be oriented
towards a divine order of life (see H. Schneider. 'Patriotismus und
Nationalismus'. C'oncilirmi. December 1995. pp. 499-5091,
76 Nomadic conquest movements are often quite unstable. as they depend on the
military and charismatic qualities of their leaders These leaders often failed to
institutionalise their power. which led to the decline of their empires after their
death.

77 In contrast to tribal gerontocracy and patriarchalisn~,patrimonialism is a type of
piety based authority relation which included rulers and subjects and where the
ruler(s) could dispose of an administrative staff to enforce their commands
without being dependant on the cooperation of the subjects. Pure patrimonialism occurs, when the staff of the authority is the personal staff of the ruler and
supplied by him, whereas in estate-type patrimonialism members of the staff
possessed the means of administration themselves. Patrimonial ofices often lack
the separation of the 'private' and the 'official' sphere (cf. Weber 1978, pp. 23 1-5,
1010-15) In contrast to Pipes. we d o not think that the rulers'extended rights of
ownership and their 'being both sovereigns of the realm and its proprietors' must
be always linked to patrimonialism. For example, Islamic rulers did also
acknowledge private ownership of nicrlk property. R. Pipes, Russicl under the Old
Regime, London 1995 (1974), pp. xxii. 19-24. Like Pawelka. we think that patrimonialism is linked to a ruler, who directs all political decisions with the help of
dependent officials and politicians personally loyal to him (Peter Pawelka,
Herrschafr utid Ent\rticklung iin Nuhen Osten: ~ g j ~ ~ t Heidelberg
en,
1985, pp.
21-8). Nevertheless, we use 'patrimonialism' only as an analytical term. Thus we
neither share the evolutionary and evaluative assumptions of modernisation
theorists operating with similar concepts, nor do we use it as a heuristic model to
explain politics within a 'static' or 'traditional' society.
78 The significant difference between tribal and state authority relations is often not
fully recognised by anthropologists and historians who use concepts like 'tribalconsanguineous states' or 'tribe-states' (L. Krader, Formation c,f the State,
London/Sydney/Toronto/New DelhiITokyo 1968, pp. 1-6) or 'nomadic states' (S.
A. M. Adshead, Central Asia in World History, London 1993, pp. 19-20; Ch. F.
Carlson, 'The Concept of Sovereignty in Kazakhstan', in Altuica Berolinensiu:
Permanenr International Altaistic Conference, 34th meeting, Berlin 21-26 July
1991: The Concept o f Sovereigntj, in the Altaic World. ed. B. Kellner-Heinkele,
1993. pp. 60-4). Statements like 'There is "state" within every tribe and "tribe"
within every state' or ' "Tribal" stresses personal, moral and ascriptive factors in
status, while "state" is impersonal and recognises contract, transaction and
achievement' also conceal this difference (R. Tapper [ed.] The Conflict of Tribe
and State in Iran and A,fgliunistan, New York 1983. pp. 66-7.)
79 Cf. Weber 1978, pp. 231-5.
80 For example: as Almond regards only states as political systems, his typology
includes Anglo-American. pre-industrial. totalitarian and Continental European
political systems. In this way he is indifferent to the underlying forms of political
community (G. A. Almond. 'Zum Vergleich politischer Systeme'. in G. Doeker
[ed.] K~rgleichendt~Analvse politischcr Systeme. Compuruti~!cPolirics. Freiburg
1971. pp. 57-76). Shils' famous typology included 'political democracy'. 'tutelary
democracy', 'modernising oligarchy', 'totalitarian oligarchy' and 'traditional
oligarchy' (E. Shils, Politicul Developnient in rhe N ~ J WStrrtcs, The Hague 1962).
Berg-Schlosser and Theo Stammen added to this list the types of 'static
oligarchy' and 'praetorian system' and elaborate three different types of 'totalitarian' systems ('mobilisation systems', 'Fascist systems' and 'Con~munist
systems') without explaining why these political systems of non-European societies differ from each other to the same extent as they differ from 'parliamentary
democratic systems' (D. Berg-Schlosser and Th. Stammen. Einfii'hrirng in die
Politik~~~i.~set~.rc~/ia~t,
Munich 1995 (1974) pp. 223-55). Friedrich differentiated
thirteen types ranging from 'political anarchy' to 'totalitarian dictatorship' (C. J.
Friedrich, Polirik als ProzeJ der Gemeinsc~huftshilci~~ng.
Eirte enipirischc~ Tlieot.it~.
Koln-Opladen 1970 (English: Man untl His Govcrnmtwt. An Enlpiric.al Tllr~oy,of'
Politics, New York 1963) p. 57). Pawelka reasonably argued why patrimonial
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politics functions differently from politics in Western liberal democracies
(Pawelka 1985, pp. 73, 95, 456); his systematisation of political systems includes
'authoritarianism' and 'populism' as patrimonial types of political order k i n g
based on more coercive or distributive means respectively. He identifies certain
periods of Egyptian politics with two of the four types of 'neo-patrimonialism'
(i.e. normative, utilitarian, controlled and repressive) elaborated by him. On
doing so, he seems to suggest that Egyptian politics operdted without any
normative foundation after 1965 (Pawelka 1985. pp. 449-50).
81 Cf. Y. Bregel, Notes on the Study c!/ Cenrral Asiu (Papers on Inner Asiu, no. 281.
Bloomington 1996.
82 Cf. R. Koselleck, 'Standortbindung und Zeitlichkeit. Ein Beitrag zur historiographischen ErschlieDung der geschichtlichen Welt', in Vergangew Zukunji. Zur
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TRIBAL COMMUNAL
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The tribal unit
There is considerable confusion about the boundaries and subdivisions of
tribes in Central Asia and how they were named.' Some of these terminological problems arise from the difficulty of defining the level of segmentation to
which 'tribe' as the largest unit has to be referred. Tsarist and Soviet ethnographers were inclined to name all units immediately below the diagnosed people (nurodnost') or nationality (natsiia) as tribes (ylemiu).z Such classifications are precipitative and pretend to describe social reality from an
objective point of view whch is not available and which is arbitrary. The question of whether the Cliony, a subdivision of the Turkman Gurgan Ionzut, is a
tribe, a sub-tribal group or even a tribal confederacy can neither be answered
with reference to the 'objective' cultural and linguistic criteria of ethnographers and linguists, nor can it be solved with regard to the level of
segmentation within the much younger Turkman titular-nationality of the
Turkman Soviet Republic. What is to be examined is the relevant unit of
communal c ~ t n r n i t m e n t . ~
Tribe as exogamic unit?

One way to define 'tribe' is to conceptualise it as a unit of exogamy. Tsarist and
Soviet ethnographers tended to define rod as the an exogamous unit in contrast
to plrmiu, which often represented an endogamous confederacy of several rods.
They applied this differentiation to describe all Central Asian tribal societies4
According to Grodekov's and Kaufmann's reports, marriage was
forbidden between patrilineally related kinsmen up to the seventh generation
in the Kazakh horde^.^ The Kyrgyz also would have known a similar rule of
exogamy, which forbade marriage between kin of patrilineal descendant up
to seven generation^.^ Krader argues that the 'tribes' (cluns in his terminology) were originally the units of exogamy among the Kazakh, and that
exogamy was later defined by 'a rule of prohibited degrees of consanguineous relationship for marriage, usually to the seventh degree'.' This view
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is supported by earlier reports about the KazakhsHof Levshin, which state
that Kazakhs of the Great Horde married outside the tribal subgroups
(section de tribu) and preferably even outside the 'tribe',
Most KaraKalpaks of the Amu-Darya delta were also strictly exogamous, and
marriage was only allowed with women outside the 'lineages' (rods). This
was also the case between members of far distanced camps (urr:c.l.s)which
belonged to the same 'lineage'.Io
Exogamy is not typical of all the tribal people of Central Asia, however.
Turkman tribes, in contrast, were endogamous, and marriage was not
proscribed with any category of kin." Uzbek tribesmen also did not arrange
exogamous marriages, but there was a preference for parallel cousin rnarriage.I2
The same is true for Qipchoq tribesmen of the Ferghana and Zarafshan
valley.13Thus Russian ethnographers faced severe descriptive problems in using
the term rod as an exogamic unit. l4
In addition, some of the implied terminological problems emerge from
possibly different levels of segmentation within one tribal confederacy:
According to Zhdanko. the Qvpshaq tribe (plenria) of the Kara-Kalpak On
Tort' Uruw confederacy consisted of fourteen lineages (rods). Seven of them
formed the group of the Zheti-Kashe (seven lineages), whereas the other five
belonged to the group of Alty-Ata (five fathers).Is In Russian terminology
these groupings could neither be called rods because they do not represent
exogamic units. nor could they be analysed in terms of plemia due to their lack
of shared war cries (urans)and brandsI6 In addition, subdivisions of socalled
rods could be exogamic units, as was the case with the Qaishyll- of the Qtai
plemia.'7 Sometimes a confederacy of exogamous tribes may even have
included endogamous subdivisionsIR
We can conclude that the exogamic unit may but does not have to correspond with the tribal unit. The tribal lineage was often the unit of exogamy,
but it was also often not the case.I9 As the criterion of exogamy supplied too
implicit a definition of 'tribe', Russian ethnographers could only apply it to
endogamous tribal groups in an arbitrary way.20
Tribe as a militaty unit?

Tsarist and Soviet ethnographers use the term plemia to describe larger groups
which consisted of exogamous subdivisions (rod). Sometimes these larger units
were identified with military units which shared a common war cry ( k m ) .
Consequently these Crans were cited as tribal symbols."
Aristov's report has already shown that wans were not exclusive features of
units which shared the same level of tribal segmentation. They were used by
groups which formed so-called 'tribes' and tribal confederacies2' Thus the
Great Horde had its particular iiran. as its constitutive 'tribes' had theirs
Grodekov emphasised that - at least in the Great Horde - the Crans of the rods
seemed to have been also those of the ple~t~iu
to which they belonged." Radloff
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similarly mentioned that there existed uraans for the two Kyrgyz confederacies
Sol and Ong and separate ones for its single 'tribes'.24 In his analysis of the
Kara-Kalpaks, Zhdanko identified some of the urarzs of the Kara-Kalpak
plemiu, whereas he could not find any umn for their exogamous subdivisions.
One of the two Kara-Kalpak confederacies, the Qongyrat, also had its own
~rran.~S

However, Aristov emphasises that firarts were quite subject to change and
that long ruling kin-heads and successful military or predatory leaders
replaced the old firms with their names.26It seems to be obvious that war
cries represented military units and that they were changed according to
changes of military coalitions. Military units, however, were not necessarily
tribes, but often formed only short-lived alliances. These military alliances
between tribes were formed in times of external danger in order to prevent
the invasion of other tribes, to protect oneself against expected raids or to
undertake raids for oneself. If the purpose was fulfilled, such coalitions
could end.27

Tribe as a community at peace
I1 as a Ion~utterm cannot be accurately translated into English. It was used in
two different ways: As an adjective it refers to the status of peace between individuals and groups.28 As a noun it was applied to residing units and to larger
groups which lived on peaceful terms and which might be called friendship
groups. Konig states that the largest friendship groups were the khulks like the
Iomut, Salvr or E k e which differed in tribal ancestors, dialects, carpet patterns,
military ensigns and histories.29
Irons' systematic and careful field research on the Gurgan Iomut,
however, presents some evidence that the khalk - translated as plemia in
Russian - represented only occasionally a friendship group.30 At the end of
the 1960s, Irons still observed a checkerboard-like alliance pattern between
territorially neighbouring il-groups along the Gurgan r i ~ e r . ~
One
' or two
friendship groups had always two groups as neighbours, which where their
enemies ( i u g ? ~ ) but
, ~ ~which were on peaceful terms with each other. Thus
we get two alliances of friendship groups which mutually shared borders
with inimical neighbours.33
Alliances and single friendship groups differed in their degree of internal
stability and territorial compactness. Friendship groups were much more
stable than alliances between them, and occupied often compact bordered
territories. In contrast, alliances were less stable and more subject to change.
and could occupy no unified territory, as was the case among the Gurgan
Iomut. Due to the believed shared genealogical descent, it is meaningful to
call these friendship groups tribps and their alliances tribal conji.dcruc.ies.-14
These friendship groups represented communities at peace which were also
communities of law.
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Kazakh tribesmen had their own terms to refer to groups which maintained
peaceful relations: uru or ru referred to groups which lived on peaceful terms
with each other and was 'applied to all types of social groupings usually understood as tribe, gentes and their subdivision^'.^^ Umk and umu were similar
) another Kazakh
terms which were used among Kyrgyz tribesmen.36 El ( i fwas
and Kyrgyz term which referred to peaceful relations within a collective
grouping like a tribal alliance.37 Uruv and Urugt~were the analogous terms
among Qipchoqs and Uzbeks respectively.38
Our first approach in defining the concept of tribe differs from those of
Soviet ethnography: it neither defines the tribal unit with regard to exogamy. as
rod was understood, nor does it outline tribe as a military unit sharing a
common uran, as plernia was used by Soviet scholars Our definition is closer to
the concepts whlch Western anthropologists like Bacon and Krader introduced
to analyse tribal social structures in Central Asia: Bacon's obok and Krader's
clan and lineage system.
Avoiding the terminology 'tribal genealogical organisation', Bacon brings
in the Mongol term obok and opposes it to her notion of clun. Accordingly.
obok is a structure of social organisation based on common descent which
includes gradually. relatively open. interlocked segments with a decreasing
degree of mutual rights and responsibilities from the smaller family units
through the larger lineages to the tribe. She states that 'the newly formed
components d o not break sharply from the parent group but simply change
their position in the line leading up from family to tribal subsection and
beyond'.39 It is a highly flexible structure which could easily absorb new
groupings and which includes a series of groups to which one individual
could belong.40 In contrast. clan is conceptualised as a rigid and closed
structure which comprehends just one group affiliation and one name. This
grouping is usually not a territorial one and does not fulfil political funct i o n ~ . ~Its' members also trace the origin of the grouping to a common
ancestor, but there are no privileged positions within the grouping due to
patrilineal primogeniture and seniority.'12
Krader operates with the terms clan and sib, which he uses similarly to
Bacon's obok and clan. He also defines clan (i.e. Bacon's obok) as a social structure 'composed of a hierarchy of corporate groups. from the extended family
to the confederacy of clans. which share a common genealogy and which
includes kin related by descent'." whereas sib is based on an exclusive g o u p
name which is transmitted to newcomers. In contrast to Bacon's clan. he
regards sib as a strictly territorial grouping. whose leader becomes part of an
imperial a d m i n i s t r a t i ~ n . ~
Both anthropologists oppose a flexible lineage system based on genealogy to
a more rigid type of social organisation whose members share common
ancestry, but d o not trace genealogies. and they both apply the first model to
Eurasian tribal societies4~evertheless.both terminologies are not fully
precise and consistent. as both authors do not sufficiently differentiate between
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&scent and residence units of tribal societies.4hSome contemporary anthropologists are more receptive to this differentiation and modified the theoretical
concepts of their predecessors: Barfield operates with the concept of the
'conical clan' in order to explain Inner Asian Turco-Mongolian tribalism,
which he defines in terms of hierarchy of lineage segments based on age
seniority and primogeniture of noble estates. He opposed this model to the
egalitarian tribal model of Arabian tribes of the Middle East based on more
egalitarian lineages, little hierarchy and segmentary o p p o ~ i t i o n . ~ ~
Dealing with current anthropological criticism of the concept of 'tribe'
often identified with the segmentary lineage system, Bastug shows that most
criticism refers to 'those elements [of the model] which should not have been
included in the first place'.48 She specifies her model of the segmentary
lineage system as a 'particular form of unilinear kinship organisation'.
Whereas clan is a unilinear descent group based on common ancestry, a
single group name and unspecified genealogical connection - here one can
find some similarities to Krader's concept of sib - the segnzentury lineage
system consists of fluid descent groups whose members establish overlapping concentric groupings by genealogies and generation-counting, and
organise themselves along the principle of structural opposition.49 Although
Barfield rather applies his model of the 'conical clan' to Inner Asian
nomadic empires with strong noble estates and uses the term 'clan', he
nevertheless refers it - like Arabian egalitarian tribalism - to a similar type
of segmentary lineage system which Bastug holds constitutive for the tribal
organisation of Altaic and other nomadic people.50 Consequently they both
define tribe as the largest grouping within a segmentary lineage system
which shares a common genealogy." In contrast, tribal confederations are
conceptualised as political units which need not have a common genealogy
or kinship ties. O n the other hand there are many anthropologists who
regard tribe as a political unity as welL5'
These conceptual differences might be linked to the fact that anthropologsts
apply different concepts of politics which they usually d o not make explicit and
which we cannot elucidate here. We only consider 'common genealogy' to be a
spongy criterion to distinguish tribes from tribal confederations, as tribesmen
also tend to perceive the latter in terms of kinship and often establish more
inclusive genealogies, after political alliances had been formed.
For the purposes of this study. we define poliric*ul orie~itationsas action
orientations which enable larger entities and emerge from the management
of the allocations of resources and the regulation of conflicts within more
populous s~cieties.~'
Thus tribal confederacies, hordes. khanates or patrimonial states represent political entities. In contrast we define ri.ihc as a more
enduring consenting group based on community of law and peace and
organised along the segmentary lineage system. For this reason, tribes and
resitlenticrl groups like neighbourhood wards (n~trhullcrlis)within patrimonial
state structures are units of communal commitment which normally do not
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embrace more than a few thousand people. In this way one can better
analytically elaborate the types of political integration of tribal and nontribal societies alike.
Central Asian tribes which formed communities of law maintained a
clear delimitation between their members or allies and their enemies.% The
difference between allies of a confederacy and members of a tribe was not
visible to tribal people and is more an analytic one: whereas segments of
tribes seldom became enemies. this was frequently the case among allies
Forming an alliance always implied extending the community of law to hitherto hostile groups.5s
The boundary of tribal legal community stands out very clearly in the liabilities of vengeance among Turkrnan tribesmen. Only members and allies of a
tribe respect the rule that taking revenge is only allowed between hir UIU groups
(Teke) or the gun dushar kin (Iotnur), which is a patrilineal descent group of
seven generations in depth. Non-allied strangers were not bound by these regulations and took vengeance on any member of the tribe. if they could not get
hold of the homicide.56
Thus 'tribe' is a peaceful and legal community. whose members are
obliged to maintain peaceful relations. The commitment to such a group
enables conflict regulation and the peaceful settlement of disputes. Due to
common legal community structures, tribesmen share one normative rramework which provides the rules for this task. In contrast to
Schoeberlein-Engel. who did not pay attention to legal community structures in his critical study on conceptions of collective identity in Central
Asia, we hold legal structures to be highly significant factors for the
construction and maintenance of collective group identity in Central Asia
and e l s e ~ h e r e . ~ '

Tribe as a community of law
A r-u or il group referred to a con~munityof law whose members were
supposed to keep peaceful relations.5P If someone endangered these relations, common rules regulated their restoration. Depending on the
circumstances, involved members avenged injuries. received or gave material
compensations. Thus members of the group were responsible for the
payment of tines due to damages caused by one of them. They were
involved in blood feuds, and also benefited from compensation paid by
other tribal groups.'9
The communal commitment to feud or the payment of fines was quite
different with regard to t~ibes~nen
and enemies Whereas it was wrong to steal
or to injure someone whom one lived in peace with, it was a glorious deed to
do so to enemiesm These ditTerent normative orientations were rooted in
customary law and depended on whether or not tribesmen shared common
legal community structures.
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Vendetta and liabilities

Generally speaking there existed a joint liability between kin whose ancestors were not removed by more than seven generations. The Gurgan Ionlut
expressed this relationship of shared blood responsibility with the kin term
gun dushur, which means 'blood reaches'. Consequently, the rights to
revenge and the dangers of becoming a victim of vengeance were limited to
gut1 dushar kin.61The Akhal Teke called this liability group bir tiru (from one
father).62Except in the case of accidental homicides. the Gurgan Ior?zut were
not used to paying blood money in order to compensate for blood debts.
Only a homicide in vengeance erased the blood debt and made friendly relations possible again.6"mong
the Balkhan Iomut blood revenge was more
usual among rich pastoral tribesmen.64 As a result, the recurrent reaction to
homicide was the flight of endangered relatives to distant pastures and
villages where they hid. These relatives could become targets of revenge if
they were not able to defend themselves. Among the Teke blood money
(khun) could also be paid.65
Levshin reports similar cases of revenge between families and residence
groups in the Kazakh hordes, which urged some families to leave their
habitat and relatives for ever and join far distant groups.66 Such cases of
vendetta were less frequent among Kazakhs, however, due to the existence
of larger tribal confederacies and hordes. Accordingly, friendly relations
within these groupings implied strong commitment to the peaceful settlement of disputes, and the payment of the y i i ~became
~
widespread among
~azakhs.~~
Turkman tribesmen could directly enforce their judicial claims, and
avenge homicides immediately without contacting the elders of the obu.
Only if the murderer could escape and hide somewhere, did the involved
village councils negotiate about indemnities to restore peaceful relations
between the villages.68 In contrast, Kazakhs and Kyrgyz immediately
submitted their cases to their uysuqals or bis, who decided as judges about
these claims. Both offender and accused had the right to nominate additional judges. The decision of these judges was binding. If the offender did
not accept it or did not turn up at the court, the plaintiffs were entitled to
start a hur.ynirct among the offender's relatives and drive their livestock
away in compensation for suffered harms. Tribal leaders, however, made
sure that they did not take more than they could legitimately claim as
indemnities. In this way village elders and tribal leaders tried to keep
hostilities under control, and raiders sought the authorisation of their
claims by the
Relations between members of hostile tribcs were different and were
based on the tribe as the basic unit of communal commitment. Thus
conflicts between members of different tribes did not become their owl1
private affair, but brought about hostilities to all involved tribal groupings.
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Strictly limited vendettas between the involved forefather groups were not
respected, if inimical tribes were involved. Among Turkmen like the lomur
the seven-generation rule did not apply between inimical groups. Thus every
member of the perpetrator's tribe could become a possible target of blood
revenge, undertaken by the closest relatives of the victim. Since a vengeance
killing often did not satisfy the blood debt. it led to a chain of mutual blood
feuds. Mutual military expeditions and raids could increase the level of
ho~tilities.~~
Levshin noticed that hostile activities also occurred within Kazakh tribes
and tribal confederacies. If influential leaders were involved in the conflict
and if there were additional disputes over territory, mutual raids on a low
level could easily escalate into open warfare between fighting contingents of
the involved tribes."
However, in contrast to the more peaceful regulation of conflicts within
tribes and tribal confederacies, blood revenge and rivalry over territories
frequently escalated to open violence on a higher level or reinforced hostilities between inimical tribal groupings. and led to severe casualties. These
hostilities were highly visible to Russian observers. and reinforced Russian
prejudice about the lack of order in the steppe.
The above analysis indicates that tribes represent communities of law.
Such communities shared common judicial perceptions about the settlement
of disputes. If vendetta was acknowledged as a legtimate means of conflict
regulation, it would be strictly limited by these perceptions Inimical tribes
disregarded these boundaries and avenged a victim by raiding livestock or
by the arbitrary killing of inimical tribemen.
In Central Asia the judicial structures were more complex. as some of the
tribesmen became more Islamised. Both customary law and Islamic law
informed the structures and content of these communities. Thus we have to
examine to what extent sharia influenced tribal communities of law.

Tribal customary law (Adat)
In Central Asia customary law had different names. It was called zang. dup.
nark or adat72and limited blood revenge. Khan Tauke's ( 1680- 1718) codification of Kazakh customary law clearly illustrates this limitation. although
it does not seem so at first sight. because Levshin asserted the law of retaliation as being of basic importance to the code.73He states:
The place of first importance is occupied by the law of retaliation: for
blood. revenge is taken in blood. and for mutilation by similar mutilation. For theft. robbery, violence. adultery. the culprit is to be punished
by death. According to these laws the relatives of the victim had the
right to put the slayer to death, while a person cutting off an arm, leg.
ear etc.. was to be deprived of the corresponding part of his body."
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The code's emphasis on the principle of retaliation seems to confirm the
partial Islamisation of Kazakh customary law.75Islamic penal law, which is
one part of sharia, includes this right of retaliation, but also limits this right.
The next male relative of the victim is only allowed to execute the homicide
by sword or is entitled to inflict the same mutilation to the offender that he
had caused, under the supervision of a kadi. after the latter has delivered the
verdict of
The categorical punishment of adultery and robbery by
the death penalty also supports the Islamic impact, since the punishment of
huqq A l l d ~offences could not be mitigated by the payment of blood money.77
The obligatory death penalty in the case of theft also reminds us of the
severity of Mongolian customary law (yasa) which punished many offences
with death.78 According to Islamic law thieves would lose just their right hand,
and in addition, in case of recurrence, the left foot.79
The Islamisation of Tauke's code remained quite superficial, however.
Both Levshin and Radloff emphasised that it was up to the plaintiff to call
for the death penalty for the offender, or to demand material compensatioii
through the payment of qiin.80Thus huqq All2z offences could be reconciled
by the payment of material compensation, although sharia prescribed the
death peiialty or physical mutilation in these cases, because divine and not
human rights had been contravened. Thus a murderer could save his life, if
he was able to pay up to 1,000 sheep in case of a male victim. Up to 500
sheep had to be paid for a murdered woman.8' Both Levshin and
Slovokhotov reported the equal value of 100 camels, 300 horses and 1,000
sheep, as a q ~ n . 8 2
Qiirz payments were also different with regard to estates. The killing of a
sultan or khojuR3could demand blood money from up to seven men. This is
confirmed by Levshin's description of Tauke's code, by the 'Customs of the
Kyrgyz' published in Samokvasov's collection of customary laws of the
Siberian natives in 1876, as by Radloff's inquiries.84 In cases of the murder of a
slave among the Kazakhs and Kyrgyz, the murderer had to pay just half of a
qiit~to his owner.85
Moreover, adultery and rape also were offences which were punishable by
death, but which could be reconciled by the payment of qiSr~.Iii the case of
adultery this would be possible if the abductor paid the bride price (qtrlj~ngn~al;
Russian: kulym) to the betrayed husband and procured for him a n~aiden.~'
Rape was not punished by death, if the blood money was paid to the husband
of a wife or to the relatives of a maiden. However, marriage to the raped
maiden and payment of the qul~ngfreed the offender both from execution and
the payment of blood money.87
The payment of q i n was not just a theoretical option, but a widespread
practice among Central Asian tribal people. Although blood revenge was
more common among Turkmen than among Kazakhs. Turkman homicides
also could sometimes escape vendetta by the payment of blood money.
One hundred camels represented the full kltun, which had to be paid to
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reconcile the death of a man, whereas fifty camels (half a khun) were due
in the case of a female victim.B8 The refunding of blood money was
customary among Kyrgyz as well.xYIt must be noted that the payment of
blood money was only possible within politically allied tribal groups. Thus
homicide led to vendetta among inimical Kazakh tribesmen as well.w As
more Kazakhs were allied in one tribal confederacy or horde, it less
frequently occurred in the Kazakh Steppe.
In cases of smaller offences uiyp (fine) was the penal money paid to the
relatives of the victim. Radloff reports that the Kazakhs paid one u i ) ~i.e.
,
nine animals of all kinds, for a broken thumb, three ninths for a broken
arm or for a lost left hand.y1 Thus some Kazakhs and Kyrgyz called this
fine also foghyz or toguz respectively ('the nine').Y2In all these cases it was
the duty of the kin-group to compensate the victim's relatives for losses
suffered.
Tribal customary law was neither familiar with the concept of personal
responsibility which informs Islamic law, nor did it place importance on the
protection of property. Nomadic tribesmen were not interested in the ownership of land. They struggled for free access to pasture land, of which tribes
tried to secure rights of usage. Their only property consisted of their livestock, which was very vulnerable to natural conditions. In the Kazakh
Steppe it happened quite often that nomads faced the loss of their herds due
to starvation ( = h i t ) caused by ice-storms and grassland covered through
impenetrable layers of ice in winter.93 Since survival on the steppe depended
on the possession of sufficiently large stocks. impoverished herders often
replaced their losses by raids into their neighbour3 territory exempted from
Barymtas took place also as a mean to defend rights. to enforce the
payment of blood money or bride price or to revenge insults. It was not
done secretly, but in full view, and a successful raid was regarded as a sign of
bravery and excellence. When it was done secretly. the raiders had to give
reasons for their attack. The nomads were more interested in getting back
their livestock than in the punishing of raiders. In contrast to settled
peoples, they were also able to do so by pursuing the raidersy5
According to Grodekov. cattle rustling among relatives were not punished
in the Great Horde. Stealing of stock between brothers' sons or between
sons and (grand)fathers was not prosecuted. Even the sisters' sons could
take away unauthorised livestock three times without losing the status and
rights of a n e p h e ~ . ~ "
The slight customary protection of property enabled flexibility within a
natural environment which did not make it sufliciently possible to control
the vulnerability and contingency of life. This contingency sometimes left
only two possibilities: to raid or to become dependent on other tribesmen.
I11 the Kazakh Steppe this vulnerability was especially linked to the zllcr.
The loss of the stock did not only imply the loss of the social position of a
stock owner. but also endangered his and his family's life."
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The different concept of personal responsibility,98 the ignorance of the
differentiation between hnqq A11Z/i and hrrqq i i d ~ m offences,
r
the mentioned
blood money norms and the customary hereditary rules based on ultimogeniture, indicate the superiority of ndat over Islamic law (sharia) among
Islamised tribal people. This was even the case among tribesmen like the
Turkmen, whose putative ancestors converted to Islam during the period of
the ~ e l j u k sNevertheless.
.~~
independent Turkman tribes lacked Muslim kadis
who judged offences according to sharia. As Turkmen were not allied to the
Khan of Khiva or the Emir of Bukhara, who could appoint kadis, Turkmen
enforced their customary conception of law by themselves.100As Konig analyses with regard to the Tekp, Islam became only influential in the sphere of
family law, which mullahs implemented during ceremonies on the occasion of
birth, circumcision, marriage and funeral^.'^' Among Turkmen these mullahs
were mainly adherents of Sufi orders called i.rhtms and pirs and or were
members of the holy tribes.I0'
Nevertheless, collective responsibilities and low standards of property
protection represented basic principles of customary law. Commitment to
tribal law, which better fitted the necessities and vulnerabilities of nomadic
life, prevented any more far-reaching Islamisation of legal community
structures.

Tribal units and changing tribal confederacies
Accounts of the tribal affiliations of Central Asian nomads are confusing
and at first sight contradictory. On comparing the dit'ferent reports about
the tribal affiliation of the Kazakh hordes, this confusion becomes manifest.
According to Levshin and Valikhanov, the Glj* ~ h i i : ' ~should
~
have
consisted of four tribes,lo4 whereas Radloff and Aristov identify ten 'tribes'.
but not the same ones.lo5 Spassky also recognises four 'tribes', but neither
exactly those of Levshin nor of Valikhan~v.'~"n more recent research, Hayit
states eight of Aristov's 'tribes' with three additional ones,Io7 Vostrov and
Mukanov ascertain nine of them.Io8 and Bennigsen gives Aristov's list with one
addition.Io9
The description of the Ort~rZhiiz is more uniform. since all accounts
mention the five 'tribes' AI-gliyn, Kcrc.7 , Qjpshtrq. Nui mtr~i. ~ o n g r u lt l.0
Valikhanov and Olcott mention a sixth one, the Uuq. But the data about the
composition of these 'tribes' differ considerably in size and number: the
number of 'tribes' of the Argl~jndiffers from 9 (Rychkov)"' to 18 'lineages'
(Levshin), that of the Kerci from 2 (Potanin)Il3 to 3 (Levshin. RadlotT), the
number of the Ncrirnar~subgroups from 17 (Balkashin)' IQ0 9 (Levshin), the
Qypsl~uqfrom 5 (Rychkov)'15to 9 (Levshin, Radloft) and the Qongrur from 6
(Radlofl) to 9 (Levshin) 'lineages'.
With regard to the Ki'shli' Zhuz Levshin's, Aristov's and Radloff's accounts
l the two branches of
are quite similar. They all identify the k'liin and Bt17 U l ~as

'"
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the Alshyn and the Zheti' Ru confederacy, whch was an association of seven
'lineages'."%ey
also give almost the same data about number and names of
the 'lineages'."' Spassky's report from 1805 is similar as well.118 Only
Rychkov's report from 1759 differs widely, since he did not know about the
hordes' division into three distinct groupings. Nine of his ten mentioned most
well known 'subtribes' are still in one of the three later reported groups
however' l 9 (cf. Map 1 ).
There also exist different data about the tribal compositions of the Kyrgyz
at the end of the nineteenth century. All sources identify two wings Ong and
Sol of a tribal confederacy. In addition, a third grouping, the Ichkilik. is sometimes mentioned as a separate unit. There is no consistency about the number
~
local accounts
and names of the 'tribes' and 'lineages', h o ~ e v e r . ' ?Some
described the main divisions Ong. Sol and Icl~kilik.but reproduced only some
of the tribal groups'21(cf. Map 2).
The same materiality is also typical for Turkman 'tribes'. For example.
Vambery identifies four divisions of the lomur: the Atahai with five subdivis i o n ~the
' ~Jujarhu7,
~
devised in the two sections of the Iaruri with seven and
the Nurafi with four subdivisions; the Sheref Clion?. with a Gurgan branch
(Gara Biilke. Devedslii, Jufir) and a Khivan one (Okiiz. Saluk. Ushak. Kodshuk.
Meshrik. Emrely), and the Ogurjulj3 with the Setnedin, Girujl. Terekme. Nedinl
~ u b d i v i s i o n s Fifteen
' ~ ~ years later. Marvin's report mentioned a dual organisation of the Iornur: the Khivan Bui'rurn-Slicll~qand the Gurgan Guru-Choku.
whose dual division consisted in the (Chonjl) Ak-Arabaiand (Slteref) Jufarbul.
He described the later as a dualistic lineage system including six Nura!~ and
four Iaral~vsubdivisions. The seven divisions of the Ak-Atabui were almost
~
afirmed
those which Irons was still able to observe in the 1 9 6 0 s ' ~Grodekov
this dual division of the Gurgan l o n l ~ t . as
' ~ did
~ Karpov. who gave a detailed
account of the subgroups of the four Khivan branches of the Io~zzut.His
account of the Garw Clloka differed considerably. since he focused more on the
Caspian Iornut under Tsarist rule.'26 Roliakov's diagrammatic description of
the Iontut of the nineteenth century in Nurod11 Srcdnei Azii i Kuzakhstmw also
differentiates between the Gurgan and the Khivan Ion~ut.which he calls Bai
run?-Sl~alyand which contained four groups. He labels the first section of GuruClioka Clior~y-Atahaiand enumerates the same groupings as Manin and Irons
do. But he describes the Sl~erc$-Jafirhaias an alliance between the dualistic
Sl~~rcfconfederacy
of the Iaralll and Num11~
and the Jqfurbai cor~fe~kerucj~
which
~'
consisted of six groupings being almost identical with those of ~ r o n s ~(cf.
Map 3).
Etlinographers of the nineteenth century were already complaining about
the inconsistencies of groupings which complicated their work. and
explained these with reference to changing tribal coalitions and names.'28
This is doubtless true. since the chronological ditTerence between reports
often corresponds with the amount of inconsistencies. In the above
mentioned reports about the Kazakh hordes this chronological dependence
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becomes obvious: the earlier reports of Rychkov, Levshin and Spassky differ
considerably from the later ones of Radloff, Aristov and Vambery. Similarly,
the difference between Vambery's, Marvin's and Irons' reports about the
Iorzzut are linked to the tribal reshuffle after the establishment of the
Russian-Persian border in 1 887.'29
There are also other reasons for the incongruence of reports, however.
Researchers usually were not involved with every segment of a tribal confederacy. Their data depended on the knowledge of their informants about
tribal genealogies and political affiliations. Since this knowledge is orally
passed on and is more precise about the neighbouring groupings. it is
obvious that informants will rather only know the larger divisions of
distanced groupings than their smaller branches and subdivisions. If some
shifting occurs within far distanced groups, the informant will not know
about it at once.
In addition, there did not exist uniform knowledge about affiliations and
genea10gies.l~~
Every lineage perceived these from their own standpoint, and
omitted distanced lineages due to their ignorance or political irrelevance.l3I
Valikhanov, for example, observed that Kyrgyz tribesmen at the Issik Kol had
no direct information about the Kyrgyz tribes in southern K y r g y ~ s t a n . ~ ~ ~
Third. most of the reports were done during Tsarist rule, when Russia
had already introduced its administrative order. Above all, this is true for the
Kazakh hordes. The Small Horde was abolished in 1824, when its last Khan,
Shir Ghazi (1 8 12-24), died and the Russians introduced a new administrative three-tiered system consisting of regional sultan administration, tribal
group and auyl. Russian administration was introduced among the Middle
Horde by the Rules for- the Siberian K-vrgy: (Kazakh) in 1822, and abolished
khanship and broke up the Middle Horde as a political entity. In 1867 the
Provisional Statute on the Ad~nirtistrationof'Semir-echie and Sir Darya Oblast
implied the same for the Great Horde. Consequently, tribal affiliations and
genealogies lost their political significance, and new arrangements of groupings took place within the newly created administrative units. This is another
reason for inconsistencies.
Due to the lack of precise data, it is quite difficult to identify clearly the
tribal units in each case. Sometimes the difference between tribe and tribal
confederacy was gradual, since relatively stable confederacies could easily be
interpreted as tribes, since tribes which broke up in smaller branches in
consequence of inimical or economic pressure. became similar to tribal
confederacies.
The following overview does not aim at giving a final judgement about
tribes and tribal confederacies in Central Asia. It only seeks to indicate the level
of segmentation, where tribal units have to be sought before Tsarist rule. Due
to their stability, these tribal units were also the basic units of a comnlunal
commitment which more or less preserved their integrity in times of political
turmoil and 'tribal' reshuffle.
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Turkrnan tribal units

With regard to the Turkmen, some scholars agree that so-called Turkman
plemias like the Iomut, Eke or k'rsarY are rather tribal confsderacies than
tribes, due to the lack of tribal unity and the existence of hostilities within
smaller branches'34 (cf. Map 4). Irons' research on the Iornur Turkmen
confirms this view. The results of his fieldwork permits even more far-reachlng
conclusions. It illustrates that the Gurgan Ionlut consisted of two mutually
hostile tribal confederacies which were settled in a checkerboard-like alliance
pattern between territorially neighbouring tribes along the Gurgan river.
Therefore neither the Iornur, nor the Chony and Sl~ercLrepresented the tribal
unit, but groups like the Jufurbui, Bagu and Biiklzelkc at the one side, and the
Ak-Atubui, Daz, and Badrak at the other side.'j5
A similar structure could be observed within the Teke. Khivan sources
indicated the severe division within the Teke. Thus its two main branches
Tokhtamysh and Otan~vshwere considered as separate 'tribes' to which
'~~
different begs were sent to collect the tax on livestock ( ~ e k a t ) .According
to this division, the Tokhratnysh settled on the left. the 0tanlj.sh on the right
bank of the Murghab. In the Akhal oasis. parts of both groupings settled
down on separate canals (Turkman: iap, Russian: ar?*ks).Hostilities quite
frequently occurred between these main divisions. In addition. Konig
emphasises that these hostilities existed between their dual subdivisions as
h between the Beg
well: between the Bagshy and Syckmaz of the O r u n ~ ~ sand
and Vekil of the Tokhtarnysh. Konig's own field research in 1956 delivered
further evidence for these division^.'?^ Probably, the Teke tribal units were
rather groups like the Sj.chn~uz.Uchuruk, Bagsly., Cam, An~ansha-Gokclrcor
Gongur - entities described as rods by Russian ethnographers - than groups
like the Beg or Vekil."*
Due to the lack of information, it is difficult to determine exactly the tribal
units of the other so-called Turkman plernia.Nevertheless, the constant
reshuffle of sub-tribes refers more to tribal confederacies in contrast to smaller
plunia like the Murcha!,~ or Alili. which rather represented tribeslJ9
Kyrgyz tribal units

Large Kyrgyz plen~iaslike the Btrgu. Sar! Bag>-slt.Solto, Adigine or Saruu
were tribal confederacies rather than tribes. since their composition
changed. Thus the Sary Bagj~slt.for example. consisted of the four divisions
Bulat, Emir. Nadyrbek and T19tlui at the beginning of the nineteenth
century, whereas Radloff- reported seventy years later that Sury Bagj-sh
included five divisions (Isongiil. Ass?!k, T ~ n a i ,Chirikchi and Nadj-rbek)
which five munaps led.I4O Smaller plemiu like the Munduz, Kalmak or Doii1i;s
resembled rather tribes (cf. Map 5). Evidence which supports this view arises
from the matter that most of these divisions. often described as rods, are
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headed by rnanaps or prominent hiis, whose decisions were binding on all
tribal members. In addition, these divisions often maintained hostile relationships with the neighbouring ones. If the nzunup commanded it, all men
capable of military service had to take up arms immediately, either to defend
themselves or to fall upon others.I3' In order to meet these military challenges.
they did not nomadise in a611 units, but in tribal ones. Thus they camped along
the riversides in long continuous rows of yurts during winter. In summer they
nomadised along mountain ridges so that they could form an efficient army
within a few hours.I4* As a result, tribes occupied delimitated territories in
contrast to their smaller subdivision at the end of the nineteenth century.143

Kazakh tribal units
With regard to the Kazakh hordes, it is most problematic to define the tribal
units. Since the tribal structure was already in decline at the beginning of the
nineteenth century, there is less reliable data to work with, whereas little
information is available about eighteenth-century tribal structures. For the
reasons stated above, available reports are inconsistent.
Nevertheless, it is seems to be reasonable to assume that the so-called
pleniiu of the Small, Middle and Great Horde rather did not represent tribes.
as their composition tended to change. Some of their sections disappeared
and others would newly emerge.144Thus the Dulcrt or Qangly of the Great
Horde, the Arghyn, Nrrimun, Qypslzaq or Kerc.7 of the Middle Horde and the
k'liin sly, BUT Ufy and Zhc~ti'Ru of the Small Horde were rather tribal
confederacies.
The source material also confirms the confederative character of some of
these units. Levshin reports that the Small Horde was originally dominated
~ ~ Bui
by the Alshyn confederacy consisting of two wings: the k'liin 0 1 and
Dly. This confederacy outnumbered all other tribes of the Small Horde. That
is why Khan Tauke (1680-171 5) should have arranged an alliance between the
latter. This association became the confederacy of Zllc.ti' Ru, i.e. the confederacy of the 'seven tribes'.145 Levshin also refers the formation of the
Argliyn, Nuirnc~n.Qjyslwq and Kcreias tribal confederacies within the Middle
Horde to Tauke's reshuffling of the Kazakh horde^.'"^ On the other hand, it
is possible that small pletniu like the Suqv h i i n , which did not include more
than one or two thousand yurts, already represented the tribal units.I4'
The more interesting question is whether the branches of these tribal
confederacies, i.e. groupings like the Borntri. S11j~ni)~r..Aglijlsll. Tiirt
D1 or Mirun represented tribes or whether they or some of them were rather
tribal confederacies themselves.148The answer won't be a uniform one, since
the cohesion of groupings of 50.000 and of 2,000 is a different one. I t is also
quite dificult to extrapolate the tribal units from later reports like those of
Grodekov and Radloff and their informants, since their reported ro~isboth
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refer to the tribal confederacies and their branches. Maksheyev's data about
the Sir Darya Oblast, which Radloff refers to. sometimes bring up more
inclusive. sometimes more exclusive groupings. Thus he mentions groupings
like the Sl~vmyr,Syiqym, Zliunys, i.e. branches of Dulut, in the Chmkent and
Aulie Ata Uezds. whereas he imparted a Dulat grouping in the Tashkent Ueul.
In the Turkestan Uezd he identifies a Zl~cti'Ru unit, in the Tashkent Uezd its
branch Rumuzun.14Y Nevertheless there is some tendency to identify branches
of large tribal confederacy like that of the Dulut. k'lii?~
h i
and Zheti'
Ru as basic groupings.'50 The relative long continuity of these groupings within
colonial administration - despite their declining political importance - gives
them the feature of tribal units.
Spassky's reported six groupings of the Arghyn, led by the Khan Vali
(1 78 1-1 8 19) or his relatives, confirms this view.'" According to situational
circumstances these groupings might change. but the basic units between eighteen152 and twenty-two tribes"-' remain the same. Consequently. rods like
Agysh, QunzlyghlJ*or Bura rather than smaller branches seemed to have been
the tribal units of the Kazakh hordes'54 (cf. Map 1 ).
~

1

1

1
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Kwa-Kalpak tribal units
Kara-Kalpak (Quraqalpuq) tribes nomadised on the middle and lower course
of the Sir Darya in the eighteenth century and became increasingly targets of
Kazakh and Oirat (Jungarian) raids. Due to their refusal to pay tribute to the
Small Horde, Khan Abulkhayr's troops (1 718-48) attacked Kara-Kalpak
tribes on the lower course of the Sir Darya in 1743 and captured many
t r i b e ~ m e n . As
' ~ ~the Kara-Kalpak tribes could no longer defend their land.
they dispersed in three directions: some moved up the Sir Darya and settled in
the Ferghana valley,'56 others escaped towards the Ural and Volga. The
majority moved to the Amu-Darya delta. In 181 1 these tribes accepted the
rule of the Khan of Khiva. As the hiis we1-e basically the leaders of what
Soviet ethnographers called rods and often maintained inimical relations to
each other. the tribal units must have been uru1i.s like Q?.iut. Q?.rui or
~unees'~
(cf.
' Map 6).

Utbck, Qipcboq and other tribalpups
In the middle of the nineteenth century there existed various tribal groups of
Turkic and Mongol oripn along the river oases. These tribal groups were basically divided into two groups: one group of tribesmen. whose ancestors
invaded the river oases under the leadership of Shaybani Khan. acknowledged
Shaybanid Chingizid claims of political supremacy and were called Uzbeks
They represented the ruling class of the patrimonial states. and the ruling
dynasties emerged from among them (Minq. M(1nghir. Qungi~irot).'~~
According to oral traditions there should have existed ninety-two different
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Uzbek tribes and tribal confederacies of which the Manghits, Qungliirots,
Qiiats, Keneges, Diir~nans,Qirks, Mings, IUZ, Sarois, Loqais, Qataghans and
Qushchis were the better known ones. These tribal groups were scattered in
various border areas of the patrirnonial states where they lived in their tribal
territories. Some tribal groups split and settled down in different khanates, and
could also join newly formed tribal confederacies established by the patrimonial rulers or in opposition to them.
Tribes which did not acknowledge Shaybanid claims could either be of preShaybanid origin or have arrived in the river oases after the Uzbek conquest.
The pre-Shaybanid tribes were originally called Chaghatays, as they acknowledged Chaghatay claims of political supremacy:'59tribal groups like the Jaluir,
Barlos. Orlat, Qauchin and Miighul are of Mongol origin, whereas the Ktai,
Qanghli and Qalluq have a Turkic root.I6O In the middle of the nineteenth
century members of many of these tribal groups called themselves and were
called Turks, like the tribal group itself of this name.I6l
The Qipclzoqs, tracing back their origin to pre-Mongol tribes nomadising in
Desht-i-Kipchak and called polovzy by medieval Russian chroniclers, represented tribal groups of which some allied to the Kazakh hordes and others
arrived in the river oases between the sixteenth and eighteenth century. Some of
them might also have arrived there earlier. Basically there existed three main
areas of Qipchoq tribal groups: the Qipchoqs of Khorem. of the Zarafshan
valley and of the Ferghana valley. The Qipc-hoqsof Khorezm became part of
the Uzbek ruling class in the Khanate of Khiva. In the course of the adrninistrative reforms of Abul Ghazi Khan (1643-63) they were politically organised
within the Qanghli-Qipcl~oqtribal confederacy which represented one of the
four newly established political units along the lower course of the Arnu~ a r ~ aThe
. ' second
~ ~ group of Qipcl~oqsformed an alliance with the Ktu%
settled along the Zarafshan valley. Thus the Krai-Q@choq played an active
political rule in the Emirate of Bukhara, were opposed to patrimonial state
structures and seemed also to have acknowledged Shaybanid political
claims.I6' The third group, the Qipcltoqs of the Ferghana valley. occupied their
tribal lands much later. They originally nomadised in Kazakh areas to the
north of the middle course of the Sir Darya, and were part of the Middle
Horde. When the latter could no longer defend its territories against Oirat invasions. a considerable proportion escaped into the Ferghana valley, where most
of them took up their winter quarters around Andizhan and Namangan. Due
to the lack of pastures many of them remained poor and were forced to settle.
Those Qipclioc/s who became part of the Kyrgyz Icltkilik confederacy were
better off.I6"
As the Ferghana Qipclzoqs arrived from a Kazakh background in the
Ferghana valley only in the eighteenth century and became partly allied with
Kyrgyz tribal confederacies, they did not acknowledge - in contrast to their
Uzbek namesakes - Shaybanid claims of political supremacy. Thus some
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ethnographers of the nineteenth century still described them as a distinct
group. 165
All these Shaybanid and non-Shaybanid tribal groupings had in common
that they reorganised themselves or were considerably reshuffled by patrimonial state structures before. during and after the Shaybanid conquest of the
river oases. Former tribal confederacies became scattered across various
parts of the oases, and became followers or subjects of patrimonial rulers.
Corresponding with the extension and strengthening of state structures and
the spreading of Islamic law, processes of detribalisation took place in
various ways and to a different extent, which makes it dificult to differentiate tribal units from tribal confederacies. In addition, such distinctions
would not be very helpful. were they not related to administrative state
structures and to the functions which the latter were able to take over from
tribal i n ~ t i t u t i 0 n s . lFor
~ ~ these reasons we will have to define the tribal units
from case to case when the relations of these groupings to administrative
state structures are discussed.

Patrilineage and descent groups
It is a mistaken conceptualisation of Central Asian tribal society to identify its
commitment structures with kinship relations. It is not suitable to identify
tribes with the segmentary lineage model, as Hudson and Bacon tend to do
with reference to the Kazakh hordes.16' Our analysis of customaiy law shows
that slaves and newcomers also enjoyed tribal protection. Thus kinship and
descent played an important role, but did not take over an exclusive position in
the commitment structures of tribesmen. In order to clarify the role of kinship
in tribal society we will have to define and confine the descent groups
'What is your ru?' ('Ruyng ki'nt?') was one of the first questions asked by
strangers when meeting for the first time.168In reply one uttered the name of
the first tribal subdivision which one expected the questioner to be familiar
with. Although the question was very basic and simple, the answer was equivocal. As previously discussed, ru could refer to the unit of communal
commitment and indicate the tribal group or subgroup. or it could even refer to
larger units like tribal alliances. This was just one way in which this term was
understood, however. 16'
In addition. ru was also used in a purely genealogical way and was applied
to a number of people who claimed descent from a common ancestor.170In
this sense. the concerned person named the smallest subdivision which he
expected to be familiar to the questioner. If the subdivisions were unknown to
the responder, he gave a more distant and inclusive genealogical subdivision of
a higher stratum. If he encountered a close relative, it was enough just to
specify the names of the nearest groupings."'
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Genealogy, patrilineage and seniority

Genealogies played an important role in Central Asian tribal societies. They
represented the backbone of the society. built a societal web and informed
commitment to societal and political order. This was so due to its basic principle of patrilineage. Tribesmen formed a body of agnatic kin and traced their
origin from common ancestors. In this way descent group names were inherited through the male line.I7' Mutual relations were established according to
the closeness and distance of shared ancestors. Tribal or political union was
always experienced and perceived in terms of kinship and patrilineal origin.
Genealogies based on primogeniture could inform orders of seniority
between groupings. These rankings were sometimes estimated differently.
Valikhanov asserts that the Small Horde directly established patrilineal
descent from the first Kazakhised b u t j ~ r s .In
' ~ this
~ way members of the ~ X I T
Zliii- claimed a privileged position within the Kazakh hordes. In contrast,
Grodekov noted that the lowest ranked tribal confederacy and tribe of the
Great Horde still enjoyed higher prestige than the most influential tribal
confederacy of the Middle Horde.'74 Grodekov's statement seems to reflect his
informants' overestimation of the seniority of the Great Horde, since it is
unlikely that tribes like the Iskin? or Mul~rTranked higher than the powerful
Arghyn confederacy of the Middle Horde. This would gravely contradict the
prestige and power of mighty tribal alliances and the role they played in tribal
societies, although members of the Great Horde seemed to have made such
claims.
The ZIIUIU~~I.
should have been the senior grouping of the Great Horde.
Thus at the beginning of a meal one asked whether there was someone from
the oldest ru ZlialuT~~r..
Members of Zl~trkuTyrwere also the first to begin the
singing at weddings. Only if there were none of these, was it up to the Oshuytj~.
Informants of the latter confederacy decisively denied this seniority and
claimed it for themselves, h 0 ~ e v e r . l ~ ~
Nevertheless, an order of seniority and an etiquette were observed.
Tribesmen respected etiquette. when they shared the war booty. entered yurts
or took seats. The most esteemed seat was always opposite to the entrance.
Etiquette also had to be observed during celebrations and mcals. where the
most honoured guests were served
Confederate descent groups

Figure 2 shows a typical Kazakh genealogy which Aristov collected from
Dikambay-Batyr, an informant of the Botj~(ritribe, which belongs to the Didltrt
confederacy of the Great Horde. It traces the common ancestor of the
Kazakhs to Abulkhayr. Krader identifies this mythical ancestor with Khan
Abulkhayr (181848) of the Small Horde, who lived in the eighteenth
century and accepted tsarist protection.'77 I t is. however, also possible that
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this genealogy refers to Abulkhayr (142848), who unified the nomadic
hordes in the fifteenth century and created a khanate. which also became
known as the Uzbek Khanate.'78
Such a genealogy is not to be mistaken with a historical account of the
succession of Kazakh rulers, nor does it necessarily refer to historical
persons. Historians also d o not regard Abulkhayr as the founder of the
Kazakh
Somehow the name Abulkhayr remained in the collective
memory and was prestigious enough to trace back ancestry to. Thus it is
narrated that he had the three sons Baishora, Zhanshora and Qarashora, who
became the rulers of the three hordes. Between Baishora and Botpai there were
eleven generations of ancestors, of whom often just the direct ancestor was
passed on.
This genealogy is a written one. since it is quite complex and includes many
generations. Contrary to accurate genealogies, it excludes the personal descent
relations of the informant and linked tribal and political groupings within a
meaningful cosmos.
Its potential to inform action orientation emerged from its embedment in
the religious world view of Kazakh and Kyrgyz tribesmen. As animists they
revered nature. They prayed to the sun, the moon and the stars and worshipped
all phenomena which revealed the eternal and inexplicable supreme power
which the Kazakhs and Kyrgyz called Kok Tangri (blue heaven) and Kok Tengir
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Sourc.r,: Aristov 1894. p. 394-6.
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respectively.180Heaven was perceived as a being responsible for gratifying and
punishing mortals on earth. The well-being of people depended on it.Is1
Animistic tribesmen ascribed to the heaven, the sun and the moon an immense
influence on them. Their birth might have been a wonder due to divine protection, just as the anger of Tungri may cause their death. But once he died, a man
became a free and redeemed spirit (uruaq, ongon) who himself could influence
human affairs. Thus ancestor worship was of high importance. Only if the
spirits of the ancestors were revered would they remain protectors of their relatives. The latter built precious monuments for their deceased ancestors, offered
sacrifices on special occasions and showed gratitude to their spirits. This piety
was greater, the more influential an ancestor was during his life, because his
spirit was regarded to be as mighty as the deceased was on earth.I8'
Based on this religious experience, genealogies and epic narratives related
tribal groups and conjured the protection of mighty ancestors shared by these
groups. It emotionally rooted tribal commitment and assured the spirit's
protection of political and military alliances. Thus we fully susbscribe to
DeWeese's view that Central Asian native religion was basically a religion
which valued life and well-being. It asserted community bonds and their origin,
and informed the political ties of larger entities like tribal confederacies.Is3
Figures 3 and 4 give further examples of confederate genealogies which
elaborate the descent relations of tribes and tribal confederacies. Figure 3
represents another Kazakh genealogy which refers its origin to Alash, the most
prominent mythical ancestor of the Kazakhs. In this case, a tribesman of the
BUY uly confederacy reported this genealogy. since the informant more accurately remembers closer groupings of his community. As confederate
genealogies link various tribal descent groups, we call groups of tribesmen who
trace common ancestry a confiderate desccwt group. 184
Figure 4 represents a Turkman confederative descent group. Irons collected
this genealogy during his field research among Iomut Turkmen and compiled it
from a written source. Also in this case it is obvious that the informant was
from the Chony confederacy, since its mentioned segments are more elaborate.
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All tribes traced their descent to Ionzut. Iomur Turkmen did not regard their
genealogical accounts as complete and precise. When Irons confronted his
informants with his most detailed written genealogy. they were not disturbed
by the discrepancies. They attributed low importance to omitted segments and
claimed that their recollected genealogies are accurate only to the extent that
they explain relationships between existing descent groupsls5
Larger Turkman confederative descent groups like the Ionlur. fike and
k;sary were often called k l t ~ l k swhereas
, ~ ~ ~ their smaller subdivisions (like the
Beg, Vekil, Sychmaz and Bagsh-y)could also be called urugs. I 871t has to be noted
that some of these confederate genealogies are rather of constructive than of
political concern, as local historians like Abul G h m traced descent also
between inimical tribal confederacies.I8*
Tribal and sub-tribal &scent p u p s
Tribal descent groups informed the relation between tribes and basis descent
groups and often corresponded closely to the territorial division of sub-tribes
The Daz tribe of the Gurgan Ior?lut is given as an example in Figure 5. Among
Turkmen all these descent groups could be called raipa regardless of the level of
segrnentatioi~.~~~
Since sub-tribes consisted of basic descent groups. disputes
between descent groups of different sub-tribes could involve a few hundred
families Conflicts over territories quite often occurred, and it was important to
belong to a large descent group whose manpower could settle territorial
disputes to its advantage. If such antagonism resulted in a homicide. the subsequent vengeance or payment of blood money was regarded as a different
matter, which primarily only confronted the affected forefather groups.1w
Grodekov also confirms the social importance of such groupings among the
Kazakhs. He describes solidarity groups which guaranteed protection of their
members and whose members paid the q i n and other indemnities These
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groups also accepted mutual duties of hospitality, and members were vulnerable to blood killing if qiin was not paid.'9' Grodekov calls this unit rod, and
described how the liability mechanisms functioned among the Kazakhs of the
Sir Darya Oblast:
Not the individual, but the descent group (rod) received the kun. If
the killed and the killer were from one tribal descent group (rod), the
sub-tribal descent group (koleno) would pay and receive it; if both are
from one sub-tribal descent group (koleno), the basic descent group
(podkoleno) would pay and so on.I9'
In addition, he gives an example which should illustrate the liability of these
descent groups:
For example, if the one is from the sub-tribal descent group (kol.rzo)
Bisat and the other from the sub-tribal descent group (koleno)
Zli~mtrnbai (both mentioned descent groups belongs to the tribal
descent group (rod) of Kuten.slii. and their confederate descent group
(gluvnj~irod)
is Qongrtrt),all five ~~olosts
of Bisut paid the blood money,
and all five volosti of Zliunianhui received it. ' 9 3
Grodekov's example is not clear. as he described liabilities of descent groups
and of territorial groups like \~olo.sti.Nevertheless, he still observed the
segmented forms of liability relations which must have been typically for independent Kazakh tribesmen.
Grodekov underlines the equality of shares which each member of the
descent groups had to pay and to receive, independent of the wealth or the
degree of affinity to the
Grodekov's observation seems to confirm
the view that homicide did not exclusively involve the group of seven forefathers among Kazakh tribesmen, as it was among the Turktnen, but the whole
descent group. The members of such groupings were also called qUt1~1~1.v.
which
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meant relatives through qin.'Y5 It also implies that material burdens and
compensations differed from case to case. Most devastating was homicide
within a basic descent group, since one group of seven forefathers had to pay
qiin to the other. This was a serious hardship, when the group was small and
only included 10-20 households so that each one had to pay 100 or 50 sheep.
Thus it happened that this grouping became an indebted descent group which
gradually had to pay off its due, unless the debt was mercifully remitted.'96
If homicide occurred between different basic descent groups of one subtribal unit, the material burdens were lower. Supposing such groups included
100 to 150 yurts, each household had to pay 7-10 sheep. If casualties
occurred between sub-tribal descent groups. the qiin could be one or two
animals. Only if distinguished personalities like Kazakh sultans or qozhus
were killed, was the burden to larger descent groupings similarly high. since
up to five q i n s became due.197
Due to this structure, disputes over territories and other conflicts could
involve many people. Levshin reports that sometimes hundreds of related
families had to leave their territories for distant pastures in order to escape
persecution by powerful inimical descent groups.19RSuch cases refer to
instances of conflict between sub-tribal descent groups which were not
settled peacefully. but which compelled the smaller descent group to leave its
territory.
Anthropologists like Krader do not differentiate confederate, tribal and
basic descent groupings from forefather groups of single tribesmen. This leads
to some confused views on group boundaries. On arguing against Grodekov's
emphasis on the seven-generation rule of exogamy, Krader points out:
Without disparagement to Grodekov. who was an accurate and
meticulous ethnographer, especially in matters of law-ways. it may
be pointed out that a rule of seven prohibited degrees cannot work
in named units. because the head of the lineage would be shifting
downward every generation. always seven generations behind, so
that if there had been tl generations. and one lineage formed in each
generation, there would have been n minus 6 lineage heads at any
given time. and the name of the unit would be changing every
generation.'YI
In his comment, Krader confuses personal descent groups of the forefathers
with larger descent groupings. based on imprecise genealogies and putative
ancestor^.'"^ Bastug also holds the view that there existed a 'continuum of
genealogical relationships. extending from the apical ancestor to each individual descendant'.?O1The members of forefather groups, however, usually had
an accurate memory of their seven-forefathers group, as vendetta was often
bound to this unit. This difference is crucial for the understanding of tribal
commitment at the local level.
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Basic*descent andforefather groups

B~rsicdescent groups were solidarity groups which incorporated one or several
forefather groups whose members precisely recollected their forefathers up to
seven generations. The ancestors beyond the seventh generation were mostly
not accurately recollected, but were merely referred to as founders of the basic
descent group which the Gurgan Iomut and the Teke called tire.'02 Accordingto Hudson, Kazakhs also named such groupings
of close relatives ru. Kara.
Kalpaks used several terms for smaller descent units. The most comnlon ones
were tire and kiishc.'03
Irons is one of the few anthropologists who systematically researched forefuther groups and their relation to other descent groups through field work in
Central Asia. He collected data among the Gurgan Iomut and reported all
basic descent groups and precise genealogies of forefathers shared by members
of the village Aji Gui. where he did his main research.'04
Figure 6 shows a forefather group which resided in different camp groups
and villages (oba.~).The numbered households resided in Aji Gui, households
with letters belonged to other obas. Black triangles indicate the households or
family heads of deceased relatives, white ones refer to existing households. This
is an accurate genealogy, since all names of deceased forefathers were well
known. All relatives of the upper generations' forefathers were not recollected,
but only those which genealogically linked all the households of this group.205
The forefather group as the smallest possible descent group could be the
descent unit of blood revenge, which according to Turkman &p assumed
liability for all relatives having a common forefather up to the seventh generation. The Iornut called this smallest descent group. gun dusliicrr, which means
'blood reaches'.206 The members of this grouping shared commitments to
avenge their blood relatives. Similarly, they could become victims of
vendetta as well.
-

-

Figure 6 Turkman Forefather group, of the C'lier~.rrrli
Sourzr: lrons 1975, p. 55.
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Among the Tcke. the forefather group also paid the khun. collected the
ransom and redeemed its deported or enslaved members from hostile tribes In
addition, it was the group of solidarity which compnsated losses of stock and
defrayed frequently high expenses arising from festivities like circumcision,
wedding or funeral. If a member of this group granted hospitality, all other
members would treat this guest as their own.207
In the case of the C/~ensuli,twelve families would be most vulnerable to
vengeance in cases of homicide caused by one of their members in Aji Gui.
This would involve approximately sixty family members. In addition. five families would be endangered in ohu a. four in obu b, and three in both o h s c and
d. Overall this gun dushar group embraced twenty-eight households which
included approximately 140 people. According to Konig. a Teke hir ura group
included approximately ten to fifteen extended families with 100. 200 and more
members, who normally represented three to five generations descending from
one father.20AThe Salvr also called this group bir at^.^^
Kara-Kalpaks seemed to have used the term b s l ~ eto designate the forefather group. Zhdanko describes it as a group of close relatives who were
'children of one father'.210
Among the Kyrgyz and Kazakhs forefather groups were less linked with
blood revenge. Due to the authority of aqsuqals and hfis. blood revenge seldom
occurred. since the leaders of the involved descent groups usually negotiated
the payment of qiin. Thus Kyrgyz and Kazakh forefather groups were groups
of close relatives who celebrated family feasts together. Kyrgyz tribesmen called
this group bir atanyn baldarj* ('one father's children'). The members of this
group joined at marriages, funerals. memorial and circumcision days. and
mutually assisted in these activities.*"
Abramzon gives one example of a Kyrgyz forefather group which lived
in the Jumgal' Rayon in central Kyrgyzstan (cf. Figure 7). It was called
BaTkozunun baldary according to its common ancestor Baikozu, and formed
one red brigade in the kolkhoz Kv~jll-Okt~ahr'
(Red October) in 1951. It
included twelve households and linked five generations In former times
members of this forefather group resided in one or several neighbouring uij.1~.
held all stock in one herd during the summer and mutually assisted each other.
They celebrated feasts (toi:~).shared funeral repasts (ash) and supported the
wedding preparations of its individual member^.^'?
Kazakhs called the forefather group atu b u ~ u ~ .which
" ~ seemed to have
played a minor role in the nineteenth century. Grodekov only reports that if
other close relatives did not exist, members of this group would become
guardians of orphans214 Nevertheless. the forefather group was frequently
referred to as an exogamic unit among Kazakhs during tsarist rule. In contrast
to most Turkmen, Kazakhs had limited blood revenge through the payment of
qiin which was equally paid by all members of the involved descent g o u p s
However. the existence of the forefather group might also indicate that it was
originally a unit of blood ~ e n g e a n c e . ~ ' ~
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In order to illustrate the different descent groups and how they are related, I
would like to give another example from the Kazakhs of the Small Horde.
Iuzefovich collected this genealogy with the descent groups among the Tamu of
the Zhrti' Ru confederacy (cf. Figure 8).
It traces back the three Kazakh Hordes to three brothers, but it neither
mentions Abulkhayr nor Alash as the founding ancestor. Iuzefovich
collected this apparently written genealogy when the tribal system no longer
existed and names of the basic descent group were already forgotten. as he
observed.
Before tsarist rule. the forefather group was the smallest descent unit. The
forefather group and the basis descent group, which normally also includes
other forefather groups, shared the same name. Several basic descent groups
formed a sub-tribal group. In the case of Tumu, there apparently existed two
levels of sub-tribal groups. This may be explained by the fact that the formation of the Zhrti' Ru confederacy by Tauke's reform of the hordes occurred
through the alliance of original tribal confederacies which could no longer
.~'~
the sub-tribal descent groups
resist pressure by the ~ l s h ~ nNevertheless.
made up the tribal ones, the tribal the confederative ones.
When Levshin reported that a member of the Z/tc~g/tulhaTI~~
was not allowed
to take a wife from his own 'tribe', he implies that tribes represented exogamous units. However, the forefather group is a quite different kind of group
since it refers to a group of around 2&30 households which only included
close blood kin. Only after tribal decline did it become an exogamic unit.'"
Bastug's equation of the forefather group with the exogamous unit is not only
for this reason too general. Among Turkman and Uzbek tribesmen crosscousin marriage was widespread. Thus exogamy was not typical to all Altaic
tribal s o c i e t i e ~ . ~ ' ~
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Residence groups
Residence groups differ from descent groups because of the inclusion of
strangers and distant relative^."^ This seems to be a simple materiality, but
it makes tribal society complex. The alignment of strangers is not a late
phenomenon linked to the decline of tribal society. It was rather a basic
feature of such societies that enabled their flexibility and adaptability to
external pressures Tribal structure exclusively based on kinship never
existed, although tribal people tended to perceive community in these
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Residence groups and their leaders
Residence groups were tribal economic communities based on mutual consent.
The smallest residing unit was the camp group, which could include up to ten
yurts. Close kinsmen like brothers, cousins and their families of one forefather
group preferred to form such groups. These groupings also camped during
summer, when stock breeding was done in smaller
Such groups were
led or headed by elders, who were senior members of extended families. One or
several camp groups formed pastoral nomadic, pastoral semi-nomadic or even
settled agricultural tribal cccmps or villages with temporal pastoral occupations
of some of their members. A camp or village included up to fifty or sixty families and was guided or represented to the outside by a Izeadsrnan. Several
villages formed a subtribe led sometimes by a chieffain, who was most likely a
wealthy tribesman from the most numerous descent subgroup. It incorporated
several hundred yurts. A tribe consisted of a number of sub-tribes which might
be headed by a tribal chief and could include up to a few thousand households.
Kyrgyz residence groups
Like other Central Asian nomadic people,222the camp group was the basis
residing unit where close Kyrgyz relatives normally lived together. Camp
groups usually consisted of close agnatic kin, mostly brothers, their married
or unmarried sons and their families. In contrast to Turkman camps, Kyrgyz
family ~ k s a k a l swere authoritative patriarchs whose authority was also
recognised by married sons. Thus the patriarch could make decisions for adult
males and their families, without consulting them.
Such camp groups could form either one extended household (chong iii)
with communal meals (chong kuzun), or several households. A extended household included up to fifty close relatives and was headed by the uksc~kal,who
decided on internal affairs and could punish family members in cases of
disobedience or indecent behaviour. Even married sons who had founded independent households could not administer their own property without the
consent of their fathers. According to reports of Soviet ethnographic expeditions, the cllong iT was typical for all parts of Kyrgyzstan in the nineteenth
century."3
Several camps formed the Kyrgyz villages (triyl), which could also include
semi-nomadic tribesmen who dealt with agriculture, as RadloiT and others
observed.224Most often, poverty forced pastoralists to become farmers who
were disregarded by nomadic tribesmen.225 Exclusively agricultural villages
were less widespread than they were among the Turkmen. but existed also
among Kyrgyz. This was not only the case in areas next to agricultural population of the Ferghana valley, but also in central Kyrgyzstan. in regions like the
At-Bashy valley, the Naryn valley or the Susamyr valley.-)zc,
Due to the omnipresent threat of hostile invasions and raids. and due to
their general belligerency, Kyrgyz orten nomadised in long rows of yurts along
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river banks. Such encampments could be twenty kilometres long and were
commanded by chieftans (bis), whom all members of the subtribe had to obey.
Thus b17s could quickly mass a military troop to defend the tribal territory or
to attack a hostile neighbouring tribe. tsarist statistics from 1862 indicate that
bii-s commanded on average two or three hundred families. Tribal chiefs
(manaps) could lead entire tribes and tribal confederacies. which included up
to a few thousand yurts. Thus within the confederacy of Bugu. Toksaba was
manap of the Aryk and Tabulda munap of the Bor. Some influential hiis like
Biy Iman and Biy Borsuk could also lead similar groups. however.'27 In
contrast to the Turkmen, Kyrgyz bfis negotiated the payment of blood money
which was. according to Grodekov, divided between relatives up to the third
grade and the bz7s.12*
Kazakk residence groups
Kazakhs resided in pastoral nomadic villages which they called aujds. The
nomadic auyl resided together primarily at their winter quarters and could
include up to forty families or more, if livestock were kept separately or hay was
harvested to feed livestock through the winter.229Aqsaqals headed extended
families which acknowledged their authority and obeyed their orders. As family
heads they disposed of the property and 'their word became law to the rest'.2M
Kazakhs moved and lived, slrnilarly to the Kyrgyz, in tribal or sub-tribal groups
headed by chieftans (his). One tribe could consist of up to hundred auyls which
migrated within an established geographic zone. Migration routes were orchestrated by a runner system called iizyn qiilaq (long ear), which enabled aivls to
warn each other of emerging threats23' In the course of the Russian conquest
of the Kazakh Steppe this yurt order disappeared.232
Kazakh his were both (sub)tribal leaders and judges They were expected to
defend the tribe's access to summer and winter pastures and to coordinate
migration routes In contrast to Turkmen, Kazakh tribesmen were allowed to
start raids to compensate for suffered injustice only with prior knowledge of
the a u d aksakul or the bi.233
Bis attained their authoritative position through their sense of justice and
their charismatic abilities Most often they were also heads of numerous
kinship groups, and enjoyed considerable material wealth which they used to
spread their influence. Due to their leadership abilities. his could often extend
their influence over neighbouring tribes to form tribal allianceszu
As judges. his settled disputes between aujt1.v and balanced competing claims
on resources Principally. their awards were based on arbitration which plaintiffs
and defendants voluntarily appealed to. In cases of more serious assault both
plaintiff and defendant had the right to nominate two his who deliberated with
the concerned rnrj.1 c~qsaqulsabout the award. In serious disputes between tribal
groups. up to twenty-four judges could form a common court which was called
rlriigiiniis. If the defendant did not appear in court. or if he and hls uqsaqul did
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not obey the decision of the court, the plaintiff would be authorised to enfbrce
his right in a b a ~ m t uagainst the auvl of the otrended. This right became particularly important when members of strong tribal groups had harmed weaker
ones and did not want to pay indernnities Due to the offender's free choice of
influential arbitrators, mostly reputable bis became arbitrators; their judgement
was of great weight and they received a tenth part of the value in dispute.235
Kura- Kulpak residence groups
The basic Kara-Kalpak residence unit was the a~cyl.It included one or more
camps or hamlets of forefather groups (koshes), which included relatives from
three or four generations engaged in stockbreeding, fishing and agriculture.236
In the Amu-Darya delta, the kosite was the smallest group which could hold
property rights on water and land. It consisted of up to ten or more households of nuclear families who lived in yurts or houses. Among Samarkandian
and Bukharan Kara-Kalpaks, the average family size was between 13 and 17
members. which seemed to have represented kiishes as well.
The head of the koshe disposed of the property of the extended family and
all family members; even the married sons had to obey his commands.
Headsmen of large koshes were also called kiishe biis, who had considerable
influence on the village life and formed the village
The unyl represented a community of water and land users which regulated the distribution
of land and water rights. In addition, pastures for stockbreeding were also
collectively held.23ROften several villages could share common pastures as
well.'" In the Ferghana valley, Kara-Kalpak lived in yurts and reed huts which
formed camps. They spent the summer in their summer pastures on the banks
of rivers and lakes, where they planted melons and millet. In the winter they
resided at their winter grazing lands.240
Five to twenty-five villages could form a tribes (trru~~s)
which were headed
by chieftans (hiis). In the Amu Darya delta, each tribe had its own territory.
which included a main channel, irrigated land, wells and pastures. The hii .F
regulated the allocation of these resources between various villages, and settled
disputes between different village^.'^'

Turkman residence units differed significantly from those of the Kazakh for
two reasons: first, due to their acephalous structure; and second, due to their
and cltcrr~~~.
The Turkman village was
more widespread division into c.iiot~tr:~called ohu and could either be pastoral nomadic or settled agricultural.
Members of pastoral nomadic obcls were called (~IIUI-I~LIS.
whereas the c~iiontr-,rs
lived in settled villages. Both groups could be members of the same tribe. and
mutually supported each other during disputes with other tribes. as occurred.
for example. between the Gongur and Amcrrtsiicc of the Ekc Bey confederacy.242
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Charvu.s were always regarded as being better off, enjoyed a higher prestige and
were richer than chomrys, since only impoverished pastoralists involuntarily
became chomrys. This different social status was not irreversible. however. Just
as charvus could become c.homr~vs,the latter could turn into churws. after they
had again accumulated enough livestock for pastoralism. This was often the
case after successful ~ l a r n a n s . ~ ~ ~
Obus could be described as groups of households or groups of camps. The
latter represented the smallest residence group. whch mostly consisted of close
relatives. Members of one o h could be members of one descent group. but
often included several descent groups. Nevertheless, mixed ohus were usually
dominated by a single numerous descent
Sole elders (iushulys) could neither usurp authoritative leadership in the
camp group, nor in the o b ~ . ~Unlimited
'~
authority was only exercised over
slaves, wives, daughters and unmarried sons within the nuclear family. Due to
the principle of residential ultirnogeniture. typical for all Central Asian Turkish
people. the youngest son usually remained with his parents after his marriage
and inherited the father's h ~ m e s t e a d . ' ~
Married sons usually formed independent households after some years
and received a share of the paternal
If the oba was overpopulated.
married sons were expected to leave the camp and joined other ohus with
better economic conditions. If they remained in the camp of the father. they
stood no longer under their father's patriarchal authority in the same way as
they did as unmarried sons. In contrast to Kazakhs, Kyrgyz and KaraKalpaks, Turkrnan fathers tended to involve their sons in decisions even
before they married. Despite their senior rank. the elders usually consulted
all members of the family before important decisions were made. Thus relations between male adults were more egalitarian and did rather acknowledge
seniority than patriarchal authority. Common or coordinated action was
always in need of consent and agreement.248
Obas had headmen who acted as spokesmen of the groups without being
granted any privileges. They were chosen and authorised to act on the basis
of the common consent of the group. Any infringement of competence led
to the removal of the headman. An ofice of chieftain like that of a bi.
whose holder could command whole tribes. did not exist among
T ~ r k m e nThus
. ~ ~ there
~
was no authoritative judge. but only the council of
the elders of the descent group (maslakhat). which made binding consentient
judicial decisions for its members250
Being a member of a clrornn9 village implied sharing rights in water supplies
and pastures occupied by one obn or a group of ohm. Every able-bodied man
who was able to defend and maintain common resources held equal rights
These rights usually were appropriated through occupation or conquest. The
Gurgan Ioniut granted to every accepted new household head full rights in the
joint estates of the ~ b a . This
~ ~ ' was not necessarily the case among other
Turkman tribal confederacies In the Akhal oasis. Tekr chomr:~recognised two
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forms of land holdings: mulk and sanashik. Mulk plots were small land parcels
where dwellings, gardens and orchards were located. Due to their labour intensity, these plots could become hereditary. Property rights on mulk land were
limited. Most of the land was called sanaskik ('the sliced') and submitted to
annual or biennial redistribution to every well armed male resident of the oba,
or to all the heirs with water rights. This custom privileged numerous families
with many sons, but economic differentials remained small, due to the annual
redistribution of water rights.252
The consenting nature of residence groups
The consenting nature of residence groups emerged from the mutual need for
assistance and cooperation. In smaller residence groups like camps and villages
help was ample. It could be aid in domestic and economic matters and include
activities such as sheep-shearing, harvest assistance or the digging and maintenance of canals and wells. Larger units like sub-tribes and tribes could build or
maintain large canals, but normally they were less involved in economic
matters. More often they acted as military units which occupied and defended
territories or secured and coordinated routes of migration.
The consenting nature of residence groups becomes obvious in the case of
leaving or joining them. If a Turkman head of household wanted to leave his
camp in order to find better opportunities elsewhere, he would consult the
heads of the camp's households. Close agnatic kin especially could withhold
their consent, since they did not want to lose reliable support. Similarly, a camp
would contact all the other camps of the village if it wanted to join another
village. The same was the case with groups of villages within tribes. All these
groupings also had to obtain permission from the camps and villages which
they wished to join. Permission could be granted, if one group wanted to
increase its defensive capability, but it could also be denied. The latter was the
case when water resources and pastures were scarce within the controlled territories of the approached group.253
The consenting nature of residence groups arose from the fact that they
collectively and exclusively used or owned pastures and wells based on the principles of first occupation, first usage or conquest from hostile groups'M Members
of mixed ohas did not hold exclusive rights on resources which they could share
with non-atfiliated relatives from other villages. Also in this case, the consent of
the whole group was necessary.255Relatively poor strangers and relatives without
stock could more easily join such groups, but without receiving rights to
resources and opportunities to establish separate household^.'^^

Relations between descent and residence units
Ethnographic reports about Central Asian tribal people are widely imprecise
and inisleading because they often identify descent groups with residence
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groups. The applied terminologies often pre-defined the range of what could be
observed. These reports are conceptually confusing due to their one-sided
emphasis on descent and kinship, to the inadequate concepts of tribal groups
with reference to exogamy or military organisation, and to the insufficient
differentiation between levels of segmentation.
One reason for this confusion is rooted in the ambivalent indigenous use of
related group terms.257As Hudson reports, Kazakhs sometimes applied the
term ru to residence groups, sometimes they used it in a 'purely genealogcal
sense' and applied it to 'any number of groups claiming descent from a
common ancestor however remote'.258Even distinguished anthropologists like
Barfield did not sometimes accurately differentiate between descent and residence groups. He wrote, for example:
In contrast to states, tribal political structures employed, in theory. a
model of kinship to build groups that acted in concert to organize
economic production, preserve internal political order, and defend
the group against outsiders. Relationships among people and groups
in such systems were mapped through social space rather than
geographical territory. Political units and the territories they occupied
existed primarily as products of social relations: rights to use land
and exclude outsiders were based on tribal affiliation. Nontribal
groups were generally organized in a converse fashion, with social
groups defining themselves in terms of common residence, system of
cultural beliefs. or political affi~iation.?~~
In contrasting tribal groups based on 'tribal affiliation' with non-tribal
groups based on 'political afiliation'. Barfield seems to suggest that tribes are
descent groups, whereas tribal confederacies and empires are political groups.
With regard to hls similar operative concept of politics. the second statement is
doubtless true, and it would be wrong to call groups of small scale to be political ones.'60 Since Barfield opposes residency to tribalism. he might be
understood as saying that tribalism could not be based on the principle of
consent which informs common residency and migration of people with
different descent affiliation.
In Central Asia there existed many mixed auls whose members held
common pasture rights within clearly defined tenitories. T h s was particularly
the case with winter pastures among semi-nomadic tribesmen. Thus tribalism
Only pure nomadic tribalism was less territorially
could be tenitorial as
oriented.262
More recent Soviet scholars like Poliakov and Abramzon realised some of
these flaws and contradictions. and clearly differentiate between descent and
residence groups. Poliakov contends that the nomadic village (oba. aiyI) could
include members of different descent groups (tire, rod). though he ascertains the frequent instances of both groupings.'" Criticising terminological
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inaccuracies and misleading views of previous Soviet scholarship on
Kyrgyzstan, he emphasises that residence groups like the t i j l could be mixed
and include several forefather g ~ o u p s ' Both,
~
however, still interpret the
descent commitment to residence groups like the ujvl, which they regard basically as an economic unit. as survivals of a past societal formation. In their
view. mixed villages already belonged to other societal formations in which
inequality and class difference should have emerged.265However, tribal society
was based both on the principle of genealogy, which informed descent groups,
and on the principle of consent, which safeguarded the formation and breakup of residence groups266
Detailed studies of the relation between descent and residence groups are
rare. This is not only linked to the different interests of tsarist military
observers and the different research designs of Soviet ethnographers, but also
to the fact that independent tribal groups were rather exceptional than
common at the end of the nineteenth century. Thus most records refer to social
groups which had lost their political independence under tsarist civil-military
administration or whose independence was partially limited by Khivan.
Khokandian or Bukharan rule. Few Kazakh, Kyrgyz and Turkman tribes
maintained their autonomy as border tribes at the periphery of the Russian
and Chinese empires and in the areas bordering Afghanistan and Persia.2b7
The Gurgan Iorntit on the tsarist-Persian border belonged to these groupings. Since a significant amount of retribalisation occurred, after Riza
Shah's (1825-41) centralisation policy had declined in the 1940s, Irons was
still able to observe some independent tribes in the Gurgan plain in the
1960s. For the purpose of elucidating the relationship between residing and
descent groups. he completely recorded all households and forefather groups
of the charva village Aji Gui (cf. Figure 9).
The schema in Figure 9 represents all fifty-nine households of Aji Gui
which - with one exception - traced their descent from the two different
tribal descent groups Duz and Ak-Atubui both belonging to the C ~ I ~ I I J
Iomut. The single Biitiellke household was even of Shercf' descent. As a
single household it was without any influence in the ohu. In addition.
members of these groups belonged to different sub-tribal descent groups.
Thus for example, members of the Du; tribal descent groups belonged also
to the sub-tribal descent groups of Pukku, Hunku and Diirt Atu Ogul. These
groupings included several basic descent groups, of whom usually only one
was represented in the obu. This schema demonstrates that basic descent
groups could incorporate several forefather groups. and that precise genealogies were only recollected as far as they linked existing households or
household groups. It also illustrates the balance or imbalance between dominant and inferior groupings within an ohu. People or groupings who did not
reside with their agnatic kin were called ~ o r i ~ s l i rneighbour^).'^^
s
Fig. 10 shows the distribution of dominant descent groups among the Daz
tribe in their tribal territory. It indicates that not all basic descent groups were
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Figure 10 Distribution of dominant descent groups among Daz obas
Source: Irons 1975, p. 57.

also dominant descent groups in one or more obas and that the level of
descent segmentation was not the same within each oba. In some obas the subtribal descent groups could simultaneously be the dominant basic descent
group. This was the case in the two Pukka villages. Among the Da: there was
no gongsizy-oba, i.e., an oba dominated by a basic descent group of a different
tribe, but such cases also occurred, as Irons
In general, obus
which were dominated by the same basic descent groups. tended to delimit
their territories from those of others, as obas of the same sub-tribal descent
group did. This was especially the case among settled obas and in places with
abundant economic resources like water, fertile grounds and pastures which
attracted people and enabled relatively dense settlement.
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In the wide steppe or in the desert such territorial delimitation did not
exist. There every nomad was free t o move, unless he did not stay too close
to another camp. However, in the more fertile areas of Kazak Steppe tribal
and sub-tribal residence groupings knew how to move in large groups in
order to occupy abundant spacious pastures.270
Perhaps, Irons' extremely mixed village Aji Gui represents not the most
typical case of a tribal village due to the special political situation of the
Iornur as an Iranian border tribe. Barfield's generalised view about the
disproportionate relation between size and kin bias of tribal groups and the
correlation between size and the political nature of such groupings is doubtless true in Central Asia.27' Thus most ethnographic reports confirm that
the smallest camp units included most often close relatives. This is less true
for village, sub-tribal and tribal groups, however.272 In these cases, one
dominant descent group always tried to favour its own group within territories or on pastures which they commonly occupied and shared with other
descent groups. Rivalry and competition for the best pastures was one of the
main reasons for conflict. and the group which included most agnatic
kinsmen or which was able to establish the most effective alliances was likely
to drive the weaker groups away.273
In comparison to the agnatic kin relations. residence relations were weaker.
Non-agnatic people were disadvantaged. if they got involved into disputes
with people which were affiliated to the dominant descent group within one
migrational group. This was so due to the lack of support of their far-distance
agnatic kin during conflicts. This disadvantage was limited, however. Co-residence always implied a strong obligation to keep peaceful relations with all
members of the group. Thus hostile agency was quite rare between co-residents, unless people were involved in blood feuds.'73
The consenting nature of tribe is also visible in the case of slaves. Blood
money had also to be paid for their homicide.275Among the Ior~~ur.
homicide of a slave was a case of blood vengeance where the blood debts from
The tribal
one slave (gul) was reckoned equal that of one free man
solidarity group included commoners and slaves, and the barriers between
the estates of slaves and commoners were not absolute ones. There is some
evidence that some slaves became commoners who shared similar rights and
duties as members of the tribe in the second or third generation, although
their descent affiliation was often not forgotten.277
All the evidence suggest that tribal society was rooted in two interlocked
more or less hierarchical structures. One was the consenting structure of
migrational groups, the other one was the real or fictitious kinship structure
of descent groups. Only in the ideal case were both groupings congruent.
Residence groups usually did not represent uniform descent groups due to
the alignment of non-related descent groups. strangers and slaves. The tribal
paradox consisted in the materiality that tribes were residence groups based
on consent and friendship - as opposed to hostility and enmity'78 and that
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they were not descent groups. They were perceived as descent groups, however,
since they were dominated by the latter. Consent and friendship were its
constitutive principles. Kinship and genealogy were their most dominant ones.
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Wimbush, Muslims of the Soviet Empire. A Gridr. London 1985. p. 98.
12 Kisliakov 1969. pp. 54-5, 58. More recently Sharon Bastug argued that the
'number of generations within which marriage was forbidden varied. but was
usually seven. nine or eleven. as it was also for the vengeance groups'. and that
both groups were referred to by generationcounting among Altaic peoples. On
attributing cousin marriage to Semitic people of the Middle East only. she
considers generally that similar marriage patterns also existed among Turkman.
Uzbek and Qipcl~oqtribesmen. (S. Bastug. 'Tribe. Confederation and State among
Altaic Nomads'. in K. A. Ertiirk (ed.) Rethinking Cc>nrralAsia: NON-Euruccrrtrir
Studies in Historj: Sot-iul Srrucrurt~arrd lderrrit~..Reading 1999. pp. 88-91 1.
13 K. Shaniiazov. Kerniclteskoi istorii uzhc.k,skogo narotla (istoriko-etnr,~raficheskof~
issledovanic rm marerialakh kipchakskopc)ki,mnpo~lenra) .Tashkent 1974. p p 305-7.
14 Due to these problems. Soviet scholars avoid the term rod to describe lineages
of Turkman tribes. and emphasise the decline of Turkman 'tribalism' in the
nineteenth century. Instead they use the term 'razdelenie' (subdivision). If rod is
still used, it will be in the meaning of a basic economic unit. Nurod?, Srednei
Azii II. pp. 18-35.
15 The lineages of both groups probably formed exogamic units in former times. as
did some plemia groups of the Qtui like the Tat&e group consisting of the lineages
Anna. Kutsyn. Ai'tcke and Slrerrrshi, or the Man~huli-Boq11:qtaigroup (Zhdanko
1950, p. 46).
16 Ethnographers sometimes also tried to determine the relevant tribal units with the
help of brands and war cries. but their use in different levels of tribal segmentation
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made this approach highly problematic as well. See E. E. Bacon, Obok. A Sruclv 01'
Social Striccture in E~rrusiu,New York 1958, pp. 72-3. Although data about brands
is scarce. Aristov did the most systematic research on the use of brands in the
Great Horde and among the Kyrgyz (Aristov 1894, pp. 391-486).
Zdanko 1950, p. 7 1.
The Qanglj., the fourteenth rod of the Kara-Kalpak Q ~ p s l ~ uwas
q , such an endogamous unit (Zhdanko 1950, pp. 71-2).
Krader 1963, p. 25 1.
Endogamous tribes are quite typical for the more Islamised Middle East. For
comparison between Middle Eastern and Central Asian tribesman see: R. Patai.
'Nomadism: Middle Eastern and Central Asian', SWJoA, 1951, pp. 401-14; Ch.
Lindholm. IOnship Structure and Political Authority. The Middle East and Central
Asia. in Comparative Studies in Society and History. Vol. 28. 1986, pp. 33455.
Bacon 1958. p. 73.
In contrast to Elisabeth Bacon we could not find evidence in Aristov's report that
different uruns were used to groups at five different levels of tribal segmentation
(cc Bacon 1958, p. 74).
N. Aristov: 'Opyt vyiasnenia etnicheskogo sostava kirgiz-kazakov bol'shoi ordy
i kara-kirgizov na osnovanfi podoslovnych skazanii i svedenii o sychshestvuiushchikh rodovykh deleniakh i o rodovych tamgakh, a takzhe istoricheskikh
dannykh i nachinaiushchikhsia antropologicheskikh issledovanii'. in ZHS,
1894flII-IV, pp. 408-9. In some cases the uran of some 'tribes' was that of the
horde. So was 'Bakhtiar' the uran of the Great Horde and of its 'tribes' Dulat and
Zl~alai\v-.
Radloff 1884 (I), p. 534.
Zhdanko 1950, pp. 37-62.
Aristov 1894, pp. 408.446.
Sometimes brand marks were referred to as tribal group symbols, but Aristov and
Karpov had already made clear that Turkman and Kazakh war cries were used by
groups of different levels of segmentation. (Aristov 1894, pp. 410-15; G. I.
Karpov, 'Tagma'. in Turktneno~!cde~enie
192918--9 (translated and reprinted in TF.
vol. 2. Hamburg 1979, pp. 3 1-4 I). Cf. Bacon 1958. pp. 72-3.
Irons 1975, p. 49.
Konig 1962, p. 8 1.
See also: V. V. Barthold, Filur Stuciie.~on the Hi.srorj~of C'c.ntral Asia. Vol. III,
Mir'Ali-Shir - A History cf Turkrrlrrn People, Leiden 1962. pp. 169-70.
Irons 1975, pp. 6 5 4 .
Being iagy was the opposite of being il and represented a relation of strife and
hostility (Irons 1975, p. 61).
See Chapter 3, first section.
Consequently, the ethnographers' reports of the nineteenth and early twentieth
century must be analysed carefully with regard to use of the terms 'tribe', plenti(~
or Stamnt.
Hudson 1938, p. 17. Some Russian ethnographers expressed the problem that
there exists just one term (uru or ru) for different levels of atliliation. For example:
Samoilovich: Zupret11j.c~SIOVLI,
p. 162, note 6; Asfendiarov: Isroriicr Kuzcrkhstariu,
p. 100. (Both quoted in Hudson). Medieval Mongols knew a similar duality of
relations: urug (relative) and ,jud (stranger). Cf. B . la. Vladimirtsov,
Obshcl~estrcnn~~i
stroi nlon~olor.Leningrad 1934. p. 48. quoted in: Zhdanko
1950, p. 92.
Kyral:.standjn TNrykl!~I. p. 230; K. Imanaliev and J. Mukambaev. PurnirdikKurategitzdik K~,rgyzdurdu.T~r?~khj~i-4/nogrufii(~/j~k,
litt~ri.vtikul~~k
jcnlu,fi)l'klotrluk
kubarkn. Frunze 1966, p. 14. According to Vinnikov urrnr was rather used for sub,
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tribal units (la. R. Vinnikov, 'Dorevoliutsionnoe dopicmcnnm u c n i e k i v i
rasselenie ikh v iuzhnoi Kirguii', in Krurkie .S(x~bshchnicrI ~ v r i t u rhmtu,pqfii
~.
AN
SSSR, vyp. X X V l , Moscow 1957, p. 72).
M. A. Czaplicka, The Turks of Cknrrul Ask in Hisrory und ar the Present L)uy,
Oxford 1918, p. 40. CT. Yuri Bregel. 'Notes', in Shir Muhammad Mirab Munis and
Muhammad Riza Mirab Ashi. Firhw1.v U/-iqba - Hisrory c,f' Khorcm.
LeidenJBostonlCologne 1999, p. 547 (note 82).
In literary Kyrgyz the meanings of 31 also include 'people'. 'country' and
'state'. In this way PI commitment was newly interpreted and extended to a Kyrgyz
country, a Kyrgyz people and a Kyrgyz republic established by the Soviet nationality policy (see for example: A. Chotonov. Eldik trudirsiiulur j a m alurdyn
turbiiulyk maanbi, Frunze 1967).
K. Shaniiazov, K emichesko? ktorii uzkkrkogo n u r d ( 8 r o r k ~ t r n ) ~ u f i c h e , ~ k , ~
issledovmie no mureriulukh kipchakskogo kcmponenta). Tashkent 1974. p. 294. Cf.
G. P. Valil'eva, 'Turkmeny-Nokhurli', in Sreaheaziarski etnogrufiche~kiishrnik I.
Moscow 1954. p. 177.
Bacon 1958, pp. 42-3.
Bacon 1958, pp. 183-185.
In this point Bacon is inconsistent. On the one hand she holds that 'a clan cannot
be localized' and that 'a local group is likely to include representatives of several
clans' (Bacon 1958, p. 184). on the other hand she states that, for example. 'the
Scottish clans were mappable territorial units' (p. 154) and that 'there was a
marked cultural preference for tsu [which she had identified as the clan-unit before]
localisation' as entities like villages (p. 170).
Ibrd., p. 42. Bacon thinks that such a clan rather dissipales than is able to adapt to
new situations, whereas ohok structure is highly adaptive. Due to her view. the
Kazakhs are a typical exponent of ohok. In contrast. she names the pagan Hausa
of northern Nigeria as clan groupings which dispersed through Islamisation.
According to her opinion. obok structure even survives the settlement of its p u p .
In this respect she does not fully consider the the various patterns of detribalisation and group settlement under the authority of direrent protective power (see
chs 2, 4 and 5). In addition. she is quite inconsistent in her terminology. On
analysing the Kazakhs she still uses the terms 'tribe'. 'sub-tribe' and 'tribal
genealogical group'.
Krader 1963, pp. 8-9.
Krader 1963. pp. 10-1 1. In contrast to Bacon he perceives both structures not to
be parallel ones, but that clan structures transform themselves to sih structures
through the settlement of their people and the recognition of heterooephalic
govenunental authority. as he analysed it with regard to the Monguor of the
Kansu-Tibetan frontier (ibid, p. 287. Cf. L. Krader. 'Principles and Structures in
the Organization of the Asiatic Steppe Pastoralists', SWJoA. vol. 12. 195512. p.
81). However, the transformation of tribal structures does not occur in the same
way, as its change depends on whether, for example. tribes got settled within the
boundaries of Islamic patrimonial states based on s h a r k f a d tsarist administration or became a part of the Chinese empire whose population overwhelmingly
performed ancestor cult based on patronymic sihs.
This differentiation between lineage and clan is current in contemporary anthropology (cf. F. R. Vivelo. Handbuch der Kulruranrhropologiu. Einc grundlwndc
Einfuhrung. Munich 1988. pp. 1 57-1 78 (English: Culnrrcll Anrhropo1og.v Handbfn)k.
A Basic Inrroducrion, 1978. pp. 287-8).
Some more recent scholarship on Central Asian tribalism also does not suficiently
clarify this relationship. Thus Akiner claims on the one hand that 'encampments
were grouped into tribal units'. but she also holds that 'members of the same tribe
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often came to be divided between different hordes' (Sh. Akiner, The Fornzutiorr oj
KuzuX-h Identity From Tribe to Nulion-St(1re ( f i r m e r Soviet Sour11 Proiect ) ,

London 1995, p. 15.) Olcott uses both the terms 'clan' and 'tribe' without specifying her use. M. B. Olcott. The Kcrzukks. Stanford 1987, pp. 9--16. Svanberg
describes the Kazakh zhiiz as 'tribal federations' being subdivided into 'lineages'.
As he gives the 'lineages' of Soviet and present day Kazakh leaders, he also uses
the term lineages as 'descent group' (I. Svanberg, 'The Kazakh Nation'. in
Conreniporujl Kuzuks. Cultural und Socicrl P~.rspecri~~es.
London 1999. pp. 7-8).
Similarily did Odgaard and Simonsen (K. Odgaard and J. Simonsen. 'The New
Kazakh Elite'. in Svanberg 1999. pp. 27-8).
47 Thomas J. Barfield. T11ePerilous Frontier. Nomadic Enipires and China, 221 B C to
A D 1757, Cambridge MA and Oxford 1992 (1989) pp. 160-70. According to
Barfield. egalitarian tribal group solidarity remained politically dominant in the
Middle East, since Arabian tribalism was only confronted with relatively weak
small regional states. Acephalous segmentary organisation was never challenged
by large-scale states or empires, because there were not enough resources to meet
the costs of maintaining the armies of nomadic empires or large tribal confederacies. In contrast to the Middle East, Turco-Mongolian nomadic empires like the
Hsiung-nu and the Mongols emerged in opposition to the strong, sedentary
Chinese centralised state, and he explains the long-enduring stability of these
empires with their leader's capability 'to deliver luxury goods, border trade. and
military protection from the outside world to participating tribes'.
48 Bastug states to the contrary:
Included in the confounded model are notions such as: the unvarying mutual
support of brothers; that groups allied or opposed in conflict will align themselves solely on the basis of genealogical closeness; that spatial distribution and
residence patters will also necessarily map the genealogy: and the assumption
that social system must necessarily be egalitarian. precluding any sort of hierachy or state organisation.
(Bastug 1999, p. 178)
49 Bastug 1999, pp. 80-6.
50 Whereas Bastug emphasises - arguing against the view of the necessarily egalitarian nature of the segmentary lineage system - that there is 'nothing inherent in
the structure of segmentary lineage systems which renders permanent leadership
or social stratificatiori theoretically impossible'. Barfield is interested in explaining
with regard to different outside relations why Arabian tribalism was egalitarian
and Inner Asian was not.
51 Bastug defines 'tribe' 'to denote the maximal grouping a segmentary lineage
system, which united by a consensual genealogy' (Bastug 1999, p. 95). Barfield
specifies 'tribe' as the 'largest unit of incorporation based on a genealogical model'
(Barfield 1990, p. 156).
52 Ph. C. Salzman, 'Tribal Chiefs as Middlemen: The Politics of Encapsulation'.
AQ, vol. 47, 197412, pp. 203-10; R. Tapper, 'Introduction', in R . Tapper (ed.)
Tlrc) ConJ1ic.t of' Trihc. and Stutc in Irtrrr und Af~hanisrcrn.New York 1983. pp.
1-75; E. Gellner. 'The Tribal Society and its Enemies', in Tapper 1983. pp.
43-8.
Ph. S. Khoury and J. Kostiner. 'Introduction: Tribes and the
Complexities of State Formation in the Middle East', pp. 1-24; 1. M. Lapidus.
'Tribes and State Formation in Islamic History', p. 26; R. Tapper.
'Anthropologists, Historians, and Tribespeople on Tribe and State Formation in
the Middle East', pp. 48-73; E. Gellner, 'Tribalism and the State in the Middle
East', pp. 109-26: all in Ph. S. Khoury and J. Kostiner (eds) Tribes tlnd Stoic'
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Formarion in the Muidle Ea.rr. London and New York 1991; P. B. Golden. An
Introducrion to the History of the Turkic people,^. Erhnogeny and SruteFormation in Medieval and Early Modern Eurusiu and rhe Middle Ectsr,
Wiesbaden 1992, p. 4. Cf. also A. Southall, 'Tribes', in Enc~~clopaediuof
Culrural Anlhropologj~I V. 1996, pp. 1 329-35.

53 With regard to tribal confederacies and empires, Barfield operates with a similar
concept of politics, although he sometimes relates it to small-scale groups as well.
This leads to some terminological inaccuracies T. J. Barfield. 'Tribe and State
Relations: The Inner Asian Perspective', in Khoury and Kostiner 1991, p. 156:
Barfield 1992, pp. 26-8.
54 See Schrnitt's classical conception of politics based on the friendlenemy dichotomy
(C. Schrnitt, Der BegrifJ des Politische~~,
Berlin 1996 [1932]).
55 With regard to the differentiation between tribe and tribal confederacy. we follow
current anthropology. See: Tapper 1983, p. 9. Khoury and Kostiner 1991, pp. 7-1 3;
Thomas J. Barfield, The Perilous Frontier Nomadic En~piresund Chinu, 221 B C to
A D 1757, Cambridge MA and Oxford 1992 (1989) pp. 26-7.
56 Koslow, 'Das Gewohnheitsrecht der Kirgisen', in Rursische Revue. vol. 21. 1882.
pp. 456-7; Irons 1975, p. 61; Y. Bregel, Khorermskie rurkmnen?! r X I X v.. Moscow
1961, p. 75. Grodekov describes the similar liability for members of Kazakh
tribes, although the difference between the legal claims of members and nonmembers has to be extrapolated from his data (Grodekov 1889. pp. 12. 233-9).
It seems probable that the peaceful settlement of disputes through the payment
of qCn was also possible between rival tribal confederacies Due to the establishment of hordes, the community of law could loosely transcend tribal
boundaries, but tribal confederacies often maintained minimal relations for
years.
57 As Schoeberlein-Engel conceptualises identity with regard to situational expenences and group perceptions of individuals. he does not pay sufticient attention to
the impacts of institutional arrangements on the formation of collective identity.
These arrangements make collective identity enduring and less fluctuating
(Schoeberlein-Engel 1994, pp. 1-1 8, 179-2 14).
58 Community of law was based on customary law, which differed locally but also
had common features. Some of the contrary reports are due to this local heterogeneit y.
59 About the customary law. see: Levchine 1840. pp. 339-406.467-509: Radloff 1884
(I), pp. 523-526; Grodekov 1889: B. A. Kuftin. 'Kip-Kazaki: Kultura i Byt'. in
Etn~lo~icheskie
ocherki rsenrral'nogo muzeia narodovedeniia, no. 2. Moscow 1926.
pp. 8-9: V. A. Riasanovsky: 'Customary Law of the Kirghiz'. The C h i n e . ~Sociol
~
and Polirical Science Revieu. vol. XXI. 193712. pp. 190-220; Abrarnzon 1990.
pp.171-8.
60 See for example: V6mkry 1865. p. 58: F. Moser. A Travers L'Asie Central. Paris
1885. pp. 19-2 1 : A. Lomakin. O h ~ r l ~ n oper a ~ oturktnen ( aclor ). Ashkhabad 1897.
p. 94; Irons 1975. p. 61; 'Zametki o turkrnenskom dukhovenstve'. in
Turkmc~tio~ledet~ie.
1928134 (7-8). p. 10.
61 lrons 1975, p. 61.
62 Konig 1961. p. 72.
63 lrons 1975, p. 6 1.
64 V. F. Oshanin. Kuraregi.~ini D a r ~ ~ uSt
: . Petersburg 1881. p. 154.
65 Grodekov 1883. p. 8 1.
66 Levchine 1840, p. 31 5.
67 T. M. Kul'teleyev. 'Kazakh Custo~naryLaw'. C A R , vol. V. 195712. pp. 131-4.
68 Lomakin 1897. pp. 8849: Oshanin 1881. pp. 153-4.
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69 Levchine 1840. pp. 349. 400; P. P. Rumiantsev, Kirgizskii nurod v proshloni i
~wstoimltc~hem,
St Petersburg 1910, p. 13; Hudson 1938, p. 66. At the end of the
nineteenth century vendetta was still customary in some areas of Sir Darya
(Grodekov 1889, p. 234).
70 Zimanov 1958, p. 61; Irons 1975, p. 65.
71 Levchine 1840, p. 315; Dingelstedt 1890, p. 66; Hudson 1938, p. 67; S. Z. Zimanov,
Politichrskii stroi Kazclklrstana kontsa XVIII i pervoi poloviny XIX vekov. AlmaAta 1960, p. 75; Irons 1975, p. 65.
72 A h t is the Arabic term for customary law. Turkmen called it diip, whereas steppe
nomads used the term zang. Nurk was a Kyrgyz term for it. After the dissolution
of the Soviet Union, interest in these legal traditions increased and several studies
and compilations of Russian sources haven been published: A. A. Nikishenkov.
Stepnoi zakou. Obychnoe pravo kurakov, kirgizov i turkmen, Moscow 2000; V.
Martin. Law and Custom in the Steppe. The Kuzakhs and the Middle Horde und
Russicln Colonialism in tile nineteenth century, London 2001.
73 Cf. Levchine 1840. pp. 398401. Since the French translation does not fully reproduce Levshin's whole remarks about Tauke's codex. I prefer to quote Riasanovsky's
translation in Riasanovsky 1937, pp. 192-7. Levshin got the data from his own
observations and experiences among Kazakhs (Levchine 1840, p. 111), but he is
only able to summarise parts of it. Tauke's code was orally handed down and
therefore open for modifications by later khans. Cf. Olcott 1987, pp. 14-16.
74 Riasanovsky 1937, pp. 192-3.
75 Referring to Tauke's codex, Olcott confirms this impression in stating that 'the
Kazakhs had accepted some of the principles of the sharia at the end of the seventeenth century' (Olcott 1987. p. 19).
76 K. Dilger, 'Tendenzen der Rechtsentwicklung'. in W. Ende and U. Steinbach (eds)
Der Islam in der Gegenrtwrt, Munich 1984. p. 189. See also: Lomakin 1897, p. 88;
M. B. Durdyev, 'K voprosu o sootnoshenii shariata i adata v Turkmenskom prave
v kontse XIX - nachale XX v. Turkmenistan', in Turkenlenistan SSR Y~vmlur
Akuden~iiu.~ynq'ngkhuhtirlury jenigyrtchilik Ylymluryng Seriiusy - Izvestiia
Akuder?tii Nuuk Turknic.n.vko7SSR, Seriia obshchestvenr~khnauk, 196911. p. 20.
77 According to the Islamic law, this was not possible because hudd offences injure
the right of Allah (huqq AllZh) in contrast to the harm of human rights (lluqq
Zdc111ii)through murder. bodily harm or material damages (Dilger 1984. p. 190).
78 Cf. G. Vernadsky. 'The Scope and Contents of Chingiz Khan's Yasa', Hur~~urcl
Journul qf' Asiutic Studies, vol. 3, 193811, pp. 33760. More recent research
disinissed Vernadsky's and his followers' view about a Great Yasa as a single
written legal code which Chingiz Khan should have established at the qltriltui of
1206 due the lack of source evidence. D. 0 . Morgan. 'The "Great Yasa of Chingiz
Khan" and Mongol Law in the Ilkhanate', BSOAS. vol. 49. 198611. pp. 163-76:
Tlir hiongois, Oxford 1986, pp. 96-100; R. D. McChesney. C'entrczl Asio:
Founeicition.~of C'iiungc, Princeton 1996. pp. 12&3. Nevertheless. Mongolian .ru.vrr
as customary law remained important up to the political order of the Kazakh
hordes. See Chapter 3. second section.
79 Dilger 1984. p. 188.
80 Dilger 1984. p. 192: Radloff 1884 (1). p. 523.
81 Levchine 1840. p. 399; Mir Abdoul Kerim Boukhary, Hi.vtoirc. cic I'A.rie
A / ~ / i t r ~ i i s t tBorrklrciru.
~n,
Klril*u. Klioqurtd depui.~/us der11ii.1.rtinnc;clseirr ri.,q~ic.dc,
h'aclir C'ltulr. 1153. ,jlr.sclu'cn1233 c/. 1'1ic;girc~.1740 I818 A L). ( Tc~.v/c>
pc,:vtrncl.public
el'eiyr~c;.~
rin ~nrinri.scri/~~tiicllrc,
cr~.c,c. lineJ ~rtrduc~tiorl
,/i.crn(~rii.se~
oc~r~onipu~rrCc1
(1' 111tc'
iritrc~thc.tion,ekes notes et uppe~~irlic~c~.~),
ed. Ch. Schefer, Amsterdam 1970 (Paris
1876). p. 196; Dingelstedt 1890. p. 67; L. A. Slovokhotov. Nrrroelrij~isrrd nh~'c~hr~o,co
pru~~e~
kirgiz Mtr/oiOrdl'. Orenburg 1905, p, 127; A. I. Dobrosmyslov. Suti u kirsqi-
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Turgui skoi Oblasri v XVIll i XIX vekukh, Kazan 1904. pp. 611-9; Riasanovsky
1937, pp. 192-3; Durdyev 1969, pp. 19- 20.
Radloff, Mowr and Grodekov confirmed this usage, but in &Rerent variations:
Radloff attested l00 horses or 1,000 sheep to be the full b l d money for homi~lde
(Radloff 1884 [I] p. 523). whereas Moser referred to 600 cattle as the blood price in
certain Kazakh regions (H. Moser. A Trawrs I'Asie Cenrral, Paris 18115, p. 22).
Grodekov reported that in various districts of the Sir Darya Oblast qiins like 200
horses, 100 camels or 1.000 sheep were usual (Grodekov 1889. pp. 237-8). Cf. G. S.
Zagriazhskii, 'Iurisdicheskii obychai kirpz i o narodnom sude U kochevogo naseleniia Turkestanskogo Kraia, po obychnomy pravy (zan')'. in H. A. Maev (d.)
Materiulj~dlia sruristiki Turkmfunskogo Kruiu. y p . /V. St Petersburg 1876. pp.
1634: L. Meier, 'Kirgizskaia step'. Murcrialv dlia gc'ogrqfii i .vrari,sriki Knssii.
sobram.ve ofirserami general'naho shtaha, St Petersburg 1865. pp. 2%-7.
In Central Asia khojas were religious people who claimed descent from the four
caliphs. They often were members of Sufi orders. especially that of Naqshbandi.
which played an important role in the Islamisation of Central Asian tribesmen.
About Sufism in Central Asia, see note 101 below.
hasanovsky 1937. p. 193,201. Riasanovsky used this collection and states that the
'Customs of the h @ z ' were compiled in 1824 at the demand of the Russian
authorities to prepare the codification of customary law of the Siberian tribes Ihrd..
p. 192. Radloff 1884 (I). p. 523;
of Sohrank kirgizskikh zakcmr (1825).p. 51.
With regard to the Small Horde. Slovokhotov reports liabilities of up to 3 qiin
(Slovokhotov 1905. pp. 127-8).Grodekov gives a source whlch ascemins the same
qiin for all males, both sultans and thieves But this may not only refer to divergent
usage in different areas, but also could represent a later customary development
which corresponded to the political decline of the sultans Grodekov 1889. p. 235.
Cf. L. Balliuzek, 'Narodnye obychi imevshie, a otchasti i nyne irneiushchie. v
malci kirgizskoi orde sily zakona'. in material^^ po kuzakhskomy ohjrhnon~ypraqs
1998. pp. 274-6.
Radloff 1884 (I), p. 524: Isforiia Kirgizskni SSR - Ton1 I. S drcvmishikh vrcrnen k )
serediny XIX v., ed. V. M. Plosklkh. Frunze 1984. p. 468.
Riasanovsky 1937. p. 194. The Customs of the Kyrgyz only confirms the
procuring of a maiden in case of adultery. but foresees corporal punishment for
not doing so (ibid..p. 201 ).
Ibid. pp. 1934. The Customs of the Kyrgyz also includes this rule. but they
applied only to maids not betrothed. Due to this code. the rape of a betrothed
afforded the payment of one maid, one servant. one suit of armour, one camel and
twenty-four head of cattle, whereas the rape of a married woman was punished by
the payment of half a qdn (ibid., p. 201). Radloff certified the payment of half a
q8n for the rape of a maiden (Radloff 1884 (1). p. 524).
Koslow 1882. p. 459: Lomakin 1897. p. 91: A. P. Andmv, 'Turkmenskii sud'. I l'.
vol. 81, 1900. p. 548: Konig 1962. p. 72: M. Saray. The Turkrnens in the AF (!f
Imperialism: A Srudv of the Turknten People a d rheir Incnrporarion into rhe
Russian Empire. Ankara 1982. p. 49.
Isroriia Kirgizskoi SSR I. p. 472: Isroriia Kirgizskoi SSR. - Ton1 II: Dohron)l'ntw
vkho:ltdenie Kirgizii v sosrav Rossii i ego propressh~nveposkdsrriicr (razlorhenie
parriarkhal'noTfindal'nykli i razvitie kapiral~vriclieskikItofni)slienii18.55 - Mart I91 7
g. ) ed. S. 1. Il'iasov. Frunze 1986, p. 186.
Meyendorf 1826. pp. 49-54.
Radloff 1884 (1). p. 523; Levchine 1840, pp. 398-400: Grodekov 1889. p. 12.
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1889. pp. 22545).
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Alma-Ata 1978. pp. 23-9.
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. 1. p. 2-6. Quoted in Aristov 1896.
p. 354.
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i 811,
(Spasskii. ' K i e Kaisaki bol'shoi srednei i maloi ordy'. in Sihir.skii rcsrnik 1920. c.hu.~r'9. pp.
86- 109. Quoted in Aristov 1896. pp. 391-2).
1 19 Rychkov 1759. p. 110. quoted in Aristov 1896, pp. 378-9.
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124 Marvin 1881. p. 55; Irons 1975. p. 59.
125 Grodekov 1883, p. 28.
126 G. I. Karpov, 'Die Jomud', in Turkmenovedenie, 193117-9 (translated and reprinted
in TF, vol. 2, Hamburg 1979, pp. 45,52).
127 Nuroc(y Srednei Azii /I, p. 18.
128 Kadloff 1884 (I), p. 234; Aristov 1896. pp. 2 8 3 4 .
129 The Ionlurs represent a good case for the reorganisation of tribal confederacies.
During his travels through Turkmenistan in 1863. Vambery - as we have
mentioned above - asserted four Iomut groupings: the Atahai with five branches
and the Jafarhui with its two divisions. Both became the dominant tribes witlun
the tribal confederacies of the Chony and Sheref. Marvin, who undertook
enquires in northern Persia and received information from the consul Bakouline of
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the Chony, whose composition still known during Irons' field work in the 1960s.
Marvin called these confederacies (Chony) Ak-Ataba; because the Atubai represented the dominant group. His account of the Sher</'confederacies is practically a
description of the Jqfirrhui sub-tribes, however. Irons' research and Roliakov's
diagram illustrate that tribes of Vhmbery's third grouping, the Sheref-Chony
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most part the Sheref confederacy. Tribes like the fiplKa; and Gojuk still existed in
the 1960s. Tribes like the ~ k u zSaluk
,
or U.vircik remained in Khiva and formed the
Khivan Buirunt-Shaly. Viimbery's fourth grouping. the Ogurjuli, disappeared
completely. The shifting of relatively small groups into new tribal alliances also
indicates that some Turkman tribal units are smaller than often assumed.
130 Levshin notices:
Quel zele et quel amour pour la genealogie ne faudrait-il avoir. pour se determiner li verifier et compulser les rapports des Kirghiz! L'un dit que sa tribu se
divise en cinq ou six sections; un autre atfirme qu'elle se divise en douze: un
troisieme confond les sections de sa tribu des tribus voisines; un quatrikme
enfin, plus sincere que tous les autres, avoue francement son ignorance.
(Levchine 1840, pp. 301-2)
131 Cf. Irons 1975, pp. 4 W 6 ; Kiinig 1964, pp. 63-4.
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tomakh, vol. 11, Alma-Ata 1985, pp. 8,40.
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140 Radloff 1884 (I). p. 2334.
141 Ibid., p. 5334.
142 Ibid. p. 527. See also Chapter 3, second section.
143 Vinnikov 1957. p. 72. Vinnikov's map is based on h s own field research in the
Jalalabad and Osh Oblasts in the 1950s and on the evaluation of available ethnographic sources
144 Cf. Levchine 1840. pp. 502-4: Radloff 1884 (I). pp. 23S7: Aristov 1896. pp.
353-94.
145 Levchine 1840, pp. 301-2.
146 Ibid. p. 303.
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Dulat and the A b h r still included up to 40.000 households at the end of the nineteenth century (Aristov 1896, pp. 351-2).
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149 Radloff 1884 (1). pp. 238-241. Cf. Dingelstedt 1891. p. 10.
150 Cf. Grodekov 1889. pp. 17-20.
151 Spasskii , Sibirskii ~estnik1805, p. 86-109. Quoted in Aristov 1896. p. 391. Thus
Spassky reported that in 1805 the Arg/y3n,the dominant confederacy of the Orta
zhii: incorporated 68.000 yurts. i.e. households. Khan Vali ( 1 78 1-1 8 19) directly led
11,000 households. Sultan Bukey. the later khan, commanded 30.000. whereas
Sultan Batyr-Khan and Sultan Zhurny Khudamendin each led 2.000.
152 Levchine 1840, p. 50.M.
153 N(lrocii3Sre(inei Azir If. p. 325.
154 Nevertheless. further research has to be done to clarify this point.
155 Nurodv Srednei Azii I. p. 41 5.
156 Cf. L. S. Tolstova. 'The Kara-Kalpaks of Fergana', CAR, 1961/IX. pp. 45-52; L.
S. Tolstova, kbrakalpaki ,fergumkoi dolinj- (Istoriko4tno~aficIteskiiocherk).
Nukus 1959.
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157 Zhdanko 1950, p. 74. This is just a rough estimation, which needs further confirmation. Cf. Narody Srednei Azii I. pp. 4 1 3 4 .
1 58 Cf. Chapter 4, note 101 .
159 Cf. B. F. Manz. 'The Development and Meaning of Chaghatay Identity', in J.-A.
Gross, Muslim Central Asia. expression.^ of' Idenritv and Change, Durham NC and
London 1992, pp. 2 7 4 5 . In the nineteenth century 'Chagatay' was widely used as
a term of self-designation among both Turkic and Iranian-speaking urban population without tribal affiliations. In the 1910s and 1920s it came to be more often
applied only to the Turkic-speaking population. Cf. B. Kh. Karmysheva,
'Nekotorye dannye k etnogenezu naseleniia iuzhnykh i zapadnykh raionov
Uzbekistana', in Kratkie sooh.shci~eniiainsrituru etnograjii AN SSR, vol. XXVII.
Moscow 1957; I. Baldauf, 'The Making of the Uzbek Nation', CdMRS, vol. 32,
199111-3, pp. 79-96.
160 B. Kh. Karmysheva, 'etnicheskie i territorial'nye gruppy naseleniia severovostochnoi chasti Kashka-Dar'inskoi oblasti Uz. SSR', in Kratkie soohshcheniiu
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Doklady delcgatsii SSSR. ) , Moscow
1960(b); K. Shaniiazov, Urbeki-karluki (isroriko-etnografici~eskii ociierk),
Tashkent 1964.
161 Karmysheva 1960a, p. 52.
162 Shaniiazov 1974. p. 107.
163 Shaniiazov 1974. pp. 105-7. Cf. P P. Ivanov. Vosstanie kitai-kipchakov 11
Bukl~ar~skoni
Ki~un.stve1821-1825. Istochniki i opyt ikli issledovaniiu, Moscow and
Leningrad 1937, pp. 23-32,824.
164 Soviet ethnographers called these people 'Kirgiz-bpchaks' (Shaniiazov 1974, p.
1045. 1134; T. K. Biisembiev, Ta'rikh-i Sizakiirukhi' kak isrorichesii istochtik,
Alma-Ata 1987, p. 9; 'Migration in the Qijqand Khanate in Eighteenth and
Nineteenth Century', in H. Komatsu, Ch. Obiya and J. S. Schoeberlein [eds]
Migrution in Central Asia: Ifs Historv and Cirrrent Problems [JCAS Sj,mposiurn
Series 9 - Popularion Movemc~ritin the Modern Worlrl IlI]. Osaka 2000. pp. 3 5 4 ) .
165 For example: Vimbery 1865. pp. 304-5. In the 1926 census the Qipchoqs are still
listed as a distinct 'ethnic' group.
166 Cf. Chapter 2. fourth section.
167 Hudson 1938, p. 22; Bacon 1958, p. 7 1.
168 See also Zhdanko 1950, p. 79.
169 As Hudson pointed out, smaller units could also be called ru (Hudson 1938. p. 19).
My emphasis on ru as a unit of communal commitment does not aim at
concealing the numerous different terms for tribal and descent units like el. .niiek.
taipa, atc11~a1u.s.
uru, ru. hir top and their different use by tribesmen of the Kazakh
Steppe (cf. Zimanov 1958. p. 61; Markov 1976. pp. 170-4). On describing idealtypically the different possible meanings of rtr. I want rather to emphasise similar
structures than postulate a uniformity of names which did not exist among
Central Asian tribesmen.
170 Hudson pointed out these two meanings. although his terminology dlffers
(Hudson 1938, p. 20).
171 Krader 1963. p. 22.
172 Irons 1975, p. 58; Hudson 1938, p. 24.
173 Valikhanov 1904, p. 292. Valikhanov confusingly links this posit~onto the principle of ultimogeniture which was already part of customary law during the
Mongolian rule, and prescribed that the youngest son stayed with his parents and
inherited his father's homestead (Vernadsky 1938, p. 357).
174 Grodekov 1889, p. 7.
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175 Ibid., p. 8. Cf. N. Masanov, kochevuia tsir~ilizutsiia kazakhov (oslu)ly
zhiznedeiutel'nosti nomadnogo obshchestva), Alrnaty and Moscow 1995, p. 48.
176 Some of these rules of etiquette are still observed in Central Asia. as I could
observe during my research in Kyrgyzstan.
177 Krader 1963, p. 197.
178 Aristov's commentary also supports this view. It is unlikely that a member of the
Great Horde would trace back his origin to a khan of the Small Horde who could
not even extend lus authority to all tribes of his horde and who accepted Russian
support to strengthen lus position.
179 In 1468 Zhanibek and Kirai. both sons of Barak Khan. broke away from his
successor Abulkhayr, joined the rulers of Mughulistan and finally defeated and
killed Abulkhayr and lus son Sheikh Haidar. who refused to recognise Zhanibek's
and Grai's claim to pastures in western Jeti Su (Semirechie). Zhanibek. Kirai, his
son Buyunduk (1480-151 1) were regarded as the first Kazakh rulers whereas the
latter's successor Qasirn Khan is generally believed to be the creator of a more
centralised and unified Kazakh khanate (cf. Ch. Lemercier-Quelquejay. 'Die
Kasachen und Kirgisen'. in Hambly 1988, pp. 152-5: Olcott 1987, pp. 7-9; J.-P.
Roux, L'Asie Centrale - Histoire et cirilisatiom. Paris 1997. p. 355).
180 Ch. Ch. Valikhanov, Sledy shamanstva u kirgizov'. in ihid.. 1904. p. 1 1 . About
shamanism in Central Asia, see S. M. Abrarnzon. 'K kharakteristike sharnanstva v
starom byte kirgizov', in Krarkie soobshcheniia instirura Ptnogrufii AN S S R lyp.
XXX, Moscow 1958. pp. 143-50: B. Amanaliev, K ~ - r g ~ ~ : .dinii
t u nz h n a erkin
oiloonunun tarykl?ynan, Frunze 1967: V. N. Basilov (ed.) Srednea:iiutskoe
shumanstl~o, Moscow 1973; M. M. Balzer. Shamanisni. Soviet Studies o/
Traditional Religion in Siberia and Central Asia. London 1990. Cf. W. Heissig. Die
Religionen der Mongolei (Die Religionen &r Munschheir.
20). Stuttgart 1970.
pp. 299-427: R. Yongsiyebii. 'White. Black and Yellow Shamans among the
Mongols', unpublished article. quoted in K. Hesse. Absrtunmung, Weiderechfund
Abgube. Zuni Problent &r konsanguinal-polirischen Orgunisarion &r Mongolen des
13. bis m n 17. Jahrhunderr, Berlin 1982. pp. 282-6.
181 Valikhanov 1904. p. 20.
182 Islamisation did not change the patterns of religious experience which secured
community and political alliances and explained their origin. It rather put them
into a new narrative context wluch revealed revered ancestors as Muslim saints
and animist deities like Tangri as Allah. Typical instances of Islamisation are
Islamic gnealogies which trace back the origin of tribal ancestors to Adam.
Aristov found such a genealogy at the Borpai compiled by Dikambay-batyr. It
traces back the ancestry of Abulkhayr through Mohammed. Jacob, Isaac and
Abraham to Adam (Aristov 1894. pp. 3 9 4 5: Valikhanov 1904. pp. 11-4: Zumerki
o turknienskom dukhol~etist~~e
1928, p. 9. See also Vambkry 1865. ?_C&?: Ch. Ch.
Valikhanov. 'Tenkri (Bog)'. in ihid. 1984 (1). pp. 208-1 5: Amanaliev 1967. pp. 3-3 1:
Tolybekov 1971 pp. 193-7: R. M. Mustafina. Pred.~mvleniia,kul'tl: ohriadlq rc
kazcrkhor ( 1 ' liontckste hjqtor~ogoiislcrnin r irrzhnor~iKazuh-hstawc r. konrse A'IX- XX
11s), Almaty 1992. pp. 91-101. 128-9.
More recently Bruce Privratsky undertook considerable scholarly efforts to
show that Kazakh ancestor spirits were Muslims for several reasons: Kazakhs do
not memorise ancestors in a Turkic ternlinology and their cults like the memorial
meals. can be referred to the Semitic and Quranic concept of spirit (urrtaq).He has
doubts about the Kazkah use of the Mongol term origo~i.which Valikhanov
referred to in its studies on Kazkah religion (Privratsky 2001, pp. 13651). In his
well researched ethnographic study on contemporary Kazakh Islam. Privratsky
presents some reasons why Kazakh Islam has to be understood and studied in his
own terms and not from the perspective of school Islam. He is also to be
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applauded for criticism on the previous use of the concept of shamanism to
describe Kazakh religion and to apply it as a ~ ~ s i d u category
al
for analysing
Kazakh Islam from the perspective of orthodox school Islam (cl: pp. 1 6 8 ) .
Nevertheless, we do not share Privratsky's view on the ancestor cult as being only
'grounded in the Muslim funerary traditions' which had been 'widely dispersed
across the Muslim world' @. 138). It is true that its Muslim form resulted from the
process of Islamisation. Kazahk receptivity for these forms were, however,
grounded in the animistic world view and common religious cult of tribesmen who
perceived friendship and solidarity bonds in terms of kinship and genealogy.
183 D. DeWeese. Is1anzi;ation uncl Native R~ligionin the Golden Horde Bahu Tiikles
and Conversion to Islum in Historical and Epic Trudition, Pennsylvania 1994. pp.
32-50,51632.
184 In Anthropology various terms are used to describe the various levels of the
segmentary lineage system: 'minimal lineage', 'mid-level lineage', 'maximal
lineage', 'segement', 'sections', lineages'. 'sub-tribe', 'tribe' and sometimes, erroneously, also 'clan'. Here we prefer the term 'descent group' to distinguish these
groupings from tribal residence groups, which included strangers as well.
185 Irons 1975, pp. 4 W . Cf. G. I. Karpov, 'Rodoslovnaia turkmen', TU, 1928112, pp.
27-33.
186 Irons 1975. p. 40; Konig 1962. p. 8 1.
1 87 Konig 1961 Rodoslovnaia turkskogo pkemeni, Kazan 1854.
189 Turkman basic descent groups like the Togckrri, AI Goli and Climsuli could also be
called talpa, although they more often were referred to as tire.
190 See Chapter 1, fourth section. CF. Irons 1975, p. 62.
191 Grodekov 1889, p. 12. But his further elaboration attests that he uses it both with
regard to peace groups and their smaller subdivisions.
192 The translation of Grodekov's terms rod, koleno and potlkoleno as tribe, sub-tribe
and camp, i.e. in terms of independent, tribal residence groupings, would not be
correct anywhere in the Kazakh Steppe, since Russian administration was also
introduced in Sir D a ~ y aand Jeti Su in 1867. It is also not correct because such a
translation confuses descent with residing units. See Section 6 of Chapter 3.
193 Grodekov 1889, p. 233.
194 Grodekov 1889. p. 233-4. Cf. Dingelstedt 1890, pp. 6 6 7 . Krader asserts the opposite. With reference to Izraztsov. he states
if the murderer and his family or village could not make up the sum among
them, wider circles of kinsmen were called in, contributing in proportion to the
degree of closeness of kinship, provided the man was of good standing in his
community
(Krader 1963. p. 230)
Radloff also confirms a solely subsidiary liability of distant relatives, which was
not compulsory but depended on the goodwill of distant relatives (RadlotT 1884
[I]. p. 525). Slovokhotov is not precise about this point (Slovokhotov 1905, pp.
127-31). But Krader himself also emphasises that the mdyl became the unit of
forn~ercon~pulsoryliability after the reorganisation of Kazakh society under
Russian rule. In this way, liabilities of distant relatives which depended on the pnsition of the involved groups in the tribal descent system turned into the exclusive
liability of the u~ij~1
community. Thus more distant relatives could help one cru.1.1.
but it was no longer their duty. That means that lzraztsov referred to the new
system. whereas Radloff describes an intermediate stage or confused the former
tribal liability with the latter under colonial rule.
195 Grodekov 1889, p. 234; Slovokhotov 1905, p. 131.
196 Grodekov 1889, p. 234.
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Grodekov 1889, p. 237; Slovokhotov 1905. p. l 27--8.
Levchine 1840. p. 31 5.
Krader 1963, p. 206.
Cf. also Krader 1955, p. 78.
Bastug 1999, p. 82.
Irons 1975, p. 40.; Konig 1962, p. 80. The vague use of the term rud as translation
of tire is obvious also in this case (see Narudv Srodnei Azii I I , p. 21).
Hudson 1938, p. 19. Cf. Zirnanov 1958. p. 61.
Zhdanko 1950, pp. 78-8 1 : Narodv S r e h j Azii I, p, 491. AS was the case among
Kazakhs, originally precise terms lost their saki1 significance due to the loss of the
tribal structure. In addition, socio-political semantics were decentralised before
tsarist rule and similar social structures referred to by different names Thus
Samoylovich ascertains in his commentarial notes about one of the Khivan chroniclers that various terms like tu!fk, kabile. tahake, tire or u u g were used for small
descent groupings Cf. A. N. Samoilovich. 'Sokrashchennyi pernod otryvkov iz
khivinskikh khronik XIX veka o khivinsko-karakalpakskikh otnosheniiakh'.
Trudy instituta vostoki~vedetiiiu.vol. 7, 1935. p. 92 (footnote 5).
Cf. Figure 9.
Irons 1976, p. 61.
Konig 1962, pp. 72-3.
Konig 1962, p. 72. Konig's estimated household size is more than ten family
members Irons' collected average household size in Aji Gui was a little more than
five (Irons 1975, p. 91).
G. I. Karpov and P. B. Arbekov. 'Die Salor'. TLI. 1930167 (translated and
reprinted in TF, vol 1, Hamburg, pp. 52--7).
Zhdanko 1950. p. 81. At the time of Zhdanko's expedition to Khoreim. tribal
structures no longer existed. Reflection by the interviewed elders provided
evidence that the basic descent units had already transformed into residential
groupings at the end of the nineteenth century during Khivan rule. The significant
feature of seven forefather groups was that they were not named after their leader.
as Zhdanko discovered, but after their descent group. This was also not an exclusively territorial group. and allied strangers did not change their name. i.e. their
descent affiliation (T.A. Zhdanko, 'Karakalpaki'. in Nartd). Srehei Azii I . p. 491).
Abrarnzon 1990. pp 209-1 0. Abrarnzon quotes from material of the 1920s and
1940s on Kyrgyzstan and notes that these commitments could still be observed.
See also S. 1. Iliasov. '0 patriarkhal'no-feodal'nykh otnosheniiakh kochevykh
narodov Kirgizii', in Akademiia Nauk SSSR (ed.) M u t e r i a l ~ ~0h"edinemoi
naucl~no'isessii, pos~~iuvhcl~ennoii.storii
Srrdie7 Azii i Kurukhrunu v dm)ktiahr'.vki7
period, Tashkent 1955. pp. 47-8; Kyrgyzstandj~nTaryklry I. p. 231; Vinnikov 1957.
p. 72: lmanaliev and Mukarnbaev 1966. p. 14.
S. M. Abrarnzon. 'Formy rodoplemennoi organizatsii U kochevnikov Srednei
Azii'. Trud)?instituta ernografii. vol. 14, 1951. pp. 154-5.
Zirnanov 1958, p. 61; Khazanov 1984. p. 129.
Grodekov 1889, p. 39.
Cf. N. Izraztsov. 'Obychnoe pravo ("adat") kirgizov semirechenskoi oblasti:
semeinye soiuzy', errr~~qrqfichc~skoe
ohoxrenie - Idanie etnogruficheskogu o r k l a
imperatorskogo ubshcl~est~~u
liuhitclei estest~lo:narriiu. antropologii i etno~rufii,
sostoiashchep pri rnoskol~skonituti~~ersitcrp.
189713. pp. 70- 1 Karutz 191 1 p. 99:

.

.

Kisliakov 1969, pp. 29-32.
2 16 It is more an analytical problen~as to whether units like Tmna and Tiileu are called
tribes or tribal confederacies.
21 7 But this was also an intermediate stage. See Chapter 4. fourth section.
2 1 8 Bastug 1999. pp. 8 6 8 .
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2 19 Ki)nig 1962. pp. 72.79: Markov 1976, p. 2 18; Abramzon 1990. pp. 2 1C 1 5.
220 Cf. Bastug 1999. pp. 90-4.
22 1 Grodekov 1889, p. 1 10; Radloff 1884 (I). p. 41 7; Bacon 1958, pp. 69-70; Hudson
1938. p. 24; Irons 1975. pp. 2 5 4 .
222 Nomadism is used as a category of mobility, whereas pastoralism is an adaptive
strategy based on cattle breeding. Thus nomadism is always pastoral. whereas
pastoralism could also be linked with settlement. Semi-nomadism refers to
tribesmen who spend a part of the year in fixed dwelling units, but who nomadise
in yurts during the rest of the year. Cf. Vivelo 1988, pp. 122-3; Khazanov 1984, pp.
17-25; Y Bregel. 'Nomadische und sel3hafte Elemente unter den Turkmenen', TF,
vol. 12, pp. 134-6.
223 Abramzon 1990, pp. 253-70. See also Schuyler 1966, pp. 261-2; V. M. Ploskikh,
'Politicheskaia istoriia i patriarkhal'no-feodal'nye otnosheniia Kirgizov vo vtoroi
polovine XVIII-seredine XIX v'. Istoriia Kyrg SSR. vol. 1. p. 525.
224 RadlotT 1884 (I) p. 528; Oshanin 1881, pp. 28-9: Valikhanov 1985 (11) p. 33. Thus
Kyrgyz like the B14g14and Sarj-,,Bagjt.s1l cultivated millet, barley and wheat by lakes
and rivers.
225 A. S. Bezkovic. 'Nomadenwirtschaft und Lebensweise der Kirgisen (19. bis
Anfang des 20. Jahrhunderts)', in L. Fiildes (ed.) Viekccirtschaftund Hirtenkultur.
Budapest 1969. p. 99.
226 Istoriiu Kyrg. SSR. vol. l , 1984, pp. 472-5.
227 Radloff 1884 (I), pp. 230-5. Due to changes and reshuming of such large groups,
they seem to have represented tribal confederacies rather than tribes.
228 Grodekov 1889, p. 239.
229 Radloff 1884 (I). p. 513. Olcott's estimated auyl size is forty families (Olcott 1987.
p. 13). Kaufnlann's assertion that smaller auj~lvillages lived in higher ranges is
linked to the fact that winter pastures on mountain slopes can only supply enough
fodder for small herds (Kaufmann 1908. pp. 167-9).
230 Evreinov, Vtiutrenniuia ili Btrkc~c.vskuia kirgiz-kazach'ia orda, p. 84. Quoted in
Abramzon 1990. p. 254. See also: Schuyler 1966. p. 22; 'Zamechanie o sude i
rasprave kirgizov, o pravakh lichnykh. imushchestvennykh i semeinykh, nekotorykh obriadakh i obyknoveniiakh ikh. (29 marta 1846 goda)'. in Mareria!~~
po
Klrzukhskonty, p. 118; I. V. Erofeeva. 'Sotsial'no-ekonomicheskoe razvitie
Kazakhskogo obshchestva v XVIII - ser. XIX.v', in M. K. Kozybaev (ed.) Istoriiu
Kuzukhstunu s cirer.ne'ishikhI1renlendo nmhikh dnci, Alma-Ata 1993, p. 197.
23 1 S. E. Tolybekov. Ohshcllc~stvc~n~~o-ekonu~~~icIieskii
str.oi ka:ukhorj 11 X I'II -XIX
vekukh. Alma-Ata 1959. p. 206, quoted by Khazanov 1984. p. 134: Markov 1976,
pp. 138-9. Olcott 1987. p. 17.
232 Radlov 1884 (l), p. 527. Radlov reported that tsarist officers told him when he
visited the Solto in 1864 that the Kyrgyz similarly started to form separated ~ 7 ~ ~ 1 s
as the Kazakhs did. Cf. 'Report of the Girs Commission'. in Motc1ritr/13po istorii
politiclie.rkogo stroiu K L I ~ U ~ ~ . I.Y pp.
/ U I260.
I ( I268.
233 Martin 2001. p 143.
234 Radlof 1884 (1). pp. 513-14.
235 Levchine 1840, pp. 399-400: Slovokhotov 1905, pp. 49- 50, 74-83: Valikhanov
1904. pp. 1714: Hudson 1938. p. 66.
236 It is still open for further research. to what extent kiishc or~ginallywere seven-forefather groups.
237 Tolstova 1963. p. 149; Istoriiu Kurrrkalp(~k.vh-oi' ASSR ( S d~.c'nrc~i,rltikh
\lrcmtvi do
nusliikh cinenei ). Tashkent 1986. p. 76-7.
238 Zhdanko 1950. pp. 80-8 1 : nu rod^* Srcvlriei Azii I. pp. 49 1-2.
239 Zhdanko 1950, p. 66.
240 Tolstova 1961, p. 45.
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241 Nurody Srrdnei Azii I. p. 416; Tolstova 1961. p. 47.
242 Lansdell 1885 11. p. 445; Krjnig 1962. p. 91. For the historical development of
nomadism iind setlement among Turkmen e Bregel 1989. pp. 1 3 1--M.
243 Mouraviev l823a. p. 39; Grodekov 1883. p. 48; M o w 1885, p. 274: Khnig 1962. p.
42; Irons 1975. p. 26.
244 Isroriia 7ltrkmclnskoi SSR I. Ashkhabad 1957, p. 29: Bregel ] % l . pp. 7&-7; G n i g
1962, pp. 117--20;Irons 1975. p. 56; Markov 1976. p. 218.
245 Cf. Markov 1976, p. 2 19.
246 This principle is also valid in Central Asian societies today, as the author observed
during his stays in Uzbekistan and Kyrgyzstan. After the decline of the Scjviet
Union it became even more impomnt. since the system of linking social security
to the work place declined too.
247 New households could only be established if' the family wuld aflord the bride
price for the son and if the paternal herd remained big enough. Thus the paternal
herd had to include at least 160, in which case rhe marrying son would receive
sixty. Smaller herds could not establish an sutticien~economic base for an independent household (see Irons 1975. pp. 83---W).
248 Irons 1975, pp. 95-102. Europeans who maintained Turkman domestic sewants
experienced this lack of obedience. Cunis. for example. reports that 'they will
follow. but will not be driven. and they will do anything upon rtquest but nothing
upon command' (W. E. Curtis fi4rkestun: 'The Heart c!j' Asia'. London IY(F9. p.
44). Despite the ideological pressure to describe 'feudalism' within nomadic societies Markov already emphasised the egalitarianism of independent nomadic
Turkmen in the 1960s, and presented various source evidenoe from the nineteenth
century. He also mentiolled that Turkmen were comlilitted to sharing all presents
they received and did not acknowledge privileges of the iushulv in this respect.
Therefore Turkmen tried to hide presents in order not to share them. as tsarist
military officers observed (G. E. Markov. Ocherk istorii jimt~iro,-uniiusrverrg9kh
Turk~nen.Moscow 1961, pp. 69-72. Cf. Bregl 1961. p. 87). This however. did not
prevent him - like many other Soviet scholars - from ascertaining 'patriarchal
social ties' and a 'patriarchal tribal system' among the Turkmen (G. E. Markov.
'Les societes traditionnelles d'Asie Centrale'. CdMRS. XXXI. 1990/2-3. p. 401: A.
D. Dzhikiev. Emiclzeskuia istoriia na.srkerliiu iu-hnogo i iupo-vostoclinogo
Turkmcnistana v X V I - X I X nr, Avtoreferat. Tashkent 1988. p. 37).
Nevertheless. some Russian sources assert also patriarchal relalions between
Turkman fathers and sons. These sources seemed rather to rely on the elaboration
of Russian prejudices about Asiatic patriarchy than on careful ethnographic
research, however. It is also possible that these observations referred to Turkmen
whose ancestors had lost their political independence and become subjects of the
Khivan khan (see for example Lomakin 1897, pp. 41-4).
249 VamEry had already noted t h s amazing acephalous character of Turkn~an
society and emphasised the limited power of icrshu11.s.Vambkry 1865. pp. 249-52;
Grodekov 1883, p. 65; Khazanov 1984. p. 175.
250 Cf. Chapter 3. first section.
251 Irons 1975. p. 48.
252 Particular water rights (silukh-su) were Linked to official duties like that of a niiruh.
and to the maintenance of shrines and madrassahs Istnriia Turkmenrkoi SSR I. p.
3 1 ; Kiillig 1962. p. 129.
253 Irons 1975. pp. 4 6 9 . Cf. Kaufmann 1908. pp. 99- 102 ( 175-1 8 1 ): Markov 1976. p.
219.
254 According to Turkman. Kyrgyz and Kazakh customary law, groups who first
occupied a pasture or territory or who dug wells or aryks gained the common
right of exclusive use of these resources W~thinsuch grouping. access rights to a
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particular well or tield were determined according to the principle of contribution
or were equally shared among its able-bodied members (Grodekov 1889, pp.
102-1 1 : Kaufmann 1908, pp. 1 50-64 (261-80); Karpov 1978a. p. 30; Konig 1962,
pp. 122-3: Markov 1976, pp. 141-2; Kozybaev 1993, p. 192.) Customary law might
be quite different in detail from area to area, although these principles were widely
respected.
Kaufmann 1908, p. 100 (178). A. Karryev, 'Rodo-plemennaia organizatsiia i rasselenie turkmenskikh plemen. Khozia? stvo turkmen v pervoi polovine XIX v., in
Istoriia Tirrktn. SSR I. pp. 26-46. p. 33: Konig 1962. p. 122.
Rejection or inclusion of strangers depended on circumstances and was not
uniform. Their inclusion could also be only temporal or linked to regular
payments for usage rights of wells and land. About gongshy-relations among the
Teke, see Konig 1962, pp. 9 1 4 .
According to Khazanov this was typical for most nomadic societies. Khazanov
1984, pp. 120-1.
Hudson 1938, p. 22.
Barfield 1990, pp. 155-6.
Thereto he is inconsequent, as he also speaks of the 'political unit' of such groups.
Figure 10 represents such a territorially oriented, settled tribal group, which
consisted of villages, and Figure 7 illustrates one village with mixed descent
groups. See sixth section of Chapter 3.
One significant difference between tribal and non-tribal groups (for example,
neighbourhood quarters) is not rooted in the existence or lack of CO-residency,
territoriality or political alliances, but linked to the question of whether the political integration of groups was performed by these groups themselves with the help
of the flexible lineage system, genealogical thinking and forming of alliances, or
whether tribes had submitted to centralised bureaucratic states which ascertained
their political integration and collected taxes. This difference was often a gradual
one. as tribesmen like the Uzbeks became part of a patrirnonial administration without
entirely losing their tribal institutions.
Poliakov 1980. pp. 1 1 6 7 . Cf. Khazanov 1984, p. 153.
Abramzon 1990. pp. 205. 214-5. But also Il'iasov, one of the criticised authors,
emphasised the mixed nature of residential groups and described its relation to
forefather groups (Il'iasov 1955, pp. 43-9). See also Vinnikov 1957, p. 72.
Abramzon 1990. pp. 2 1 6 8 : Poliakov 1980. p. 1 16. The excessive use of the term
patri~rkhul'no~fio~IaI'~~o
is based on the Mancist teleological view of history and
social and political change. This view assumes that social relations result from the
prevailing mode of production and from the ownership of the means of production. Thus kinship is regarded as linked to a 'tribal' (rodow~j) formation. where
ownership of stock and pastures is commonly held and where. due to the undeveloped division of labour, the 'state' represented the interests of the whole 'tribal'
community. Due to the development of the division of labour and the increasing
difference in wealth, the 'state' becomes 'feudal', because the owners of the means
of production monopolised political power according to their own interests. Thus
politics became 'exploitative' and 'suppressive'. Since there is source evidence
about economic inequality in all later historical societies. scholars like Potapov
dated back this original form of 'tribal' society to the eighth 01-seventh century
BC. Ironically he also admits that he does not have any source evidence about this
society. As a result. Soviet scholars acknowledged empirical evidence about simultaneous kinship solidarity and economic inequality insofar as they referred to it as
'patriarchal-feudalism' where social consciousness survived its economic base.
Thus the identification of individual, common or 'feudal' ownership of stock
andlor pastures had far-reaching theoretical implications. See for example:
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Abrarnzon 1951. pp. 1&9; L. P. Potapov, '0 sushchnosti patriarkhal'nofeodal'nykh otnoshenii U kochevykh narodov Srdnei Az~ii Kazakhstana', in
Akademiia Nauk SSSR 1955, pp. 17-42; B. F. Shakhmatov. '0sushchnosti patriarkhal'no-feodal'nykh otnosheriii U kochevykh narodov Kazakhsbna', in
Akademiia Nauk SSSR 1955, pp. 50-9: B. Bai bulatov, AdomdLIrdyn ung-.~ezimindegi otkoncliin kaldykraryn joiuu joniindii, Frutlze 1957, pp. 7-25; Zirnanov 1960,
pp. 2%7 1 ; V. M. Ploskikh, Oclwrki palriurxhol'~io~fi~&l'n~~kh
omoshcni7 v iuzhnoi
Kirgizii (50-70-4 g o 4 ~XIX E ), Frunze 1968. About the Marxist theory of tribe
and state, see for example: St. C. Caton, 'Anthropolopcal Theories of Tribe and
State Formation in the Middle East: Ideology and the Semiotics of Power', in
Khoury and Kostiner 1991, pp. 74-85. A further bibliography can be found in his
article. Cf. also E. Gellner. 'Foreword', in Khazanov 1984, pp. ix-xxv.
266 In his study of the Turkmen. Lorenz also does not suficiently differentia~e
between residence and descent groups by interpreting the settling of nomads as a
process of change from tribal to tenitorial community, as Soviet scholars used to
do (R. Lorenz, 'Die Turkmenen. Zum hlstorischen Schicksal eines mittelasiatischen Volkes', in E. von Mende [ed.] Turkestan als hisrorisc~herFukror undpolitische
Idee. Fe.stschrifr,fiir Bajmirza Iluyir zrr spinem 70. Gehurrsrug, Cologne 1987. pp.
123-4, 130).
267 See: I. Svanberg. 'The Nomadism of Orta jiiz Kazaks In Xinjiang 191l- 1949', in
L. Benson and I. Svanberg (eds) The Kazaks of China. E.v.5ays on an Erhnic
Minority, Uppsala 1988, pp. 109-21; R. Dor and C. Naurnann. Die Kirghisrn &S
Afgltonisclien Pamir. Graz 1978, pp. 43-8; M. Nazif Shahrani. 7 7 1 Kirghiz
~
und
Wuklii ?f'AjRhanistan: Adaprion ro Closed Frorrtit2r.s. Seattle 1979.
268 Irons 1975. p. 5 1.
269 Ibid.. p. 56.
270 Kaufmann 1908, pp. 106-7.
271 Barfield 1990, p. 156.
272 Mouraviev 1823(a).p. 22; Karpov 1929(a). p. 20.
273 Ki5nig 1962. p. 94.
274 Irons 1975. p. 58; Hudson 1938. p. 24.
275 Radloff 1884 (I), p. 524; Istoriia Kirg SSR I, p. 468.
276 Irons 1975, p. 121-2.
277 Gullibef de Blokwill: 14-mesiachnG plen' U turkmentsev. In k'semirn)~iputr.slrr>.sr~vnnik,
St. Peterburg 1868131. p. 24. quoted by: Dshikijew 1994, p. 12; Bacon
1958. p. 74; Konig 1962. p. 96; Krader 1966. p. 153; Irons 1975. pp. 121-2;
Abrarnzon 1990. p. 171. On the other hand. different smaller groups could be
absorbed by the dominant descent group because of long CO-residence.In this case
earlier descent affiliation was forgotten and those of the dominant group were
overtaken. Thus Krader's asserted causal relationship that 'the fusion of clans and
lineages caused the establishment of a common genealogy' (Krader 1966. pp.
156-63) did not take place automatically, and not in all cases Krader postulated
this, as he regarded tribal society to be rooted in kinship. patrilineage and descent
genealogy in a too narrow way.
278 Some scholars also might use the term politicnl in t h s context, if they inform their
unplied concept of politics by Schmitt dichotomy friendlenemy. (Cf. C. Schmitt.
Der Begrifliies Politischen. Berlin 1996 ( 19321.)

RESIDENTIAL COMMUNAL
COMMITMENT'

The basic unit of residential communal commitment is the neighbourhood
community. This community is called by different names in Central Asia.
The most common term applied is mahallah (Uzbek: muhullu), which is also
used in the Near East to refer to neighbourhood quarters in urban areas.
Guzur is another, more specifically Central Asian term which designates
wards in towns. Quvn~is a third term which is used for neighbourhood
communities. It is interesting to note that in Uzbek and Tajik one meaning
of qavm refers to 'tribe', 'tribal group' and relatives. It is also applied to the
mahallah as ward and religious community. In Khorezm the second
meaning of quvm was emphasised when a group of farmsteads was called
muchit-qavm (mosque ward).2
As tribes and subtribal groups represented religious communities under
the protection of common ancestors, so did the neighbourhood community
in pre-revolutionary Central Asia. This religious community, however, was
based on the devotion to Islam and on the acknowledgement of the
demands of Islamic law (sltctriu) interpreted and spread by supporters of
orthodox or school Islam (Islum-i kitib).j
Membership could be acquired by consent of this group, if it agreed to a
newcomer's purchase or construction of a house within its territory. The
position of a newcomer was not defined in terms of kinship space or in relation t o genealogies and descent groups. One became a full member by
participating in the communal and religious life of the group and by leading
an Islamic way of life.
As membership in a ward is based on residency and wards formed territorially defined communities. we call commitment to such groups rc>sidt~ntial
con~~nunal
c-ommitmcnt. In the following we discuss how neighbourhoods
were organised in urban and rural settings, and how Islamic law shapes
social relations within these quarters. Afterwards we discuss what role
kinship relations played in these groups. Last but not least. we sketch the
historical context of this form of communal commitment and its relation to
tribal and non-tribal people in Central Asia.
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Neighbourhood community
Krader proposed that we should regard the Central Asian city as a 'densc:
agricultural settlement (qishloy), interwoven with basic urban funct~ons'.~
This comparison with Central Asian towns is not only relevant due to
similar functional relations with their surroundings. Both could be walled
and fortified and include permanent or temporary bazaar^.^ It is also relevant with regard to internal community structures. As towns consisted of an
increasing number of mahallahs depending on their size. qi.rhloy~could
include several wards as well. At the time of the tsarist conquest. Tashkent.
one of the biggest towns in Central Asia, included 149 mahallahs which
were located in four town district^.^ Large qi.rh1oq.v could consist of three or
more mahallahs, whereas smaller ones formed mahallahs themselves. Urgut,
a yishloq near to Samarkand is said to have included thirteen mahallahs.'
In the nineteenth century mahallahs were neighbourhood communities
which were inhabited by the Surt population.8 In urban areas the mahallah
could be walled and have one or two gates. Access to it was only possible
through these gates during the day. as they were closed at night. In such
cases the mahallah was a small fortress that provided protection for its residents, who controlled access to its territory. If a mahallah had two gates
both could be linked via a large street, on both sides of which were the
craftsmen's workshops. This was the trade centre of the mahallah. which
sometimes also included a bazaar. Urban mahallahs originally monopolised
the crafts and were closely interwoven with single professional guilds9. but
they became more mixed in the nineteenth century."'
Small lanes (tupiks) connected the main street to the ground-floor houses
and inner courts. In some of these lanes, close relatives lived, with houses
linked by inner doors. The mahallah. however. was not a community of relatives. since people from different areas and professions could acquire a
house and consequently the status of a resident: soldiers with their families
could live there, like migrated families from other towns people from the
near countryside who established a second donl~cile.or long-established
urban inhabitants. I I
The leader of both urban and rural mahallahs was the oqsoqol (Tajik:
urhob) who was elected with assistance of the imam in the mosque. He was
advised by respected elders and had some assistants (poikors) for the implementation of his decisions. He was normally from a reputable family and
maintained influence and authority in the mahallah due to his personal
integrity and wealth. Although his election had to be acknowledged by the
administration, he was a man of the mahallah and represented it externally.
In case of internal or external disputes. he was contacted and he sought to
settle conflicts peacefully. Due to his authoritative influence, members could
not easily ignore his opinion, advice or decisions"
Residency witl~inthe mahallah was based on consent. Thus the sale and
acquisition of houses were restricted. Although Islamic laws concerning
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neighbours made the free sale and purchase of property only to be dependent on the approval of the bordering neighbours. this limitation was
extended to the whole mahallah in Central Asia. Due to udut, not only
neighbours - as shlrriu demands -- but all inhabitants of the mahallah had a
U ~ had sold a house
right of first refusal. If someone had disregarded N L ~ and
according to shuria. the new resident would have faced strict disapproval
and the rejection of neighbourhood assistance. Thus a willing purchaser
normally informed the oqsoyol about his plans of sale, as a potential
external purchaser would ask for permission to buy a house and to become
a member of the mahallah. This permission was granted, if the honesty and
uprightness of the newcomers could be ~ o n f i r m e d . ' ~
The communal ties were quite tight. 'This was not only due to the necessity of common maintenance and cleaning of water reservoirs (I~ovuz)and
other common facilities, but also to the numerous communal celebrations
and ceremonies. Many people of the mahallah were invited on occasions of
family ceremonies like circumcision, marriage or memorial days. It was
impossible to refuse such an invitation, as it was compulsory to contribute
one's share to the celebrations. Participation in celebrations was also
expected from temporary inhabitants. l 4
Every mahallah tended to have its own mosque, cemetery and communal
buildings. Even though the buildings might have belonged to a person or to
a religious foundation, this infrastructure was regarded as communal property which was used by all residents. The mosque was of great importance. It
was the public place where people met, exchanged news and made decisions.
In towns with strong Persian influence, like Bukhara, it was the most important public place, since the teahouse (choikkonu) did not exist there, unlike in
Tashkent or in the towns of the Ferghana valley. Nevertheless. among some
Farsi-speaking Surts there existed the oluvkhonu (house of fire) where male
adults of the mahallah regularly met.I5
The mullah was the religious leader of the mahallah, who led fdmily ceremonies like circumcision, marriage. funerals and memorial days. Participation
in religious life was compulsory. There existed often a rcris who observed residents' attendance at the first prayer. If someone failed to turn up without an
adequate excuse, he would face harsh criticism or even could be beaten.I6
The mahallah was also the place where junior family members learnt to
show respect to older ones and where the family head disposed. as patriarch.
of the family property. He decided on the marriage matters of his sons and
daughters, who often did not know their spouses. His decisions had to be
obeyed even by his married sons. Women often led a secluded life at home.I7
Wards usually had at least one nirrkrrrh, where basic Islamic knowledge
was transmitted and proper behaviour (u~lub)was taught. In towns like
Bukhara and Samarkand, mahallahs could also include Islamic seminars
(rnadrussahs), where residents and people from the countryside who also
lived in these madrassahs became students of' a professor (n~ut1urr.i.v).
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In mahallahs residential ties were also strong. because the neighbourhood
quarter was a collective unit of taxation. It was the oqsoqol who was responsible for timely tax collection. Through this he gained some extra income
which could be spent on mahallah affairs. If a person was in need. the
oysoqol could grant financial support.
As the oqsoqol was normally contacted to assist the preparation of family
celebrations, he and the elders were invited into the house of the family
concerned. There they would fix all organisational and financial details of
these celebrations. In the case of a death, the assistance of the oysoqol was
especially important. In all these cases the oqsoqol ordered and paid for the
necessary items and presented the bill at a later date. It was up to his judgement to what extent poor families were financially assisted.In
Due to the tight communal ties and the relative seclusion from the
outside, residents knew best their neighbourhood quarter and those leaving
there. Hostilities between mahallahs could also occur from time to time.''

The impact of Islamic law (sharia)
In contrast to some agricultural Turkmen ohas or Kazakh auyls. residents of
mahallahs in towns and non-tribal y i ~ h l o ~ did
s ~ ~not
' trace gnealogies or
acknowledge bonds of solidarity and political aftiliation with neighbouring
tribal groups. In the river oases it was often that nomadic tribal groups
appropriated irrigated land or built new uriqs in order to settle in villages.
This could lead to the loss of their tribal affiliation and submit them to
stronger Islamic and state influence. Tribalism could remain strong among
such villagers, but tended to decline as far as kadis or state oficials were able
to replace or modify customary law. The transformation of communal
action orientation from kinship to residency and neighbourhood became
most visible in the spheres of penal and hereditary law.
In contrast to adut. Islamic penal law is based on the principle of personal
responsibility. 2' Thus all hadd offences demand the personal punishment of
the offender: adultery among married people is punished by stoning of both
adulterers; defamers. due to false accusation of adultery. and unmarried adulterers receive eighty or hundred lashes with a whip respectively. whereas the
consumption of alcohol is punished by forty to eighty lashes In addition
sharia acknowledges high standards for the protection of property. The
sincerity of this protection becomes ob\.ious in the prosecution of theft and
robbery, with severe hadd punishments In the first case the offence is punished
by the cutting off of the right hand and in case of recurrence. the left foot.
The second offence is punished by the severing of both hand and foot."
Unlike in tribal villages. robbery, theft and adultery by one member did
not affect large descent groups. but only the suilty person was liable and
faced punishment. In cases of homicide. shuriu limited the right of retaliation. Theoretically, only the closest male relative was allowed to retaliate
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against the offender under the supervision of a mufti, after being found
guilty in an ordinary trial.23Thus kinship no longer held any obligations of
revenge or expectations of liability of related kinsmen. If the victim or the
relatives renounced their right and demanded blood money in cases of mutilation or homicide. this claim normally involved only close kinsmen on both
sides, and not descent groups of villages or even several villages.24
Nevertheless, shuria norms were not respected everywhere in river oases.
Uzbek villagers could often be influenced by ishuns without being
committed to school Islam, which tried to spread commitment to Islamic
law. Thus they did not acknowledge kudis, but had their own oqsoqols who
decided about disputes. Criminal offences which involved different villages
had to be brought before the emir or his representatives, the beg or the
~ m l o k c l o rOnly
. ~ ~ the emir could decide on life-and-death matters. The kacli's
independence was only acknowledged in civil affairs, and not everywhere.
Some Uzbek villages which acknowledged ishuns still continued to deal with
their civil affairs by reference to u h t . According to Karmysheva, Uzbek
tribes were affiliated as murids to particular ishun who kept written genealogies of their tribes. If tribal elders doubted the affiliation and closeness of
other tribal groups. they would try to discover of which ishun families
concerned tribal leaders became r n ~ r i c h .In~ ~this way they could define
duties and fix responsibilities with regard to other tribal groups.
Penal judicial protection of property was linked to property rights. Tribal
agriculturists held individual and common usage rights of wells and uriqs
which determined access to land and pastures and which were partly
submitted to annual redistribution. In contrast, Islamised non-tribal villagers
approved private property (mulk), which could be bought. sold, donated or
transferred by will. This could lead to accumulation of wealth. But accumulation was also quite limited. As Islamic hereditary law prescribed division of
property after the death of the father between his wife, his daughters and sons
(in contrast to O ~ U I ) . large and small estates were spilt up into minor ones.
This caused the parcelling-out of land." It also motivated married sons to
move out to a different mahallah, if his native mahallah lacked space. Thus
both fragmentation of property and transferable property rights discouraged
kinship ties and promoted mixed neighbourhood quarters.'x

Kinship and residency
Kinship ties could be important in various ways within the mahallah. First,
religious estates (11~lclJ')usually remained under the control of kliqjtr or
sheikh families. Donations to religious estates could not be split. as property
which was transformed into such estates became immune to Islamic hereditary law. Thus sheikhs and klztvus became heads of h111ily dynasties which
had established tax-free philanthropic estates and religious shrines. I11 this
way they could accumulate much influence and wealth. which they spent
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partly for charitable purposes.2v Although such religious dynasties might be
quite influential in local or even regional atrairs, they nevertheless did not
promote communal commitment based on kinship.30 In contrast, they
advanced Islamic precepts of shariu, since they financed Islamic education
and Islamic judicial scholarship. Their estates often formed the centres of
mahallahs which offered various services to the residents and provided some
infrastructure commonly used by the inhabitants.
Kinship ties also remained strong where the splitting-up and purchase of
land were economically impossible due to its extreme scarcity.3' This was the
case in the mountainous eastern provinces of the emirate, where l smaili
Shiites and other dwellers subsisted upon agriculture and herd stocking. Due
to the lack of fertile land, petty family estates were indivisible and headed by
family patriarchs, who made decisions about all issues with more or less
participation of the other adult members. Such households could include up
to fifty persons. Tillage and stock breeding were done together. The household could not be split, as fields were not saleable. After the death of the
father, his sons would lead the household, the eldest becoming head of the
family. Several such households formed blocs of the village community. who
held collective usage or property rights on water resources. pastures.
hayfields and woods. The people of such villages were mostly close
relatives.32 These extended family groupings were often called altlnds. to
which - according to Poliakov - the history of the mahallah should go back
to ~ajikistan." However. there remains some doubt as to whether these
avlods should really be regarded as mahallahs. In mountainous areas of
Eastern Bukhara. villages rather consisted of several avlods.
Third. there were many extended families who lived closely together in
the mahallahs. They often lived in small houses which bordered on each
other and were linked by small doors. On the other hand they used the residents' right of first refusal to obtain new accommodation for married sons.
Although kinship relations played a role within the mahallah, membership of it did not depend on kinship, but on residency. The importance of
this principle was most visible in the fact that family feasts did not only
involve relatives. but all residents of a mahallah. Whereas in tribal societies
only kiilsfolk participated in family feasts. circumcisions. marriages and
funerals concerned all residents of the mahallah. They had to contribute
financially or materially to such feasts. They were expected to take part in
them as well.

Tribal and residential communal commitment
We mentioned that residential groups which relied on neighbourhood relations naturally included groups of close kinsmen. but group solidarity was
not based on kinship. as was more the case among Central Asian Muslim
tribesmen. The Islamisation of society based on school Islam entails a high
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potential for the transformation of kin-based to neighbourhood-based
communal commitment. Thus the erosion of tribal communal commitment
is linked to the extent to which sharia is able to replace customary law in
domains like hereditary or penal law. This relation should be kept in mind
when the problem of political order is analysed in the following chapters.
The interesting question is how the change from tribal to residential
communal commitment occurred among settled tribesmen like the Uzbeks,
who resided in villages named after their former winter quarters. Due to lack
of research. we can only give an approximate answer.
In Transoxiana the transformation from tribal qislzloqs to residential
qishloqs was a gradual one, and did not occur everywhere simultaneously.
Many intermediate stages of detribalisation and residentialisation of
communal commitment were possible. An Uzbek tribe could acknowledge
the khan as supreme owner of all land, but could actually possess its tribal
territories by owing military service exclusively to the ruler. Further, it could
be urged to pay an overall annual tribute for the whole tribal land, which
was collected by the tribal leaders themselves. If the state's influence
increased, villages became units of tax liability. As a further step, the khan
could grant certificates on individual property, whose holders had to pay the
prescribed land taxes. In addition responsibility for conflict regulation could
switch from tribal institutions to state officials or even kudis who enforced
shariu norms. Thus it is difficult to say when tribal commitment became a
residential one in the process of detribalisation, centralisation of state structures and Islamisation by school 1slam.j4
We hold the view that Uzbek tribes ceased to exist when state structures
took over tribal duties of conflict regulation and became able to acknowledge personal property and to protect the personal security of inhabitants.
Thus tribal leadership had to give way to state officials who maintained
order and organised taxation. In this process of change, kinship and
customary law could remain important locally, where shuriu norms spread in
a selective way. There local tribal leaders could keep some influence.j5
In southern Kyrgyzstan, Kyrgyz tribesmen could also become Slirt and
get settled in mahallahs, as did some Kazakh tribesmen in the Sir Darya
valley. In comparison to Uzbek tribesmen. this was the exception rather
than the rule.j6

Conclusion
So far our analysis has aimed at explaining communal commitment structures
in pre-tsarist Central Asia. To this end we have analysed tribal communal
commitment based on customary law, and have opposed i t to residential
communal commitment, which was rooted in Islamic law. Tribal communal
commitment emerges as a very complex social phenomenon, which we have
tried to disentangle by analysing the various levels of descent and consenting
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groups, which should not be intermingled. We have also tried to define the
tribal units of Central Asian tribesmen by critically evaluating nineteenthcentury sources and Soviet ethnographic research. This should help us to
locate the Central Asian tribes which represented friendship groups based on
communities of law and peace. On the other hand, we have described residential commitment structures in non-tribal villages and urban wards.
In both cases we have outlined the main features of penal, hereditary and
matrimonial Islamic law, and described leadership roles. The diflerences in
judicial orientation are obvious: whereas Islamic law is based on personal
responsibility and serious offences are punished by lashes. mutilation or the
death penalty, most offences of this kind only led to the payment of blood
money among tribesmen. Tribal hereditary law was agnatic only, and
acknowledged ultimogeniture. In contrast, Islamic hereditary law prescribed
the division of property among daughters and sons after the death of the
father. Tribal land was held collectively, and shares were submitted to
regular redistribution among settled, able-bodied tribesmen. However,
Islamic law acknowledged personal property rights in land and rights in
water shares. which could be purchased or sold, leased or donated. These
differences have to be kept in mind, when the impact of the Islamic patrimonial state structures on tribal commitment is assessed, and the ways in which
Islamised tribesmen became allied to patrimonial rulers are discussed.
There existed also another decisive difference between tribal and residential commitment. however. Whereas tribesmen were able to secure their own
political integration, residential villages were usually not. Surr mahallahs in
rural and urban settings depended on some kind of' government which
maintained order. Thus the political integration of villages and towns based
on residential communal commitment relied on centralised power-structures
which could be of different kinds.
Having analysed communal commitment structures. it is now possible to
focus our study on the problem of political integration of groups of solidarity, as Roy calls them. In the next two chapters we analyse dimerent kinds
of political power structures which integrated politically those communities
based on tribal or residential commitment. and we examine their impact on
communal commitment. For this purpose we will refer to historical events
only if they help to illuminate these structures.
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PRE-TSARIST TRIBAL
POLITICAL INTEGRATION'

Pastoral nomads imposed theoretical problems on Soviet Marxists, since
nomadic-pastoral societies were neither class-based, nor did there exist an
elaborate division of labour. Due to the common ownership of pastures,
they also lacked the institution of property as an origin of social
inequality and as a means of 'exploitation'.' Nevertheless. Marxist
scholars described 'class struggle' and 'exploitation' within tribal society.
by overemphasising the limited role of political and military leadership
and by asserting 'class consciousness' as one dominant fracture between
tribesmen with sufficient or abundant stock and those without.-' It was
most difficult to uphold this theoretical outlook with regard to acephalous
tribal structures. Cephaly was perceived as a political phenomenon rooted
in 'class interest' of the owners of the means of production. Its emergence
was understood as being linked to the appearance of state structures and
government officials who were the owners of property themselves or
protected such owners. Thus acephaly was only possible in pre-political.
i.e. 'stateless' societies. Scholars like Potapov regarded this first society as a
tribe based on kinship community. collective ownership and communal
households which might have existed in the eighth or seventh century BC in
the southern Altai mountains only for a short time because of its intrinsic
tendency towards social inequality.' In this view acephalous political order
is analytically impossible and contradictory.
Nevertheless, in Central Asia an acephalous political order existed among
Turkrnan tribesmen. on which we shall focus next.5

Turkrnan acephalous political orderh
We have already mentioned above that Turkman tribes did not develop
powerful authority roles among male adults.' Political authority was neither
hereditary. nor could it be appropriated by military talent. wealth or religious reputation. Wealthy tribesmen. military leaders (serdurs) or saints of
holy tribes (ovlats) were all capable of generating high esteem. but they
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could not turn their reputation into political leadership. If a wealthy group
icrshuly had tried to command his tribal followers, he soon would have lost
his reputation and faced di~obedience.~
A cephaly

Turkman village elders could enjoy some communal authority and get
involved in cases of dispute between family groups. Distinguished elders
were regarded both as heads of the forefather groups and headmen of the
obus who represented their group to the outside. In this way heads of strong
forefather groups could also 'lead' subtribal groups. The ofice of the group
icrshuly did not imply any special privileges and authorisations, however. The
headman had no power to make decisions or to fix obligations of the group,
but he depended on its consent. It was the maslukhar, the elders' assembly of
one or more forefather groups, which deliberated and decided about
economic, penal and political matters of the obu. The consenting decision of
the maslcrkhat represented the condensed public opinion of the group which
balanced the usurping ambitions of single t r i b e ~ m e n . ~
Neither did the position of the serdur constitute political leadership.
Turkman leaders of predatory excursions organised raids into Khorasan.
Khivan or Bukharan territories, and could temporarily unite up to 1.000
and more armed horsemen. Successful raid leaders were experienced, audacious and familiar with routes and places like those in Khorasan. They
started an ulaman on informing the able-bodied ohu-members about a
planned raid and about the place and time of departure. Whoever wanted to
participate and possessed quick horses, met at the defined place or joined
him on the way.I0 During the campaign the sercicrr commanded the life and
death of his followers. but this power ceased to exist after the raiders had
shared the booty and returned to their different obas. No authority relations
were established. l
Hence Turkmen used to say that they were a 'people without head' and
admitted that they did not want to have one, since among them every one
was his own master.12 They did not like to obey the commands of others
and were offended when someone tried to d o so.I3
Some scholars like Elisabeth Bacon argue that Turkman saints (ishcrtis)
were politically more influential than the tribal elders.14 Bregel also underlines the political influence of i.rhcrns. and mentions some cases where isl~lrns
could influence the decisions of mc~.vltrkhu~.s.l~
We should not deduce from
this political influence any enduring political authority relations. howcver.
Neither these islicms, nor ~U.SIILII~.S
could have kept their limited influence. if
they had tried to become political leaders disregarding customary law. When
is11an.s became politically active, they did so often as mediators between
inimical groups. They best could perform such missions, since their life and
property were sacrosanct to inimical Turkman tribesmen.'"
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Here one might object that political order would not be possible if there
was no kind of authority and obedience which checked individual arbitrariness and excess. This is doubtless true. Turkrnen also werc 'ruled' by a
sovereign, but their 'khan' was invisible. yet nevertheless very powerful. 'He'
was called dap o r adat, and Turkman tribesmen obeyed what &p demanded.
and detested what it ruled out.
Grodekov confirmed that the power of &p was so strong among
Turkmen that they regarded anyone's attempt to change the old customs as a
criminal whom they forced to obey the law or drove out of their
community.
One of the basic principles of d i p was the political equality of simple
tribesmen, elders and chiefs. Only decisions based on clop were held to be
binding and had to be obeyed. Due to this equality. decisions had to be built
on the consent of the group. Therefore decisions of the mu.rlakhur and not
of a leader were authoritative, since the assembly represented the mutual
consent of the group. Nobody would have dared to disobey the common
decision of the m ~ s h k h a r . 'It~ was important that all concerned people
agreed to decisions, and if agreement was not yet reached. meetings were
prolonged or decisions postponed. as Grodekov remarked:

'

In cases of disagreement an assembly was held about the same
matter three days later, hoping to find a common base for consent
between the disputants If the later meeting was not successful. the
question was considered to be not solved and deferred for some
time. When a distinctive majority supported a particular decision of
public importance. the meeting was prolonged for three additional
days. In case of the minority's persistence in their view, the case can
only be settled through public pressure of the whole tribe.I9
As a result. the commands of leaders would only be obeyed if they
conformed to diip. If a leader had violated customary law. he would be
immediately deprived of his power.
Due to dap, the influence of leaders and the maslakha; was limited and
specific. The n~aslakl~ar
did not decide in all matters. For example. the
council only dealt with cases of vendetta after the successful flight of the
assassin. Avengers were not obliged to consult the ~nuslrkkat.but regarded
the immediate revenge as their genuine right and duty.'" Turkrnan homicides
could sometimes escape vendetta by the payment of blood money. Unlike
among Kara-Kalpaks, Kyrgyz and Kazakhs Turkmen had to pay the same
khiln for each killed tribesmen. Thus the equal kltur~sreflected the egalitarianism among Turkman tribesmen.']
The above discussion of raids has already indicated that Turkman leadership was situational and could not be appropriated. Extensive authority was
only delegated when the defence of one's own territory afforded it. This was
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especially the case in the second half of the nineteenth century, when
Turkman tribes faced the Russian advance in Central Asia and pressure
from Iran. In this situation experienced and successful serciurlv were elected
as political leaders and were called khans. According to Abd-us-SattarKadi. Oraz Khan was the first well known Teke leader who became khan,22
His authority emerged from his successful occupation of the Merv oasis,
which drove the Suryk and S u l ~ ~out
r of their land in the early 1 8 3 0 ~The
.~~
influence of his successor Kushid-Khan from the Teke Beg confederacy
arose from his victory over the Khivan army in 1855, as Nur Verdi Khan
from the &kil federation was elected as khan of the Akhal oasis after he
had successfully united the Gokleng, Ionlzrt and Teke federations to defeat
the governor of Bujnurd, Jafar Kuli Khan, three years later.24 Nevertheless,
his influence was limited and he could only prevent his tribesmen from
raiding Bukharan or Persian territories by regularily distributing money
among them.25
In comparison to the Kazakh hordes, Turkmen understood and perceived
khanship differently. This office was neither hereditary nor was it linked to
Chingizid descent. It could not be appropriated. but relied on the delegation
of authority by the tribesmen. According to Grodekov, Turkmen regarded
their khan rather as the principal servant of the whole community.26 He was
not an absolute monarch, but a leader subject to recall. The assembly which
elected the khan could also impeach him. As the eldest of the assembly said
after the vote 'You are khan!', he could similarly say at the next meeting
'You are no longer khan!12' Khans like Nur Verdi knew about the delegated
character of their power, since he wrote in a letter to the Persian Governor
of Bujnurd:
All the population of the Republic (Jum-Gurie) of Akhal from one
end to the other, are united and have with one accord in public
assembly given the supreme power over the country [to me].28
In this way Turkmen also used other titles like vekil, h ~ l t ~or
l r beg. which
indicated noble descent, rank and leadership positions among other Turkish
tribesmen. Among Turkmen these titles, however, had no special or uniform
meaning and could be held by representatives of ohns as of whole tribes.29
Political integration

Political order based on consent was problematic where tribesmen formed
minority and majority groupings. 1 have already mentioned this problem on
the local level. Political order demanded some extent of obedience. obedience
required consent, and consent must be shared to inform obedience. But how
was it possible that majority groupings did not dominate minority groups
and that in cases of conflict the interests of both sides were considered'?
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The Turkman solution, and that of many other acephalous, tribes was to
form tribal confederations and political alliances which constituted dualistically balanced segmentary political order^.^ The basic principle of
segmentary political orders was quite simple.31 Tribesmen, whose political
orientations were directed towards peace-keeping. the protection of
resources and the maintenance of some kind of stability, formed political
alliances or tribal federations with those groups which suited best the realisation of these aims under the prevailing circumstances. Genealog~cal
thinking and ties provided the shared mental infrastructure to form such
alliances.
Political stability emerged from the interpenetration of solidary and
political orientations. Thus communal commitment was extended to the
political sphere. This implied the duty to assist mutually in disputes and to
maintain peaceful relations, as long as an alliance endured. In Central
Asia political orientations of acephalous tribesmen led to two types of
political order: the checkerboard order and an order of segmentary opposition.
Clwckerboc~rdorder
A checkerboard political order existed among the Gurgan Ionzur along the
Russian-Iranian border. at least since the 1880s. Whether this or a similar
alliance pattern existed before, is not known.-'l Nevertheless the dual division between the tribal federation of the C1zon.r and Sherej'resulted from the
tribal reshuffle after the Russian conquest of Turkmenistan. This structure
could still be observed in the 1960s. and it is Irons' merit to have systematically studied it.-'"
The Clton~2and Skeref formed two tribal federations, whose members
were inimical to each other. This implied that disputes between both groupings were not negotiated peacefully. as occurred within these units. Raids for
livestock were the usual means to recompense for damage or losses suffered.
These raids were answered by counter-raids at a similar level. Few people
were killed during these hostilities. But when homicide occurred. the sevengeneration rule, which defines the hir atu groups of blood liability. was not
applied. As a result, every member of the inimical tribe could become a
target of revenge. Also the rule that a vengeance killing satisfied the blood
debt of a homicide and restored peaceful relations was not acknowledged
between i(1gj.s.
Despite these enduring hostilities. fighting and warfare between parts of
the two federations were relatively rare. This was so due the checkerboardlike alliance pattern between territorially neighbouring tribes. One or two
tribes always had inimical tribes as neighbours, which were on good terms
with each other. Thus we get two alliances of tribes which mutually share
borders with inimical neighbours (see Figure I I ).-"
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Further research has to be done to determine whether other Turkman
tribes also formed such alliance patterns in the nineteenth century. This will
not be an easy question, since sources are not too 'loud' about the internal
dimension of dualistic tribal confederacies. Nevertheless, it was typical of
Turkman confederacies that members of one tribe were not allowed to enter
their neighbouring ones3' This is not only possible due to the checkerbard
order, as I will show below.
0rck.r q1'segmenturj3opposition

The origin and implications of the dualistic tribal organisation - as it
prevailed among the Kyrgyz, Kara-Kalpak. Iornut or Eke - were controversially discussed among Soviet ethnographers. Scholars like Zhdanko and
Abramzon suggested that these structures might have served to regulate
marriage relations between originally exogamic tribes. According to this
view, these structures survived their original function when exogamy ceased
to exist.3s Other researchers emphasised the military significance of this
structural dualism.39
Today the first view appears to be wrong due to its mistaken assumption
that tribes have to be exogamous. which is. for example, rarely the case
among nomadic people of the Middle East. The second standpoint is doubtless more relevant, since opposed tribal federations could form short-lived
alliances to defend their territories against outsiders or to start an attack.
However, it was often not suficiently acknowledged that the dualistic political organisation of tribesmen differed considerably between those with and
those without significant cephalous structures.
Among the acephalous Turkman tribesmen. dualistic segmentation was
quite typical.40 Above l have described the checkerboard order as one possibility of a balanced political order. Below I discuss a second type of order
with reference to the case of the Mew Teke.
According to Alikhanov there existed around hundred small canals
(inche iups) supplied by twenty four larger ;ups which formed the territorial
units in the Merv oasis. These units consisted of ten to twelve allotments
occupied by Tcke rliikers at the end of the 1860s. after Persian Sultan Murad
had chased the Teke from the Tejen river and the latter had pushed back
the Sur?lk from the oasis. Each six of the larger iup territories belonged to
and were occupied by the tribal Tckc divisions of Beg. Ctikil. Bu,qs11?.and
B(:p and C kkil
S 1 , ( h ~ ? ~ a z As
. 4 1 I have already mentioned. Ti)klrrun~~sh
tribesmen settled on the left bank of the Murghab in separated areas.
whereas the Otunirsh tribal federations of Bugslly and S ~ ~ c l ~ r noccupied
uz
the right bank. Thus non-irrigated pastures with wells also belonged to
single tribal territories. As a result we get a dualistic territorial order which
territorially separated both the Toklttun~j.shfrom the Otut?~j*sh
along the
~ u r ~ h a b . ~ ~
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In Merv, tribesmen were less settled than in Akhal, due to the dependence
on suficient water supplies, which were harmed by a deficiency of snow
during the winter and a lack of spring rains.43 This implied that some
tribesmen would have to leave less advantaged areas during dry periods.
Thus disputes about access to the most suitable place must have been severe.
What we have to analyse is how political order could be maintained
within the oasis without relying on established authority relations.
Considering the lack of adequate sources, the question is difficult to answer.
But there is also some indication that political order emerged from the
forming of alliances which strengthened the balance between opposed tribal
segments. Therefore I call this structural configuration order one of segrnerztary opposition.44
Karryev mentions that the number of Tokktumysh and Otumj~sh
tribesmen was not the same, since the Tokhtanz.ysh federation was more
numerous at the time of the conquest of the oasis. This was also the reason
why the Tokktar~zysllalliance obtained three fifths of the Murghab's water,
whereas the Oramysh only obtained two fifths. After the Otumyslt confederacy increased their seize through newly arrived kinsmen, this initial
water sharing became a cause of constant dispute between the two confede r a ~ i e s , . ~Despite
~
these original imbalances, hostilities between
Toklztm~~ysli
and Otumyslt were limited, since their territories were separated by the Murghab canal. But there existed the danger that tribesmen of
a subdivision like that of the Beg could push the other subdivision of the
Vekil from its territory or the other way round. Also, Turkman tribesmen
were familiar with the experience of being wronged by stronger tribal
alliances.46
Tribal political orientation towards stability favoured the re-establishment
of the old Oghuz order of the twenty-four tribes in four c o n f e d e ~ a c i e s In
.~~
this way, six tribes of one division balanced six tribes of the other. The equilibrium between and within the tribes was secured by the allocation of equal
allotments of irrigated land. As a result all segments oil all levels of segmentation were approximately of the same size. No group could dominate the
neighbouring ones.48 Only the number of the two inimical confederacies was
not fully balanced at the time of the conquest.
Since it was highly unlikely that an exact number of n4-ctribesmen with
the right descent affiliations joined the tribal order of the oasis. people
systematically must have settled down also in discordance with their descent
origin.
Only the two confederative descent groups corresponded with the political and territorial units. due to the enduring hostile relations between
Toklitun~yshand O t u n ~ ~ stribesmen.
li
This hostility between both descent
groups prevented Toklittmq~slrtribesmen from joining the 0tu11iy~~Ii
on the
other side of the Murghab. But a balance between both groups was established due to the arrival of tribesmen of the less nunlerous confederacy.
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Taking into consideration the lack of enduring authority relations among
independent Teke or Iornut tribes, we have reason to confirm Bregel's view
that the 2,000 nokers which Alikhanov described as the personal police
troop of Kushid Khan represented rather a Turkman militia set up by the
obas councils than the personal following of a Turkman khan.4Y
Acephalous tribal or&r as a result of the interpenetration ofpolitical
orientations and communal commitment to equrrlity

We can conclude that tribesmen's political action orientations only led to
segmentary political orders under specific situational conditions and under
specific commitment structure^.^^ These conditions could not automatically
cause segmentary political orders, but their existence was necessary for
tribesmen to develop political action orientations. There are two situational
conditions for segmentary political order.
First, such political patterns could only emerge where abundant resources
existed to support a relative high density of population. This was especially
the case in areas of rich pastures. along rivers. in areas protected from harsh
winters and at places with water supplies during the dry season. Second. it
arose only under circumstances of scarce resources and diminished mobility
due to dense population and lack of sufficient alternative pastures. Military
pressure from the outside (for example other tribes) could become a catalyst
for its formation.
In his more theoretical article. 'Political stratification among pastoral
nomads', Irons goes further and attributes to both conditions also a causal
significance for the change from segmentary to stratified tribal society. when
increased internal conflicts made the development of authority relations
'individually more advantageous'." But his behavioural-utilitarian outlook.
which tries to reduce commitment to self-interested choices. prevents him
from realising the relevance of commitment structures for political order. He
writes:
Intermediate conditions in terms of production density and
mobility are likely to produce intermediate advantages for each
form of organisation. This at some point may equalise the relative
advantages of stratification and segmentary lineage systems. Under
such conditions either system might be equally probable.52
He seems to believe that political order is only conditional on situational
circumstances. If there is segmentary tribalism, it will be because of
prevailing advantages to the tribal 'individuals'. If there is stratification and
there exist political authority relations, the latter are supposed to be more
advantageous. Only if there existed an equality of advantages. were both
orders likely. In addition. he does not fail to add that such an equilibrium is
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extremely unlikely, probably due to the fact that some tribal communities
keep their acephalous structures, whereas others acknowledge leadership
under similar situational circumstance^.^^
What Irons fails to acknowledge is that different communal commitment
structures make the difference. Under similar conditions of military threat,
tribesmen committed to political equality would keep their segmentary
tribal system and only temporarily submit to the military leader, as was the
case among the Turkmen. In contrast, tribal people who are committed to
political authority relations acknowledge the authority of their leader also
after military menaces. The fame and authority of the Kazakh Tauke Khan
is a n example of this materiality. Hence political commitmellt is not chosen,
but emerges from the interpenetration of political orientations and
communal commitment.
As a result, segmentary political order was only possible when tribesmen's
communal commitment was more egalitarian. This ruled out the formation
of enduring authority relations.54 Military pressure from the outside did not
necessarily lead to the formation of authority-oriented commitment structures. since acephalous dualistic political orders were able to mobilise
considerable defensive forces. The failure of the Qajar government to
control the Gurgan Iomur with military expeditions and institutions of indirect rule like the sukl~iuin the nineteenth century clearly indicated this
m~tterialit~.~~

Cephalous tribal political order
Lawrence Krader states that Central Asian nomadic society. which includes
the three estates of aristocracy, commoners and slaves, was based on two
basic principles:

1. The principle of patrilineal descent, through the male line,
which united the society into an agnatic group. 2. The principle of
primogeniture which divided the society into nobility and

commoner^.^^
With reference to these principles Krader tries to 'set down the structure
of the traditional society of Central Asia as a whole': Patrilineage, which
structured kinship bonds, was the principle of societal unity. primogeniture
the principle of social and political differentiation upon which aristocracy
was founded and which sharply distinguished between nobility and
commoners. The slaves as third element came from the outside by capture or
purchase.57
Krader extrapolates this view mainly from his analysis of Kazakh social
organisation, where he argues that the principle of primogeniture constituted Kazakh nobility and led to the political stratification of Kazakh
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society. He even speaks about a 'state founded upon consanguine
principles'.5H It can be hardly denied that kinship is a basic principle of
Central Asian tribal societies. The kin-based communal commitment structures. the ancestor cult and the dominant horizon of prceptlon and
expectation confirm this view.
It is less correct, however, to assume that Central Asian tribalism which
depended on some kind of political order was based on p r i r n ~ ~ e n i t u r e . ~ "
The analysis of nomadic Turkman political order has already shown that
Krader's view cannot be applied to Turkman tribalism, which is political.
but lacks both noble estates and cephalous structures. The analysis of
Kazakh and Kyrgyz political tribalism aims at showing why Krader's point
of view was also not entirely correct with regard to Central Asian cephalous
tribal societies.
Cephalous tribal political order is based on political authority relations
which inform the obedience of the followers and the commitment of the
leader to give commands. In this respect Kara-Kalpak. Kyrgyz and
Kazakh tribes differed considerably from the Turkman ones. since the
former acknowledged enduring political leadership roles and the latter did
not.60

Kava- Kalpak confederacies
Kara-Kalpaks differed from Turkmen in their acknowledgement of tribal
~'
they
leaders which were called - as among Kazakhs- h i i ~ . Nevertheless.
did not recognise khans as supreme leaders. but appointed only hatj~r.ras
military leaders in wartime. Since Kara-Kalpak tribes lacked a coordinating instance, tribal leaders formed tribal alliances which secured the
balance of power between rival groups The dualistic decisions of KaraKalpak tribal confederacies of the Amu-Darya delta indicates these
political orientations. The settlement pattern of the On Tort Uru confederacy is a good example of these orientations. According to the main dual
division Qtai and Qjlpshaq got settled on the right bank of the Kegeyli
aryk, whereas Keneges and Mangyt took the left bank (see Map 7). It is
interesting to note that these subdivisions were territorially intermingled.62
Whether this materiality can be interpreted as a checkerboard-like alliance
pattern is open for further research. Reported hostilities between smaller
units might have indicated the rivalry between the branches of the two
groupings.63 It is probable that similar political orientations informed the
political order of the Kara-Kalpaks at the lower Sir Darya.

Kyrgyz confed4racies
In the 1770s a Chinese chronicler noticed the following about 'Kyrgyz'
border tribes:
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220 years ago they (the Kyrgyz) jointly undertook peace talks and
separated the population in equal parts. They formed two divisions,
they elected two representatives from among the rich, and territories were shown to everybody: land, river and mountains. Two
wings were formed, a northern and a southern one. ... Each of
these was internally divided into branches.64
If this notice is precise, a loose dualistic Kyrgyz tribal federation was
already formed by the 1550s in the Tian Shan area; when the Khanate of
Mughulistan declined, mountainous tribesmen regained their political inde. ~ ~ division between
pendence and restructured their political a f i l i a t i ~ n sThe
a northern and a southern wing would also corresponded to the Kyrgyz
confederative wings Ong Kcmut (right wing) and Sol Kunat (left wing) which
nomadised in northern and southern Kyrgyzstan.66This loose confederation
was not the only political alliance involving Kyrgyz, since Kyrgyz tribes
sometimes formed military alliances with Kazakh tribes as well.
Nevertheless, many Kyrgyz tribes had to escape Buddhist Oirats (Kalmyks)
in the second half of the seventeenth century and moved south to the mountainous areas between Kashgar and the Alai. Some of them even advanced
to the Karategin and Hissar ranges, as some Kjpchcrk and E~iittribal groups
began to look for pastures in the Pamir area.67 Others remained and
submitted to Jungarian rule. After Manchu troops had destroyed the
Jungarian Khanate in 1757 and incorporated Sinkiang ('new province') as a
border region to China, Kyrgyz tribes moved back into Central Tian Shan,
formally accepted Chinese rule, but actually regained their political independence. As a result, tribal territories were newly divided among tribes and
tribal federations which also included considerable Mongol groups.68 This
reorganisation remained influential up to the twentieth century, although
some changes occurred during Khokandian rule in the nineteenth ~ e n t u r y . ~ '
Kyrgyz tribes were usually divided in the three basic groups: the biggest
grouping was the Ong Kcrnut (right wing) which included the Tagui grouping
in northern and central Kyrgyzstan and the Aciigirte and the Mungush groupings in the eastern Alai mountains. The second largest grouping was the Sol
Kuncrt (left wing) in the northern part of the Ferghana valley and in the
Talas district, whereas Ichkilik was located in the western Alai mountains
and in the eastern Pamir.'O Each of these groups occupied defined regions
(see Maps 2 and 5).
These groupings consisted of tribes and tribal confederacies which could
form temporary alliances or oppose each other. The tribal chiefs of the Kyrgyz
wings, on which Chinese sources reported, were elected among the chiefs of
the biggest tribes, but their authority was quite limited and probably only
played a role in times of serious external military threat." In contrast. tribal
chiefs (ugu biis) chiefs of the tribes and tribal federations could be acknowledged leaders with authority and influence.
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Each tribe had its own territory which included summer and winter
pastures, and it was the ugu bfi who decided on the allocation of pastures
and migration routes in larger tribal federations In addition he was the
supreme judge who decided rival judicial claims and settled disputes among
his tribesmen.72
Smaller tribes which did not acknowledge ugu biis either settled disputes
in councils (duhuns) of involved chieftans (biis) or by military means73 As
members of the same tribal confederacy were not allowed to use the
pastures of other allied tribes, members of independent neighbouring tribes
were not to d o so, either. If they had tried to enter other tribes' territory,
they would have immediately faced inimical action.74 The ugo hi? decided
also about the external relations of the tribe. It was up to his reason to make
peace. to form alliances or to start raids with or against neighbouring
groups and states. His decisions were highly respected by allied tribesmen.
The Islamisation of Kyrgyz tribesmen did not change the tribal order.
Most scholars hold the view that the Islamisation of Kyrgyz tribesmen
began in the second half of the seventeenth century. when Oirat pressure
intensified relations with the Islamic population of the Ferghana valley and
of ~ a s h g a r This
. ~ ~ process gradually occurred on the base of Ljshon-murid
(Kyrgyz: eshen-tnurut) relations between esteemed Sufi-sheikhs and tribal
leaders. Some of these eshons lived within the tribes, but most of them
resided in towns like Kashgar or Namangan. and appointed various khulfa.~
from educated members of the tribe as their representatives. These were
murids who were more familiar with Islamic customs than their tribesman.
and assisted as mullahs in family feasts like circumcisions. weddings and
funerals. Orthodox Islam. however, remained unknown among the
tribesmen, who continued to be committed to customary law.j6
~shorzaftiliations did not transcend the tribal divisions. As eshons did not
recruit n~uridsfrom different tribes or tribal confederacies. Kyrgyz tribes or
tribal confederacies had their own eshons. This afiliation could also be
changed.77 Mambetaliev states that tribal leaders could change their tslrons
and forget them as quickly as they had become nturids. From the perspective
of the tribesmen. newly arrived mullahs became their new shamans
(bakshjjs) who could be highly esteemed. if they also knew about folk
medicine and hea~ing.~"
We have mentioned that Kyrgyz tribesmen nomadised in tribal or subtribal groups, due to their belligerent character and their lack of eficient
centralised authority. Thus they camped along the riversides in long. continuous rows of yurts during winter. In summer they nomadised along
mountain ridges so that they could easily assemble an armed group for
defensive or offensive reasons within a few hours.79
From the 1840s there existed also Kyrgyz leaders who were called or
s . ~ ~ to Abramzon. the term itself referred
called themselves r n n n ~ ~According
to a tribal group of the Sary Bagysh which called its tribal leader after its
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founder Manap, who lived in the seventeenth century. As this group
recruited the Sary Bugysh, leaders who tried to extent their influence also to
neighbouring tribes, tnunap became a synonym for a strong ruler.81
The Sary Bugysh leader Ormon belonged to the first Kyrgyz to whom the
title rnunap was linked. In the 1840s he convoked an assembly of the repreand Ci~erik,
sentatives of the Sary Bugysh. Bugu, Suiuk, Solto, Suty, Kush~~l~tr
and tried to convince them to form a confederacy under his leadership as
khan. This was a quite unusual aim, since the Kyrgyz never acknowledged
khans." Nevertheless, he was formally set up as khan, but he failed to politically unify the Kyrgyz. Ormon, whom the khan of Khokand granted the
reputable title of a purvonucl~i, collected the mkor among neighbouring
tribes and promised the Kyrgyz tribal leader that he would fight against the
Khanate of Khokand, to destroy Khokandian fortresses in Kyrgyzstan and
to restore the independence of Kyrgyz tribes. He failed to do so, however,
and the biis of other tribes ceased to accept him as their leader. As a result
he once more became an ally of Khudayar Khan. Nevertheless. the title
rnunup also became popular among other tribes subsequently.83
The available evidence seems to suggests that there was not really a difference between leaders called bfis or mnnaps, because munup became used also
for less influential leaders. Thus leaders who depended on an aga manup
(senior munup) could be called chala rnunups (minor tnan~ips).as leader of
rriyls might be called cholok manup (small munup).*"evertheless,
one
should not be deceived by names. What has to be examined is the question
of whether the political relations between Kyrgyz tribes could have changed
in the nineteenth century. Due to the lack of source material. an answer will
be hypothetical.
One of the controversially discussed questions is whether manapship was
a hereditary or an elective office. Some contemporary observers underlined
the elective character of I e a d e r ~ h i ~ , ~ b h e r most
e a s Soviet scholars emphasised its hereditary status.86 Also, Khazanov states that both muncips and
biis were hereditary leaders. and he quotes the following Chinese source
from the seventeenth century:
Each bii rules his own land and has his own followers. In might and
power they are equal to one another and in no way does one submit
to another. When a biT dies, his son and brother are set up as bii,
others cannot occupy this place.87
This observation is interesting for two reasons. First. it clearly emphasises
that leadership passed from father to son and that other tribesmen were not
able to become leaders. This source does not say. however, that this was so
due to the hereditary character of leadership. Tribesmen usually elected rich
and influential persons as their leaders. who also used their position to
increase the wealth of their family. This happened. for example, when the bii
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allocated the best migration routes and pastures to his own kinsmen.88
These opportunities increased the influence and reputation of the leadervs
family, which makes it probable that one of the sons would follow his father
as a leader.8Y Leadership was attributed to a person who was victorious
whose warnings were respected and whose commands were obeyed. Wealth
was necessary in order to be influential and to command authority within
and outside the sub-tribe. If the wealth and influence of a family were
unchallenged, the election of the leader would turn out to be more of an
acclamation. This might be the reason why some observers held Kyrgyz
leadership to be hereditary, whereas others did not.%
Second, the Chinese report also emphasised that tribes were of equal size in
the seventeenth century, so that one tribe could not overrule others. This could
not be said of the tribes of the nineteenth century. Strong tribes or tribal
federations like the Sury Baglsh, Bugu or Saruu could easily dominate smaller
tribes. The reported balance between tribes seems to have ceased to exist.
Perhaps, from this perspective, it is possible to understand Valikhanov's
evaluation of the appearance of manups when he asserted the following:
The unchecked. almost despotic power of the nrunups represents a
later development; in a certain way it is an abuse of authority of the
family head, the hii, as the lnanaps were called in former times.
More recently manaps (according to native explanations. a strong
inaccessible despot) emerged among the Sarjs Bug?-slt first. The Sur?.
Bugj~slzhi; with the name Manap was the fust tyrant. The biis of
the other tribes liked manapship. and now nmnup is the title of the
leaders of each confederacy of the horde. Nevertheless. the people
were more influential in the Bugu tribal confederacy. Buranbay [he
was the eldest manap of the Bugu confederacy who acknowledged
tsarist authority in 18551 himself said to me that, strictly speaking.
there did not exists munaps among thema9'
Valikhanov, who was a tsarist military officer and Kazakh ethnogra-

her."^ made three interesting points in his observation. First. he emphasised

that manapship was a recent development which emerged first among the
S n r ~Bagjlsh.
.
Since Valikhanov is a fairly reliable observer. this source does
not support views which antedate the emergence of manapship in the eighteenth or seventeenth century. This view is also confirmed by Kushner's Sarr
Bagysll informant from northern ~ ~ r g ~ z s t a n . ~ ~
Second, it is even more interesting to notice what a born tribesman who
had received a Russian education said about the legitimacy of leadership.
According to his judgement there was a big difference between hii and
rnanap leadership. He states that munap leaders had abused their position of
authority and that - according to the view of the concerned tribesman - he
became an inaccessible usurper.94 Kushner's Sarj* Bug?-sh informant also
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held this view. The manup was originally a batyr who pillaged the Chu,
Naryn and lssik Kol area with the help of followers (jigits) and who
subdued the tribal population of the Ala Tau. There he arbitrarily disposed
of people's life and property and transferred supreme rule over areas to
followers.95
This implies that tribesmen acknowledged the authority of their leader
within their small-scale tribe. In such a unit they were committed to
authority and politically obedient to their leaders who also cared for their
interests. They would not voluntarily submit to the leader of a different
tribe, however. Obviously, some of the Kyrgyz tribes had to submit to an
alien leader, because they could no longer defend their tribal territory. Due
to the lack of political community, leadership was perceived as despotic.96
In former times only batyrs could be acknowledged as leaders by several
tribes in order to start a raid or to defend tribal territories against outsiders.
This inter-tribal authoritative position was only held during war time. When
the tribesmen returned back home, the power of the batyr ceased to exist
and the tribal leaders regained full command over their tribesmen. In
contrast to the baryrs the bi'is' authority was not mainly based on military
skills, but on the tribal consent of the
There is some plausibility in
Sokolov's argument, which asserts that the first munaps were originally
batyrs who succeeded in the enduring appropriation of their tribal leaders'
rights with military meansy8
Third, Valikhanov asserts that other tribal leaders also took over this
title, although tribal leadership did not change its character. In this way the
supreme tribal leader of the Bug14 became a munap, although his leadership
had little in common with the unchecked rule of Sury Bagj~slrm a n ~ ~ s . ~
Kushner's second informant from Jalalabad in southern Kyrgyzstan also
describes munups as tribal leaders. On outlining the position of a rnunap, he
describes him as a tribal leader who became one by initiating a large feast
(to9 and making generous gifts to influential and esteemed guests. In this
way he became a man of good reputation whom tribesmen contacted in
cases of quarrels about kalyrzgs or alurnuns. When he was acknowledged as
leader, he made final decisions in disputes. In big disputes he consulted other
elders before he made his final decision.Io0 In such cases munup was only a
new name for a tribal leader who was called bii in former times.
If these few sources are not misleading, we can conclude that there did
not exist ruling endogamous hereditary lineages similar to those of the
Kazakh khans and sultans, to which Krader's model of Central Asian tribal
society could be applied. Mcrnup.~were not hereditary leaders.
If we are not mistaken. it is also possible to conclude that after the
decline of the Jungarian Khanate Kyrgyz political order was based on relatively equally strong tribes which possessed delimited territories defended
against neighbours and which were led by acknowledged tribal leaders. Due
to the similar size of the tribes, it was impossible for one tribal group to
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dominate neighbouring ones. In addition, the mountainous area made i t
also more difficult to invade than to defend one's own territory. Thus we get
a relatively balanced order of tribal groups. This balance, as Valikhanov
noticed, seemed to have declined by the end of the eighteenth and the beginning of the nineteenth century, when powerful rnunups succeeded in
extending their influence also to neighbouring tribes. The increasing influence of the Khanate of Khokand on Kyrgyz tribesmen might have played an
important role in this process. Since this extension of leadership did not
conform to customary law, manapship was experienced as being illegitimately appropriated, especially among dominated tribes. As nzunup Ormon
experienced in the 1840s, tribal leaders opposed the power ambitions of
munaps, when this was possible.
Thus Kyrgyz tribal political order was cephalous, but relatively decentralised. It was rooted in a political community based on patriarchal
authority and relied on the tribesmen's commitment to customary law
which regulated the authoritative use of power. Therefore Kyrgyz
tribesmen regarded military leaders who disregarded nark as usurpers to
whom political obedience was not owed and whose orders they did not like
to obey.
Kazakh hordes
Qasim Khan (ca 1509-1 523) is usually regarded as the founder of a unified
Kazakh khanate at the beginning of the sixteenth century.'0' He expanded
Kazakh control to the eastern pasture lands of the Kazakh Steppe, to the
Sir Darya and Chu valley, and Yasi (Turkistan) became the headquarters of
the khan. Qasim Khan succeeded in unifying tribes from other tribal federations like the Qypshaq from the Nogai group and the Naimurt and Arghyn
from the eastern branch of the Cltuguru~~.
so that his khanate could have
included up to one million tribesmen. If the term people has been applied to
the Kazakhs since then, it can only have referred to this loose political unification of various Turkic and Mongol tribal groups. as many other 'peoples'
of the steppe were formed.lo2Like the Uzbeks these allied tribesmen acknowledged
Shaybanid Jochid Chingizid claims.
The political unity of this confederacy remained fragile. however, and the
khanate spit into three hordes within economically independent geographic
zones soon after the death of Qasim Khan. As a result the Ki'sl~i'Zhiiz
(junior part) emerged in the steppe north of the Aral and Caspian Sea. the
Ortu Zlliiz (middle part) occupied the central steppe area. whereas the 011)
Zhiiz (senior part) nomadised in Semirechie. These confederacies became
better known as the Small, the Middle and the Great Horde of the Kazakh
Steppe. Up to the end of the 1720s. regular annual meetings took place at
the hill of Martub near to Sayram in September, where sultans and tribal
leaders met the khan and deliberated about migration routes and the
defence of tribal terri tories.lo3
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Table 2 Kazakh khans

Ahmed Khan (152635)
(Lower Sir Darya)

Kishi' Zl~iis( Sn~all
Horde)
Abulkhayr (17 1 8 4 8 )
Batyr (1 748-86)
Kaip ( 178690)
Ishim (1 790-?)
Karatay ( 180616)
Arghyngazy ( l 8 1 6 2 1)

Qasim (ca. 1509-1 523)
Tahir (1 523-6)
Tugun Khan (1 526-37)
(Middle Sir Darya)
Haq Nazar (1 538-80)
Sygay ( 1 580-2)
Taulkel(1586-98)
Esim (1 598-1628)
Jangir (1628-52)
Batyr (1 652-80)
Tauke (1680-1715)
Kaip (1715-18)
Bolat (171 8-26)
Abu'l Muhammad
(1731-71)
Ablay (1771-81)
Vali (1 781-1819)
Bukey (1812-17)
Gubaydulla ( l 8 2 0 4 )
Kenisari (l 84 1-44)

Kishi' Zl~ii-( Sn1ul1Horde)

Nurali ( 1748-86)
Erali ( l 7 9 1 4 )
Ishim ( 1 795-7)

Buidashe (1 526-60)
(Jeti Su)

Tursyn (1616-27)
(Tashkent)

Shah Muhammad
(17 19-34) (Turkistan)
Zholbarus ( 1720-39)
(Tashkent)

Inner Horde

Ayshuak (1797-1 805)
Jan-Tore ( 1 805-9)
Shir Ghazi (1812-24)

Bukey (18 12-23)
Jangir ( 1 8 2 3 4 5 )

Sourc7e:Istoriin Kuzakhskogo SSR c clre~we.shikh~ r m l e t clo
i r~o.shikhdrrc 1975-81 ; Olcott 1987.
pp. 3-1 2; Kuzernbaily and Abilev 1996, pp. 340--1.

The animistic Wc~lturzsd~uuung
of the tribesmen tended to perceive the
origin of the hordes as being founded by three sons, whose ancestor some
Kazakhs held to be Alash, others to be Abulkhayr.'o~evertheless,
the division of the hordes emerged from the tribesmen's political orientation to
securing their winter and summer pastures. Thus all the three hordes
nomadised within a natural geographic zone which included both winter
(qystau) and summer pasture ( ~ i i u i l u ~(see
) ' ~Map
~ 8).
As the Kazakh khanate was founded by a khan, so the Kazakh hordes
were headed by Chingizid khans also. The commitment to political leadership of khans belonged to the Moilgol political inheritance of the Kazakhs.
Only a khan was expected to be a successful supreme political leader. This
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expectation might have been considerably informed by the belief that only
khans enjoyed the special protection of Chingiz Khan's powerful spirit.'w'
Elective members for khanship were only the sultans ((fire)who fcmned
the noble estate of the uq suiek ('white bone') within Kazakh society.
Commoners were called qaru suiek ('black bone'). The 'white bones' were
endogamous and traced their descent to Chingiz Khan. For this reason they
are also called Chingizids We d o not think, like Krader."'? that this noble
estate was based on primogeniture. It rather constituted itself through
endogamy and believed descent from Chingiz Khan. It is true that somebody belonged to the uq .suiek by birth. but the affiliation was not rooted in
an acknowledged birthright. Due to the commitment to seniority.IoHsenior
Chingizid lineages had some advantages in recruiting the khan. but nevertheless, they always had to carry through their claim against the opposed
pretensions of rival nobles, as McChesney also noticed about Chingizids in
Transoxiana (Mawaraunnahr).l0' Bodger analysed similar rivalries with
regard to the power struggle between the Osck and Zhudig Chingizid
branches at the beginning of the eighteenth century in the Kazakh
Steppe11°.
Depending on the authority of the khan. he could have rivals, or his leadership was generally acknowledged so that he was sometimes able to extent
his influence also to neighbouring hordes. Powerful khans like Tauke
(1680-1 71 5) and Ablay ( 1 774-81)"' were rare. however. and owed their
influence to the military threat caused by the Oirats and the need for
centralised defence. Kazakh khans and sultans were usually weak. They
differed from Chingiz Khan and the khans of the Golden Horde. as their
political influence relied on their tribal followers. They could tax Surf popul a t i o n ~who lived under their control in towns like ~urkistan."? but they
were not entitled to collect tributes or regular taxes among their
tribesmen.I1"his
means that after the decline of the Golden Horde. tribal
leaders regained the political control which Chingiz Khan and his followers
had successfully appropriated 300 years earlier. Thus no imperial military
nobility. but tribal leaders like his and hutyrs supported. elected or refused to
back the khan.""
As Levshin reported. the sultans. his. hurj.rs and other tribal leaders met
at a fixed place in order to elect the khan. They settled down on white felt
carpets according to their rank and influence, and held an assembly. which
could last up to four days. Everybody had the right to speak. At the end
they agreed to elect the most distinguished sultan as khan and raised him on
a piece of white felt above their heads. This felt was tom to pieces afterwards. and everybody brought one f r a p e n t home as a sign of the
consensual choice. After the election the new khan invited all assembled
people to a great meal as a sign of his generosity. Leaders of the ay and qc~rc~
siiiek met annually to confirm the khan, to give advice and to rec'eive orders
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At these meetings the annual migration routes, which could be up to 1,000
kilometres long, were fixed. This migrational coordination was important,
since a lack of accorded migration routes or changes due to external or
internal circumstances had very harmful consequences for pastoralism, consequences which tribal leaders tried to avoid. In times of war it was the khan
who allocated pastures between tribes and tribal federations, since this decision depended on the military control of pasture land. Only during war could
he command large armies and levy war contributions (see maps 8 and 9).
In times of peace he and other sultans lived separately among the
commoners. They might have possessed slaves and maintained tiilengifs
(followers) who had lost tribal affiliations and joined them. Nevertheless,
they lived as pastoralists. had their own pastures and looked after livestock."5 As pastoralists they also submitted to adat and would have to pay
gin if they caused harm to other tribesmen.Il6 They also used their own
brands, which were different from those of their following tribesmen."'
~ must emphasise that the
Unlike Soviet and recent Kazakh s ~ h o l a r s h i p , "we
Kazakh hordes did not form states whose rulers could enforce commands
among subjects. They, however, represented tribal confederacies whose
leaders depended on tribal following.
Usually the khan was also the leader of the strongest tribal federation of
the horde. If he was strong, he was able to appoint his close relatives as
leaders (sultans) of other tribes, as Erofeeva asserts.'19 Olcott's emphasis on
the elective appointment of sultans as sub-khans of tribes seems to be
correct in cases of weak k h a n ~ h i ~ . ' ~ ~
The reported judicial function of the settlement of disputesI2' depended
also on the authority of these notables, since the leaders of a weaker group
would only bring a case before a judge if the latter had also real influence on
the rival grouping to accept his judgement. Often members of influential
sub-tribes did not want to submit a dispute to a hi. In this case the plaintiff
could be authorised to enforce a judgement by the means of balyrnta against
the livestock of the offender or his r e 1 a t i ~ e s . l ~ ~
But in addition, Kazakh political order was often not balanced, since
'~~
stronger groups tended to push smaller groups from their t e n - i t ~ r i e s .They
usually occupied the best winter pastures, ones which were most important
for effective stock-breeding. Thereby the weaker group was always disadvantaged, as a Kazakh saying pointed out:
What are members of numerous families talking about?
They are talking about having wronged less numerous families.
What are members of less numerous families talking about?
They are talking about being wronged by numerous familie~."~
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This overreaching was not confined to villages and sub-tribal groupings,
but could also be observed at tribal and confederative levels. Thus, for
example, the ~ s i ntribal confederation dominated the Great Horde in the
eighteenth century such that all members of the horde were called Usin,
whereas the Alslzyn federation prevailed in the Small ~ 0 r d e . lIn~ the
~
Middle Horde it was the Argh-vn which was the most numerous and principal tribal f e d e r a t i ~ n . " ~Thus hordes got their names from their
dominant tribal confederacy. too.I2' In order to prevent infringements,
tribesmen depended on close cooperation with neighbouring groups. and
they always looked for further influential allies. Belonging to a strong tribe
or tribal alliance was highly appreciated.'28 Thus Kazakhs formed
changing alliances headed by leaders who were influential and enjoyed
authority due to their wealth and generosity. their age and experience.
their sense of justice and their prominence in a numerous family which
supported them.'29

Cephalous tribal order as a result of the interpenetration of political
orientations and communal commitment to patriarchal authority
What we can conclude is that Kazakh, Kara-Kalpak and Kyrgyz tribesmen
formed cephalous tribal political orders. Their political orientations were
oriented towards the maintenance of peace and the protection of one's
economic resources. Whereas independent Kyrgyz tribesmen attempted to
defend their tribal territory against neighbouring ones and did not usually
acknowledge authority outside of the tribe, Kazakhs tend to join large tribal
confederacies which protected huge ranges of pasture land against outsiders.
Kazakh hordes included several such confederacies which were headed by
an elected khan and his relatives, the sultans. These notables could be influential during wars and times of external threat. but normally depended on
the support of tribal leaders and their followers.
Kara-Kalpak. Kazakh and Kyrgyz political order emerged from the interpenetration of political orientations and communal commitment towards
patriarchal authority which also existed among adult males.'30 According to
the situational differences (geographic preconditions, different kinds of
migration patterns and pastures) political authority relations included larger
groupings among the Kazakhs and smaller ones among the Kyrgyz. These
authority relations were relations of piety and protection between associates.
and could be extended to larger political groups. The establishment of a
large political alliance, however, could not be fully accomplished arbitrarily,
and faced limits when tribal leaders did not consider the interests of smaller
groups, failed to protect their followers against invasions, or did not respect
customary law. Thus the refusal of obedience and the loss of authority
could take place under such circumstance^.'^' If mobility was limited to
prevent the ambitions to power of leaders and their supporters, political
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power rather began to be based on domination, and was perceived as
usurpation, as Valikhanov evaluated Kyrgyz manapship. Ormon's failure to
unite Kyrgyz tribes in the 1840s showed that independent tribes refused to
acknowledge manapship which disrespected &p, if they could.
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Turkmen tribal leaders according to nineteenth century Western travellers'. in
Altaica Berolinen.sia. Permanenr Inrcrnarional Alruisric (bnlerenc-e, 34rl1meeting.
Berlin 21-26 J u l ~1991: The cnncepr of sorereignt~~
in !hp Altaic- World. d.B.

Kellner-Heinkele, Berlin 1993. pp. 13948).
30 Durkheim originally introduced the term 'segmentary society' in his classic
study On rhe Division r,f Luhour (Durkheirn 1996, pp. 15CL1) and it was EvansPritchard's study of the Nuer (E. E. Evans-Pritchard. The Nurr A Drscriprion
of' rhe Modes of Livelihood und Polirical Insrirurions q l ' a Niloric Yc~oplt~.
Oxford
1947 [1940]). which opened a long debate about segmentary political systems
and encouraged many empirical studies. For literature see: Ch. Sigrist.
Regulierte Anurclric~. Unersucltung~nn m ~Fc>hlen uncl zur Enrsrehung politisclirr
HerrschaJi in segmenturen Gcsell,schaften. Olten-Freiburg 1967: E. L. Peters.
'Some Structural Aspects of the Feud Among the Camel-Herding Bedouin of
Cyrenaica'. A.fricu - Journal yf the Infernutional Africun Insrirurt~.vol. XXXVII.
196713, pp. 261-82; Khazanov 1984.
31 S e p e n t a r y political orders without dualistic bloc formation existed where a
dry climate did not support concentration of pastoralists. See for example I. M.
Lewis. A Pastoral Democruc~:A Study of Pastoruli.srn und Polirics An~otrgrhe
Northern Somali of the Horn c!f' A.frica. New York 1982 (Oxford 1961 ).
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Irons also did not mention this question.
Irons 1975.
Ibid.. p. 65.
Political checkerboard orders existed in many other areas as well: cf. F. Barth,
Political Leadership among S~vat Pathuns, London School of Economics
Monographs on Social Anthropology, no. 19, London 1959. F. Barth,
'Segmentary Opposition and the Theory of Games: A Study of Pathan
Organization', JRAI, vol. 89, 1959. For further literature see Tapper 1983, p. 79.
Irons 1975, p. 60.
Jochelson 1928, p. 95.
Zl~danko1950. pp. 82-93; Abramzon 1990, pp. 2 18-23.
Istoriia Kirgizsko? SSR I , p. 433; Konig 1962, pp. 67-70; Narody Sredne? Azii
I/, p. 175.
According to Tolstov, ten of twenty-four Turkman plemias were dualistically
organised: three large confederacies (Teke, Saryk and Iomut) and seven smaller
plemiu ( Alili. Em rely, Eski, Garadashly, Noklr urly , Murckaly and Magtym). In
addition Tolstov ascertains traces of a dual organisation among the large
confederacies of the Salyr, Giikleng and k'rsary (Tolstov 1935, pp. 8-12. Cf.
Karpov 1925, pp. 1-24; G. I. Karpov, K istorii Turkmen-Sarykov, Ashgabat
1945, pp. 1-13). Probably not all of these twenty-four pleniias were tribal
confederacies.
'TsGA TSSR, slb, 95. Materialy Alikhanova o Merve', 1, 3 4 , in Karryev 1957,
pp. 3 6 5 ; Marvin 1881, pp. 81-3; V. V. Rusinov. Vodozemel'nye otnoslzeniia i
ohshchinu u Turkmen, Tashkent 1918, pp. 18-26.
Cf. Lansdell 1885,II. pp. 477,4834. Lorenz 1987, pp. 134-6; B. Bouchet, 'Tribus
d'autrefois, kolkhozes d'aujourd'hui'. ReMMM, vol. 59-60, 199111-2. pp. 5 1-61
( 0 . Roy [ed.] De.7 ethnies aux nations er1 Asie Centrale, Aix-en-Provence).
Marvin 1881, pp. 83-4.
In his classic anthropological study Tlzc. Nuer, Evans-Pritchard showed how through lineage affiliation and assistance duties - tribal groupings opposed
similar groups of the same lineages on different levels of segmentation independently of the initially involved groups, and how in this way opposed groupings
balanced political order (Evans-Pritchard 1940, pp. 139-91). Similar structures
were also reported from other African societies. Frederic Barth showed that
segmentary opposition could also emerge among close collateral kinsmen of
one descent group who competed for increase of land allotments (F. Barth,
Politic~alLeudersltip umong Snmt Pothans, London 1959; Segnzcrttrrry 0ppo.vition
and the Theory of Ganirs: A Study of' Pathurz Orpnization, JRAI, vol. 89, 1959).
Karryev 1957, p. 3 1.
Konig 1962, pp. 1 2 4 5 .
Konig 1962, footnote 291; Zhdanko 1950, p. 88. Cf. Tolstov 1935. p. 29. About
the Oghuz see P. B. Golden. 'Die Migration der Oguzen', TF, vol. 10. Hamburg
1987, pp. 7-50.
Marvin 188 1, p. 8 1. Karryev 1957, p. 34.
Bregel 1961. pp. 147-8. Sinaller Turkman tribal confederacies like that of the
Nokhurli formed similar territorial patterns. For example. in the nineteenth
century the Nokhur valley was divided into the right and left riverbank irrigated by two separated main canals. On both sides there existed twelve strips:
fourteen of them were owned by the pure Nokhurli subdivisions. six by Zcrtli
and four by Aikhvali sub-tribes. These sub-tribes directly or indirectly sent an
elder as representative to the council of elders (krrkhutltrs)who deliberated and
decided on common affairs. The water of both canals accordingly was split into
twenty-five shares: one for each sector and one share for the Kllc?j(rfamilies who
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cultivated their fields in between these sectors (Vasil'eva 1954, pp. 89-91.
1 80-3).
Salzman attempted to explain the establishment of political authority roles with
reference to ecological factors like the predictability of climate and sufficient allocable resources. Such attempts must fail, however. as societies based on different
commitment structures would adapt differently to similar environmental circumstances (P. C. S a h a n . 'Political Organization among Nomadic Peoples'.
Proceedings of the An~eriranPhilosophicul Socier~v.vol. 111. 196712. pp. 1 15-3 1 ).
Irons 1979, pp. 361-74.
Ibid., p. 370.
Fortes and Evans-Pritchard already underlined that political relations include
utilitarian and 'moral' aspects which define rights and duties. privileges and
obligations to which people are committed ( M . Fortes and E. E. EvansPritchard. 'Afrikanische politische Systeme - Einleitung'. in F. Kramer and Ch.
Sigrist (eds) Gesellschaften ohne Sraur. Band I: Gleiclrheir und Gege~lseirigkeit.
Frankfurt 1978, pp. 169-72.
In his comparative study of African segmentary societies Sigrist emphasised the
importance of equality commitment for acephalous political order (Sigrist
1967, pp. 185-97).
The saklau was an office offered to each Iomur tribe which authorised it to
collect annual tribute from the sedentary Welayet villages south of the tribal
territory in return for protection against raids. In this way the saklarr should
become a paramount tribal chief who was obliged to control his tribesmen.
Next to the centre of Persian local administration. the saklaus were even
supplied with mounted and armed retainers at the government's expense to
police their tribes. Due to the Ioniut aversion to chiefs and their mobility.
saklaus were not very successful, however. Thus they could only distribute the
tribute among their tribesmen for avoiding raids. or recompense the Welayet
peasants for suffered losses of their plundered villages (Irons 1975. pp. 66-75).
Krader 1966. p. 153.
Cf. Krader 1955. pp. 67-92.
Krader 1963. p. 326.
Cf. Khazanov 1984. pp. 1 7 4 5 .
Khazanov similarly uses the term 'stratified segmentary system' to differentiate
both Kazakh and Kyrgyz from the Turkman tribesmen. which formed 'segmentary systems' (ibid.. pp. 145-6. 175-6).
Zhdanko 1950. p. 76. The acknowledgement of biis as political leaders corresponded with the commitment to patriarchal authority between male adults.
According to Zhdanko and Bekmuratova. the Kara-Kalpak head of the family
desided in the extended family's affairs in an authoritative way. His orders could
not be disrespected. This was also true for married sons. who had formed their
own households. They could not live a life of their own, but had to comply with
the decisions of their fathers. (T. A. Zhdanko. Kurc~krrlpuki.( 0snoml.v~problurny
Pnricheskoi isrorii i etrtografii). Doklud po opuhlih-o~~crrrt~!.ni
rahotmn. Moscow
1964, p. 34: A. T. Bekmuratova. Senieino-hj.ro~~oi
~rkluiikarakabakor I' proslrlont
i zadcrc.lta preodoleniiu ego \~reclry~kh
p~re;hirko,:Altroryf:diss.. Moscow 1967, pp.
l l . Both quoted by Kisliakov 1969. pp. 44-5).
Zdanko 1950. p. 39.
lvanov states for example: 'The Kara-Kalpaks of the nineteenth century represented an agglomeration of single separated confederacies @Ierriiu) which were
headed by various inimical chieftains (hiis)' (1. P. Ivanov. N o ~ ~ciunrij9r
~ ~ eo
kurakcrlpakcrkh. Sb. Sol: I'o.rtokor.e~feniu.
7: Ill. Leningrad and Moscow 1945.
pp. 72- 3, quoted in Zhdanko 1950. p. 74).
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64 Siiui chzhi ('Opisanie Zapadnykh zemel') rukop. 1763-1 770 gg.- Gos. bibl.
SSSR im. V. I. Lenina. Otdel rukopisei, fond 274. no. 287 (445). book l . p. 20.
Quoted in Istoriia Kyrg. S S R I, p. 433.
65 Lemercier-Quelquejay 1988. p. 161. If the term 'Kyrgyz' is used in this work, it
refers to the tribes which joined this confederacy. The Kyrgyz as a nation is a
much more recent phenomenon created by the Soviet nationality policy and the
impact of centralised state institutions. Cf. Paul Georg GeiD: 'Staatenbildung
und Nationenwerdung in Mittelasien', in E. Bruckmueller, S. Linhart and Ch.
Maehrdel (eds) Nrrtiortulisnirrs - W2ge zrrr Stuatenbildurig in drr ul@ereuropuisc h m Welt. Vienna 1994. pp. 77-99; GeiIj 1995.
66 The first written source about the onglsol division is also from the sixteenth
century: Seyf ad-din Akhsikenti mentioned this dual division and almost
twenty tribal groups which still existed in the nineteenth century. Cf. Ploskikh
1977, p. 1 15.
67 Trotter 1873, p. 142; M. B. Dzhamgerchinvo and A. M. Mokeev, 'Kirgizstan v
XVI - pervoi polovine XVII v', in Istoriiu Kirgizskoi S S R I, p. 459; Dor and
Naumann 1978, pp. 44-5. R. Dor. Connibutiorz U I'Ptude des Kirghiz du Pamir
Afgkun, (Cuhiers Turcicu I ) . Paris 1975, pp. 74-5. Tribes of the Sol Kanat were
partly chased from their occupied Alai mountains and Karategin ranches to the
Hissar and Kuliab region in the first half of the eighteenth century, whereas
Ortg Kunut tribes, who nomadised in the Kashgar area. were expelled from
there at the end of the eighteenth century. They also moved to Hissar and
Kuliab or sought protection in the Ferghana valley (Kozybaev 1993, pp. 9CL3).
68 Due to the scarcity of sources, it is difficult to describe the tribal reshume after
the Jungarian Khanate, as it is hardly possible to reconstruct the internal order
of tribes at the end of the eighteenth century.
69 For the purpose of this study it does not matter how 'old' single tribes or
ethnonyms are. whether they are of Mongol or Turkish origin and how many of
them can be traced to the Yenisei Kyrgyz. What must be examined is the significance of political alliances and their territorial implications.
70 W. Schott. 'Uber die echten Kirgisen'. in Ahhundlung~~nder Kiirzi~lichen
Akntiernic. der Wissensc.hr~ftenzu Berlin. A~rsdcrn Juhre 1864. Berlin 1865. pp.
429-75. 463; Nttrodj- Srednei Azii II, p. 175: Bennigsen and Wimbush 1985, p.
78-9: Dor and Naumann 1978, p. 49.
7 1 Dzhamgerchinov and Mokeev 1984, p. 466.
72 K. A . Sheremet'eva. Rrr.s.skicpu/eshe.sr,~c~~~~riki
i is.slrrio~~urc~li
o Kirgizukh. Frunze
1973. pp. 96-7; Abramzon 1990, p. 168; Istoriiu Kirg. S S R I. pp. 465-6.
73 Ploskikh 1984. p. 51 3.
74 The same Chinese chroniclers confirmed these strict tribal territorial divisions.
on writing: 'Pastures were specially divided and each tribe was named after the
pastures and mountains. It was neither allowed to cross the border, nor to harm
others on their own (tribal) land' (S. I . Il'iasov. Zemcl'nj~cotnoslrenii~~
Kirgizii 1'
konrse X I X - ntrc.Au1c X X v . Frunze 1963, pp. 22-3. Quoted in Dzhamgerchinov
and Mokeev 1984. p. 466.)
75 B. D. Dzhamgerchinov. Pri.soedirimi Kirgi2ii k Rossii. Moscow 1959. p. 79: Sh.
Akiner, I,sltrmic People 01' the Soviet Uniotr (,~,itliun .4ppendii~on the non- Mrr.slirn
Errkit, pc~op1r.sof /Ire Sovic~/Clnion). London 1983. p. 328: Abramzon 1990. p.
284.
76 S. Mambetaliev, Pcrc~zhitkiriekotor).kk r ~ i t r . r l r l ' r ~ i ~ ~ i . s krc~clre~ii
ik/i
I. Kirgizii i ikh
istoriicr. Frunze 1969. pp. 2 1 -8:
77 S. Mambetaliev. ~ ~ r g j z . s t n n d t r gniusuhnu~r
t~
sc~krtrlriry. Frunze 1966. p. 29
(Russian: Mir.s~rl'nzctn.skoc.sekrur~.stros Kirgizii, Frunze 1968); Mambetaltev
1969. p. 26.
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78 Ibid. 1969, pp. 24-5. Cf. V. N. Basilov, 'Chosen by the Spirits', in Balzer IW,
pp. 3 9 4 0 .
79 Radloff 1884 (I), p. 527.
80 Some Soviet scholars also date the emergence of the monup-oflice to the seventeenth or eighteenth century. although it appeared first in sources in the 1840s.
Cf. V. V. Bartol'd. 'Kirgizy. lstoriclieskl'r ocherk'. in Sncl~ineniiu.11. part I .
Moscow 1963. p. 530.
8 1 Abramzon 1990, p. 169.
82 The acknowledgement of Kyrgyz khans among the Vakhan Kyrgyz is unusual
and rather linked to the adaptation to closed borders and to the Afghan state
(Shahrani 1979; ibid., 'The Kirghiz Khans: Local Leadership in Central Asia'.
C A S , vol. 5, 198615, pp. 255-71.
83 Ploskikh 1977, pp. 127-30; 1984. p. 5 10.
84 P. I. Kushner (Knyshev), Gornaia Kirgiziia - sorsio/ogichc.skuia r u ~ ~ q ~ d k u .
Moscow 1929, pp. 84-5; Ploskikh 1977. p. 512: Nurod}?Srednei Arii 11, p. 171.
85 Radloff 1884a, p. 433; Trotter 1878, p. 144.
86 Nurodj Srednei Azii II. p. 171; Dzhamgerchinov and Mokeev 1984. p. 467;
Abramzon 1990. p. 216.
87 Khazanov 1984, p. 175: Hsi-yii wen jianlu. Burury. p. 8. Quoted in K . I
Petrov, Ockerki jeodal'nykh ornoshenii u kirgizo~lv X V - X V I I I vekukh, Frunze
1961. p. 126.)
88 A. S. Bezkovic. 'Nomadenwirtschaft und Lebensweise der Kirgisen (19. bis
Anfang des 20. Jahrhunderts)'. in L. Foldes (ed.) liichu.irrsc.tyrqft und
Hirtenkulttrr, Budapest 1969, p. 102; Ploskikh 1984, p. 528.
89 In the 1970s Dor and Naumann reported that the acknowledged leader of the
Vakhan Kyrgyz came from a reputable family with a tradition of leadership.
Although it seemed to be obvious that his son would become the next khan.
one interviewed traditionalist emphasised that the assembly of the notables
would have to decide (Dor and Naumann 1978. p. 52).
90 Cf. Dor 1975, pp. 83-5.
91 Valikhanov 1984 (11). p. 38.
92 The selected writings of Valikhanov were edited in five volumes in the 1960s
and 1980s (Ch. Ch. Valikhanov, Sohranic. sochinenii 1- piari romukli, Alma-Ata
1961-81 19845). Numerous books were published about him and made him
into one of the most well known native nineteenth-century researchers of
Kazakstan and Kyrgyzstan (for example: 1. Zabelin. Chokan Valikhanov
(Kiiriinukruii gi~ograftarjana saiakarclij-lar ) . Frunze 1960).
93 Kushner 1929. p. 85.
94 Cf. M. Veniukov. Puteshestr,ie po okrainanr Russkoi Azii i zapiski o nikh. St
Petersburg 1868. p. 159. Quoted in Ploskikh 1977. p. 129: T. Koichuev. V.
Mokry nin and V. Ploskik h, K i - r g y r ~i! ikh prmlii. Nerruditsionnn~i11zgliad nu
istoriiu i sovr~nennosr',in Bishkek 1994. pp. 5 1-2.
95 Kushner 1929. p. 85-6.
96 Soviet authors did not make this differentiation. since every kind of authority
was regarded to be exploitative and despotic.
97 Abramzon 1990. p. 178.
98 A. Sokolov, '0kara-kirgizakh'. Seniirc>chensh-ieobla,srrye 1.edomosri. 1910. nos.
53-58. Quoted by Abranizon 1990. pp. 178-9.
99 Cf. Kushner 1929, pp. 83-5.
100 Kushner 1929, pp. 86-7.
101 Lemercier-Quelquejay 1988. pp. 154-5; Akiner 1983, p. 288; Olcott 1987. p. 9.
102 R. Wenskus, Stc~mmeshi/dunglrnd Vurfassu~ig,Cologne 1961 : Khazanov 1984.
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103 About the political organisation of the Kazakh hordes, see: Levchine 1840. pp.
390405; Hudson 1938, pp. 6 1-70; Viatkin 1947, pp. 84-143; Zimanov 1960. pp.
72-142; Krader 1963, pp. 189--209; Tolybekov 1971, pp. 233-94: Khazanov
1984, pp. 1 76-7.
104 See Chapter I . fourth section.
105 Cf. Nurody Srednei Azii II. p. 326.
106 Valichanov 1904, p. 13: K. Hesse. Ahstaniniung, Weidrrecht und Abguhe. Zuni
Prohleni der konsunguiriul-politisch~nOrgcrnisution der Mongolen des 13. his zum
17. Jalirkundert. Berlin 1982, pp. 129-3 1 .
107 Krader 1963, pp. 325-6; 1966. p. 153.
108 See Chapter 7, fourth section.
109 'As new generations of Chingizids matured and demanded their birth right
within the boundaries of a static territory. internecine conflict intensified'
(McChesney 1996, p. 136).
1 10 Bodger 1991, pp. 344-60. Cf. Viatkin 1947, pp. 95-6.
1 11 Ablai officially became khan in 1771, but he was already Kazakh leader from
1844. when his predecessor Khan Abul Muhammad retired from his political life
in Turkestan. Cf. R. B. Suleimenov and V. A. Moiseev, I: isrorii Kazakh.stunu
XVIII veka ( o vnesknei i vnurrennci politike Ablaiu), Alma-Ata 1988: K .
Daniiarov. Istoriiu Ahbi-khanu - gosudarstvennogo deiateliu, polkovodtsa, diplomatu, politiku, Almaty 1998.
112 A. K. Dobrosmyslov, Gorodu Syr-Dur'irukoi oblasti. Kazalinsk. Petrovsk,
Turkestan, Aulie-Ata i Chimkent, Tashkent 1912, p. 1 1 1.
1 13 K. K. Palen, Nnlogi i poshliny. 0rguny~finan.sovogo
upruvleniia (Otchet po rc~vi~ii
Turkestunskogo kruiu), St Petersburg 1910(d), pp. 5-6: V. G. Shakhmatov, 'The
Basic Characteristics of the Kazakh Patriarchal Feudal State Organization',
CAR, 1961lIX. pp. 131-2; Markov 1976, pp. 143-9: Morgan 1986(a), pp. 100,
142; Khazanov 1984, pp. 242-4, 262; Olcott 1987, p. 14; Suleimenov and
Moiseev 1988, p. 137. The tax found in Khan Tauke's code was an extraordinary tax for the equipping of warriors during war.
114 Russian sources of the eighteenth century also reported on rarkhuns as tribal
leaders who could be as influential as khans and sultans. The origin and significance of this term are still unclear, however (cf. Viatkin 1947. p. 113:
Shakhmatov 1961, pp. 130; Markov 1976, pp. 149-50: Poliakov 1980. p. 100).
1 15 Levchine 1840, pp. 374-5; Radloff 1884(1), p. 5 16; Rumiantsev 1910, p. 19.
Thus sultans could not elect the khan only by themselves, as Akiner assumes
(Akiner 1995, p. 16).
1 16 Markov 1976, p. 146.
117 J. Castagne, 'Les tamgas des Kirghizes', RrMMM, October 1923, p. 1 1 .
1 18 For example: Zimanov 1960, pp. 29-71; R. B. Suleimenov and V. A. Moiseev. Iz
isrorii Kuzakhstanu XVIII veku ( o vtteshrrei i vniitrennei politike Ablrriu). AlmaAta 1988: Ku~et?zhuiIy.Abilev 1996. pp. 139-201 ; Daniiarov 1998.
1 19 Meyendorf 1826, p. 47;.Erofeeva 1993. p. 199.
120 Olcott 1987. p. 13.
12 1 Nurotij Srednci Azii II. p. 328.
122 Levchine 1840, p. 400.
123 Zimanov 1958. p. 61; Kautinann 1908. pp. 119-26: Tolybekov 197 1. p. 404:
Masanov 1995, pp. 1 58-9.
124 Radloff 1884a, p. 41 8. See also Iuzefovich 1880, p. 803.
125 Levchine 1840. pp. 301-2; RadloiT 1884a. pp. 234-7; Ch. Ch. Val~khanov,
'Kirgizskoe rodoslovie'. in Valikhanov 1904, p. 289: Vostrov and Mukanov
1978, p. 23. According to Valikhanov. the Gsiii's intluence was based on their
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alliance with the Jungarian khanate, but after their decline the remaining parts
of the federation became the Sury in subdivision of the Dulur.
Olcott 1987, p. 12; Erofeeva 1993. pp. 198-9.
For example: L. Chermak, 'Osedlye Kirgizy-semledel'tsy na r. Chu', Zapiski
Zapadno-Sibirskogo Otdelu IRGO (Omsk ): 1900lXXVII, pp. 8-24.
Grodekov 1889. p. 16.
Levchine 1840, p. 397.
Whereas in Turkman tribes, sons became equal to the father when they reached
adulthood and go1 involved in communal decisions, Kyrgyz and Kazakh sons
had to be obedient to their fathers also as adults (cf. Chapter I , fifth section).
A good example of disobedience is Abulkhayr's unauthorised oath of allegiance to tsarist authorities. The tribal leaders were furious when the
tsarist-Tatar oflicial Tevkelev turned up at the former's camp to administer the
oath. The tribal leaders claimed that the khan had no authority to d o anything
without consulting them. As a result, although Abulkhayr formally submitted
to tsarist rule, the Kazakh paid neither any tribute, nor spared Russian caravans
and lives (cf. Bodger 1991, pp. 344-5 1).

DYNASTIC RULE I N T H E
R I V E R OASES
Between tribalism and patrimonialism

In Central Asia dynastic rule faced serious problems by establishing political
orders in the river oases. It was necessary to form and strengthen common
political order between tribal semi-nomadic and non-tribal settled populat i o n ~which
,
often maintained inimical relations to each other and supported
different ways of life.' In his famous tract AI-Muqaddima, Ibn Khaldfin had
already elaborated to some extent these different ways of life by opposing
tribal political commitment (nsubiyyu) to political orientations based on
submissiveness (mud/~ulla) and docility (inyiJd).* Similarily, political
commitments in Central Asia were either directed towards tribal political
equality or tribal patriarchal authority, on the one hand, or it was oriented
towards patrimonial authority, on the ~ t h e r . ~
In contrast to patrimonial rulers, tribal leaders did not and could not
control an administrative staff, as some Soviet scholars tried to find out.4
Their power depended on the acknowledgement of their authority which
they gained among their tribal followers. N o tribal leader could prevent his
followers from moving away and joining other alliances and chieftains. Thus
Levshin's perceived 'lack' of order in the steppe is widely informed by the
circumstance that he expected to find subjects where only followers. who
frequently changed their political affiliation, could be found."
The political heritage of the river oases was nourished by two traditions
in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries: on the one hand, there was still a
strong Chingizid heritage which informed the commitment to Chingizids as
supreme rulers. According to yasa, only a senior offspring of Chingiz Khan
could become khan.6 In the sixteenth century there were Shaybanid khans
who transferred various appanages (like Samarkand, Tashkent. Bukhara.
Balkh. Shahr-i Sabz or Hissar) to different lineages who mutually competed
for more influence. In the seventeenth century, Balkh and Bukhara became
the basic appanages of the river oases which were led twice by brothers of
the Janid ruling dynasty. Despite the increasing identification of Uzbek
tribal elites with regions at the end of the seventeenth century. Chingizid
rule remained intrinsic to legitimate leadership.' The Chingizid inheritance
was also visible in the ceremony of enthronement of the khan who was -
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like the Kazakh khans - raised on a white felt by the heads of the four most
influential Uzbek tribal confedera~ies.~
The other inheritance, which informed political life, referred to Islamic
concepts of just and pious rulers, who obeyed the laws of Allah.YShaybaniy
Khan's (1500-1510) submission also to Islamic justice and his insistence on
his role as a supporter and promoter of Sharia were typical for such Islamic
precepts of a just ruler.I0 Islamic subjects were willing to acknowledge the
authority of sovereigns, the more the latter were able to represent this ideal
of an Islamic ruler and military leader.
These Chingizid and Islamic traditions caused tension in political
authority relations, which did not only emerge from different normative
claims of Chingizid yasu and Islamic skuria, but also from the different
demands of tribal customary law. Thus every sovereign who tried to
strengthen the position of shariu quickly found himself faced with a tribal
problem, just as he would be faced with an Islamic problem should he try to
deprive esteemed Muslim clerics of their influence.
Table 3 shows ruling dynasties and patrimonial rulers of Central Asia.

The Emirate of Bukhara
Political order in change
When Shah Murad (1785-1800) succeeded his father Daniyal Biy as ruler of
Bukhara in 1785. the head of the Manghir dynasty was said to have assumed
the title umir al-mu'minh, which became in Bukhara 'the title of the Manghit
rulers par e.ucellence'." This Arab title contained religious meaning, since it
was the traditional title of the caliph. the political and religious leader of the
Islamic umma. In addition, the new dynasty also claimed descent from the
prophet and put 'sayyid' in front of their lordly title as Shah Murad had
married a princess with a Sayyid background. This also emphasised the
Islamic base of the new rule.'?
His family had already appropriated the highest oflice of the oruliq at
the Bukharan court of the Junid ~ h a n a t e ' ?for years and had ruled the
country. Up to the middle of the eighteenth century political reasoning had
still demanded that Chingizids remained formally in ofice as supreme
sovereigns of the khanate.'"he
shift from a Chingizid to an Islamic legitimacy did not fully imply the end of the khanate because the successors of
Shah Murad and his son continued to claim the Khan title. but it led to a
more Islamic emirate. Being a member of a Naqshbandiya brotherhood,
the emir disregarded j*usa. by disposing of the last Chingizid. Instead. he
kept some of the Sufis' customs as a Naqshbandiya adept and wore Sufi
clothes also as ruler. Shah Murad asserted that he did not acknowledge any
other law than shuricr and that he wanted to collect only tases which were
prescribed by slam. I s
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Shah Murad carried out administrative, financial and judicial reforms
which strengthened central authorities.I6 His land reform in the eastern part
of the emirate enabled more eficient tax collection and diminished the influence of local tribal leaders." Nevertheless, his rule did not discard the
former, since his military troops and his administrative staff relied on them.
Military troops were still irregular ones. Their commanders were tribal
leaders (begs), the warriors (nukerbs)were tribesmen and the military units
were based on tribal subdivisions. In times of peace, most of these troops
lived on estates (rankhos), which were granted to their tribal leader. There, or
in nearby towns, they lived from the taxation of peasants. In times of war
they joined the army of the emir under the command of their begs.I8
Despite the strengthening of shuriu norms and the control of the provinces
by loyal followers, he did not lose all support of Uzbek and Turkman
tribesmen, with the help of whom he destroyed the Persian Mew oasis in
1789-90 and deported its inhabitants to Bukhara. During his and his
successor's rule, large irrigation projects like those in the Zarafshan valley
delivered the material base for more Islamic ways of life."
Haydar Amir (1800-26), the son of Shah Murad, was enthroned
according to yasa on a white felt, but he did not officially take the title of a
khan but that of an atnir al-tnu'minln. Being a pir himself. he continued the
Islamic policy of his father and supported Sufi brotherhoods and orthodox
Islam in the emirate. During his rule the increasing central control of tribal
confederacies was seriously challenged bp the uprising of the Krais and
Qipclioqs. Up to that time Uzbek tribes and tribal confederacies still formed
political and administrative units which were headed by tribal leaders, called
bil's. These leaders were influential as they collected taxes for the emir on the
one hand, and distributed pastures and water rights among their tribesmen.
In case of the decline of central government after the death of an emir, they
tried to regain their independence from the capital. Thus Haydar had to win
the support of the most influential hiis by granting influential offices to
influential leaders or imposing begs as governors from the outside. The
uprising of the Ktais and Qipcl~oqs( 1821 - 5). which the the Ketzege.~of the
Shahr-i Sabz heklik supported, was another attempt of Uzbek tribal confederacies to diminish the political supremacy of the ~ a n ~ h i r s . ~ "
In a way, Amir Nasrullah (182740) continued Shah Murad's centralisation policy of restraining the tribal elements from administration and the
army. He deprived the Uzbek tribal leaders of their military power by
strengthening a regular army. In the 1830s he established an infantry
consisting of 2.000 farmers. craftsmen and slaves who lived with their families outside the towns in special villages and were called wrho:. These troops
With the
were trained with firearms and were personally loyal to the
help of the Turkman Rahim Birdi. Naib Abul Samat from Tabriz and these
scrrbo:. he started a campaign against Uzbek military elites and highest o f i cials of the emirate. whom he killed or exiled." As a result. he tightened
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control over the provinces and preferred to patrimonially recruit men from
his own court to high ofices in provinces, mostly Tajiks and foreigners. Every
official depended on his favour. His reputation as a cruel and 'despotic' ruler
killing thousands of opponents at the beginning of his reign arose from his
quite unchecked rule where no one could be sure of his life due to suspicion
and an established espionage network." On the other hand, Europeans like
Ignat'ev, who personally met the emir, described him also as 'personable with
impressive looks' and as an 'intelligent' ruler, who 'handled himself with
great dignity'.14 Nevertheless. his power remained limited, since provinces like
Shahr-i Sabz, where many exiled Uzbeks took refuge, successfully resisted
Nasrullah's control until 1855-6.15 Provinces like Qunduz or Balkh on the
left bank of the Arnu-Darya also broke away from the emirate.16
Putrimonial administration

The political order of the emirate was a hereditary patrimonial autocracy.
Thus the rule of the emir was absolute with regard to his subjects, but bound
to Muslim religious laws and customs. It was patrimonial due to the fact that
authority relations were based on relations of piety of the subjects (fuquros)
towards the rulers, and that the ruler recruited his administrative staff from
servants and followers of his domain.17 The staff of authority operated
outside of his domain and was spit into administrative, military, judicial, tax
and police officials. The division between private and state sphere did not
exist. All state property and means of administration were owned personally
by the ruler.28 As is typical for patrimonialism, there were no precise instructions about offices, titles and delimitation of competencies. Thus the
jurisdiction and power of offices shifted constantly according to the favour of
the emir. Therefore the following overview cannot be more precise.'9
Basically, the political hierarchy consisted of three different levels of
offices and dignities which were not always separated from each other. On the
highest level existed the most influential offices of the central administration.
The chief minister of the emir was called y~rshbc~gi"and sometimes also held
the title of an otuliq, which was the highest honary title in the emirate.jl He
was the governor of both Bukhara and the Bukharan domain of the emir.
and headed hakims and bt>gsof the provinces. The rnlrkhfor was the secondranked ~fficial.~'
He was the steward of the emir's household and in charge
of the treasury. The zukotchi k~loriwas responsible for the collection of the
ztrkof, a tax on moveable property like merchandise and cattle.j3
The sl~uikl~uli.slo~n
/slum was the highest spiritual advisor of the emir. and
sat on the left side of the ruler as head of the ulcn~rrat audiences. The kl~c!ju
kulon sat 011 the right side and was the highest judge at the emir's court. He
headed the court which dealt with disputes among the ruling class. The qozi
kulorl was the highest judge of the ruled and supervised the rcris' surveillance
of Islamic orthodoxy and morals. For this purpose, he relied on the eslron-
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ruis, who was the highest rais in Bukhara and headed the rais of districts and
provinces. Besides this, there existed many other clerical ranks and ~ f i c e s . ~
The tiipchi ~ o s h ithe
, ~ commander
~
of the artillery, was the leader of the
regular army. At the end of the century this position was hold by the uskurb ~ s h iThe
.~~
emir could award the dignity of a hvonhegi or of a porvonaclri
to all these functionaries. Only the former title gave the right to join the
devon (council) of the emir, when the ruler convoked it. All these officials
were appointed by the emir and were directly responsible to him.37
The mirsltub of Bukhara was the supreme police officer who headed all
mirskabs of other towns. He was in charge of the night watch. after all
eleven doors of the capital had been closed. and he handed over the keys to
3s
the qusl~begi.
The emirate consisted of a fluctuating number of more and less dependent smaller and larger provinces which were called hekliks or ~ i l o i a r sThe
.~~
emir appointed begs (hakims) as supreme governors of provinces who had
full jurisdiction over the population, except in cases of life and death. which
had to be referred to the emir. In the eastern provinces like Kuliab or
Karategin these governors were also known as nzirs. The governors were
usually close relatives or favourites of the emir, and could hold the dignities
of a devonbegi or parvonachi. The emir's sons often ruled the more important bekliks. The heir-apparent customarily resided in ermine.*
The beg or halim was entitled to collect taxes from taxable mulk property
for his own treasury.41 In exchange. he had to maintain order in the
province, deliver troops for the khan during war time. support the court of
the visiting emir and make large gifts to the latter.
In each province there was a superior rais who supervised the moral
conduct and public order of the province and who had sometimes also some
judicial influence in religious affairs. In addition. he had to control the right
use of weights and linear mea~ures.~'
The provincial kadi (Uzb. qozi) was the highest authority in judicial and
notarial matters, whereas the provincial rako!chi was responsible for the
prompt collection of the rakot. In tightly controlled provinces. these officers
were only responsible to the corresponding central functionaries and were
expected to control each other in their official acts. In this way the power of
local begs could be checked. as central officials hoped.43
Bekliks (Tajik: viloiat) could be divided in t ~ n w n sOn
. ~ the
~ lowest level
there existed tax districts which were called kcnrs. Depending on the seize. a
beklik could consist of 3-24 tax districts which were administered by umlokd0r.r or s a r k o r ~The
. ~ ~arnlokdor was the emir's tax collector on the state land
(amlok) formally owned by the emir which included more than one half of
the emirate's land.46 The yields would only go into the emir's t r e a s u r ~ . ~ '
Each tax district had its own kadis. rais and zukotcl~is.which were responsible to the superior provincial officials. Thus the emir's basic income was
from an~lokand zakot yields.48

.
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Nevertheless, central authority was often not fully able to control the
provinces, especially the more distant ones, where provincial officers
cooperated to increase their mutual profit, by hiding information,
reporting wrong statistics and keeping tax transfers as low as possible.
Some eastern provinces paid only a tribute, others only nominally
acknowledged the emir.49
Radloff described the Bukharan begs of the Zarafshan valley as fully
authorised governors. They were military leaders, who commanded local
garrisons. suppressed any rebellion, insured the prescribed tax transfer to
Bukhara and maintained the sovereignty of the emir.50 Logofet delivered
some evidence that administrative division of power was not strong everywhere. It was the designated beg himself who appointed his assistants. In
contrast to Schuyler, Logofet asserts that the beg could also install amlokdors from among his relatives and confidant^.^^ The minor functionaries,
like the arnlokdor, did the same with their aides. In more distant provinces
like Tashkent he also appointed the kadkS2 In this way the beg controlled
wide parts of the provincial a d m i n i s t r a t i ~ n . ~ ~
This influence became most obvious in judicial affairs. In contrast to the
requirements of sharia," the beg presided over severe criminal offences.55
Only in more complicated matters were the kadi and the rais consulted.
Even in these cases the latter's involvement was only advisory, and it was up
to the beg to judge. In addition, death sentences had to be confirmed by the
emir or the qushbegi. Thus the kadi's authority was often limited to the civil
matters linked to Islamic hereditary or contractual l a w 3 Where central
control or the influence of the beg was small in more Islamised provinces,
the kadi could also supervise the execution of death sentences without official c ~ n f i r m a t i o n . ~ ~
If maintenance of order failed and central troops had to intervene. the
rebels were not the only ones who faced punishment. Often the involved
functionaries would be dismissed from their positions and their property
c o n f i s ~ a t e d As
. ~ ~a result, the political survival of the beg depended on his
ability to control his officials. The emir knew about the power of his begs.
who could easily get involved in raids with others or turn against him
himself. This made the emir careful in his choice of his governors, as Radloff
noticed. He chose them from his inner circle and ordered them back to his
court after a time, in order to prevent them from becoming too influentia~.~'
With regard to irrigation, the n~irohwas the supreme official to supervise
the irrigation network of the oasis of Bukhara. He was appointed by the
khan and had full authority over the distribution of water and maintenance
of the main channels. He was assisted by ptrtvbegi.~,who distributed water
over a certain territory and sold surplus water at a fixed price. The c~rhohs
(Uzbek: oq.soqo1.s)were subordinated to the latter and supervised irrigation
in the villages.60 In smaller oases, uriq oq.s~qolisoften administrated the
maintenance of canals and the allocation of water. They could call out the
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villagers for help to repair common c c r n a l ~ .Sometimes
~
local and lowranking water officials were called mirohs as well.h2
The amin was another local official who was elected and who headed
several villages. He usually held a title which officially confirmed his oflice
and was the middleman between the administration and the local population. He assisted the amlokdor as defender of local interests, when the latter
fixed the tax yields of villages. Sometimes anlins were involved in the supervision of irrigation channels and performed duties similar to those of
mirobs. In tribal territories it was the klhogi who was responsible for the
collection of taxes and who supervised water channelsh3
It is important to note that all higher offtces were unsalaried. At the
Bukharan court high officials lived on gifts, official revenues and were
granted tax free estates. Provincial begs also maintained their own courts in
the bekliks' capitals. All the fines, fees and taxes which went beyond the
annual tax liability to the emir or beg belonged to the provincial officials.
Due to the inherent prosperity of the offices, the emir or qusltbegi also sold
the offices of kadi, rais. amlokdor or beg for cash and yields in a d ~ a n c e . ~As
"
the interpretation of customary norms about tax duties were elastic, whole
districts could become dependent on the favour of functionaries like the
zakotchi or ~ m l o k d o r . ~ ~
In this context, universal corruption within the administration cannot
properly be asserted.66 as holders of offices were entitled to collect revenues
also for their own purpose. If they collected more than they were customarily
entitled to, they could be called unscrupulous. but not corrupt. Only lower
officials like the iasovul and iaso~~ulboshi,
who did police jobs the minas
(writers) or the arizachis (specially authorised officers) received regular
salaries. and were usually the aides and relatives of begs or amlokdor~.~'
Impacts on communal commitment

So far we have sketched the administrative order of the Bukharan Emirate.
which was overlaid across the indigenous units of communal commitment
like the mahallahs and tribal groupings. This relation between patrimonial
state structures and local solidarity groups was highly problematic. since
political institutions of the emirate were only partly based on the units of
communal commitment. Before the reforms of Shah Murad, the Bukharan
khanate had a stronger tribal bias. Nevertheless, despite of the strengthening
of shuriu norms. Uzbek tribal leaders remained also dominant after Murad's
reform. since police and military force depended on tribal nukers.
Minghoshi, iuzboslri. ellikboshi and onboshi were the military ranks for tribal
leaders with strong indigenous support who could head up to a thousand. a
hundred. fifty or ten warriors respectively. Until Nasrullah's reign the ruler's
power depended rather on his abilities to arrange tribal alliances. After
Nasrullah had chased out some of the Uzbek leaders, he was able to rule
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some provinces without tribal support. with the help of devoted servants and
regular troops which he recruited from the Scrrt population. The latter
consisted of non-tribal rural and urban settlers who were strongly influenced
by school Islam and shariu. However, the emir still recruited some of his
administrative staff from loyal Uzbek leaders. Since he was more easily able
to replace them, these tribal leaders became more dependent on the emir.
The interesting question is whether local leaders also were recruited as
oficials of their local administration or whether strangers instead became
the local governors.
Logofet makes some interesting remarks by way of analysing the local
administration of the emirate and emphasising that elected local leaders
usually stayed in office when appointed begs and their aides faced dismissal:
When the beg retreated, all anzlokdors, their aides and others also
left office. But the oqsoqol, the rning boshi and the elbegi, who
seemed to be elected by the people, remained in their positions for
their whole life. They were only replaced when cases of complaint
about abuse increased within the p ~ p u l a t i o n . ~ "
With regard to the irrigation network, Olufsen noted that the mirob of
Bukhara was appointed by the emir. The former recruited his assistants
(panjbegi) from his friends and relatives. Only the arbob (oq.~oqol)
was a local
man elected by the village^-s.69 Both observations seem to confirm the view
that local administration was often run by outsiders who were perceived as
strangers by the population.70 This was especially the case among Uzbek
tribal groups like the Tuicrklys and TCrks whose members never became
Bukharan oficials, nor did they became Bukharan nukers. In contrast. tribal
groups like the Qcitughans, Mings and Manghirs were more likely to be ruled
by one of them, since many hvgs and other officials were recruited from
among them. This privileged access to power. however, did not prevent Mirig
begs from opposing the emir, promoting their independence and supporting
uprisings in times of weak central g ~ v e r n m e n t . ~ '
The rift between the local communities headed by oqsoqols (arhobs) and
governmental officials could be quite tense. Grebenkin reports that Ktui.s and
Qipchoqs hated the emir and his administration, and that this hate was deeply
rooted in the mind of these tribesmen. When asked for the reason for their
malevolence and for regarding the emir as their dudln?crn (enemy), they said:
The emirs always oppressed us, taxed us more than other Uzbeks.
killed our elders and sent us Surts and Iranians as tax collector^.^^
The same is true for the Keneges and the Ming.~in the Zarafshan valley,
who opposed the emir and frequently supported revolt^.^' This rift was not
less distinct in the eastern provinces of Bukhara, where Uzbek begs could
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rule over Farsi-speaking populations with no tribal orign. T h ~ srule
impeded the formation of sharing political community
It has to be noted that Uzbek tribalism was far more widespread in the
border areas of the river oases than is usually assumed. Khanykov. who
travelled through the emirate in 1841--2 for eight months, asserted that there
were twenty-eight main tribal (descent) groups in the emirdte. Hc collected
more detailed information about fifteen of them. of which only two had
fully settled down at that time. Uzbek tribes like the Kfui. Nuinwn. Suroi.
Araliut and Burachi were still nomadic, as Qungkiror or Munghir tribesmen
nomadised between Karshi and Shahr-i Sabz and around Karshi. Many of
the latter tribesmen had also settled down in the town of Karshi itself. Only
two of these thirteen tribal groups were fully settled.75 A a r d ~ n gto
Khanykov they lived like the Kazakhs in yurts. bred mainly sheep, had their
tribal leaders which were, according to their rank in the army of the emlr.
called iuzboshi or iasovulboski at that time. The observed disrespect of daily
prayers (namor) indicates that school Islam and shariu had not penetrated
these rural areas. But Khanykov also asserts that raids and hur~~mrus
were
not practised any longer among them, as these offences were severely
punished by the khan's aides.76
Many provinces were only nominally subordinated to the khan. Provinces
like Shahr-i Sabz were strong oppositional bastions to Bukharan rule.
Although Bukharan troops occupied these territories from time to time. the
emir was not able to dismiss local elites who had strong support among the
population and formed political alliances with neighbouring bekliiis like
~ such provinces. the beg was an indigenous
Kuliab, Karategin or ~ i s s a r . 'In
leader whose leadership emerged from his military success. from his wealth
and generosity, from his ability as a just mediator and from his numerous
relatives who acknowledged his authority and assisted him during conflicts
within the beklik.78
We should not assume, however. that tribal leaders like the Keneges begs
of Shahr-i Sabz headed tribal confederacies against the emir of which all
members could trace Keneges descent. as Karmysheva correctly remarks
Like other tribal confederacies. the Kentyys formed a political alliance of
various tribal groups and opponents of the emir. Including k'vnege~
tribesmen as an influential segment. it was named after them.7Y
In provinces with a tribal background. customary law remained especially
"
eastern
important in family matters. in spite of the existing k a d i ~ . ~Other
provinces like Hissar and Kuliab were also only nominally subordinated to
the emir.s' These provinces included districts which where headed by elected
leaders who were called (shoks).These rulers were from local esteemed Camilies, and had to care for the interests of the people. since the people could
depose them in case of d i s c o t ~ t e n t Such
. ~ ~ districts formed bastions of rebellion against central rule. and seemed to have formed much tighter political
communities. though on a small scale.
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Under circumstances of centralised administration, obedience based on
submissiveness rather occurred, when people also acknowledged the emir as
a religious leader, as was the case during the reign of Amir Shah Murad.
Sometimes Amir Haydar was also perceived as such a pious, just ruler.83
The fragility of the emirate's political order also became obvious after the
death of the emir. Whenever the emir died, times of political turmoil began
and provinces tried to break off from Bukhara. After the death of Shah
Murad, Amir Haydar (1800-25) had to fight against Merv Turkmen and
k'rsary tribes. When he himself died, Shahr-i Sabz and many other provinces
broke away from the emirate and resisted central control. Thus the most
powerful Bukharan emir. Nasrullah, took twenty-five years to recapture
Shahr-i Sabz, which became once more independent after the death of this
mighty emir. Despite Russian support, Amir Abdalahad (1885-1910) also
faced rebellions in his first three years in office.84
Newly enthroned emirs did not only fight against defected bekliks. They
also regarded male relatives of their own family as dangerous opponents.
Thus it often happened that they would try to depose them or keep them
under strict control.85 Amir Haydar ordered the killing of his brother, who
had opposed his e n t h r ~ n e m e n tWhen
. ~ ~ Nasrullah became emir, one of his
older brothers had been poisoned and the second one exiled. It was said that
Nasrullah did not only order the imprisonment, but also the killing, of his
three younger brother^.^' Abdalahad removed two of his brothers as begs of
Hissar and Charjuy, married off the pretender's childless wives, and put the
other two wives with their children into prison.88
There is some evidence to conclude that the integration of local leadership rooted in tribalism and residential communities remained highly
problematic in the Emirate of Bukhara. As local communal commitments
and political orientations emerging from centralised government did not
interpenetrate in a significant way, enduring political order remained weak
in the area. This was due to the serious rift between the population headed
by oysoqols and elbegis and the centrally appointed non-indigenous officials
who could enrich themselves on a grand scale at the expense of the taxed
population without bearing the burden of responsibility of indigenous
leaders or officials recruited from their own provinces.8y
Some degree of political community emerged where the emir was
acknowledged as an Islamic ruler, and diariu became the basis of his rule
and the people's communal commitment. Bukharan Amir Shah Murad
(1785-1800) represented such an Islamic ruler. He enjoyed high admiration
due to his reputation as a holy man, which he acquired through religious
demonstrations as a youth at the Kalan mosque.'"' In this way charismatic
leadership could assure and strengthen political commitment to the u m ~ l ~ofo
believers within the emirate, and intensify action orientations towards
shuricr. But emirs like Shah Murad also faced limits in their endeavours to
lslamise society, due to the tribal affiliations of the emirate's dominant
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Uzbek political elite. On the other hand. political order could have more
easily emerged within bekliks like Shahr-i Sabz, where Uzbek tribal
customary law remained highly valued and could have promoted the extension of patriarchal communal commitment into the political sphere.

The Khanate of Khiva
Political or&r in change
The Khanate of Khiva differed from the Emirate of Bukhara in two basic
respects. Unlike the emirate, it did not consist of relatively autonomous
principalities which continuously challenged central authority. The Khivan
oasis was geographically quite compact and easily surveyed by the khan.
Only the Qunghirot area on the western edge of the Amu-Darya delta was
more autonomous and ruled by tribal leader^.^'
Khiva differed from Bukhara also in its greater dependence on tribalism:
this brought political unrest and could seriously endanger the political order
of the khanate. Khiva's population included a high number of tribesmen.
The oases were surrounded by semi-nomadic or nomadic Kazakhs. KaraKalpaks and Turkmen tribal confederacies. As a result, the security of the
oasis depended on good relations with neighbouring tribal federations. and
on the balance of power between these different groups. The tribal bias of
the khanate was also visible in the settlement structures of Uzbek tribes. In
contrast to Bukhara, where Uzbek tribal groups became settled in smaller
units, Khivan Uzbeks settled down in relatively large tribal groups. so that
towns like Qunghirot (Russian: Kungrad). Nukus (Kara-Kalpak: Niikis).
Manghit or Qipchoq (Russian: Kipchak) came to be named after the influential tribal confederacies which resided there.9'
The Uzbeks and the Turkmen represented the dominant military groups.
and khans relied on some of these groupings to maintain power. Thus the
Ashtarkhanid Khan and famous historian Abul Ghazi Bahodur (1645-1663)
was able temporarily to subdue Turkman tribesmen. after he had administratively reorganised Uzbek tribal groups in four territorial parts (tipas). In
this way he created the four districts of the Uighur-Nuitnun. the Qung/iirotQiiat, the Nukus-Manghit and the Qangltli-Qipchoq headed by o r a l i q . ~This
.~~
new administrative order seemed to have neutralised rival Uzbek tribal
groups and secured Uzbek support for the khan. although Abul Ghazi
neglected tribal customs during his reign.94
After Nadir Shah's rule (1736-1747) Khorezm was divided among the
main Uzbek tribal groups, whose tribal leaders headed their coilfederacies
and ruled over the Sart population.95There Uzbek tribes and tribal confederacies were territorial and administrative units. Land and water rights were
tribally owned. Biis, begs and oqsoqols regulated the access to these basic
resource~.~~
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As political reasoning was still based on Chingizid legitimacy, Uzbek
tribal leaders continued to enthrone Kazakh sultans as khans of Khiva. Mir
Abdul Kerirn Bukhary called these enthronements 'playing at khans',
because the elected were politically powerless and dependent on Uzbek
~ u p p o r t . ~In' the second half of the eighteenth century several Uzbek tribal
groups competed for political influence in the khanate. U p to the 1760s the
Munghit were politically dominant. Subsequently Muhammad Amin, the
Qunghiror tribal leader, grew in influence and founded the inoq council
which consisted of the tribal military leaders (inoqs), the first minister (qushbcgi) and a commander-in-chief ( o r ~ l i ~ s ) . ~ *
Muhammad Amin (1765-1791) himself was the inoy of the Qunghirot
confederacy and strengthened his authority by keeping close ties with influential Surt families.99 When Uzbek troops under his leadership inflicted a
serious defeat on the Iomut, who had frequently pillaged parts of the oasis
in 1770, Muhammad Amin not only strengthened the political position of
the khanate, but also consolidated the Qunghirot as the dominant force
within the khanate. But formally he and his son Avaz lnoq (1799- 1804) still
remained followers of ephemeral Khivan khans of Kazakh origin.'OO
lltuzar (1804-1806) was the first Qunghiroc ruler who assumed the title of
khan. This was a bold political claim, as only Chingizids could legitimately
claim this supreme position of authority. U p to this time all Uzbek tribal
leaders acknowledged the Chingizid political heritage and respected the fact
that they could not take the khan's place, even if they were more powerful
than the latter.I0' It is little wonder that his claim fuelled hostilities between
Uzbek tribes. Mir Abdul'-Kerim precisely described this commitment in his
History qf Cenrrul Asia, when he narrated the speech of the otuliq. Bek-Pulad.
the head of the Uighur confederacy, at the ceremony of enthronement:
'You hardy deserve this project'. he says. 'Continue the leadership of
your father and that of your ancestors. Be faithful to God [and
realise] that you are not able to put a good end to such a serious
matter. . . . It is my conception of the good which directs my speech.
1 neither put claims, nor have personal interests in this matter'.I0'
As a result, Iltuzar killed the most influential Bek-Pulad. who had
advised lltuzar not to become khan of Khiva. Most of Bek-Pulad's relatives
fled to Bukhara. Iltuzar faced also the severe opposition of other Uzbek
leaders, and died prematurely on a campaign against Bukhara.lo3 His
brother Muhammad Rahim (1806--1825) also took the title of khan and
continued to suppress the resistance of Uzbek leaders who opposed the
Qunglrir.ot's disrespect for old customs. Like Nasrullah in Bukhara some
years later, he was quite successful in reducing the influence of Uzbek tribal
leaders. However. the khan's policy also faced opposition among his own
tribal followers. Thus he eliminated ten of his most influential tribesmen and
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killed two of his brothers who had escaped to Qunghirot where they had
found many allies. Io4
Muhammad Rahim attempted to carry out administrative reforms by
establishing regular taxation on land. He also advanced the monetisation of
the oasis' economy. promoted the minting of gold coinslO" and introduced
the collection of tariffs on livestock and merchandise (zakot).lo6He increasingly recruited oficials from Khivan Surfs, the sedentary non-tribal
inhabitants of the oasis.Io7 This attitude secured Sart support for his rule.
but increased Uzbek resentment against these newcomers to politics.108The
Khanate of Khiva was less successful in eroding tribal structures. however,
and patrimonial state structures remained weak.
Muhammad Rahim undertook several campaigns against Turkman and
Kazakh tribal confederacies, the emir of Bukhara and the shah of Persia. and
he was able to increase the influence of the khanate on neighbouring areas. In
1809 and 1810 he defeated the Chovdur who had pillaged Khivan-Russian
trade on the Mangishlak peninsula.lW In 181 1 he subdued the Kara-Kalpaks
in the Amu Darya delta.Il0 In 1812, 1816 and 1819 he entered upon
campaigns against Khorasan. These were also directed towards the independent Akhal Teke and the Gokleng of the Gurgan plain. The Akhal E k e had
to submit to the khan in the 1820s and the Murghab oasis came under
Khivan influence in 1822. In the same year Muhammad Rahim was able to
subdue the Charjuy area on the middle Arnu-Darya. where the kvsur!. Sukur.
C/~ovdur. ski and other tribes had settled.111From 18 15 to 3 820 the khan
increased Khivan influence in the lower Sir Darya region and started to
collect the zakot among the Kazakhs of Shir Ghazi Khan ( 1812-24).' l 2
The limited influence of Uzbek tribal leaders was balanced by an
increasing involvement of Turkmen in the Khivan army, however. The first
Qunghirot khan. Iltuzar. already relied on Iot?lltt tribesmen. After the
successful campaign against the Cliovdur. some C/zovdur tribesmen entered
into the service of the Khivan army. The same is true for the Akhal Tckca.
after they were compelled to acknowledge Khivan supremacy."3
Nevertheless. it would be wrong to assume that all these Turkmen became
Khivan subjects by formal submission to the Khan after military defeat.lt4
Defeated Turkrnan tribesmen who could not be commanded instead became
political allies of the khan. Thus the khan had rather to request their support
during campaigns and wars. Military support could also be refused if
Turkman tribal councils decided so. For this reason the khan was frequently
proniised Turkman troops which did not join him on campaigns. Turkman
support was more probable when the tribesmen could easily get rich booty.
During the rule of Allah Quli (182542). Rahim Quli (1843-6) and
Mullammad Amin (1846-55). campaigns against Bukhara. the Murghab
oasis and Khorasan were repeatedly undertaken with only partial and
temporary success. According to the relative strength of Persia. Bukhara
and Khiva, Turkman tribal confederacies would either declare allegiance to
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one of these powers or perhaps successfully defend their independence.
Although Khivan troops were not always successful in their campaigns,
Qunghirot khans maintained their position without being seriously challenged as rulers of the khanate.lI5
Nevertheless, the relations between Khivan Turkmen and Uzbeks became
precarious in 1855, when the military leader of the Serakhs Teke, Kushid
Khan, defeated Khivan troops and killed khan Muhammad Amin. At the
same time Khivan Turkmen, who had been cut off from water supplies in
response to raids into Khivan territories, rebelled. The khan's successor
Sayyid Abdallah (1855) tried to take harsh action against these Turkmen.
This only increased tension between Uzbek and Turkman elements within
the Khivan forces. however. This attitude soon cost him his life in a
campaign against the Iomut, as Chovdur and Ernrely units turned against
their former Uzbek companions, defeated the army and killed the khan.""
His brother Qutluq Murad (1855-6) tried to contain the Iomut uprising with
the help of influential esllons (Turkn~an:isltuns) and called for Teke and
Suryk troops from the Akhal and Merv oases respectively. In the end he too
was killed during an audience.' l 7
Sayyid Muhammad (1856-64) faced several Turkman insurrections
during his rule. In 1856 he also called for Akhal Teke and Merv Suryk
tribesmen, and inflicted defeats on the most hostile Iotnut with the help of
Chovdur and Giikleng troops. In addition, he increased pressure on the
Khivan Iornut by cutting off water supplies to fields and pasture land. He
also forbade any corn trade with insurgent Turkmen and closed the Khivan
markets to them. In this way he wanted to force them to submit to his
authority. But the situation eased only after the Ion~utreplaced the Cllovdur
as the backbone of the Khivan army in 1860. This shift of alliance occurred
after the hekIik Qunghirot had split away from Khiva and the Cltovdur had
revolted against the khan.'I8
When Muhammad Rahim 11 (1864-1910) became Khivan khan, he faced
a similar Turkman problem. In 1866 and 1867 Iomut tribesmen once more
began widespread revolts. Like his predecessors, Rahim tried to starve out
Iornut opposition by cutting off their water supplies and excluding them
from the corn trade. In addition he tried to win over some influential tribal
leaders by granting them privileges, whereas defeated Iornirt had to pay tributes, give hostages. and were additionally charged an annual yurt tax. On
the eve of the tsarist conquest, Khiva's security continued to rely on
Turkman military forces. l

Patrimonial administration
In the Khanate of Khiva, offices were of different kind and not equally
important to all population groups of the khanate, since tribesmen retained
their own judicial and political structures. First of all. there was the office of
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the khan, which was appropriated by close relatives of the predecessor. He
was the head of the divan, the council of state. Next there were several
offices of tribal origin: the inoq, the bii and the otaliq belonged to this group.
The inoq was the title of one of the four tribal leaders of the Uzbek
confederacies. Muhammad Amin strengthened his positions by influencing
the designation of the holders of this title and by formally retaining their
offices within the new administrative order.I2O Subsequently they joined the
khan's council as tribal leaders. but held only limited political influence.12'
At the time of Vambery's visit to Khiva, inoqs were appointed from among
close relatives and tribesmen of the khan. Some of them could also be
governors (hokims) of provinces. The bii was a military officer who escorted
the khan during campaigns. The otaliqs were the military commanders of
the Khivan army. Only Uzbeks could hold any of these positions.'22
In contrast to these Uzbek offices, the khan patrimonially recruited the
qushbegi, the mukhtor, the iasovulboslzi, the devonbegi and the tnuhrarn
from among his personal adherents. In the 1860s the qushbegi was the
holder of the most influential office. He was the first official at court.
recruited the army and superintended the excavation of canal^."^ He and
the rnukhtor ('the authorised') were in charge of the collection of the
annual land tax (salgyt) on mulk property. which they supervised while
travelling through the provinces.'24 Whereas the qushbegi was usually an
Uzbek. the mukhtor was habitually recruited from the Sart elites. Thus the
qushbegi was responsible for the northern provinces of the khanate. where
Uzbek, Turkman and Karakalpak tribesmen lived. In contrast the rnukhtor
collected taxes in the southern provinces inhabited by the Sarr
population.'2%e was also the main treasurer of the khanate and supervised the income and expenses of the khan. He also received and
maintained foreign ambassadors.
The mahram was holder of the third high patrimonial office, which could
even be held by former slaves. He was in charge of the collection of the
zakor, a tax on moveable property like livestock or merchandise.
These were the khan's three most important officials. As loyal and
obedient servants. they were trusted by the khan and could exert considerable influence on his decisions. They each maintained secretaries (mirzas)
and secondary officials who could be used as aides or messengers to ambassadors. These patrimonial officials were formally salaried. but had sources of
additive income as tax collectors and recipients of g ~ f t s . ' ~ ~
The two iaso~~ulbosltis
were the heads of the khan's life-guards (iaso~*uls).
Some of them assisted the public courts of the khan. others had to disperse
crowds independent of rank and estate. and to clear the way for the khan.
The four pcrshebs were the responsible watchmen of the town who guarded
its gates. Their auxiliary helpers had to stride around the mahallahs and
arrest anyone they saw abroad after midnight. They were also the hangmen
of Khiva. All these officials received salaries as well.'"
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The naqib was the spiritual head of the ulema. He was always a sayyid
who was regarded to be a descendant of the prophet's family. He supervised
the supreme kadi (qozi kalon), who was responsible for the entire Islamic
jurisdiction within the khanate. the military kadi (qozi ordu), who joined the
khan during campaigns and the high-ranking ulema. Some of the highranking ulema were chiefs of each five mufris, as Islamic judges were called
in Khiva. On becoming supreme members of the ulema, the khan endowed
them abundantly on entering office.
The Mufti, the ruis, the kadi and the okltun represented the lower ranks of
the ulema, and were maintained from income raised through local vuqf'
donations. Muftis were kadis who resided in towns and who were obliged to
hold daily public audiences, either in the mosque or in their private residence. As in the emirate, they had no executive power. The ruis - as I have
already mentioned - supervised the observance of religious law. whereas the
okltuns were esteemed scholars and teachers in the m a d r a s ~ a h s . ' ~ ~
No regular military ofices existed in the khanate. Troops were mainly
recruited from among the Uzbek and Turkman tribal allies of the khan.
Allied tribesmen elected three different kinds of commander: Onboshis were
commanders of ten. ii~zbosl~is
of a hundred and mingboshis of a thousand
warriors. Among Turkmen these warriors were called nokers. These warriors
were not regularly paid, but had two main sources of income. One was
pillage and plunder on campaigns, the other was tax-free land, which the
khan granted to them. Turkman tribesmen who had become allies of the
khan received parcels of the irrigated borderlands of the oasis. which they
used as pastures and tilled land. This land was called ~ t l ) ? k . " ~
The provinces were usually governed by hakims, whom the khan patrimonially appointed from his loyal adherents and whom he could also remove.
These governors, however, ruled only over Surr and some Uzbek populations of the provinces. They were assisted by iirzhoshis and their troops.'30 In
provinces where Uzbek tribalism was strong. the khan appointed tribal
leaders as governors, who were called tzoibs ('deputies'). Their authority was,
however, applied only to tribesmen. 1 3 '
Impacts on contrnunal commitment

Like the Emirate of Bukhara, the Khanate of Khiva was a hereditary patrimonial autocracy. Patrimonial structures were weaker-established and often
did not replace tribal institutions. Thus administrative structures were weak
in tribal territories, where Khivan Kara-Kalpaks, Kazakhs and Turkmen
were ruled by their tribal leaders or tribal councils re~pectively.'~'
Khivan Kara-Kalpaks were not ruled by Uzbek governors (hokinls).
When Muhammad Amin subdued them, he appointed commanders-in-chief
(otulicls) for each of the greater tribal federations. Hitherto Kara-Kalpaks
had only acknowledged their tribal leaders ( h i k ) as supreme leaders. who
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dealt with internal conflicts. fixed compensations in cases of casualties and
formed political alliances. Military leaders (bafyrs) were only occasionally
appointed, but this office seemed to have lost its military importance, after
Kara-Kalpak tribes had formally acknowledged the supreme authority of
the Khivan khan in 181 1
The khan of Khiva recruited otaliqs to whom he granted special privileges in order to strengthen his control over the Kara-Kalpak tribes. He
expected them to prevent Kara-Kalpaks from pillaging his subjects, and he
used them occasionally to supervise the hiis' collection of taxes for the khan.
The khan also recruited Kara-Kalpak tribesmen for his troops. To this end
Kara-Kalpak tribes were divided into atlyks. which represented the smallest
tax units and comprised twelve households. Every unit had to equip and
maintain a warrior. Tribes could have around forty, sixty or eighty atl~.ks.
This implied that they had to contribute the corresponding number of
warriors to the Khivan army during wartime.'34
Kara-Kalpaks also had their own kadis who resided in Chimbay. These
dealt. however. only with disputes between members of different tribes who
usually resided in different areas in accordance with s h a r i ~ . Nevertheless.
'~~
it is probable that involved biis occasionally also settled these disputes
according to adar in order to avoid the severe punishment of accused
tribesmen.
Despite all the centralising efforts of the khan. the tribes remained the
units of communal commitment among the Kara-Kalpaks. Whereas previously independent tribal leaders had tried to form advantageous alliances to
secure their access to resources, they now started to compete for the influential offices of the oraliqs, as access and protection of resources started to
depend also on good relations with Khivan officials'36 This was especially
true for the beklarbegi. who was the Khivan official who supervised the
otaliqs.
It was no less problematic to encourage Turkman tribesmen to become
loyal subjects of the khan. Politically independent Turkmen did not
acknowledge authority relations and were proud of their political equality.
For this reason they were little inclined to acknowledge the authority of an
autocratic ruler who wished to command them as subjects If they acknowledged authority. they would do so voluntarily and temporarily. This was the
case during raids, when they submitted fully to the will of their serdar. This
relation of obedience ended with the end of the raid. however.
In the nineteenth century Turkman tribal confederacies were often
defeated and forced to declare their submission. In most cases it was just a
formal declaration, and a promise which could soon be withdrawn. When
they became more tightly linked to the shah of Persia or the khan of Khiva.
they became military allies of these rulers. The latter might have had the
impression that such allied Turkman confederacies had submitted to their
rule and become their devoted subjects, but this was doubtless not true.
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Turkmen regarded this kind of military arrangement rather as a welcome
opportunity to join a campaign under the leadership of a serdar and to get
rich booty. These military alliances worked particularly well when the khan
or shah directed a campaign against inimical tribal federations. Thus Iomur
supported campaigns against the Eke, and Teke tribesmen subscribed
campaigns on Iomut territoiries. These campaigns were also perceived in
different ways: whereas Turkmen tribesmen regarded such raids as crlamans
to get booty, Khivan khans held these raids to be military service in their
rule.
The situation changed when Turkmen were forced to move into the
Khivan oasis, as happened to the Giikleng in 1816, or when the climatic
changes in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries drove some of them to
the oasis to gain access to water, where they settled. Under strong Khivan
rule they faced high taxes and punitive action when they tried to revolt.
Under these circumstances Turkman commitment to political equality could
be challenged.
The first Qunglzirot khan, Iltuzar, made his point clear before starting a
punitive expedition against revolting Khivan Turkmen. According to Abdul
Kerim, he should have sent the following demand to the Turkmen:
If you will give up your raids, your disobedience and pillages, and if
you will live like the other subjects paying your taxes in sheep,
camels and agricultural wares, it is good. But if the opposite is true,
leave our state!""
Having just the choice between leaving the oasis and genuine submission,
many tribesmen left Khiva and went to Astrabad. Some, apparently more
settled, Turkmen decided to stay. however, and accepted the proposed terms
of the khan, admitting:
We cannot leave the country of our ancestors, and how should we
be able to live in a foreign country?'40
Being committed to their ancestors and not abandoning their land,
Turkmen could give up some of their freedom. Under these circumstances
commitment structures could gradually change and pronlote authority relations. In this respect dependent and independent Turkmen could have had
quite different commitment structures. and this makes it difficult to generalise about communal commitment of the Turkmen. 1 4 '
Nevertheless, it was still rare for such relatively subservient Turkmen to
become good subjects of the khan and lose their tribal affiliations. Turklnen
who stayed at the borders of the oasis only occasionally paid the zukot,
when they faced the khan's military expeditions. Those Turkmen who
received irrigated land annually paid the zukot and ushr, which was a tax on
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state land amounting to one tenth of the yield. These taxes were not
collected by appointed officials of the khan, but by the tribal elders of
settled Turkmen themselves.14* Bregel, however. cannot find any source
evidence that Khivan Turkmen paid the monetary tax on mulk property
( s a ~ ~ ~ t ) . ' ~ " h iwould
s
also indicate that the administrative integration of
Turkmen in the khanate had a limited influence on tribalism. which
remained strong among the Khivan Turkmen.
According to Bregel, there does not even exist enough source evidence for
claiming that enduring tribal following developed among the Khivan
Turkmen in the nineteenth century.'44 If this is correct. Turkman tribalism
did not lose all of its acephalous features after tribesmen had formally
acknowledged the authority of the khan. It would also explain why
Qunghirot khans failed to cut a deal with Turkmen in order to secure the
safety of the oasis.
The loss of tribal affiliation would have been linked to the development
of urban and rural mahallahs whose communal life had been based on
Islamic law. Sltaria did not really replace customary law. however. Although
the Khivan khan appointed Turkman kadis to judge disputes according to
Islamic law, their influence was quite limited. Bregel ascertains that there
existed almost no kadis among the Khivan Turkmen. so that ishans
frequently took over the duties of judges or mediators in disputes between
rival groups. Sl~urianorms solely played a role in matrimonial and hereditary affairs, h 0 w e ~ e r . lIslamic
~~
judges only became active when both
litigating parties had submitted their case to them. No Turkman could be
forced to accept a judgement if he disliked it or regarded it as unjust.
Khivan patrimonial administrative and religious bodies were often not
prepared to execute legal titles. Thus members of wealthy and strong tribal
groups could easily disregard disadvantageous d e ~ i s i o n s . ' ~ ~ n v o l v e d
maslakhats could rather fix binding decisions on their tribesmen. In return.
Turkman tribes were usually collectively responsible and faced retaliation if
some of their tribesmen should pillage Khivan subjects or allies.
Sart.r and Uzbek tribesmen on the other hand, were likely to become
subjects of the khan and be prosecuted by him. Before Muhammad Amin's
centralisation policy. material compel~sationswere usual among Uzbeks. as
Murav'ev mentioned.14' Thus Bii and other tribal leaders fixed fines to
restore peaceful relations between involved descent groups according to
customary law. It was Muhammad Amin who diminished the political influence of Uzbek tribal leaders in the khanate and who created parallel judicial
structure^.'^^ Disregarding adut. Muhammad Amin introduced personal
responsibility and severely punished Uzbeks who pillaged his subjects or
allies.'" This strengthened Surf support of his rule. As Sart.r could usually
not defend themselves against tribal raids, they depended on the khan's off!cials to guarantee their security, which often failed in the task. Subsequently.
S ~ ~ rusually
ts
brought an action against a malefactor at the hakim's or khan's
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court.'50 According to Vambery, both hakims and khan would have spent
up to four hours a day for public hearings.I5l But it has to be assumed that
some Uzbek groups also settled many of their internal affairs by themselves
according to customary law. This assumption is based on the fact that tribal
descent groups (cluvn-is) remained influential in Khorezm. Thus Uzbeks
often settled disputes according to udut and rather acknowledged kadis in
the sphere of personal and hereditary law.Is2
We can conclude that the khanate was not based on a community of law
which all Khivan inhabitants shared. Tribal groups had their own judicial
structures which often informed the internal settlement of disputes and the
regulation of conflict. The hakims and the khan could take judicial action
only to a limited extent. As result they often sent troops to punish the tribal
groups of wrongdoers. Due to the weakness of state structures, sharia did
not become an unchallenged judicial foundation of the khanate. If the
different legal traditions, the low institutionalisation of personalised state
authority and the rift between local communities and state structures are
taken into consideration, we have evidence to conclude that the khanate
formed a weak normative order. which relied more on symbolic representations of authority than the shared legal and political orientations of all
inhabitants. One of these representations was khanship itself. Khans like
Muhammad Rahim resided their whole life in a yurt, although they maintained a harem in brick-built palaces. Thus when Murav'ev was received in
Khiva in 18 19, he found the khan dressed in silk clothes in the third court of
the urk sitting in the middle of a yurt.153Although the khan retained some
tribal customs, he was no longer a tribal leader, but rather a patrimonial
ruler who tried to strengthen central authority and aimed at transforming
tribesmen into subjects. The numerous revolts and the frequently changing
alliances showed that he was not very successful in doing so. The Srrrts were
the only fully loyal subjects of the khan, and correspondingly, they expected
the khan's protection from the infringements of tribesmen. The political
order of the khanate remained fragile, however, and the fate of the khan
depended on his temporary success in forming alliances with tribal confed-

The Khanate of Khokand
Political order in change
When Alim Khan ( 1 798-1 8 10) took over the khan title as first ,4fitrg ruler at
the turn of the eighteenth century, he formally founded the Khanate of
Khokand.ls4 he established khanate, however. rudely broke with the
Chingizid political inheritance which had informed the previous political
consent of Uzbek tribal elites. I t became a khanate without Chingizid
khans.
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Alim Khan's claim was ambivalent. It emphasised political independence
from Bukhara and the sovereignty of Ming rule in the Ferghana valley. and
aimed at strengthening the position of the ruler with respect to his followers
and subjects. This claim had hardly any political addressees, however. The
emir of Bukhara had abandoned Chingizid legacy, and Uzbek tribal leaders
had neither acknowledged nor claimed non-Chingizid khan dignity up to
that time. Similarly Qipchoq tribesmen'ss did not necessarily support IJzbek
Chingizid claims due to their Kazakh origin. Kyrgyz and Kara-Kalpaks had
never acknowledged khans. and Kazakhs confirmed only their own
Chinghizids as khans. Last but not least. the Surr non-tribal. settled population had instead Islamic political orientations.
When Alim Khan established the khanate of Khokand, Ming leaders had
been ruling in the Ferghana valley for a century. The first Minx ruler was
Shahrukh (~1710-21) who seized power from a ruling kliojcr family in
Ferghana. His successor Abdalrdhim (1 721 - 34) took advantage of the
weakened Khanate of Bukhara ruined by invading Kazakh and KaraKalpak tribes who escaped from the more superior Buddhist Oirats into the
river 0 a ~ e s . He
l ~ ~founded Khokand. established a loose alliance between
the bekliks of Khojand, Marghilan and Andijan. and himselr resided in
Khokand, whereas his two brothers were begs in Khojand and Marghilan.
One of them, Abdalkarim (1 734-50) succeeded him in his ofice and formed
a successful alliance with Kyrgyz tribes and confederacies against the
Jungarian threat. His nephew Irdana Biy ( 1751-70) continued this policy.
He formed an alliance with Kubat Biy. the leader of the huge Kyrgyz
Kusl~cltutribal confederacy which operated in the Ferghana valley. in Tian
Shan and Eastern Turkestan. This alliance was also directed against the beg
of Ura Tube. At the end of the 1750s Khaji Biy. the leader of the Kyrgyz
Adigine confederacy, formed an alliance with the Ichkilik confederacy. This
alliance controlled the Alai mountains and the area around Osh. In 1762
Irdana took advantage of hostilities between these two alliances. seized Osh
and incorporated the fortress, with its surrounding land. into his domain.
He also faced temporary pressure from Chinese troops. after China had
finally destroyed the Jungarian Khanate in 1757 and integrated East
Turkestan as Sinkiang ('New province') into its empire. During his reign
Narbota Biy (c. 1770-c 1798) made alliance with individual Qipclloq and
Kyrgyz tribal leaders and subdued most of the southern Kyrgyz. In order to
maintain influence he established fortresses in tribal territories at strategic
locations along trade and migration routes. There. garrisons were in charge
of collecting zukor on merchandise and Kyrgyz livestock.'s7
When Alim ( c1798-1 8 10) took over Ming rule, he continued Khokandian
expansionism. From 1808 to 18 10 he occupied Khojand, seized Tashkent and
defeated the surrounding Kazakh tribes. He headed calnpaigns against the
bekliks of Jizzakh and Ura Tube, subdued the begs of Isfara. Kanibadam
and Chust and increased central control within the khanate.
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Despite his military success the internal order of the khanate remained
fragile. High taxation on financing the campaigns and frequent conscription
of craftsmen and peasants, who had to neglect their fields, fuelled resistance.
In addition, members of the ulerzzu, whose rights and earnings from ~ u y l '
estates had been diminished, also began to oppose the khan. The same is
true for begs who had to deliver a part of their tax yields to the khan.
Knowing about this opposition, the khan relied more and more on nonlocal mercenaries from Shugnan. Darvaz and Karategin.Is8 But they also
turned out to be not always reliable. When he went on a campaign to subdue
revolting Kazakhs during the winter of 1809110 and renew his authority in
Tashkent, his uncle and influential military commanders proclaimed his
brother Umar as new khan of Khokand. When Alim Khan left Tashkent for
the capital. he had no longer the support of all his troops, who were discontented due to the harsh conditions of the winter campaign, and he was
killed on the way back to the Ferghana valley. Having been khan for only a
few years, Alim Khan experienced the increasingly dispositional character of
khanship, which cost him his life.'59
Although Umar Khan (c. 1810-23) is supposed to have 'earned tremendous public approval for his conciliatory style of rule'160 and probably had a
more balanced character than his brother, he seems to have had little choice
when he ordered the killing of his nephew and other relatives who might
claim his throne and might cause political turmoil within the khanate.I6l
However, he continued the expansionist policy of his brother. Having established friendly terms with Muhammad Rahim Khan of Khiva, he resumed
war against Amir Haydar to get Ura Tube and Jizzakh on his side. He
undertook a successful campaign against revolting Kazakhs, and his military commander of Tashkent occupied Turkistan, which formerly belonged
to Bukhara's sphere of influence. He even subdued Kazakhs along the Sir
Darya up to the Aral Sea. and founded the fortress Ak-Mechet (the tsarist
Perovsk and Soviet Qyzyl Orda) in 1817. In addition. he extended the
khanate's influence up to Jeti Su. He seized Chimkent and Sayram.
submitted Kazakhs of the Middle Horde which nomadised northern to
Chimkent, and founded Aulie-Ata (Jambil) in 1822. There he started
campaigns against Kyrgyz tribes in the Talas and Chu valleys. At the same
time he increased his influence in the Ferghana valley by sending the Kyrgyz
hakim of Kasan (Kasansay) and his followers against the Sur:~,Bugysh
confederacy which nomadised between Osh and Kashgar. In a similar way
the khan ordered the hakim of Namangan to subdue the Bugl,slr and Sai~lk
tribes in the Ketmen Tube valley. Both campaigns were successful and
inflicted high losses on the resisting Kyrgyz tribes.16?
In contrast to his brother, Umar Khan was able to carry out administrative reforms which aimed at strengthening patrimonial state structures. He
introduced a more differentiated system of rank and oflices. which was
similar to that of ~ u k h a r a . ' ~ " norder to tighten up central control he intro-
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duced the office of the mingboshi. whose holder became the most important
official of the khanate. Besides this, there existed the crskurho.r.hi as head of
the army and the ckrs~urkhonchi.who was the khanate's treasurer. He also
had high Muslim officials at his court. Whereas the Ming ruler had to rely
more on allied local and regional notables. Umar Khan promoted more of
his own relatives and close followers. and appointed them as begs or hakims
in towns and provinces.'64
Unlike his predecessors, the khan was a well educated ruler. He patronised scholars. poets and artists, maintained an 'elegant literate culture'
around his court, and was a patron of Muslim scholars. During his reign
shuria was strengthened and the main mosque of Khokand was
finished.'65 Thus he was also acknowledged as a Muslim ruler who
respected Islamic law. His official title referred to the Islamic tradition of a
just and pious ruler. It was Amir al-mu'mirlin Muhamrnud Unzur hahodurkhan.'66 In this way he was not only called 'Great Khan' but also 'Emir of
all Believers', a title which claimed the Emirate of Bukhara at the same
time.
Muhammad Ali (1823-42) continued his father's expansionist policy.
and the khanate reached its largest territorial expanse under his rule.
Under the influence of the leading Appaq khoju-family from Khokand. he
initiated several campaigns into East Turkestan and temporarily was
acknowledged as supreme ruler of Kashgar. The khan subdued indigenous
people of Shughnon, Rushan and Vakhan. where his authority was at least
nominally acknowledged. Karategin became dependent on the khanate. as
the beklik Kuliab and Darvaz temporarily acknowledged the khan's
supremacy in 1834.
In northern Kyrgyzstan, Pishpek (Bishkek) was founded as a fortress in
1825, after parts of the Solro and Surj*Bagysh had been forced to pay the
zakot. Muhammad Ali's governor of Tashkent advanced along the Chu
valley up to the Issik Kol and defeated the powerful Bugu confederacy in
1831. The bravely resisting Saiuk and Cl~erikof the Naryn valley also had
to submit to the khan. In order to strengthen the khan's authority in the
conquered territories. several new fortresses were built: Kurtka and ToguzToro in the middle Naryn valley. Ketmen Tube in the Jumgal valley.
Boston Terek and Tash Korgon in the Pamir or Qarakol. and Barskoon at
the Issik ~ 0 1 . ' ~ '
Muhammad Ali failed to use his military success to promote the administrative centralisation of the khanate. however. On the contrary. due to the
enormous expansion of the khanate. the khan was not able to keep control
of all his provinces. whereas patrimonial oficials and local leaders tried to
increase their influence and independence. Tribesmen opposed the khan
because of the collection of zakot. and Surf people became discontent about
increasing tax burdens. Most fatal was that he lost the support of the ulenta.
who accused him of having disrespected sharia when he married two sisters
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and his mother-in-law.168 Conspirators, who did not dare to take open
action against the khan, addressed the emir of Bukhara in this affair. As
umlr al-mu'minjn he sent an accusing letter to the khan, who flew into a rage
and began a campaign against the emir. Muhammad Ali was defeated and
had to make peace, however. As a result he had to cede Khojand to the
emirate and to declare himself the emir's vassal. This weakening of the khan
encouraged open revolt in the Ferghana valley. On taking this opportunity,
emir Nasrullah occupied Khokand in 1842 and allowed his troops to
plunder the capital. Muhammad Ali, his brother and his eldest son were
killed. Tashkent was occupied as
The inhabitants of the khanate seriously opposed the new Munghit
governor, whom Nasrullah had installed to maintain the latter's authority
and who had introduced new taxes. When he had ruled for a mere three
months, an alliance of Khokandian Surr.r, Kyrgyz and Qipchoq tribesmen
chased the governor, his troops and Bukharan officials and invested Shir Ali
(1842-5) as khan, who was the cousin of Alim Khan and had lived anonymously among Kyrgyz in the Talas valley. The alliance was led by Sayyid Ali
Beg, a Kyrgyz leader from Talas, and by the Kyrgyz lusuf, who had been
temporarily mingboshi at Muhammad Ali's court. Due to their influence, the
khan granted them the highest offices of the lushkurboshi and mingboshi.
Their influence decreased, however, after they and their followers had left
Khokand for Talas, the Alai mountains and other Kyrgyz provinces.
Correspondingly, the khan tried to get some support from among the settled
Surr population, and it was Shady, the hakim of Marghilan, who became
mingboshi at the khan's court. This caused the open opposition of the
Qipc-hocls,whose leader Musulmankul defeated Shady's troops. occupied the
capital in 1844 and seized (/CJ .fact0 power there. The khan had little choice
but to make him his new mingho.rhi.
The Qipcltoys' usurpation led to the concentrated opposition of Surf
notables and Muslim notables against the khan. which had also some
Kyrgyz support. As a result Shir Ali was killed in 1845, when Musulmankul
was away from the capital. However, their proclaimed Ming khan. Murad, a
son of Alim Khan, ruled for only ten days and was killed by Musulmankul,
after he had returned to ~ h o k a n d . " ~
The Qipchoq leader installed Shir Ali's infant son Khudayar (1845-58.
1862-3, 1865-75) as khan, killed several of his brothers and continued to
rule the khanate as minghoshi. The second Qipchorl seizure of Khokand was
a traumatic event, as the Qipc./toq tribesmen killed all Scrrt. Uzbek and
Kyrgyz court officials whom they could get hold of. They also did not spare
prominent Muslim leaders like the slzuiklr ulislorn Suleyman Khoja, who was
the highest-ranking Muslim oficial of the khanate. In order to consolidate
his position in the capital, Musulmankul initiated the mass removal of his
tribesmen to the land around Khokand. Thus Qipc-hoqtribesmen appropriated fertile state land, chased residents from their houses, demolished streets
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to build their shelter and married Sarr women without paying bride money.
Musulmankul himself had been brought up among Talas Kyrgyz and had
been married with a Kyrgyz from Ketmen Tube, and his influence relied also
on changing alliances with Kyrgyz tribes. The Qipchoq intermezzo endured
only seven years.l7I
After Musulmankul suffered defeats in his campaigns against the begs of
Khojand, Ura Tube and Tashkent, the now-adult khan dismissed the
Qipchoq leader and started a pogrom among the Qipchoq in October 1852,
with the help of Tashkent troops: Musulmankul was finally defeated, and he
and all his captured followers were killed. In addition the khan did not only
confiscate all Qipchoq land, but also ordered the liquidation of all male
tribesmen. According to Schuyler, thousands of Qipchoq tribesmen were
killed during this progrom.'72
Khudayar's rule, which relied on Surt support. did not remain unchallenged, however. His eldest brother Malla, who had escaped in 1845,
claimed the throne. occupied Khokand with the help of Khasan Biy. an
influential Kyrgyz leader in the Alai mountains. and became khan.
Khudayar escaped to Bukhara. Under the rule of Malla Khan (1858-62),
Alymbek-Dodkhoh, another Alai Kyrgyz leader. became governor of the
Andijan ~iloiur.After tsarist troops. under the Kyrgyz leader. had defeated
the Khokandian troops in 1860. Alymbek fell into disgrace and changed his
political affiliation. Subsequently he formed an alliance with Kyrgyz.
Qipchoq and other leaders. killed the khan and set up Khudayar's nephew
Shah Murad (1862) as the new khan. Alymbek became the new mingboshi,
but soon was defeated by the Qipchoq chief ~ l ~ r n k uwho
l . ~took
~ ~power in
Khokand. In the same year the emir of Bukhara took advantage of internal
turmoil and led his army against Khokand. When he and his protege
Khudayar Khan approached the capital, both the khan and his tningboshi
ordered their Kyrgyz and Qipcltoq troops to retreat to the east of the
Ferghana valley. Khudayar Khan became khan for the second time. But one
year later. when Khudayar's troops were defeated near Asaka (Leninsk). the
begs of Andijan. Marghilan and Namangan joined the resisting Qipchoq
and Kyrgyz alliance, which installed another nephew of Khudayar. Sayyid
Sultan (1863-5) as supreme ruler. The new khan was also an infant. who
depended on Alymkul, his mingboshi. When the latter was mortally
wounded in a battle against Russian troops who had advanced to Tashkent
in 1865. Sayyid Sultan called on the emir of Bukhara for help.
Muzatkraddin ordered his assassination. however. and promoted
Khudayar's third term of office as khan of Khokand, upon which he
became a vassal of the emir.""
In May 1866 Russian troops entered the khanate's territory and took
Kho-jand by storm. where more than 2.500 Khokandian defenders were
killed. Realising that further resistance was useless. Khudayar Khan
acknowledged tsarist authority, became a vassal of the Russian Empire and
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agreed to the tsarist conquest of Tashkent, Khojand and other former
Khokandian territories. He also agreed to pay a war indemnity atld
promised to protect Russian trade throughout the khanate. In this way the
Khanate of Khokand became the first Russian protectorate in Central Asia,
although it only existed for ten years.'7s Other defeated military comrnanders fled to Kashgar, where they joined the troops of Yakub Beg, a talented
former Khokandian military commander who ruled in Sinkiang from 1865
until his death in 1877.'76
Impressed by tsarist support of the khan, many Kyrgyz and Qipcl~oq
leaders decided to make peace. Kurbanjan, the wife of Alyrnbek, was one of
them. Being the acknowledged leader of the Alai Kyrgyz, she appeared at
the khan's court and was granted the title of dodkhoh, which her husband
had held previously. Nevertheless. peace remained fragile in the khanate, and
the insurrection of Kyrgyz in mountainous areas threatened the position of
the khan. The uprising of the Kyrgyz mullah who had relatives among the
Boston Kyrgyz in the Alai mountains became the most challenging. Iskhak
Asan-uulu tried to persuade Pulat, a grandson of Alim khan who lived in
Samarkand, to become khan and to fight against Khudayar Khan. As the
latter refused, the mullah declared himself Pulat in 1873. Two years later the
uprising spread throughout the khanate and forced Khudayar Khan to leave
the capital and seek tsarist protection.
Tsarist authorities approved his son Nasiraddin (1875-6) as new khan. In
contrast, the insurgents acknowledged Iskhak as Pulat Khan, who
proclaimed jihad against the tsar. In August 1875 Governor General von
Kaufman started a punitive campaign and defeated the Khokandian troops
at the fortress of Makhram. Having taken Khokand without resistance,
Cossacks under the command of Colonel Skobelev, later to be conqueror of
Transcaspia, pursued fugitives along the banks of the Sir Darya for several
miles and killed more than 1,000 warriors. Skobelev's troops brought the
remaining provinces under tsarist control and seized Iskhak and other
leaders in the mountains. Iskhak was hanged. Khudayar Khan and his son
were sent as pensioners to Russia. On 19 February 1876 the khanate was
annexed and became the Ferghana Ohlust of the Guberniya T ~ r k e s t a n . ' ~ ~
The political history of the khanate delivers some evidence to conclude
that Khokandian political elites accepted Ming khanship and acknowledged
the necessity that access to power necessitated a Ming khan. It was no longer
the same type of khanship which had existed in Central Asia up to the eighteenth century. however. The khan was no longer sacrosanct to the political
elites, as was the case among Shaybanid and Janid khans who became lifelong leaders. 17R
This loss of sacrosanctity changed political orientations considerably.
Ming khans became objects of political disputes. Powerful leaders put Mitzg
khans on the throne. as others promoted their overthrow. No khan could be
sure of his life. Every new khan was anxious for his security and knew that
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his enemies might try to kill him in order to make one of their relatives
khan. Thus political stability depended on the killing of possible heirsapparent. Such assassinations did not necessarily result from any wickedness
or moral defects of the new khan. but from political orientations towards
stability of rule.
The results of political killings were ambivalent, however. Escaped relatives organised resistance against the ruling khan and threatened political
stability. Thus Khudayar Khan escaped twice to Bukhara in order to lead
Bukharan troops against his rivals. Other relatives escaped to Kyrgyz allies
who helped them reconquer the capital. Shir Ali lived for decades among
Kyrgyz tribesmen before he became khan. and Khudayar's brother Malla
escaped his would-be assassins, hid among Kyrgyz in Osh and in the Alai
mountains, and chased Khudayar from Khokand with the help of Kyrgyz
tribesmen. However, both of them were killed. In the end the khanate had
nine different khans and eleven terms of ofice until its tsarist annexation
1876. Only Umar Khan was not killed. chased away or forced to abdicate.
but seems to have died a natural death in
In the long term. every assassinated khan decreased the khan's reputation
as sovereign of the people and diminished the discontents' scruples about
murdering the khan if the latter should not support their case adequately.
But khanship still suficiently informed the political orientations such that
even more Islamically oriented opponents like Iskhak Asan-uulu used the
'khan' title to initiate a campaign against the ruling khan and to declare
jihad against tsarist troops.

Patrimonial administration
Some scholars hold the view that the administrative system of the Khanate
of Khokand differed little from that of the emirate.Ig0This is not entirely
true. however. In the middle of the nineteenth century the khanate was less
centralised and monetised than the emiratetgtand faced a tribal problem
similar to that of Khiva. Like the latter. the Khanate of Khokand was
surrounded by tribes and tribal confederacies. Kyrgyz. Qipcltoq and Uzbek
tribal groups were far more influential than the Surt population. Like the
Khivan khan and the Bukharan emir. the khan of Khokand was an autocratic ruler who was supreme judge and political leader. But h l h g khanship
was sacrosanct no longer, and many Mitrg khans became tools in the hands
of the leaders of rival tribal and non-tribal groups. Thus tribal leaders like
Yusuf Beg, Musulmankul and Alymbek were temporarily the dc fucto rulers
of the khanate.
The khan's court resided in Khokand and was headed by the mingboshi,
who was the highest civil official of the court. This was no hereditary title.
but was only given to the presiding first minister of the khan.tR2The
purvoncichi or the rrskurhoshi was the supreme military commander of the
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khan's troops. Sometimes the nzingboslli could also take over the charge of
this military commander. As in the emirate of Bukhara, the khoju kulor~was
the highest spiritual advisor of the khan's court, whereas the qozi kulon
supervised the kadis of Khokand and other towns. They all were members
of the khan's council.1g3
Since the rule of Irdana Biy there had existed the four main provinces of
Khokand, Marghilan, Andijan and Namangan. The viloiat Khokand
became the domain of the khan, and its tax yields directly supported the
khan's court. It had a large Surt population, which the khan could rely on.
As Islam was strong there and slzu~iuwas highly respected, the khan had to
present himself as an Islamic ruler when he wanted to assure the support of
influential Muslim scholars. If the khan was mighty, he would have received
an annual tax payment in cash from the governors of the other provinces
who bought the right to rule and to tax in this way.Ig4 In this way the khan
obtained some financial means to maintain a regular army.
The governors of provinces were usually called qushbegis, and were also
military commanders. In some reports they are also called hakims.Ig5
Tashkent became the fifth province, whose governor held the title of a
beklurbegi. which put him in a privileged position with respect to
surrounding smaller hekliks. Bekliks were smaller provinces which were
ruled by begs, or dodkltohs. These resided in the provincial capitals and exercised authority over the population. Only in cases of the death penalty were
the begs formally obliged to consult the khan. They could directly submit
themselves to the khan. or could be vassals of the quslihegis. Nevertheless,
they had to appear at the khan's court once or twice a year to report on their
affairs. 011 these occasions they were expected to present gifts to the khan
and the highest court officials.'g6
Some of these provinces were closely linked to Uzbek and Qipc-liocl tribal
confederacies. Iuz Uzbeks ruled Ura Tube. Turks were influential in
Marghilan and Osh, whereas Qipchoys had a strong hold in ~ a m a n ~ a n . ' ~ '
A heklik usually included several smaller districts which had a military
commander (iuzhoslti) and a chief tax collector (.strrkor).These organised the
collection of taxes and supervised the tax inspectors who collected taxes in
the villages and
Unlike the emir of Bukhara, the khan of
Khokand had no tax officials who could collect taxes outside his domain of
Khokand. Provinces usually were given on lease to the governors. who paid
a fixed sum of money to the khan and - in return - ruled and collected taxes
at their own expense.\" According to Abdul Madzhid. there existed seventysix of these smaller administrative units.190
The administrative structure was much more fluctuating than in Bukhara.
The khan created new bekliks for relatives or favourites, just as he could
abolish them. This was especially the case when a new khan tried to
strengthen his position within the khanate. Thus he dismissed Inally otlicials
of the previous khan, often pursued the followers of the latter. and installed
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his proteges. These changes were most serious when Qipchoq or Kyrgyz
tribesmen set up an infant khan and appropriated the highest offices at the
court. For example, when Khudayar became khan. he abolished many
offices. and installed Kyrgyz and Qipchoq leaders as mingboshi and
q ~ s h b e ~ i s .At
' ~ ' the time of the tsarist protectorate. Schuyler asserts. the
otaliq was the highest official of the khanate and was regent in Khokand
whenever Khudayar sojourned in distant provinces.'92
Newly appointed qushbegis or begs were no different in this respect. They
appointed their tribesmen, relatives or followers as subordinate oficials who
did the same. Frequently changing power constellations impeded the functioning of regular administrative structures in ~ h 0 k a n d . l ~ '
Higher administrative staff were usually not salaried. Thus patrimonial
state structures were estate-like, since leading officials like begs and hakirns
were granted the right of taxation of land in exchange for their services:
they had to maintain troops (sarboz). cover all expenses of the district
administration and were expected to entertain the khan and his court when
they visited the provinces. The right of taxation was often sold to a tax
tenant. who paid an annual tax yield in advance and obtained exclusive
taxation rights for that di~trict.'~%ficialsusually collected far more taxes
than they had to pay to the khan. Thus access to power was always regarded
as a chance to increase one's wealth and i n f 1 u e n ~ e . IThe
~ ~ infantry (sarbo:)
and lower officials were salaried and received money. clothes and cereals as
remuneration. IY6
Khokandian military force was predominantly irregular and decentralised. According to some sources. the army included up to 40.000
warriors (sipoh) in war-time at the begnning of the 1860s. The regular
troops probably never consisted of much more than 10,000 infantrymen,
however.I9' Some sources give only 1.500 as the number of the regular
troops of Khokand at that time.'98 Khudayar Khan increased the regular
army to some extent in the last years of his reign.'99 The khan used this
infantry as a personal bodyguard and to garrison fortresses. The governors
of viloiats and hekliks maintained their own troops which stood under their
own and not the khan's command. Most troops existed only during wartime. however. Allied Kyrgyz. Kazakh and Qipchoq tribesmen (sipoh) made
up the largest element of this army.200
Four different types of land existed in the khanate: antlok. ntulk. zarnini
jumoat and vaq/:20' At~rlokwas the basic type of land. All conquered land
which was used for irrigated agriculture was so called. It was state land and
formally belonged to the khan. As state land it was liable for taxation and its
yields belonged to the district's and the domain's treasuries respectively.
Land which the khan personally owned was called khaslyk. Its yields funded
the khan's treasury.202If the khan temporarily granted state land for service,
officials were only entitled to receive temporary rents from the people who
worked on it.
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When the khan sold the land or granted it to officials or followers as
reward for their services, it became mulk which could be sold, bought or
inherited according to shariu. People who worked on the land could owe
mulk themselves, as they could rent it from large landowners. In all these
cases mulk owners possessed certificates (iorliys) which confirmed their
ownership or similar temporary rights.
Zumini jumout was communal land which was collectively owned by
tribes or villages. It mostly was not suitable for agriculture, was not irrigated
and was used as pasture by nomadic and semi-nomadic people. As in
Bukhara, vuqf'was the tax-free land of religious foundations.*03
Administrative structures remained weak in the conquered tribal territories. The khan lacked an administrative staff which could enforce his claims
towards tribesmen there. When the latter submitted to the khan, they did so
because they were militarily defeated and were not able to defend their tribal
territories. This submission always implied the annual payment of zakor. As
tribesmen usually did not pay any taxes, they only paid the zukot when the
khan was militarily strong in their territories.*04 Some tribal groups were
exempted from taxation if they performed special services for the khan, such
as the protection of border roads.*05
On the one hand. the khan initiated the establishment of fortresses at
strategic points and maintained garrisons to maintain his authority and to
put through his tax claims there. On the other hand, the khan would try to
increase his influence on tribesmen by forming alliances with their tribal
leaders. In this way tribesmen formally acknowledged the khan's authority,
whereas the khan granted them Khokandian military ranks like that of a
dodkholi. Both arrangements often turned out to be ineffective. however. If
the khan was weak, tribesmen refused to pay zukot. The Khan's alliances
with tribal leaders were more effective if they were directed towards inimical
tribes and not against allied tribesmen.
Impacts on communal commitment

The territorial expansion of the Khanate of Khokand, together with the
centralisation of administrative structures in the first half of the nineteenth
century. seriously affected commitment structures. During this period of
expansion many tribesmen were no longer able to defend their tribal territories, but had to submit to the khan's authority and acknowledge the khan as
the supreme owner of land. Others did not acknowledge the khan nor send
gifts to him. These latter groups frequently waged war against the khan and
faced punitive expeditions of troops loyal to the khan.'06
It was Umar Khan who began the selling of irrigated state land as 171lilk
property for the benefit of his treasury to tribesmen. In most cases mountainous summer pastures which could not be irrigated remained communal
tribal land, however. Although the greater part of the irrigated land might
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have become mulk property in this way, it would be wrong to assume that
sharia norms, which normally regulated the disposition of mulk titles, spread
in the same way. Many Kyrgyz tribes and sub-tribes collectively bought their
irrigable tribal territories, which they used as winter pastures and where
more impoverished tribesmen undertook agriculture. Sometimes the
purchased land was divided among tribesmen according to their financial

contribution^.^^'
Pure private ownership of mulk remained limited, however. Mulk was
bought and sold both by private owners and tribal groups. Collective land
seems to have prevailed in tribal territories. At the time of the Russian
conquest, a commission under the leadership of Gomzin came to the
conclusion that
the most widespread form of land use was the communal one. It
occurred most purely among Kyrgyz. Probably modified by the
interests of the rich. it was of limited occurrence and inhibited by
division into lots among Surrs who lived in large towns.208
The commission emphasised that communal use of land was most
common among Kyrgyz and less customary among Surrs. It did not say that
it appeared the least frequent among Uzbeks. Although Soviet historiography endeavours to present the Uzbeks as settled farmers who taught
agriculture to the Kyrgyz and Kazakhs. this assertion is anachronistic.
because many so-called Uzbeks still upheld nomadic or semi-nomadic ways
of life. Ujfalvy de Mezo-Kovesd. a Hungarian scholar who travelled through
Central Asia in the middle of the 1870s as a member of a French scientific
expedition. described the Ferghana Uzbeks as people with a pastoralnomadic rather than agricultural background. He asserted that few Uzbeks
were fully nomadic, but that most lived as semi-nomads in tents in their
gardens. although they had houses which they used as store-rooms. and
possessed orchards and fields.'0Y Schuyler also confirms the importance of
Uzbek pastoral-nomadism.'~O
Soviet scholars could only claim the agricultural role for the Uzbeks
because they applied this term also to the Turkish-speaking Sarr population.
This is partly an ahistorical usage of the term 'Uzbek', however. As I have
already mentioned, Uzbek tribesmen called themselves 'Uzbeks' or were
called so up to the nineteenth century because they acknowledged
Shaybanid Jochid and later Tuqayid Jochid Chingizid claims of political
supremacy. The so-called Tijrks of the Ferghana valley were regarded as a
separate group due to their acknowledgment of the pre-Shaybanid Chagatay
polity.2' This political commitment ended once non-Chingizids had appropriated khanship in Khiva and Khokand. and once the ruler in Bukhara had
started to claim an Islamic base of legitimacy. As a result the term 'Uzbek'
came to be used in different ways. Sometimes it was used with regard to the
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nomadic or semi-nomadic tribesmen of former Uzbek tribes; sometimes it
was linked to the settled mode of life and people were called 'Sarr Uzbek'.
In contrast Vimbery mentiones that Kyrgyz, Qipckoy or Kalmyk tribesmen
also tended to call themselves 'Uzbeks' after they had left their tribal
communities and settled down in towns. They did so because being an
Uzbek had more favourable connotations and privileges with regard to
culture and education than their previous tribal affiliation.'"
There is no use in arguing about the precise meaning of terms which were
used differently by different groups. If the distinction between Uzbeks of
tribal origin and non-tribal Surts is preferred to other usages of these terms,
it is due to its proper reference to two different modes of communal
~ommitment.~'~
In the discussion about the meaning of Sart, it is often assumed that
Uzbeks and Surts, who were sometimes also called Tajiks. were ascriptive
groups. This is not fully correct. An Uzbek who left his tribal group and
settled down in urban areas or built a house in a settled district became a
. ' ~ ~ who married
Sart, as settled Qipcl~oqwere called 'Surr ~ i ~ c h o ~A' Uzbek
a Tajik farmer could say that she was a Uzbek but became a Tajik after her
marriage."5 When Khokandian rulers like Umar Khan and Khudayar
Khan promoted the settlement of tribesmen and the spread of rnulk property, they encouraged the transformation of tribal communal commitment
towards forms of residential communal commitment. As in the Emirate of
Bukhara, this process of change often occurred by way of Islamic acculturation. Only orthodox Islam was able to change tribal communal commitment
based on customary law. Thus Kyrgyz or Uzbek tribesmen could be
Islamised much earlier without losing their commitment to customary tribal
law.
Before the Russian conquest. Sart people predominantly lived in and
around towns, where many madrassahs and mosques existed and school
Islam was firmly established. There people lived in mahallahs and formed
ward communities headed by oclsoilols who decided on residents' contributions to the common tax burden according to their means.'I6 However.
tribal communal commitment remained intact across large parts of the
countryside, which the central administration started to control. Despite
efforts to spread concepts of orthodox Islam, shcrriu norms replaced tribal
customary law in a very limited and selective way. In many rural areas the
majority of the population consisted of Qipchoq. Kyrgyz. ~ a r a - ~ a l ~ a k s ' l '
and Uzbeks who retained their tribal heritage."R
Thus it is not astonishing that, during his visit to the Ferghana valley.
Schuyler met a khan who was surrounded by praying mullahs and who
forbade all amusements like games, dancing, magicians or comic performances at his court. At the same time most of the Uzbek and Qil~choq
troops who joined the khan were less pious, and Schuyler could not, during
his stay in Uch Kurgan, observe (with one exception) anybody performing
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his religious duties.219As Khanykov mentioned, tribesmen were used to
performing their daily prayers only when they visited the towns.220

Conclusion
We can conclude that the political integration of tribesmen and of the nontribal settled population in Central Asia was based on different types of
authority relations. Turkman confederacies formed acephalous tribal orders,
whereas Kazakhs, Kyrgyz and Kara-Kalpaks formed cephalous ones. This is
an important difference, since the latter acknowledged authority relations
whereas the former did not. Independent Turkmen solved the problem of
political integration by forming tribal alliances which established segmentary balanced political orders. These impeded the unchecked escalation of
violence within and between confederacies. In contrast, Kazakhs. Kyrgyz
and Kara-Kalpaks acknowledged leadership, but they did so in different
ways. Whereas Kazakhs acknowledged khans on the basis of ShaybanidJochid Chingizid claims of political supremacy. Kyrgyz and Kara-Kalpaks
did not adhere to khans at all.
Uzbek and Qipcl~oqtribesmen, who formally acknowledged Jochid and
Chaghatayid claims of supremacy, respectively, no longer formed independent tribal political orders in the nineteenth century, but their political
integration depended more and more on their relations with the patrimonial
states of Bukhara, Khokand and Khiva. In this way it becomes clear that all
of these 'ethnonymic' terms have to be referred to the political afiliation of
tribesmen and to the claims to political supremacy which they acknowledged or denied.
Our theoretical approach is also able to explain why some tribesmen
commonly accepted leaders. whereas others did not. As political community
results from the interpenetration of communal and political action orientat i o n ~ , Turkman commitment to political equality is rooted in both
egalitarian communal relations between male adults and political orientations towards peace and the securing of resources. In contrast. Kazakhs.
Kyrgyz and Kara-Kalpaks were obedient to their political leaders due to
patriarchal communal commitment and their political orientations.
Kazakhs differed from both Kyrgyz and Kara-Kalpak tribesmen in their
commitment to Chingizid political heritage. Kazakh tribesmen formed large
tribal confederacies under the leadership of khans and sultans in order to
secure their access to distant summer and winter pastures and to coordinate
migration routes. This was highly important for successful stock-breeding in
the steppe. Kyrgyz tribesmen usually nomadised in smaller units. however.
As their summer camps in higher mountain ranges were not far away from
their winter pastures, Kyrgyz occupied clearly defined. often inaccessible
tribal territories. which were easier to defend against outsiders than territories in open steppe zones. Nevertheless. there existed a tendency towards
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larger tribal confederacies which tribesmen did not always join voluntarily in
the nineteenth century. Kara-Kalpak political orientations were directed
towards the establishment of tribal alliances which secured the balance of
power between rivalling groups in the Amu Darya delta and Ferghana valley.
Dynastic rule based on patrimonialism faced serious problems in its
attempts to establish political order in the river oases, where inimical tribal
semi-nomadic and non-tribal settled populations resided. Up to the 1750s
Uzbek political elites adhered to the Chingizid political heritage.
It was the Murzghir Muhammad Rahim who first broke with this tradition by claiming khanship as an Uzbek tribal leader. As non-Chingizids
started t o claim supreme rule over the river oases and disrepected vusu,
later Mangliit rulers tried t o shift authority relations from a
Chingizid to a more Islamic base in Bukhara at the turn of the eighteenth
century. In contrast, M i j ~ gAlim Khan and Qunghirot Iltuzar Khan were
less aware of this legitimacy problem. They rudely broke with Chingizid
political inheritance - without abandoning it - by becoming non-Chingizid
khans. This disrespect of old customs changed the nature of khanship in
the nineteenth century. The khan ceased to be sacrosanct to the political
elites, as it was the case among Shaybanid and Janid khans. who became
leaders for life in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. In this way the
khan became an object of political dispute.
It was a difficult task for dynastic rulers to establish enduring political
order in the river oases. Whereas tribal political commitment was either
directed towards political equality or towards patriarchal authority, the
political commitment of the non-tribal population was oriented towards
patrimonialism. Consequently. supreme political leaders had to choose to
become either patrimonial rulers who were more and more able to dispose of
an administrative staff, or to remain tribal leaders who depended on the
support of tribal followers. In the latter case, the khanates would represent
tribal confederacies rather than patrimonial states.
As khans often received an Islamic education in urban Islamic centres. they
became much more committed to concepts of Islamic rule rooted in Islamic
law than did their tribal followers. However, their political power depended on
the support of tribal followers who did not respect shuriu and had only vague
ideas about orthodox principles of Islam. Rulers like Shah Murad, who were
able to regard themselves as Islamic rulers without fully losing tribal support.
were the exception rather than the rule in the river oases.
The khanates of Khokand and Khiva were weak patrimonial states
whose security depended on successful alliances with tribal confederacies.
As Mirig khans of Khokand were enthroned and displaced by Uzbeks.
Kyrgyz and Qipcal~ocltribal leaders, the Q~rrlgllirofkhans of Khiva depended
militarily on Turkman tribal support. It occurred frequently that tribesmen
swore oaths of allegiance after they had been defeated by the khan's army.
These oaths, however. often did not lead to the submission of these
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tribesmen, who rather took them to establish temporary alliances in times of
distress. This oath-taking was often also linked to the collection of taxes.
Nevertheless, tribesmen often changed their alliances, especially when their
allies tried to collect taxes. The emir of Bukhara was most successful in
tying Uzbek tribesmen to their tribal lands and in establishing a more
centralised patrimonial administration.
The political integration of local tribal and non-tribal populations within
patrimonial states was problematic. Whereas local leaders were responsible
to the population whose representatives elected them, patrimonially
recruited officials were rather responsible to the begs. khans or emir who
had appointed them. Both types of office afforded opportunities to accumulate wealth. This wealth. however, was used in ditrerent ways. Whereas local
leaders had to be generous to the population, to grant material aid and to
initiate feasts with free food. patrimonial officials were generous to the begs
and khans who had appointed them. Due to the lack of regulation. oficials
could collect many more taxes than they were authorised to. If they made
the tax load too heavy. revolts could occur which might endanger the
stability of a province and lead to the dismissal of the begs and rmllokcfor.\
involved. As they themselves usually appointed their relatives and friends to
lower offices, the entire administration of a province could be changed and
their property confiscated on such occasions. The rift between the local
population and the patrimonial administration was less when the patrimonial administration was more deeply committed to sllurio.
When Islamic rulers like Shah Murad. Amir Haydar, Umar Khan or
Khudayar Khan promoted the settlement of tribesmen and the spread of
mulh- property. they encouraged the transformation of tribal communal
commitment towards residential comnlunal commitment. This process of
change occurred by way of Islamic acculturation. Only orthodox Islam.
however. was able to change tribal commitment. Although Sufi ishans and
muslim saints might have lslamised Kyrgyz, Turkman or Uzbek tribesmen
much earlier. only school Islam was able to replace tribal customary law.
This change of legal conceptioll informs the change from political community based on political equality or patriarchal authority. to forms of
political community based on patrimonial authority, which remained weak.
Last but not least, it has to be noted that tribal forms of political
community established relatively strong normative orders within tribal
confederacies. due to the tribesmen's commitment to customary law. Both
cephalous and acephalous tribal confederacies maintained binding legal
cultures which regulated access to resources. the struggle for political
power and the settlement of conflicts. In contrast. the political order of
the patrimonial states was problematic and characterised by huge rifts
between the patrimonial administration and the local population. Only if
khans or emirs were acknowledged as devoted Islamic rulers. could this rift
be lessened.
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T H E TSARIST
A D M I N I S T R A T I O N A N D ITS
IMPACT O N C O M M U N A L
COMMITMENT
In contrast to other European powers, Russia was continuously involved
with tribal populations on its borderlands. Since these often endangered
Russia's southern borders, tsarist statesmanship tried to influence and shape
mutual relations and aspired to find a rnodus vivendi. Under these circumstances political agency was much more reconciling towards Muslim
nomadic populations than the old Russian view about the empire's tsar as
the representative of prcrvda interpreted from the standpoint of Russian
Orthodoxy was supposed to approve.' As a result it was possible for Tatar
aristocrats to become equal members of the imperial elite after the destruction of the Khanates of Kazan, Astrakhan and Sibir in the sixteenth
century, without being forced to give up their faith as Muslim believers.
Muslim serving nobility even was allowed to have jurisdiction over
Orthodox peasants on their estates. The anti-Islamic policy of Peter the
Great (1 689-1 725), which deprived Muslim aristocrats of their privileges in
cases of their refusal to convert to Orthodoxy, was just the kind of episode
now being superseded. Catherine I1 (1762-96) had already rehabilitated the
Tatars and enabled a renaissance of Islamic-Tatar culture.'
With regard to Muslim Central Asia, Russia pursued a less integrative
and more defensive policy up to the end of the eighteenth century. From the
Caspian Sea to the Altai mountains, Cossack colonies and fortified towns
like Orenburg, Petropavlovsk, Omsk, Semipalatinsk and Ust-Kanienogorsk
were built along a military line in order to protect the southern border of the
tsarist empire and to prevent neighbouring tribesmen from encroaching on
the Volga area and on western Siberia. Despite the nominal acknowledgement of tsarist authority by the Small, Middle and (to some extent) Great
Horde, the border areas remained unsafe.
In the nineteenth century, however, the Central Asian territories were
gradually incorporated into the tsarist state. This is not the place to
analyse to what extent the security o f Russia's southern border, her need
for raw materials to service an expanding industrialisation. and the
increasing rivalry between Russia and Britain for political spheres of influence had a bearing on Russia's conquest of the area, nor is it necessary to
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discuss the different stages of the conquest and the administrative shifts
during colonial rule3 (see Map 1 1 ).
We only want to hint that the integration of Central Asia with the tsarist
state was regarded as highly problematic by the Russian government. As a
result Central Asian people did not become full or direct subjects of the
empire, but gained only the status of inorodrsy (aliens).This juridical term.
which was originally applied to Siberian peoples in 1822. was not uniformly
handled within imperial legislation. Nomadism and the recent settlement of
indigenous people were used as decisive criteria for its application, but
administrative usage was in the end linked more to religious afiliation than
to any degree of 'civilisation', since both tribal and settled peoples of
Central Asia were regarded as i n o r o d t ~ ~
Due
) . ~to their exemption from military service and the maintenance of local legal community structures based
on shariu or adat, Central Asians became only indirect subjects of the
empire. They acknowledged the tsarist administrative order. but retained
their self-administration according to their customs and the right to elect
their own local authorities; this materiality enabled the continuity of
communal commitment in Central Asia during tsarist rule.
After the reporting-back of the Steppe Commission headed by Privy
Councillor F. K. Girs, and the tsarist occupation of Tashkent in 1865. the
main administrative division between the Governor-generalship of
Turkestan and the steppe oblasri. which initially belonged to the guberniju of
West Siberia and of Orenburg, was established. These guberniyas consisted
of regions (oblusri), which were devided into counties ( u e - h ) and districts
(volosri). The latter would include several villages. Although four steppe
oblasti were formed in 1868, only Semipalatinsk and Akniolinsk finally
belonged to the Governor-generalship of the Steppe, which was created in
1882 and headed by the Governor-general of Omsk. Semirechie ollly
temporarily was part of the Governor-generalship of the Steppe. from 1882
to 1898. The western steppe oblasri of Uralsk and Turgay remained directly
subordinated to the Ministry of the Interior.
The Governor-generalship of Turkestan continued to be subordinated to
the Ministry of War, however. In 1867 it only included the Sir Darya and the
Semirechie Oblasti. Corresponding to the tsarist advance and the annexation of further areas. the Governor-generalship of Turkestan incorporated
the oblasti of Zarafshan (the later Samarkand Oblast') and Ferghana (after
the destruction of the Khanate of Khokand in 1876) which. nevertheless,
were governed by different provisional regulations drawn up by General von
Kaufman, up to 1886. After the temporary occupation of Khiva in 1873. the
right bank of the oasis became the Amu-Dar'insky Okrug. which was
renamed Amu-Darya Otdel one year later. In 1887 it became part of the Sir
Darya Oblast'. Transcaspia, which was conquered after the tsarist victory
over the Eke federation at Gok Tepe in 1881 and fully occupied by the
surrender of Merv in 1884, became part of Turkestan only in 1898.
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The Emirate of Bukhara and the Khanate of Khiva survived as diminished political entities and became tsarist protectorates (see Map 14).
Imperial Russia combined both civil and military administration under
the control of governors-general. who were high-ranking military officials
directly responsible to the tsar. They exerted their authority through a chancellery (kurttseliuriirr) which consisted of secretaries and officials and which
was headed by an office director (upruvliaizrskchii ktmrst~liurii).Ministerial
officials responsible to St Petersburg also worked in the regional administrations and were consulted in general meetings, but the governor-general was
not bound to their advice. He was the supreme commalider of the military
troops and their officers. This structure also existed at the oblust' level of
tsarist administration, where the military governor (~~ornnyigubernator.)
headed both military troops and the regional board (oblustnoe pruvlt>nie)
which coordinated and directed the execution of judicial sentences, law
enforcement, construction, communication and health projects. The oblust'
was subdivided in several uezds headed by commanders who were responsible for both civil and military concerns. The uc11u.stok was the smallest
administrative unit. and was directed by a police officer @ri.stt~v).~
The military character of administration was particularly strong in the
Governor-generalship of Turkestan. Most of the higher-ranking administrators, such as the oblust' governor and uezd commanders. were military
officers, but only a few of them, like General von Kaufman. General
Kolpakovsky and General Grodekov, were interested in the country they
ruled and in civil administration, had some understanding of the native
population and were qualified administrators.
In contrast to Bukharan officials, who were entitled to collect taxes for
their own living. tsarist civil and military officials were salaried. Bribery and
corruption were widespread among them for several reasons, h o ~ e v e r Not
.~
all officials were committed to the rule of law but rather acted like petty
princes in their domains. Second, many unqualified officials were transferred
from European to Asiatic areas of administration. Third. officers
commanding regular troops received lower salaries than those working in
the administration: this tended to favour intrigue, bribe-taking and
conspiracy ainongst officials. Fourth. some officials, for example 14ccd
commanders, were faced with the considerable expenses of hosting and
entertaining distinguished travellers and their companions. expenses not
included in their salaries. The additional taxes levied to meet these not only
defrayed the costs, but also enabled more luxurious lifestyles.'
The various tsarist advances into the Kazakh Steppe, Transcaspia. the
Tian Shan and Alai Mountains, and the concomitant establishment of
administrative structures. did not occur simultaneously, and faced ditrerent
forms of tribalism and varying compactness of patrimonial state structures.
Thus the political adjustments and the impacts of tsarist rule were not
uniform in these areas. This is why we must discuss those impacts separately
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with regard to the Kazakh Steppe, Tranxaspia and the Governor-generalship of Turkestan.

The Kazakh Steppe
Tsarist political order

Kuzakll tribal federutiort.~along the Russiun border
According to Soviet historiography, Abulkhayr's ( 17 1 8 4 8 ) oath of allegiance to the tsarist empire in 1732 should have initiated the 'voluntary
prisoedinmie) of the Kazakhs with
The
association' (dobro~~ol'noe
khan of the Middle Horde, Abu'l Muhammad Khan ( 1734-7 1 ) and Sultan
Ablay, who was khan from 1771 to 1781, took similar oaths in 1 840.YAt the
same time, some parts of the Great Horde under Khan Zholbarus ( 1720-39)
had also sworn loyalty to the tsar. The conditions of these oaths included
Kazakh protection of Russian caraLJans and merchants. the prevention of
raids against the Bashkir and Volga Kalmyks, and tsarist assistance in the
protection of Kazakh territories. It was also often said that Kazakh
tribesmen became subjects of the tsar on taking these oaths.I0
But although khans like Abulkhayr requested the status of tsarist
subservience (poddansrvo). and Empress Anna lvanovna offered such a
status," it is hardly possible to state that Kazakhs also became subjects of
the tsarist state. as Soviet scholars have argued.'? The opposing interests of
both sides did not favour such relations. At that time tsarist elites were not
prepared to protect Kazakh territories. They were more interested in
securing the fortified line along the Ural and lrtysh rivers in order to prevent
Kazakh tribes from crossing this line and to inhibit raids on Bashkir or
Kalmyk territories. Neither did the empress attempt to collect the tribute
which Abulkhayr had formally agreed to pay.
Kazakh khans and sultans frequently renewed these oaths in order to
strengthen their positions within the hordes at the expense of tribal leaders
and other sultans, or to balance the influence of the neighbouring powers of
China and Russia. Thus Sultan Ablay's oath of allegiance to tsarist rule.
which was also give11 by 128 tribal elders in 1740.'' did not prevent him from
accepting supreme Chinese authority in exchange for pastures in Jungaria.
In contrast to Abulkhayr and his son Nurali Khan (1748-86) of the Small
Horde. Ablay, being sultan and later khan of the Middle Horde. remained
independent from Russia and retained his influence on tribal leaders. His
son Vali (1781-1819) soon lost his father's power base and was able to rule
only the northern parts of the horde with tsarist help.''
After the fall of the Jungarian Khanate in 1757. tribal groups of the Great
Horde formed alliances with tsarist. Chinese or Khokandian authorities or like the tribes of the eastern Semirechie repon - were able to retain their
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independence. Some tribal groups had to choose between an alliance with
Khokand or Russia. however. In this way, for example, the ruling Sultan
Suiuk, a son of Khan Ablay, 'submitted' to Russian authority.
Nevertheless, Russian-sponsored khanship was extremely unpopular
among tribesmen. Khan Abulkhayr faced such hostility from tribal leaders
when the latter heard about the khan's wish to submit the Small Horde to
tsarist rule. They were insulted by his submission, since he had disrespected
customary law and not consulted the tribal leaders concerning such an
important decision.I5 Due to popular opposition, the promised obligations
were also not fulfilled: Russian caravans and merchants remained unsafe in
the steppe. Bashkirs and Kalmyks, who had submitted to tsarist authority
and enjoyed its protection. were raided, and promised tributes were not
paid. Even Abulkhayr occasionally disregarded his pron~isesby attacking
Kalmyks or Ural cossack^.'^
Whereas Kazakh political reasoning about alliances with Russia gained
some plausibility in view of the Jungarian threat in the first half of the eighteenth century, tsarist-backed khanship continued to decline rapidly in the
following years. This was especially the case within the Small Horde, where
opposing tribal federations headed by rival sultans caused turmoil and
unrest. The authority and prestige of khanship declined when tribal leaders
started to oppose this office and regarded 'black-bone' leadership to be a
more efficient way of restoring the independence of the tribesmen. Sirim
Batir, tribal leader of the Baibuqty, was one of the most prominent leaders
to oppose khanship. He seriously threatened the position of Nurali Khan
and attacked Russian settlements and Kazakh tribesmen loyal to the khan."
In the winter of 1785 most of the tribal leaders of the Small Horde turned
up at an assembly and expressed their opposition to Nurali by disclaiming
him as their khan. There existed mainly two reasons for this opposition. On
the one hand. Kazakh tribesmen faced periodic raids by Ural Cossacks into
their territories, which caused casualties, the destruction of homesteads and
the loss of livestock. On the other hand, due to a shortage of pasture land.
they needed access to the abundant grasslands on the 'inner side' beyond the
Ural river, access which was only granted to the khan's followers. In addition, opposition increased, when the khan tried to collect taxes after harsh
winters had caused severe loss of livestock (:hit) and had impoverished
many tribesmen. Nurali's brother Erali Khan (1791-4) and his son lshim
Khan (1795-7) also faced antagonisms which led to the killing of the latter
by Sirim's followers. Neither were Ayshuak ( 1 797--1805), Jan-Tore ( 1 805-9).
who was killed by a sultan. nor Shir Ghazi ( 1 8 12-24) effective khans.''
The formation of the Inner Horde in 1801 was initially a state-sponsored
tribal alliance within tsarist territory." Whereas tsarist alliances with parts
of Kazakh hordes did not establish the security of tribal border areas, the
establishment of the Inner Horde was aimed at securing the inner lands
between the Volga and the Ural which were part of the empire. After tsarist
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authorities had agreed to the request of Sultan Bukey (1801- 23). another
son of Nurali, to occupy the inner lands. he became khan of a new tribal
federation in the disputed area. In 1801 more than 5,000 households crossed
the Ural and formed this horde. The number of tribesmen gradually
increased to 30,000 households by 1845. The khan of the Bukey Horde was
relatively independent from the governor of Orenburg and Astrakhan. and
was expected to keep peace within the horde. He also collected a yurt tax for
the tsarist empire. In return he obtained exclusive pasture rights in some
western areas between the Volga and the Ural (see Map 10). The mobility
and migration routes were limited to its granted territories. however. and
members of the horde were not allowed to cross the Ural.'O
As Cossack settlements formed a fortification line along the Ural and
lrtysh rivers, the territories of the Inner Horde were separated from the
Small Horde. In this way tsarist authorities protected the inner lands, and
Kazakhs of the Inner Horde obtained pasture land in return for their
submission. Thus their status as tsarist subjects obtained some real basis
T~aristitzdirc.cr rule ( 1820s-1860s)
At the beginning of the 1820s the tsarist authorities decided to strengthen
their position in the Kazakh Steppe by introducing new administrative divisions and of ice^.^^ In the military districts of Orenburg and Omsk. two
different regulations came into effect. In 1822 the 'Rules for the Siberian
Kyrgyz' were applied to the Kazakhs of the Middle Horde who were administered from Omsk. The 'Rules for the Orenburg Kyrgyz'. which were
formally enacted only in 1844, introduced a new administrative order within
the Small Horde in 1824. Both statutes formally abolished the status of
khan and hordes as political unities, but differed considerably in their
content.
SULTAN ADMINISTRATION AMONG TRIBESMEN OF Tl4t
FORMER SMALL HORDE

The 'Rules for the Orenburg Kyrgyz' corresponded to the actual balance of
power within the Small Horde and provided for its division into three
regional areas based on sultan administration. Temir Erali became sultanadministrator in the central region east of the Tobol river; Kratai Nurali
received the western area between the Aral Sea and the Ilek river, and Juma
Kudaimeni headed the eastern area up to the junction between Kala and Sir
Darya (see Map 10).
Seven years later these three administrative units were further divided
into fifty-four 'range districts'. A range district (uchasrok ciisranrsii) was
primarily a territorial unit between two points of fortification and was
headed by the local range commander (di.~ranoc.hnyi~tuchal'nik).
These
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districts included several villages. Since range commanders and uksakuls had
to be appointed by the Governor-general of Orenburg, not all of them were
officially acknowledged. Thus only two thirds of the bis were officially
recognised within the new administrative framework.22 Due to the relatively
small size of the range districts, sub-tribal rather than tribal leaders
remained influential. The range districts were also tax districts for the collection of the annual yurt tax.23
Thus Chingizid sultan administrators became quasi-tsarist officials, and
received houses and salaries for their services as tax collectors and keepers of
the peace. Detachments of 100-200 Cossacks under tsarist command, Tatar
scribes, assistants and a staff of messengers backed up their work. Tsarist
military courts were established and were supposed to deal with criminal
offences, in contrast to the Kazakh courts, which were allowed to deal only
with minor civil rnatter~.'~
ADMINISTRATIVE REFORMS WITHIN T H E I N N E R HORDE

In the lnner Horde, the position of khan was not abolished. On the
contrary, Khan Jangir (1 823-45) succeeded in strengthening his position and
undertook administrative reforms. Being educated in the house of the
governor of Astrakhan, and pursuing civilising plans as tsarist official with
the rank of a general-major, he actively supported the settlement of
tribesmen, allocated winter quarters and farmsteads, encouraged haymaking
and forestation, and promoted trade and lslamic schooling. Having never
been a stockbreeder himself, he established his headquarters (khunskaiu
stuvku) at a fixed place as the administrative centre of the khanate. The
khan had ten representatives (ckputaty) who were sultans and who directed
the tribal and sub-tribal groups on their pastures. In matters of disputes
with Russians, these sultans secured the interests of the involved Kazakhs
and were entitled to arrest people or to collect taxes. In addition there
existed the khan's council, consisting of twelve his, who were the leaders of
the twelve main tribal groups. In contrast to the other hordes, these leaders
and their families lived permanently at the khan's headquarters. There were
also bazaar sultalis and twelve esuuls who supervised the bazaars, collected
tariffs on merchandise and performed police duties. Khan Jangir's reforms
did not remain unchallenged, h ~ w e v e r . ? ~
P R I K A L ADMlNlSTllATlON WITHIN THE F O R M F R MIDDLk
HORDE

After the death of Khan Vali ( 1 781-1819). the tsarist authorities did riot
acknowledge a new khan. They instead abolished the Middle Horde by
ii~troducingthe 'Rules for the Siberian Kyrgyz'. which provided a difl'erent
form of administration to the former horde in the Omsk Ohlu.st, in 1822.'h
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The Governor-general of Siberia, Michael M. Speransky?7 became responsible for these new regulations which organised the eastern part of the
Kazakh Steppe in okrugs (counties), volosti (districts) and uuls (villages).
The smallest administrative unit was the village, which was headed by an
crksukul elected for three years and longer. It consisted of fifty to seventy
households. A volost included between ten and twelve villages and was ruled
by a bis. The volost, however, also chose a sultan, who had to be confirmed
by the Governor-general of Omsk. The office of sultan remained hereditary.
The okrug entailed between twenty and forty ~olostiand was ruled by a
senior sultan. He was elected by the volost' sultans for three years and
confirmed by the governor. At the time of the administrative changes.
eighty-seven \lolosts and four okrugs were formed. In 1844, four additional
okrugs were introduced (Map 10).'H
The reform tried to establish balanced power relations between Russian
authorities, the hereditary estate of sultans and tribal leaders such as bis
and aqsac]uls. The county authority (oknczhnoi priku:) was supposed to
provide a forum for this balancing of opposing interests. It consisted of
two tsarist officials appointed by the ohlrst' administration, two tribal
leaders elected by the bis and aqsuquls for two years. and of the senior
sultan who was the chairman of this council. All these ofices were
salaried. The prikaz was the highest office within the okrlcg and was
expected to restore or keep peace, to protect trade, to prevent raids and to
collect the annual 1 per cent tax on all livestock except camels. At the same
time the prikuz was also a judicial court to which all cases of homicide.
pillage, Durjnztu and resistance to state authorities had to be submitted.
Due to the ineffectiveness of the priku: as judicial courts. hou,ever. imperial military courts had taken over these cases by the 1840s. There was also
a troop of Cossacks under Russian command which assisted the sultan as
a police force. In addition, hospitals. schools and storage houses were built
in the okrug centresz9
The basic idea of the Speransky reform was to pacify the steppe by
encouraging the settlement of nomads. Thus Article 171 of the 'Rules'
provided 15 dessiatines of land to each nomad who wanted to start
farming or establish a settled homestead. Both Kazakh and tsarist administrative officials obtained also land and rights of usufruct during their
service as administrative officials. Thus the serving senior sultan administrator received between 550 and 770 dessiatines of official estate land
around his sesidence. The other Kazakh members of the council received
220. and the tsarist representatives 110 de~siatines.~'In addition. the
'Rules' outlawed the nomads' crossing of okrug-borders without permission of the county authorities. From the perspective of tsarist rule. this
arrangement would prohibit uncontrolled migrations and lessen disorder
in the steppe.3'
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O P P O S I T I O N TO A D M I N I S T R A T I V E R E F O R M

Having faced the weakness of the khans at the end of the eighteenth and the
beginning of the nineteenth century, tsarist authorities tried to base a new
administrative order on the estate of sultans by abolishing the position of
khan and the political unit of the horde. Tsarist authorities divided the main
part of the dissolved Small Horde into three areas. These were headed by
the three most powerful sultans of the horde. who received well endowed
positions within the newly established administration. The prikaz administration, which prescribed the election of sultans as middlemen of tsarist
indirect rule, was another attempt to build a new administrative order on the
estate of sultans.
Tsarist policy also included the newly established Inner Horde. Being no
longer a horde comparable to the former Kazakh ones, the Inner Horde
became rather a clearly defined administrative unit of the tsarist empire,
headed by a sultan who received pasture rights in return for keeping peace
and protecting Russian trade. In this way the sultan became a tsarist oficial
and middleman between tsarist authorities and Kazakh tribesmen rather
than a tribal leader. Khan Jangir was also no longer a stockbreeder.
But the executed reforms did not fulfil Russian hopes of 'civilising' the
steppe. Whereas the authority of sultans rapidly declined, turmoil and
unrest increased. In the 1820s, Sultan Qayip Ali caused turmoil on several
occasions, when he tried to move with more than 1,800 households to the
eastern bank of the Ural. In the Inner Horde, discontented noinads began
to oppose the khan, as the allocation of pastures and land favoured close
kinsmen and owners of large herds like those of the sultans. In 1836-7 the
uprising of Isatay Tayman, the head of the Bcri'sh tribe, and of the uqyrl
Muhammad Utemis, was the most prominent example of this opposition.
At the same time minor uprisings also occurred within the territory of the
former Small Horde. The uprising of the Shekri'leader Iset Kutebar against
the sultan administrator of the middle section was another instance of decisive action against the new administration and its representatives. It took
place between 1853 and 1858. At the same time, Jan Khoja Nurmuhammad
organised a resistance movement along the lower course of the Sir ~ a r ~ a . "
In the Middle Horde, around 1,000 followers of Sarzhan Qasim-uli, a
grandson of Khan Ablay, launched attacks on both Cossack detachments
and Kazakhs who supported the new administrative order. After Qasim-uli
was defeated and escaped to the Khanate of Khokand. it was his halfbrother Kenisari Qasim-uli (1841-4) who continued opposition against the
new order, which was regarded as an unjust and illegitimate form of rule.
Thus he demanded the restoration of the rule of the khan. In 1841 he was
also elected khan at an assembly of tribal leaders and sultans. Supported by
20,000 armed tribesmen. he became the unchallenged leader of considerable
parts of the former Middle Horde from 1841 to 1844, when tsarist troops
defeated him and he fled to Kyrgyzstan. There he was killed in a battle."
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Tsurist civil-mi1itur.v udministrut ion
The successful campaign of General Cherniaev which led to the occupation
of Turkistan (1864) and Tashkent (1865) increased the pressure on tsarist
authorities for administrative reform in the Kazakh Steppe. Thus the imperial Ministry of Internal AlTiiirs appointed Colonel I-: K. Girs as chairman
of the so-called Steppe Commission, which examined the social and political
situation of the steppe region and was supposed to give recommendations.
The Girs Report of 1867 once more asserted the ineffectiveness of the hitherto existing different forms of administration. It emphasised the complete
insufficiency of the sultan administration, but ascertained some usefulness
of Speransky's prikuz legislation with respect to tsarist administrative interests, after it had been revised in some major points to eliminate its
shortcoming^.^^ On the basis of this report, the Provisionul Sturute on tlre
Adniinistration of the Sernirechie und Sir Durya Oblust' and the Pro,,i~ionul
Statute on the Admitiistrution o f tlrc. Turgq: Akmolin~k, Urulsk, and
Semipalatinsk Oblast ' came into effect in July 1867 and October 1868 respectively.j5 These statutes were revised several times and finally replaced by the
Statute on the Administration of the Turkestun Region in July 1886. and the
Sfatute on the Administrutiol~ of Akmolinsk, Scrn~pulutinsk, Sa?iirechie,
Uralsk und Turgu-v Oblust ' in March 1 89 1 .3h
The Prol*isionalSteppe Statute abolished both sultan and priku: administrations, and established the four oblusti of Uralsk, Turgay, Akrnolinsk and
Semipalatinsk as new administrative units. As both previous administrative
structures relied on the Chingizid estate whose authority had declined and
were not able to maintain order, the sultans' okrug administration was
replaced by uezds." In contrast to the dissolved okrugs. the new units were
headed by tsarist ue;d commanders who had full command in the county
and headed the tsarist troops. Whereas the Speransky reform still based the
territorial 11olost divisions on sub-tribal groups. the Pro~~isionulSteppe
Statute emphasised the strict territoriality of the ~~olosti.
The number of
villages remained approximately the same within the ~~olosti.
though the
number of households of one aul doubled on average compared with the
prikaz a d m i n i s t r a t i ~ n . ~ ~
Indigenous influence at trezd level was restricted to the position of junior
assistant of the rrezd commander. which could be held by both influential
tribesmen or sultans. Nevertheless. ~~olost'
and aul leadership remained
purely sub-tribal offices which wealthy and influenlial tribesmen competed
for. Chinpizids were excluded from theses
Holders of both positions were elected for three years by the ,*olo.st'assembly and village meeting
(~~olostnoi
s"ozd and aul'nyi skkod) respectively. lived from local revenues
fixed by these assemblies, and had to be confirmed by the oblust' governor
or ~iozdcommanders. The positions included policing functions like the
arrest of people for up to three days. the imposition of fines. and tax collection on behalf of the ue:d or oblast' authorities. More severe offences like
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homicide, robbery or burymta (Russian: bartrnlcr) had to be punished
according to imperial criminal law. The Provi.sioncr1 Strrtutc. preserved the
role of the military courts and retained their jurisdiction on state matters
like mail services, telegraph links or assaults on state property.4o
In 1882 the Governor-generalship of the Steppe was created, replacing
the Gubcrniyu of West Siberia. and G. A. Kolpakovsky (1882-9) became its
first Governor-general. It included originally the oblusti Akmolinsk,
Semipalatinsk and Semirechie. Sixteen years later, however, it was reduced to
just Akmolinsk and Semipalatinsk. This was due to the reintegration of
Semirechie in the Governor-generalship of Turkestan. Uralsk and Turgay
remained under the direct rule of the Ministry of the Interior. This administrative order lasted until 1917 (see Table 4 and Map 14).
The Steppe Stc~tutestrengthened the position of the tsarist administration
by emphasising the right of the Ministry of the Interior to appoint crul
uksakuls and volost' leaders also without local elections in Turgay and
Uralsk. The same was true for the governor-general of the Steppe
~ u b e r n i ? ~Whole
~ . ~ ' ~ o l o s t assemblies
'
(~~olosttioi
~ " ~ rwere
d ) abolished and
their agendas transferred to the jurisdiction of native courts. because tsarist
authority hoped to diminish the unjust settlement of land disputes by
assemblies which were dominated by single descent groups.4' In addition,
the statute declared all land to be the property of Russia. and Kazakhs were
only granted rights of use. It also provided the institution of chancellery
(kantseli~~riiu)
at guberniyu and ohlust' level. One of the main points of the
reform referred to the abolition of military courts and the establishment of
imperial courts responsible to the Ministry of Justice which dealt with criminal and civil affairs. Thus the tsarist peace courts (n~iro~loi
.sucl) was
subordinated to the obl~lstcourt (okruz1inj.i srrtl), which was responsible to
the judicial chamber (,sutlebnuicrp~llutu)as the highest judicial institution of
appeal in ~ a s h k e n t . ~ ~
The native court (ncrrodn~,T
.sud) remained the exclusive institution of judicature in minor civil matters between Kazakhs of the same volost'. In
contrast, extraordinary native courts ( t ~ l i r c r ~ ~ ~ ~ cs"c~:d)
h t r I ' were
~ ~ ~ ~convoked
i
by military commanders in order to settle disputes between people of
Tahlv 4 Governors-general of the Steppe

Inf. Gen. G . A. Kolpakovsky
Lt. Gen. Baron M . A. Taube
Gen. N . N. Sukhotin
Lt. Gen. Sakharov
Lt. Gen. Nadarov
Cav. Gen. E. 0. Shmitt
Lt. Gen. N . A. Sukhomlinov
Solrrc,r:Pierce 1960. p. 307.
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different oblusri or uccds. Extraordinary courts i~lcludedboth appoin ted and
native-chosen judges, and their sessions took place in the presena of the
commander or an authorised ~ f i c i a l . ~ ~
Tsarist authorities tried to win Kazakh support for their rule and to turn
them into loyal subjects by promoting Russian-Kazakh schooling. Up to
middle of the century there were Tatar mullahs who endeavoured to spread
literacy among Kazakhs, and who made them more familiar with lslam and
sharia. At that time tsarist officials began to regard this considerable Tatar
cultural influence as being not in the interests of the empire. and took the
opportunity to acculturate Kazakhs to Russian culture by spreading more
Western- and Russian-oriented schooling. Thus Russian-Kazakh secondary
schools were established in the uezd centres where Russian and Kazakh children were enrolled in two classes for four years Mobile aul schools aimed at
spreading more elementary literacy and some familiarity of the Russian
language in rural areas. In 1915 there should have existed 267 uul schools
and 157 Russian-native schools in the territory of the later Kazakhstan.
Most efforts were made in the Turgay ohlasr', where lbrahim Altynsarin
(1 841-89) served as oblast inspector of schools. Under the lead of Il'minsky.
he also wrote the first Kazakh grammar and the first Kazakh-Russian
dictionary.45 The spread of bilingual journals like the Kir.gi:skaiu stepnaia
gazetu was also supposed to help make Kazakhs more familiar with the
tsarist authorities and their political agenda.46
Nevertheless, tsarist endeavours to integrate the local population within
the empire faced limits. As Kazakhs kept their local self-government. so did
the Cossacks, who were organised in two voiskos and many settlements
(stanirsas)headed by appointed herrnans and elected aturnans respectively. In
1900 the Ural voislco consisted of 166 settlements, whereas the Siberian
Cossacks had 208. Depending on their size. these settlements included up to
four Cossack villages which were engaged in agriculture, stockbreeding and
fishing along the Ural. Ishim and Irtysh. Both voiskos settled along the
Ural-lrtysh line and' received administrative autonomy and free titles on
land in return for defending the empire's borders against Kazakh tribesmen
(see Map 121.~'
Other European peasants. mostly Russians. also had their own local
administration and were territorially separated from Kazakhs and Cossacks
Russian peasants established village com~nunities (scl'skoc ohsl~chestvo)
which formed a ~~olost'
headed by a ~.olost'elder (rolosfnoisrurslrin~1).The
~ ~ o kmeeting
~st
(~~olostnoi
skhod) elected the members of the ~tolosr'court and
its chairman. who also took part in the superior rural court (t*rrc.l~n~.i
sc~l'skiisud)of the police district (uc.l~asrok).
It was part of the difficult task
of the civil-military administration to keep the peace and to settle disputes
between these rival populations. Due to the lack of shared political and legal
commitments, territorial separation seemed to be the only way to maintain a
fragile peace.
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Impacts on political orientation and communal commitment

Loss of inciigenous polit i('u1orien tutioris
Soviet scholars described the oaths of allegiance as the beginning of the
Kazakhs' voluntary association (dohrovol'tzoe prisoedinenie) with or submission (poddunstvo) to Russia. From the Kazakh perspective, these oaths
rather established temporary alliances with tsarist authority against the
. ~ ~ sultans also formed such
invading Kalmyks (Oirats) from J ~ n g a r i a Some
alliances in order to strengthen their position against rivals. The decline of
khanship within the Small Horde caused by Khan Abulkhayr and his
successors' political orientation towards Russia illustrates the negative result
of alliances with Russia on authority relations within the Kazakh hordes.
As the tsarist empire endeavoured to safeguard its southern borders with
the help of a fortified line along the Ural and Irtysh rivers, this policy might
have politically stabilised some border provinces in the eighteenth century,
but had unintended negative effects on the political order in the neighbouring Kazakh Steppe. This was so for several reasons.
In former times, independent Kazakh khans were acknowledged mainly
for two reasons. On the one hand, the khans were expected to organise the
defence of tribal territories within the hordes against outsiders. On the other
hand, they had to coordinate migration routes between tribal groups. Such
coordination was highly necessary for livestock-breeding in the steppe due to
the scarcity of abundant pastures and the damage caused by un-coordinated
migration routes. Successful candidates were elected as khans by tribal
leaders due to their influence, wealth, strength and sense of justice. Tsarist
imperial political elites, however. supported khans whom they held to be
able to secure tsarist borders and to keep control in neighbouring tribal
territories. As Russia had claimed the right to confirm or grant the patent of
khanship since the first oaths of allegiance, its candidates were often not
those of the tribal leaders. This fact caused friction and turmoil within
Kazakh political elites. As a result, tsarist-backed khans soon lost their
authority beyond the group of their immediate adherents, to whom Russia
granted privileges like the temporary crossing to and use of necessary
sunimer pastures on the 'inner side'.
Second, political turmoil led to the declining coordination or migration
routes, which was also a major reason for civil unrest. the frequency of
bar~yrntuand the impoverishment of Kazakh pastoralists. This increased
social pressure, and political disorder deepened.
Third, the tsarist fortification line and the establishment of Cossack settlements along this line cut off the Kazakhs from some of their customary
migration routes. The loss of a considerable range of abundant sunimer
pastures beyond this line was a further reason why Kazakh stockbreeding
declined and why raids on the population of tsarist border areas increased. In
addition, Kazakhs lost also control over the winter pastures along the Sir
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Darya due to the territorial expansion of the Khanate of Khokand and the
Emirate of Bukhara at the beginning of the nineteenth century. Thus many
tribesmen moved away, while others remained and had to pay tributes to the
conquerors. Due to the political prudence and authority of Ablay, this d ~ l i n e
of khanship began some decades later in the Middle ~ o r d e . ~ ~
It was also Kazakh military inferiority with respect to tsarist military
force which since the eighteenth century had prevented efficient khanship.
Some notables and tribal leaders, who experienced tsarist military superiority, formed alliances with the tsarist power in order to secure their
homesteads. This caused the opposition of other leaders who refused tsarist
alliances and disdained to acknowledge sultans as khans created by tsarist
patents. The result of such antagonism was several alliances competing for
access to summer pastures and winter quarters and continuing mutual
hostile relations.
Sultan Bukey and his followers' submission to tsarist authority and the
establishment of the Inner Horde within the borders of the empire was one
way to escape such turmoil and antagonism. The other option was to
accept the delimitation of territories proposed by tsarist oficials and
supported by tsarist troops, in order to secure access to resources and to
keep rivals at a distance. In the 1820s both priku: and sultan administrations provided such delimitation and protection of territories. Both
regulations, however, turned some sultans and tribal leaders into tsarist
oficials with privileged access to the best pastures. Nevertheless, such privileged status implied unpopular actions such as the collection of a yurt tax
from 1837 and the requisition of animals on behalf of tsarist authorities. It
also increased the disadvantaged access to resources of less privileged tribal
groups. As a result, deprived or disadvantaged tribesmen. like those of lset
Kutebar or Kenisari Qasim-uli. opposed tsarist- backed sultan administration and caused political unrest.
The provisional and final statutes on the administration of Turkestan and
of the steppe once more diminished the political relevance of tribalism and
units of the newly established uezds The revolt of
limited it to the ~~oiosr
Kenisari's son Sultan Sadyk of the Middle Horde. and insurrections by ,411~;
Kazakhs of the Mangishlak peninsula could not stop this process of detribalisation, as both were defeated by tsarist troops in the 1860s.
The uprising of 30,000 & ~ c l ? u k .Nuir?~u~i
and .4rglijtn tribesmen against
tsarist orders to recruit Kazakhs for labour work at the World War 1 battlefront in 1916 was still informed by tribal political orientations. Kazakhs of
former tribal coiifederacies temporarily settled their long-standing differences, elected khans and besieged Turgay for several weeks. This uprising,
however. was soon suppressed by a tsarist relief force.50
Due to Russian domination. tribalism lost its integrative capacity to
establisll political order. This loss implied severe changes in economic habits
and communal commitment structure^.^'
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Migrution and settlement
The political orientations of tribal pastoralists are different from those of
political elites in agricultural states. Whereas nomadic pastoralists formed
political alliances to secure their access to abundant and vast pastures which
could enclose distances of more than 1.000 miles, settled agriculturists were
interested in the protection of their fields and in preserving borders.
In the eighteenth century, that of the 'Great Calamity' (uqrabunshfibrjnnv). Kazakh tribesmen were already experiencing the weak position
of their political orientations, and some of them formed alliances with
unequal neighbouring powers like China and Russia to secure access to
pastures. But these alliances already implied constraints on mobility and
customary migration routes. The tsarist administrative reforms of the nineteenth century aggravated the decline of nomadic-pastoral politics on the
steppe. What was designed to pacify the steppe did not in the least lead to
pacification. Thus the Speransky reform of 1822 provided for a ban on
unauthorised migration across okrug borders.52 This rule. which was
designed to promote peace, endangered the basic needs of nomadic
pastoralists. It implied that all Kazakhs should accept limited migration to
summer pastures within the okrlcg borders of their more permanent winter
quarters. Implementation of this rule, however, was hardly possible, as
summer and winter pastures were not located within the same okrug. The
Kazakhs of the former Middle Horde customarily wintered on the lower
course of the Sir Darya and migrated up to 1,000 kilometres northwards in
spring to reach their summer pastures in the areas around the Tobol. Ishim
and Sarysu rivers. In autumn they returned to the Sir Darya. This migration
route had been used for a long time and was well approved for its proper
adaptation to seasonal changes and the raising of abundant herds. Proper
migration routes were necessary for pastoral wealth (see Map 1 9 ) . ~ ?
The reform, however. strictly limited available pastures, and thus split the
tribesmen into two groups. One group realised that tsarist administration was
unavoidable, decided to cooperate and remained at the summer pastures in the
northern areas of the steppe. On doing so, they secured exclusive access to the
best pastures and fixed their winter quarters there. The other group disregarded the newly established administrative borders and retained their
traditional routes of migration. Since sustainable summer pastures existed
mainly in northern steppe areas, they had to migrate northwiirds if they
wanted to go on living as pastoralists. As a result. conflicts between northern
and southern Kazakhs over pastures were intrinsic to the Speransky reform.
The tsarist civil-military administration introduced in 1867 and 1868
formally extended the 'assault' on the nomadic economy by establishing
LIOZCIS
in all territories of the Kazakh Steppe under its rule. Conflict
increased between Kazakhs who had permanently occupied summer
pastures and those nomads who sought summer pastures in more northern
areas. 'The declaration of all land as property of the tsarist state and the
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allocation of winter and summer pastures by authorised uczd and ,wlosr'
administrations did not lessen this increasing land problem. Hence these
unreconciled interests fuelled the enduring hostilities between t r i k m e n who
tried to retain their former pasture rights and those who adapted to the n m
administrative framework. It is not surprising that until the great wave of
Russian colonisation in the 1890s, many Kazakhs maintained their traditional migration routes and disregarded ue:d borderss4
Permanent occupation of summer pastures implied also some concessions with regard to livestock breeding. The climate of the northern areas of
the steppe was harsh so that livestock usually starved due to the impenetrable snow or ice cover during winter. Therefore permanent winter quarters
afforded suficient hay-making to feed the animals during winter. Kaufmann
noticed that this was also widely practised in the northern parts of the
steppe. But hay-making remained mainly pastoral. as it was needed for
stockbreeding, and should not be mistaken as some kind of agricultural
activity. In contrast to the southerners. Kazakhs of the northern uezds could
be allocated summer pastures within the administrative borders. Thus
adjustment to new administrative units was possible only for the latter, who
became hay-makers and who reduced their migration routes to 150 kilometres and less within the uczd borders.55
In contrast to Turkman tribesmen. Kazakhs had been mainly nomadic
pastoralists before their submission to tsarist administration. They felt superior to settled farmers, and were deeply committed to their nomadic way of
life. Prior to tsarist rule, only impoverished tribesmen who had lost their
livestock turned to agriculture on the southern edges of the steppe.% Haymaking became more widespread at the end of the eighteenth- and at the
beginning of the nineteenth century. when some Kazakhs adapted to the
tsarist presence along the northern border of the steppe. Due to the
Kazakhs' commitment to nomadic pastoralism. up to the middle of the
nineteenth century tsarist imperial politics were not very successful in
spreading agriculture. Thus only around 5 per cent of Kazakhs of the
former Small Horde were involved in agricultural activities. despite the hardships suffered by pastoralists at that time. Agriculture was also almost
non-existent in the Sir Darya and Semirechie areas. which had supported
agricultural populations in former tin~es.~'
In the second half of the nineteenth century. some Kazakhs who had
occupied summer pastures in the northern steppe zones began farming and
raising cattle for sale to Russian markets. Access to these new markets could
increase wealth and enable them to become employers of hired labour. This
was not the usual case, however. Poverty and weakness often encouraged
tribal groups to settle down and seek tsarist protection merely to survive.%
In general the nineteenth century was one of pastoral decline and the
impoverishment of the K a z a k h as Valikhanov has stated. Radloff is
certainly right in asserting that
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the wealth of the people proportionally decreased by the establishment of [Russian] order. The Inner Horde. ... which is fully
pacified, is the most ruined one, whereas the wealth of the people
increases, the more one approaches the Great Horde. In this way it
is possible to observe the fact, that these parts of the Kazakh Horde
which were or still are submitted to China, are incomparably richer
than those Kazakhs subjected to ~ u s s i a . ~ ~
Winters of famine and total losses of livestock ( = h i t ) happened
f r e q ~ e n t l yWhen
. ~ ~ Kazakhs became semi-sedentary or sedentary farmers, it
was most often the loss of their livestock and pastures which gave rise to
their settlement. Harsh winters like that of 1879-80, or droughts, caused the
death of hundreds of thousands of horses, sheep and cattle, and turned
thousands of pastoralists into farmers. When almost 3,000,000 European
settlers occupied pastures on the Kazakh Steppe from the 1890s up to 1917,
the decline of the nomadic economy accelerated (see Map 13). A quarter of
the Kazakh population still depended exclusively on livestock breeding,
h~wever.~'

Territorial reorientation and leudcrsltip
We have already discussed how the gradual establishment of the tsarist
administration displaced the independent political orientations of Kazakh
tribesmen. When the hordes were substantially broken up at the beginning
of the nineteenth century, tribal federations were already declining as well.
The so-called 'revolts' and 'rebellions' of Sirim Batir, Sultan Qayip Ali,
Isatay Tayman. Iset Kutebar, Sarzhan Qasim-uli and Kenisari Qasim-uli and
their followers against tsarist-supported khans, sultans and other leaders.
were the result rather of newly formed tribal alliances attempting to defend
their access to summer and winter pastures.62 All these tribal confederacies
experienced their military inferiority in a similar way. They were not able to
secure their access to pastures against tsarist military forces. As a result,
more and more tribesmen had to acknowledge the bitter truth that their
survival no longer depended on khans, sultans and strong tribal leaders, but
on their relations with tsarist officials in the new administrative units.
Although the new administrative borders severely harmed the pastoral
economy, tribesmen had only the option of occupying pastures which were
still available within the borders of local administrative units.
Civil unrest and political disorder were inevitable, as two opposing orders
simultaneously determined political action orientations among Kazakhs.
Both orders were not equal, however. Whereas the tsarist administrative
order aimed at self-sufficiency within the established territorial units.
Kazakh tribal order could not exist on a local scale due to long migration
routes, winter pastures in the southern steppe. and summer pastures in the
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northern steppe. Northerners experienced the southerners' customary migration routes as injurious to their newly acquired pasture rights. and started
burymta to get compensation from their suffered losses. In contmst, the
southerners regarded the permanent occupation of summer pastures as a
violation of the old right of Tree access to pastures. Economic pressure on
southerners trying to retain access to their summer pastures increased also
due to the Khokandian, Bukharan and Khivan conquest of the Sir Darya
area. where a large proportion of southern Kazakhs had their winter
pastures. These patrimonial states imposed taxes on them. which caused
additional economic burdens. This increased their need for access to summer
pastures in the northern steppe areas. and made them intransigent in their
claims for free access to summer pastures. Thus raids and counter-attacks
tlecessarily emerged from these contlicting legal conceptions and caused
disorder in the steppe, highly visible to tsarist observers.
From the tsarist perspective, however, order had to be established and
'belligerent' nomads had to be 'pacified'. Consequently. 'pacification' of the
steppe was identified with the destruction of the tribal political order. Due
to the military superiority of Russia and the deprivation of the pastoral
economy's base, tsarist policy successfully imposed its new political order.
As a result. Kazakhs began to compete for better access to pastures
within the new administrative units. Usually tribesmen permanently occupied pastures in tribal or sub-tribal groups. In this way different tribal
groups rivalled for influence and pastures within o k r u ~ sand ucrds. It was
often the most numerous group which over-ruled members of weaker tribal
groups and kept them away from the best pastures. This was so due to the
majority vote of the indigenous volosti headmen (Sg.: upraritel'), who could
influence the allocation of summer and winter pastures. Thus tribesmen
preferred to take pastures in ,101ost' where their tribesmen had gained a
dominant position. In this way sub-tribal groups reorganised themselves
within the imposed administrative units.63
Tribal federations and large tribal groups split into smaller sub-tribal
units which became independent from each other. This division was also
linked to the change of the yurt order. as tribesmen began to nomadise in
smaller units. Since pastures were allocated and secured by the administration. large migrational collectives were no longer formed on the steppe.
Another reason for the breaking-up of tribes was the fact that only smaller
groups could get some pasture rights in okrtr~sand the later uc~rds.which
were already occupied by other tribal groups. Geiierally speaking, tribesmen
attempted to get pasture rights in the ~~olosri
of their kinsmen in order to
avoid being wronged by other tribal groups. That is the reason why tribal
groups often occupied whole ~~olosr'
tei-rit~ries.~
Due to the establishment of tsarist administration, indigenous leadership
increasingly depended on the acknowledgement of tsarist oficials. and
became only possible within the new administrative order. The aul'n~,i
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sturshina became an elected salaried official like the volosr' headman
according to the Provisionul Statutes. Appareiitly due to the additional levelling of income, the Steppe Sturure prescribed that their expense allowances
had to be paid by the Kazakhs themselves, and that it was up to the local
assemblies to fix this sum themselves. The village elder was elected by the
village assembly for three years, and had to be contirmed by the u c ~ d
commander. He arranged local meetings for the election of officials,
compiled tax surveys and collected the yurt tax. Groups of fifty householders elected a deputy who met annually to divide tax duties and who
elected the volost' headman (upravitel') and the judges, whom Kazakhs
continued t o call bis. The latter also had to be confirmed by the oblust'
commander. The volost' headman was in charge of the enforcement of judicial sentences and the collection of fines and taxes. For this purpose he had
to keep a list of all inhabitants. As chief of the volost' he also influenced the
allocation of summer and winter pastures.65
Mostly wealthy and influential tribal leaders were elected to these offices.
which they regarded as legitimate sources of enrichment. Such leaders, who
s , ~ ~ the best and largest pastures to their
were also called ~ t ~ a r n i n e rallocated
families and had additional incomes as collectors of the annual yurt tax. In
some volosti where strong tribal structures prevailed. the allotment of winter
pastures was more equally divided between households. In other ~~olosri.
tribal solidarity disappeared and wealthy stockbreeders influenced the allocation of winter pastures to the effect that allotments were granted
according to the size of stock.67 Consequeiitly they also used their wealth to
maintain their influence.
Leaders frequently entertained guests and initiated feasts where they offered
sheep and kumiss (qymy:) to a large number of people. This required considerable wealth.68 As the military commander of the Semipalatinsk u ~ reported,
d
candidates for official duties spent up to 15,000 roubles in order to give
presents to their most influential supporters and to organise feasts and
.~~
an official was consequently not only
banquets for their e l e ~ t o r a t eBecoming
a matter of personal enrichment, but also of good reputation and high
generosity. Sometimes weak leaders could become ~lolosr'headsmen due
to their good relations with the tsarist officials who could influence their election. These leaders also had less influence among their people.70 Wlien they
cooperated too closely with tsarist authorities - as some did under government
pressure - and prepared lists for the recruitment of labour troops at the front
in 1916. they could even become targets for attacks by their own tribesmen."

We have already mentioned that his had been tribal and sub-tribal leaders.
before tsarist administration was introduced in the Kazakh Steppe. As
leaders they were also judges who settled disputes among their tribesmen.
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They did not automatically become tribal leaders. however. Lecrdrrship
always depended also on the personal qualities of a hi. on his authority, his
sense of justice and his generosity. Thus there existed tribes with one
acknowledged leader and others where several his competed for influence.
The latter had little authority and were only acknowledged by the immed~ate
adherents of smaller sub-tribal divisions. Tribesmen rather preferred to join
a strong and influential hi of another sub-tribal group than a m p c the
authority of a closely related, but weak and unjust, leader.
This element of choice existed in a similar way in judicial matters. In
disputes involving different tribal or sub-tribal groups, both the plaintiff and
the defendant had the right to nominate additional independent hiv as
members of the judicial council. On doing so they chose the most expenenced and reputable bis for that purpose. This guaranteed the upholding of
justice based on customary law and limited the actual right of the strongest
within the steppe. The free choice of judges in cases of arbitration was an
important balancing element between weaker and stronger groupings within
the tribal political order.72
With the establishment of tsarist administration, bis lost their political
influence as tribal leaders and became mainly arbitrators in disputes
between different auyls. Tsarist rule prescribed that only an authorised bi
could become a judge within an auyl. as was the case among tsarist lay
magistrates (Sg.: mirovoi sud'ia). This regulation did not decrease, but rather
increased disorder on the steppe. Valikhanov had already criticised this regulation and revealed its shortcomings by giving several reasons for it. Many
elected judges defended only the interests of the wealthy stockbreeders and
their own relatives They secured their election through gifts. intrigues and
good relations with tsarist officials. Once in ofice. they easily abused their
position by taking the side of their relatives and of rich stockbreeders who
could offer them generous gifts. In contrast to former tribal his. they often
lacked any authority to command obedience to their decisions and the
prompt payment of fines. This too strengthened civil unrest on the steppe7)
The Provisional Steppe Slututr changed the judicial position of the plaintiff insofar as he became entitled to choose a bi also from among
non-authorised judges when the respondent agreed to it. If the latter did
not acknowledge the proposed arbitrator. however. the respondent had only
the right to reject the first two of the four-to-eight authorised his of the
respondent's volost' proposed by the plaintiff.7"his
rule might have
improved the situation of plaintiffs of the same 1~010.sr'. but probably less of
plaintiffs who resided in different districts and counties and were regarded as
strangers.
Tsarist administration also tried to change the units of liability. Atrj.1.~
became units of taxation. and their members were collectively responsible
for the prompt payment of the yurt tax.75 Basically Kazakhs became individually responsible for offences caused. When they were not able to pay
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compensation, it was their village community which had to pay. In this way
liabilities of situationally defined qunclas groups. which had formerly been
based on descent afiliation. became those of village members. whether they
were relatives or not. This was not a uniform process in different parts of the
steppe. Thus there still existed a few areas where blood revenge was
common, whereas in other regions many Kazakhs disagreed about who had
76
conceptions of law mirrored the breaking-up of the
to pay y f i ~ ~ . Diterent
hordes and the uneven social and political changes on the steppe.
In addition, the Islamisation of settled or semi-nomadic Kazakhs could
change communal commitment. Islamisation occurred for two reasons on
the northern and southern edges of the steppe. Up to the 1860s, tsarist
authorities tried to pacify Kazakh tribesmen by spreading Islam among
them with the help of Tatar mullahs who became scribes of the sultan
administrator and of the prikuz administration. They established religious
schools (meqteps) in okrug centres, and became teachers in auyls where they
taught the villagers the scriptures and sharia. Although this instruction
remained highly superficial and incomprehensible for animistic tribesmen,
Islamic judicial concepts partly informed customary law. As a result some
Kazakhs started also to acknowledge the hereditary claims of women and
the partition of estates between sons and daughters.77 The submission of
Kazakhs to the Khanate of Khokand and the Emirate of Bukhara increased
this Islamic influence, especially among more settled Kazakhs. Thus the kudi
became an alternative judicial authority in some parts of the Sir Darya
0bla.st'. Grodekov observed that especially wealthy and reputable people
acknowledged the judicial authority of the Muslim judges.78

The Turkmen in Transcaspia
After the fall of Gok Tepe and the tsarist occupation of the Akhal oasis,
the Transcaspian Ohlast' was formed in July 1882. At the beginning the
oblust' included the Mangishlak, Krasnovodsk and Akhal-Teke Pristrr~ls.
which became the Mangishlak, Krasnovodsk and Askhabad Uorcis eight
years later. At that time the border with Persia had already been fixed at
the conference of Teheran in January 1882. In addition tsarist authorities
established the Merv and Tejen Okrugs (the later Merv and Tejen U~:tis).
after the non-violent surrender of the oases in 1884. In May 1893. at a
second conference, the Russian-Persian border was finally drawn up as far
as Afghanistan. Having originally been part o r the Caucasian military
district and subject directly to the imperial war ministry from 1890 to
1897. the Transcaspian Ohlu,vt became onc of the five ohlrrsts of the
Governor-generalship of ~ u r k e s t a n . ~ "
This formal subordination did not end the particular status of the ohltrsr '.
however. There was no military governor and ohlr~st'administrative board:
r his personal
their functions were performed by an oblust' c o n ~ n ~ a n d eand
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staff. In this way General A. N. Kuropatkin ruled the oblusr' like a viceroy in
the 1890s, and continued to keep direct control over the province even after
he had returned to St Petersburg and had become the imperial Minister of
War. Only when Kuropatkin resigned from his ofice at the outbreak of the
Russo-Japanese war in 1904 did the Ciovernor-general of Turkestan gain full
control over Transcaspia.
The delimitation of the Russian-Afghan border in 1887 and the establishment of the Atrak river as the Russian-Persian border submitted the greater
part of the Turkman tribal confederacies to tsarist jurisdiction. Only the
Gurgan Iomut and Gijkleng were included in Persia, whereas a smaller
number of Turkmen of various confederacies became part of Afghanistan.
Both borders could not be fully controlled, which enabled tribal migration
up to the 1930s. Other Iomur and C/~ovdurtribesmen who stayed on the
lower course of the Amu-Darya continued to belong to the Khanate of
Khiva, whereas parts of the krsar), confederacy remained within the borders
of the Emirate of ~ u k h a r a . ~ ~
Civil-military administration

As in other parts of tsarist Central Asia, the established civil-military
administration was based on uezd units headed by military commanders.
Uezd territories could include police districts @risra~~srvos)
which were led by
Russian police officers @rista~~s).*'
The t~olosr'headman and the aul'nyi
starshina (oba iashuly) became members of a local administration whose
representatives were elected by the corresponding t1zus1akhot.sfor three years.
As Russian troops were concentrated along the borders and at strategcally
important points, tsarist authorities also formed a Turkman mounted militia
which was commanded by tsarist officers. These militiamen were salaried,
but provided their own food supplies and horses.8?
Tsarist authorities wanted to control raids and vendettas and tried to integrate dap within a new judicial order. As on the Kazakh Steppe, they
established native courts at district. county and regional levels. According to
the Provisionul Statute on the Adn~inistrarionof /he Transcaspiun Ohlasr. the
district court (ucllastko19j3itzar-odrg.i suil) consisted of around five salaried
judges who decided in a definitive way on minor civil and criminal affairss3
Every village had the right to nominate two experienced and acknowledged
judges who were confirmed and ranked on a list by the military uezd
commander. If their ranking permitted, they could serve as district judges
The conference (s"ez6) of native judges represented the second judicial level
and could fix sentences up to three months of arrest and deal with matters in
dispute of up to 500 roubles in value. In conlrast to the district courts. conferences were headed by an authorised representative of the ur-d administration
and could be held in every district. Candidates for the position of judge and
district judges not involved in the first instance formed the quora of these
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conferences. It was up to the oblast' commander to determine the composition and time of extraordinary conferences (sg.: ciirezvychainyi s'G:d) which
dealt with disputes between members of different regions. This represented the
second level of appeal and often dealt with conflicts over water and pasture
.~~
all crimes
rights between inhabitants of far-distanced u e ~ d s Nevertheless.
and offences against Russian subjects and the tsarist state could not be
handled by native courts and had to be submitted to imperial ones Assaults
against state property, civil servants and public order belonged to these
offences in the same way as the neglect of hygienic regulations did.85
Imperial taxation was mainly based on two sources. Each household was
obliged to pay a cart tax, which was fixed at 6 roubles in 1892. One third of
the tax yield was used for local concerns. The second source of local funding
was supplied by rentals from former mulk and sanashik land which was
rented t o poor and landless tribesmen, and which Russian authorities expropriated after the conquest. According to Palen this should have been around
65,000 hectares. These rentals made up the main source of income of the
local a d m i n i ~ t r a t i o n . ~ ~
Impact on communal commitment

By establishing the oba as the tax unit, the tsarist administration conserved
the village community as the basic cell of local administration. The elected
official village elders became personally responsible for the prompt payment
of the yurt tax to the uezd treasury.87The expropriation of all leased miilk
and sanashik land levelled economic differences in areas where miilk property and rents were more widespread. Economic differences were not
abolished. however, since leaseholders still had to bear the double burden of
yurt taxes and rents.
The establishment of colonial order and the decreased necessity to secure
the defence of the ohu implied that stmasiiik allotments of cl~omryohus were
no longer granted to all able-bodied sons of village inhabitants. but started to
be conferred on the married sons only. This change of (/lip implied that the
number of suv (water) holders decreased because many of the mature male
inhabitants could not immediately afford to pay the bride money. On the other
hand, rich families usually could secure more suv rights by marrying their
minor sons. In addition, bride price became higher as well. The increasing
demand for women among ciiornrj~sraised the payable bride money up to five
times. This increased the economic inequality within the oh^^, since only rich
people could secure additional water lights it1 this way. Miilk property became
more widespread among ckomrj7.s during Russian rule.88
Nevertheless, this change of the diip did not erode communal commitment on the oh(/ level. When an elder was chosen as the otlicial head of the
oha (crul'nyistcrcrl~inu),~~
he was merely the speaker for the residence group
rather than a powerful leader who could make binding decisions tbr the
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whole village. As he was elected by the muslukhar, he relied on the consent of'
the group. If Skrine and Ross mentioned that tax duties could be unequally
divided between rich and poor villagers. this was less due to the authoritative
influence of the village head than to the consent of the mrtslrkhur.w' In the
case of mixed obas, elders of the mas1ukhur.s of the different descent groups
formed the village council. Heads of the most influential dexxnt groups
became the spokesmen of the village. The village mcrslukhu~also nominated
two of its most honourable and experienced members as candidates for the
position of native judge.
headman (~olosrnoiu p r u l ~ i ~ was
~ l ' ) more probThe position of the ~~olost
lematic. He was elected by the maslukhui of several
From the
Turkman point of view, he was just a representative of his descent group
who had to defend his group's interests. Tsarist authorities, however, urged
him to perform police duties, to collect taxes or to arrest sentenced
offenders. This could be quite difficult. No ia.rhu1).would have liked to arrest
his relatives or other tribesmen who were not regarded as being liable, after
compensation had been paid.
Native district judges were in no easier a position. Tsarist authorities
expected them to judge offences according to dip. Despite their appointment
by tsarist authorities they were probably able to fulfil this task, although the
tsarist-designated native court was no longer a maslakhul. In former times a
regional ~naslakltat was always a meeting of representatives of involved
descent groups, which tried to settle a dispute or to restore peaceful relations
after a dispute or a homicide by agreeing on payable indernnities. In
contrast, tsarist native judges dealt with cases independent of the descent
affiliation of offender and offended. Some district courts might have
included judges from all main descent groups. others not. As long as the
court represented the dap, decisions could still have been authoritative.
In the first years district judges also passed fines according to the dap.
In this way, they prescribed material compensations also in cases of homicides, fights. pillages or rapes. However, as tsarist police officers or uzed
commanders confirmed all fines, they often commuted fines to sentences
and prescribed imprisonment and forced labour in cases defined to be
'criminal' by imperial law. Lomakin admits that thousands of Turkmen
were sent t o Siberia in this way in the first years of tsarist rule because
they lived in compliance with their customs and did not differentiate
between civil and criminal offences.Y2Only the fact that Turkmen could
not avoid such severe punishments by the tsarist authorities gradually
changed the attitudes of judges towards punishment. and some of them
started to fix sentences, as well.Y2This change implied that imperially
imposed personal punishment was added to the compensations which the
offender's descent group had to pay accordirlg to dap.
On the one hand. the native courts did not work well if there were no
judges close to the involved groupings appealing to the court. This was espe-
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cially the case at uezd conferences of judges and extraordinary conferences
on the oblast' level. On the other hand, offences which involved people of
the same or neighbouring obus, were often not officially brought to native
courts, but disputes were customarily settled without getting any tsarist
authorities involved. In this way tsarist punishment could be avoided in case
of putative criminal offences.94
O n a regional level there existed the problem that disputes had to be
settled also between hitherto inimical tribes and tribal confederacies.
Lomakin clearly realised this problem when he remarked:
In the extraordinary conference [chrezvyclzainyi s"ezd] native judges
of the different Turkman tribal federations [plemia] were appointed,
since at that time Turkmen had not yet accepted any other idea of
the court which differed from their rnaslakhar except that of the
kadi. As the masluklzar was a court of arbitration, it was necessary
that judges be chosen from both litigious parties. From the perspective of a Turkman, courts could only be regarded as being rightfully
formed, if at least one judge of his confederacy was a member of
the court. As far as Turkmen were concerned, judges of the same
tribal affiliation always protected their own interests and did not
allow other judges to adjudicate their affairs in a biased way.95
Russian authorities had to take into consideration this fact, and increased
the quorum of the extraordinary conference from five to seven in order to
have representatives of all tribal confederacies there. In this way the court
could settle disputes more authoritatively between members of different
confederacies.
Despite all these problems of imposing Russian rule on acephalous
tribesmen and of integrating dup within the imperial order. tsarist policy was
successful in restraining vendetta. As tsarist authorities severely punished
offences against persons, Turkmen more and more renounced immediate
blood vengeance and preferred instead to negotiate for claims of material
indemnity (khun) in the maskrkliats of the concerned descent groups.96 As a
result, imperial order limited vendetta in Turkmenistan, although tsarist
authorities often did not get directly involved in this. It was this fact that
nourished the Russian view of the 'pacification' of the Turkman deserts.
When General Skobelev besieged Gok Tepe, where the whole population of the Akhal oasis took refuge, he caused a massacre by commanding
his men to take no prisoners. Thus 6,500 Turkmen died during the defence
of the fortress and 8,000 of them were killed while being pursued by the
tsarist cavalry. Many women and children were among the victims.
Skobelev's political deliberation was that enduring peace could only be
established if the fike was hit as hard as possible and as long as complete
submission was reached.97
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The fall of Gok Tepe was a traumatic experience for Teke tribesmen,
which also influenced the relations of other tribal confederacies to tsarist
rule. Due to their military inferiority, Turkman survival became possible
only through submission to tsarist authority. Turkmen who escaped from
Gok Tepe and who worried about the fate of the women and children left
behind had no other choice than to accept Skobelev's call to return and to
submit to tsarist authority. This was not an easy decision. Makhtum Kuli
Khan expressed this deep Turkman aversion to authority after he had involuntarily offered his submission in September 1882:
I am driven to offer my submission to the Russian government in
spite of every desire to the contrary on my part. I find no other
course open to me.98
It has been noted that Turkman tribesmen became relatively obedient to
Russian a ~ t h o r i t y . ~ ~
The decline of tribalism and the further settlement of Turkmen promoted
both a strengthened Islam and private property rights among T ~ r k m e n . ' ~
According to Bregel, the private ownership of wells developed only after the
The tsarist promotion of cotton
introduction of tsarist admini~tration.'~'
cultivation for Russian markets also fuelled the spread of property rights on
cotton fields. as high investment of labour and facilities was needed to begin
the planting of cotton. Russian compilations of Turkman customary law
also referred to some sharia norms.lo2 The increasing importance of Islam
became visible in the establishment of new mosques. Whereas only 161
mosques and 205 mullahs were mentioned in official reports on the
Transcaspia Oblast in 1896, the number of mosques had increased to 48 1 by
191 1 .l0-' Nevertheless. school Islam and residential communal commitment
remained weak among Turkmen.

The Governor-generalship of Turkestan
The Russian conquest of Semirechie. Tashkent and the Sir Darya areas
established full tsarist control within a few years, and had not been
preceded by a period of Russian influence and administrative experiments.
as was the case in the Kazakh Steppe. There were, furthermore, no imrnigrations of poor European peasants who would seize land before tsarist
troops arrived. as had occurred in East Siberia. This lack of previous
involvement might explain the tsarist authorities' profound ignorance of
the area at the time of the conquest. Consequently. experienced administrative staff who knew how to deal with the local population were scarce.
Thus the tsarist legislators had not much more to rely on than the recommendations of the Steppe Commission in order to draft the Protisional
Stat~rte of' 1867. According to Palen. the commission advised the
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establishment of the Governor-generalship of Turkestan with Semirechie
and Sir Darya as its two main regions.lU4
The introduction of civil-military administration faced difficulties which
were different from those found on the Kazakh Steppe. In contrast to the
population of Turkestan, Kazakh tribesmen participated in a normative
political order based on customary law and the acknowledgement of khanship. It was Russia's 'civilising' mission into the steppe which caused the
friction between Kazakhs adhering to the old Kazakh political order and
those favouring the newly established tsarist administration. The inhabitants
of Turkestan did not share a common normative political order at the time
of the Russian conquest, but were polarised as adherents of autonomous,
Chingizid or Islamic political orientation. In addition, tsarist authorities
introduced a form of political order different from those rival forms of
political commitment. Tsarist military governors differed from tribal leaders
and muslim patrimonial rulers in their ability to use superior military force
to achieve the obedience of both tribesmen and non-tribal residents. Thus
this kind of obedience remained opportunistic and could easily turn into
disobedience if this had any chance of success. It is not surprising that
tsarist authorities were concerned about upholding 'Russian prestige' in the
area. This was a euphemistic expression, often conjured up when native
people resisted tsarist orders, and which was used to depict the preparedness
of tsarist authorities to respond to any disobedience or uprising with force
and deterrence. Only ignorance about the importance of the normative
order could have led to the Russian prejudice that 'native people only valued
force (silu)in authority relations (vlust')'.lo5
Civil-military administration
Ac/~nini.str-utivc)
purtition

cf

nutivc~und Etrropran inliribitunts

The establishment of the Governor-generalship of Turkestan is closely linked
to the unremitting endeavours of General von Kaufman, who was Governorgeneral from 1867 until his death in 1882.Io6 Not only did he appear as the
organiser of further tsarist conquests which led to the annexation of the
Zarafshan valley in 1868, the submission of the emir of Bukhara ( 1 868). the
submission of the khan of Khiva (1873) and the incorporation of the
remaining Khanate of Khokand into the tsarist empire. but he also organised
the administration of the conquered territories. Thus he was responsible for
the elaboration of the Pro~lision(rlSmrutc~.fbrthe Zarujshrm Ohlust, the RII.Y.s~Brrkhuran C'onin~c~rciul
Convcwtion of 1868, the Russo-Kililvan P~ucc~
Trt-crty oT
1873 and the Fc.rgiiunu Mcusures proposed in the same year. According to the
revised report of Senator K. K. Palen in 1910. Kaufman was the only
Governor-general who had a clear programme for his administrative
actions.Io7Table 5 lists the successive Governors-generals of Turkestan.
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Tublu 5 Governors-general of Turkestan

Adj. Gen. K. P. von Kaufman
Lt. Gen. M. G . Cherniaev
Adj. Gen. N. 0.Rosenbach
Lt. Gen. Baron A. B. Vrevsky
Lt. Gen. S. M. Dukhovsky
Lt. Gen. N. A. lvanov
Cav. Gen. N. N. Teviashov
Lt. Gen. D. I. Subotich
Inf. Gen. N. I. Grodekov
Adj. Gen. P. I. Mishchenko
Inf. Gen. A. V. Samsonov
Gen. F. V. von Martson
Adj. Gen. A. N. Kuropatkin

(14 July 1867 3 May 1882)
(25 May 1882 21 Feb. 1884)
(21 Feb. 1884-28 Oct. 1889)
(28 Oct. 1889- 17 March 1898)
(28 March 1898 - I Jan. 1901)
(23 Jan. 1901-18 May 1904)
(22 June 1% 24 Nov. 1905)
(28 Nov. 1905- l S Aug. 1W)
( I 5 Dec. 1906-8 March 1908)
(2 May 1908- 17 March 1909)
( 17 March 1909- Aug. 1914)
(Aug. 1914-June 1916)
(21 July 191631 March 1917)

Source: Pierce 1960, p. 307.

General von Kaufman's term of ofice also set the tone for urban development in Central Asia. Concerned with representing power and 'Russian
prestige'. he ordered that an elaborate plan should be drawn up for Russian
Tashkent as a European-style city. In this way. broad avenues. magnificent
public buildings and numerous trees were set up in the immediate proximity
of the walled native town. Thus Tashkent became a model for urban development in Central Asia. For hygienic and security reasons tsarist oficials
settled down in separate new urban districts in other towns as well.
The establishment of a duma in Tashkent with native and European
members did not overcome the administrative division. Although Europeans
represented a minority in Tashkent. they were allotted two thirds of the
seventy-two seats. Being a minority in the duma, natives could not use this
forum to improve their situation in old Tashkent. as Palen c o n c l ~ d e d . ' ~ ~
Only within European urban areas did residential partition not exist.
Whereas no Europeans lived in native settlement areas, some natives lived in
European parts of towns, where they ran shops and even built mosques.
Thus one third of the civil population was Muslim in European Tashkent.
and in 1913 there existed sixteen mosques in the new town.lov
Residential partition was fully established in rural areas Cossacks, who
were first brought to Semirechie for military reasons. got their own districts
where they built houses and settlements. Later. Europeans came and settled
in newly founded villages on former pasture land which had suflicient water
resources (see Map 13). This circumstance strengthened the partition of the
European and native population and promoted a residential separation
which still remained significant during the Soviet period. Europeans did not
learn local languages, gained little experience and understanding of local
customs. and regarded themselves as a superior race who were bringing
'culture' and 'civilisation' to Central Asia.
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Various forms of local administration and judicial system corresponded
to this residential partition. Cossacks, who originally belonged to the
Siberian Cossack army (voisko), formed the Semirechie Cossack voisko and
were headed by a hetmun, appointed by the tsar. This voisko was subdivided
into twenty-eight settlements (stanitsas) headed by elected atamuns. These
settlements included a few Cossack villages which were mainly involved in
agriculture. Semirechie Cossacks received administrative autonomy and free
titles on land for their military service in defending the border areas and
providing troops for the regular army.' l 0
The basic unit of Russian peasants was the village community (sel'skoe
ob.shclzestvo) which resided in one village (selo). The householders elected
one elder (sturostu) who headed the village and judged minor offences. A
volost' included several villages and was led by a volost' head (volostnoi
starsltinu), elected by representatives from every ten households, who formed
the volost' meeting (volostnoi skhod). The ~)olost'head presided over the
pruvlenie), which consisted of all village elders and
district board (~~olostnoe
performed some judicial function by imposing light sentences on minor
offenders. The volost' meeting also elected a chairman and members of the
volost' court which held jurisdiction over all members of a volost'. One could
appeal against decisions to a superior rural court (verkhnii sel'skii sud),
formed by the volost' chairmen of each uchastok. It has to be emphasised
that not all decisions were based on the statutory imperial legislation. Some
of them were also based on local Russian customary law.' I
Only urban European inhabitants were directly subject to imperial law,
and lay magistrates (sg.: nlirovoi sud'ia) dealt with their cases. They alone
were directly subject to the Russian politseirnei,stcr or politseiskiipristal~and
their staK
Oblu.st' and uccd administrations were in charge of maintaining order
between these different native and European population groups, and they
regulated conflicts arising from rivalry for scarce resources. Their administrative staff and the imperial courts dealt with most cases in which members
of these different groups were involved. Given the small number of administrative staff, it was no easy job to balance conflicting interests and to keep
peace in the Governor-generalship of Turkestan.

With regard to the tribal population. the administrative system of the
Governor-generalship of Turkestan was similar to that of the Steppe ohltrsti.
Local leaders like the village elder and irpr~rvitc~l'
were only influential within
villages and volosti. At first. village elders had been elected by voters
~
the introduction of
appointed from the heads of ten h o ~ s e h o l d s . " After
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the Turkesran statute, they were elected by the uuyl meeting (uul'.rkii skhod),
which consisted of all owners of yurts and which also fixed the elders'
revenues from local taxes. In reality the new statute did not change local
customs of appointing the uksakul. This remained a prerogative of the
elders.' The volost upravitel was voted by electors of ten to fifty households
(Russian: piutidesiurnik; Uzbek: ellikboshi), which formed the r~olost's"ezd
(assembly), and received revenues from local taxes fixed by the assembly. l 4
The election and authorisation of native judges corresponded to those of
the bis in the Steppe regions. However, the Turkestun Stature no longer
referred to them as bis, but labelled each native judge as narodnyi sud'iu. Biis
were elected by the volost' assemblies. Their position depended on the
support of the majority groupings of the volost', and was open to biased
judgements in disputes between majority and minority groupings. Each
district had at least three biis, but was not allowed to have more hiis than
there were village^."^ Matters which involved different villages were settled
in conferences ( ~ " e z d sof
) the volost' biis in the presence of the ~~olost'
headmen. Those matters which involved residents from different districts or
counties were settled by extraordinary conferences (chrezvychainyi s"ez4 of
the involved districts. These latter meetings were not only scheduled by the
uezd commander, but also held in his presence.'I6
Districts and villages became also units of tax liability. Although the yurt
tax was a personal tax on each owner of a yurt, tax burdens were often
divided within the village and the volost' according to the financial means of
households and villages. l 7

'

SART POPULATION

Tsarist administration of Turkestan differed from that of the steppe regions
by its inclusion of a considerable settled non-tribal population. to which the
Provisional Turkesrun Statute referred as Sarrs.l l B Heads of Sart villages and
urban wards were called aksakals (Uzbek: oysoqols; Tajik: urbobs), who
were first elected by voters appointed from the heads of ten households.119
and who were expected to do the same policing jobs. like the volost'
headmen of nomadic or semi-nomadic villages. Since 1886 aksakals were
required to be directly elected by an assembly of all house-owners of rural
and urban maha11ahs.l'~
Elders usually lived from revenues raised from the inhabitants. which the
mahallah meeting awarded them according to the local customs.121In
smaller Sort villages the mahallah also formed the village meeting (sel'skii
skhod). In bigger villages. residents of more than one mahallah formed the
meeting which elected a village uksakal.12' Although all house-owners were
entitled to take part in such meetings. only the elders would usually decide in
these matters.lZ3The mahallah also became collectively responsible for the
collection and payment of taxes.124
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The Turkesrun Starutr introduced a second level of local offices among
the Surt population of Turkestan. In urban areas the chief elder (stctr,~hil'
aksakal) became the highest native oficial and commanded the native police
patrols. He was appointed by the military governor and received a salary
from local taxes, as did subordinate native police ~ f l i c e r s . ' ~ ~
In rural Sart areas volosti were established in the same way as among the
tribal population. These administrative units included several villages and
were headed by a ~)olost'~(yruvirel'.who was elected by representatives of
each fifty households for a three-year term. Surt district heads had some
regular income, whose amount was defined by the volost' s"ezd (assembly)
and paid for by residents if they received no income from local vaqfdonations. It was the duty of the chief elder to enforce tsarist and Islamic
jurisdiction, to compile a list of the number of households and inhabitants,
to supervise the prompt payment of taxes and to maintain order.126
As among leaders in districts of a tribal population, Sart leaders were
elected as 1)olost' headmen, by showing generosity to their electorate. Thus
volost' leaders could spend up to 50,000 roubles for feasts and gifts to secure
their election.12'
In addition, the revised statute also included regulations concerning two
further local offices. Aryk nksakuls were salaried officials whom the military
governor appointed to supervise the main irrigation channels. In contrast,
mirnh.~(Tajik, Uzbek: mirohs) were locally funded and subordinate officials
who surveyed smaller channels and who controlled the allocation of water
in villages. Only the rnirub was elected by the village assembly and could be
deposed by it. He supervised repair work of villagers, had to implement
orders of the uryk uk.scikal and could make complaints about the latter to
the uezd commander. '28
The Provisional Turkestun Statute correctly confirmed that Surt people
acknowledged kadis as judges ($214) and provided a separate regulation for
the jurisdiction of kadis and local representatives. In contrast to their former
appointment by the ruler. kadis became elected officials like nksukals, and
held ofice for three years. Tsarist authorities introduced the rule that each
kadi should head his own judicial district (trcl~u~stok),
which included one or
more volos/i.'" Thus S ~ i r tinhabitants could no longer choose their judges.
but had to submit their case to the kadi of their volost'. As kadis were
elected by the 1~olo.51'assembly, his staying in office depended on the
majority group of the assembly. For this reason the kadi's settlement of
disputes between minority and majority groupings was often biased.'30
The regulations also provided instruments of appeal to tsarist judges and
commanders. Matters involving more than 100 roubles of value in dispute.
criminal offences which were not required to be submitted to imperial courts
and matters involving residents from different districts were dealt by conferences (sg.: .y"c.=co of kadis. In an extraordinary conference (cl1mz1:1.cliain~-i
,s"r~:cC) kadis dealt with matters which involved residents of different counties.
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These conferences could also include hii.r, if ucds or volo.srs with tribal residents were involved. The most serious oft'ences like robbery, plunder and
homicide could only be dealt by Russian courts. In this way. the statute abolished severe sharia punishments like whippings, the cutting-off of hands and
feet or the death penalty. Instead, Russian judges and commanders levied
fines, inflicted arrests, and imposed deportation to Siberia to punish severe
offences. For this purpose prisons had to be built at local expense in all uvsd
towns.'jl

On declaring all land to be the property of the empire, tsarist rule conformed
to former Surt usage which regarded the khan or emir as the supreme owner
of land, to whom taxes had to be paid. However, tsarist authorities did not
simply replace the emir, khan or beg as the supreme owner of land and as
collector of taxes. but initiated far-reaching land and tax reforms - which
they did not dare carry out until the October Revolution in European
Russia. With the exception of ~vuqf'property.all land, along with its plantations and buildings. was declared to be the private properly of the people
who worked on or used it. This land reform disowned Sart landowners and
serving nobility. Having been deprived of political power by the tsarist
conquest, this reform also diminished their economic influence. They could
only maintain some influence if they were elected as \*olost' headmen or
members of the economic councils which were initially authorised to collecl
taxes. The same was true if they could secure their appointment as u r ~ - k
aksukals in rural areas or starsltii aksakals in towns All other more influential administrative positions were no longer open to natives.Ij2
In addition, General von Kaufman changed and simplified taxation. He
abolished the division between state land (umlok) and private land (mulk)
and evened out the different tax burdens of the latter. Thus tithe land (nlulki
USII~).
harvest land (mulki hire/) and tax-free land (mulh-iIturri) were treated
equally and their holders had to pay the same amount of tax. This administrative measure implied considerable interference in property rights and
assets, as state land had the value of just one tenth of tax-free land. On the
other hand, owners of tax-free land had to pay taxes from that time on as
well.
The Provisioncrl TurX-c>stanSratute prescribed only two types of land tax.
called kherutizh (Tajik: hiroj) and ranuprq.i shor (Tajik. Uzbek: tanup).
Ironically, both terms referred to the same taxation of former n~ltlkiItiroj.
but tsarist authorities transformed it into a harvest tax in kind of one tenth
of the yields and into a moneyed land tax.lJ3 Nevertheless. Kaufman soon
realised that his authorisation of elected tax officials (sarkors) to collect
taxes and retain 5-10 per cent of the levied tax encouraged abuse and illegal
tax levying by the inspectors. Thus he replaced both kheradzh and ranap taxes
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by a land tax (pozernel'nuiu podur') in 1870, which each volosr' had to pay
itself. Theoretically this new tax was also a land tax of 10 per cent of the
~ie1d.I'~but it was administered according to the kherudzh and tarlcrp collection of 1869, which was a good harvest year. Kaufman left it to the volost'
assemblies to divide the tax burden among themselves. This new tax system
reduced administrative costs and tax burdens of the local population. The
zakor (Russian: ziaker) continued to be imposed on merchandise of one
fortieth of its value until 1 875. Only Islan~icvacd'property. whose yields were
used to support schools, mosques and other charitable institutions, remained
tax-free during tsarist rule.'35
The pastures of nomadising tribesmen remained state property. Nomadic
or semi-nomadic tribesmen had to pay a yurt tax, which was 4 roubles in
1886.'" However, only well-to-do tribesmen were expected to pay the taxes
prescribed for villages and nomadising camps. 37
Tsarist authorities did not only use economic and political means to
strengthen their new administrative order. They were also concerned about
how the local population could be better culturally integrated within the
empire. Thus the rappochement (sblizhenie) of the local population was
already a political issue among tsarist elites.

'

T~uristefforts at rapprocl~ementin Central Asia
Carrere d'Encausse gives the following assessment about the constants of
tsarist policy in Central Asia:
During the period between the conquest and the revolution of 1905,
Russian policy toward Central Asia might appear to have been
uncertain and confused. Nevertheless, rather definite principles
guided it, and certain constants can be found. In the first place. in
southern Central Asia as in the Kazakh plain, Russia did not seek
to integrate the conquered people, but simply to keep them in hand.
They were not Russian subjects, and as aliens (inorodrsy) they were
exempt from military service; in other words, mixing them with the
Russian population was not attempted, even temporarily.
Legislation and administration. at least on the local level, remained
in local hands and for all practical purposes in the control of traditional authorities.I3'
This assessment imputes to tsarist policy that it did not aim at integrating
natives in the tsarist state and that a more integrative tsarist policy would
have been possible which granted full citizenship to Central Asians,
recruited them for military service, promoted mixed residential areas and
introduced common legislation for natives and Europeans. The first point is
not correct and the second is quite questionable.
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The Girs Commission had already pointed to the disintegrative efTec1s of
separate administrations for natives and Cossacks. which led to the partition
of peoples (ru~"t.rlinenienurodno.ster),and it recommended their submission
to vigorous Russian governors, who should punish any act of resistance and
disobedience. This system of governors was established by the civil-military
administration. Nevertheless. the commission emphasised that the submission of natives like the Kazakhs to imperial courts was not possible at that
time. 3Y
Nevertheless, various endeavours aimed at drawing Central Asians
closer to tsarist rule and of 'making both Orthodox and Moslems into
useful citizens of Russia' by educating native and Russian pupils together
in schools, which Kaufman already endeavoured to establish.lN Primary
education was established. with boarding school facilities for native pupils
in Russian schools. Two grammar schools, for boys and girls respectively.
were founded in Tashkent in 1879. Five years later. the first Russian
elementary school for natives was set up in Tashkent. Up to 1908. ninetyeight Russian native schools were established in the Governor-generalship
of Turkestan, when 3,077 native pupils were school, almost of half of
them in the Sir Darya blast'.'^' In these schools natives attended Russian
classes held by Russian teachers who used the Il'minsky system of bilingual teaching, where each phrase of the lesson was first given in the native
language and afterwards in Russian. In the afternoon. the pupils received
an elementary Muslim education from a mullah who taught them the Arab
alphabet and Islamic law.I4?
General von Kaufman also ordered the publication of the Turkvstunskaiu
tuzernnuia gazeta. which was published in Chaghatay and Russian. This
paper, edited by N. P. Ostroumov, spread useful information about geography and history. and aimed to make native officials familiar with the laws
and orders of tsarist administration. For many years it was the only paper in
the language of one of Russia's Muslim p o p ~ l a t i o n s . ' ~ ~
With regard to judicial legislation. Count Palen stated that the declared
Russian principle had to be that of 'preserving the native courts with the
changes necessary for the good of the people and the lessening of their
fanaticism. a process that would lead to the removal of barriers to their
rapprochement (sblirtiunie)to the ~ u s s i a n s ' . Palen.
' ~ ~ who was authorised to
investigate and prosecute corruption in Turkestan in 1908, believed that
administrative reforms could promote the natives' integration in the tsarist
state. an aim which had not been reached at all. Thus he recommended the
introduction of civil administration and of local councils (zemstr~o)
in order
to prevent further admiiiistrative abuses
These three examples show that the integration of natives in the tsarist
state was an objective of colonial policy. However, experienced administrators
like General von Kaufman knew that such a process could only be initiated
slowly and carefully. if opposition was not to escalate. The establishment of
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Russian-native schools among the Surl population, for example, indicated
the difficulties involved. The schooling of native children encountered the
full distrust and despair of children and parents, who were often forced to
enrol their sons in newly established schools. Only high regard for native
sensibilities and respect of local customs could relieve initial hostility and
distrust to some extent.'45
The cholera epidemic of 1892 in Tashkent supplies a further example of
how even goodwill actions could escalate into open revolt due to the ignorance and disrespect of local customs. After a cholera riot had particularily
shaken the old town of Tashkent, tsarist authorities ordered sanitary inspections in affected native houses. These inspections faced severe opposition, as
Sart men did not allow any man to examine their wives. In addition, the
authorities also forbade burial of the dead in the nearby old cemeteries for
security reasons. Since the deceased had to be buried according to sharia.
this order caused despair among natives. Thus stricken families decided to
hold clandestine funerals. The arrest of those who had organised these ceremonies caused an uprising in Tashkent, which could only be stopped by the
vigorous action of General G r 0 d e k 0 v . l ~ ~
The best known uprising is that of 1916, which occurred after tsarist
authorities had been ordered to recruit men aged between nineteen and
forty-five for labour duties in the rear of the battlefront, although natives
had been exempt from military service up to that time. In all. the uprising
caused thousands of European and native deaths and became the most
visible proof that the tsarist government had not won the trust and goodwill
of local people.
The numerous local revolts indicate that peace and order were fragile
and that tsarist authorities did not succeed in establishing a normative
political order to which native people were also committed. Due to different
political and communal commitments common normative order was also
difficult to achieve. Tsarist use of military force was the only way to keep
order, which was always fragile. Thus A. V. Krivoshein's argument for his
rejection of Count Palen's recommendations. which the head of the
Agricultural Administration had made after a visit in Turkestan, had some
plausibility:
When one has seen the universal predominance of the natives in
Turkestan, one cannot but feel that this is still a Russian military
camp, a temporary halting place during the victorious march of
Russia into Central Asia. The Russian military might speak a more
comprehensible and impressive language to the subject mass of the
natives than the civil admini~tration.'~'
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Impacts on political orientation and communal commitment

Loss o f indigenous political orientations
The tsarist conquest and the establishment of the Governor-generalship of
Turkestan implied a radical encroachment on native politics. Unlike on the
Kazakh Steppe, where tsarist authorities slowly changed indigenous political
orientations and gradually reduced the influence of political elites, indigenous political submission was brought about within a few years in
Turkestan. Tsarist rule did not aim at forming alliances with Russophile
indigenous elites to enable these to hold power according to the principle of
divide et impera. as was the case in British India or in other parts of the
tsarist empire. '48 On establishing oblust '. uezd and pristav administration run
by tsarist civil and military officials, the imperial authorities politically
deprived many indigenous leaders. In addition, tax and land reform undermined their economic influence. Keeping peace and protecting access to
resources against outsiders were no longer mainly managed by native political elites, but by Russian conlmanders and governors and their
administrative and military staff. Thus every removal of a village to another
area had to be authorised by tsarist officials.
Indigenous leadership became territorially constrained to volosti and
neighbourhood quarters. which did not nornially consist of more than a few
thousand households. In former times tribal people might have conserved
links to other tribes due to political alliances, but these links lost their significance. Whereas numerous tribal groups had secured pastures in former
times, majority groupings started to dominate the districts and deprived
minority groupings of their rights. Thus good relations with uesd commanders who initially united and separated various tribal subgroups into ~~olosti
became important. These relations influenced which tribal group could form
a majority in a district. It followed that good relations with tsarist officials
became important in order to reach advantageous territorial delimitations
between ~*olosti.As uczd commanders could not fully control migration
between district. neighbouring uuls could try to change their ~.olosr'affiliation in order to influence the ~~olost'
majority. Thus borders could not
definitely be fixed in steppe areas. More than thirty years after the introduction of the new administrative order. the territorial question remained acute
among tribesmen. '39
Another possible method of influencing the ~.olost'majority was to gain
in 1~010sr' assemblies. This could be done in two ways.
additive piatitlt~siat)~iks
Due to the fact that an additional elector of fifty households could be sent
to the assembly. if a seventy-fifth household was established. power relations
could be influenced by the marrying of grown-up and minor sons. This
could be decisive in districts where two large groupings of the same size
competed for the majority. Otherwise it was possible to divide villages of a
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specific size. This was advantageous in cases where an aul included around
225 yurts. Whereas fifty households were necessary to get a sixth elector,
only twenty-five would have been necessary if auls were split into two groupings. The party of the district headman usually succeeded in securing the
majority, often by making gifts for support. As the upvavirel' was in charge
of holding and updating the list of residents, he had extra opportunities of
influencing the number of acknowledged e 1 e ~ t o r s . l ~ ~
This new order also implied that groups of tribesmen, who in former
times had made alliances in order to occupy pastures of weaker confederacies, now became rivals in the struggle for resources within volost'
boundaries. Local leadership remained important for access to water and
winter pastures only at this level.'51
In Kyrgyzstan the territorial delimitation was easier, as small-scale
tribes often had clearly defined territories with summer and winter
pastures. In this way tribal leaders were better able to adapt former tribal
borders to the new administrative order and to keep their influence on
resources. In his ethnographic survey, Kushner emphasises that Kyrgyz
tribes ceased to be territorial groups after the introduction of the tsarist
\~olosr'administration. Tribes split into smaller groups which competed for
control of territories within the districts. These groups tried to recruit the
volo.st' headman from among them and to keep their contribution to the
tax burden as low as possible.'s2 According to a Kyrgyz informant from
Jalalabad, the tribal leaders (manups) continued to control access to
pastures. Whereas their tribesmen freely used them, members of other
tribal groups had to pay for pasture rights. The manups also received gifts
for the settlement of disputes. Some of these revenues were kept by the
rnunups, others divided among their tribesmen. Thus each tribal group
tried to extend their pasture rights within the volost' and faced the competition of other groupings. In this way hostilities could increase between
inhabitants of districts, and motivated the removal of minority groupings
to districts dominated by closer relatives, if possible.
Nevertheless, tribal leadership could remain influential on the local level.
From the perspective of Kushner's informant from Jalalabad, rnunups still
remained the most important leaders in tsarist volo.rti. Being asked about the
relation of ni~uzcipsto state authority, he said:
Then the Russians came. All disputes are settled by the Iliunap: the
place of the summer and winter pastures, the migration routes. The
people could not live without the nlunap. He is like the shepherd of
the flock."'

On this view, Kyrgyz leaders were still regarded as the masters of the
pastures, although their influence began to depend heavily on good relations
with tsarist officials.
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Nevertheless, beyond the volosr' borders, both Kazakh and Kyrgyz tribal
leaders lost their political influence. This political dissipation or the local
population represented a major reason why uprisings against tsarist rule
remained disorganised and locally constrained. Such uprisings were quickly
dispersed by tsarist troops. Tsarist authorities feared Islam as a uniting
factor against their rule.
The rise oj" Islam
While Russian military commanders were conquering Turkestan, they
initially presented themselves as protectors of Islam and confirmed the
highest Islamic dignitaries in their offices. In contrast to the Kazakh Steppe.
they supported Islam as a stabilising conservative element to secure the
obedience of native people. Thus General M. G. Cherniaev confirmed both
Hokim Khoja and Ay Khoja in their ofices as qozi kalon and shaih-hulislom
of Tashkent: the former appointed all kudis. muftis, rais and imams. and the
latter presided over all mutui~ullisof v ~ q f ' d o n a t i o n s When
. ~ ~ ~ General von
Kaufman initiated his tax reform, he appeared to be a protector of Islam
because he reduced the hiroj tax to exactly one tenth of the harvest and
zakot to one fortieth of the value of merchandise, in accordance with
s h ~ r i aOn
. ~ the
~ ~other hand, this conciliatory approach did not prevent him
from abolishing the office of the ruis.Is6
Kaufman's political attitude towards Islam was to neglect it. He was
convinced that any direct attacks on Islam would only push natives closer to
Islamic authorities and would increase opposition to tsarist rule. The general
thought that the best means of weakening Islam was to withdraw state
support from Islamic institutions. He strictly opposed the extension of the
Ufa ecclesiastical administration to Turkestan. which might have brought
too much Tatar influence into the area. In addition, he forbade all kinds of
Orthodox missionary work among natives and prevented the establishment
of an Orthodox bishopric in Tashkent to avoid any stiffening of Muslim
opposition. Thus he wrote that
we [the Russians] must introduce Christian civilisation in Turkestan.
but we must not try to propound the Orthodox faith to the native
population. Is'
His alleged indifference to Islam did not prevent him from confirming or
dismissing Islainic dignitaries. He came to an understanding with Hokim
Khoja and confirmed him in his office, whereas he did not d o so with regard
to Kl~oja'sson. and abolished the otlice of the qozi kalon in Tashkent in
1877. 111 contrast, the Governor-general gave Kemal ad-din. the qo-i kulon
of Samarkand. a silver medal for his readiness to cooperate with tsarist
authorities and confirmed him in his office. He was less forthcoming with
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the qozi kalon and the skuikhulislom of Khokand, whom he exiled to the
Guberrziyu of V ~ l o ~ o d s kThus
. ' ~ ~ Kaufman was not fully indifferent to
Islam, but he seemed to have had some political instinct for assessing the
limits of possible tsarist interference, if imperial rule were not to risk open
revolt.
Kaufman's successors increasingly faced signs of local resistance. and were
alarmed about it. General Rosenbach (1 884-89) heavily criticised Kaufman's
'soft' attitude towards Islam and declared the latter's policy towards it to have
failed to draw natives closer to Russia. Moreover, he ascertained increasing
Islamisation among Kazakhs, a fact which was also confirmed by contemporary ethnographic reports.I5' Sporadic revolts with religious motivations
indicated the increasing tension between Islam and the tsarist authorities.
The uprising of 1898 in Andijan was the most visible of revolts headed by
Islamic leaders. An eshon of the Sufi brotherhood of the Naqshbandiya,
Muharnrnad Ali, led the uprising, which he declared to be a holy war against
the Russians. The eshon was acknowledged for his holiness and charity, and
motivated his /nurids to participate in the uprising by promising them that
the toothpicks he distributed for them to hide in their skullcaps would make
them invulnerable to iron and bullets. The uprising was planned as a simultaneous attack on tsarist barracks in Marghilan, Osh and Andijan, but led
only to an attack on the barracks at Andijan, where the insurgents killed
twenty-two sleeping Russian soldiers and wounded another nineteen. On the
way from the eshon's village to Andijan, some Cossack and Russian civilians
were also killed. The uprising was immediately dispersed, however, and the
c'sllon was captured on the following day. He and five of his commanders
were hanged. The eshon's village of Min-Tube was destroyed. native families
removed. and Russian settlers allotted well irrigated land there. where they
planted cotton. In addition, an indemnity of 1,000,000 roubles was imposed
on the population of the Ferghana valley.160
The tsar immediately recalled General VI-evsky (1889-98) and appointed
General Dukhovsky (1898-1909) as new Governor-general. The latter initiated an administrative reform in order to strengthen tsarist military force.
Tsarist authorities increasingly appointed local officials and better armed
Russian settlers.16' This is another example of the difficulties faced by tsarist
rule in establishing normative political order instead of relying on force and
military deterrence.
In practice, the policy of non-interference in Islamic atTairs had, from the
tsarist view, negative effects, for three reasons. To begin with, the restraining
of tribalism and the abolition of khanship and bekliks left Islamic digni'
taries as indigenous leaders. Tsarist preservation of tax-free ~ ' c l q fproperty
also ensured an economic base that allowed them to increase their influence
on the oases' population.'6'
Second, the tsarist civil-military administration eliminated or diminished
the power of former political elites, which had balanced the kadis' influence.
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In pre-tsarist times the kadi was appointed by the khan, emir or beg, who,
directly or indirectly, constrained or removed the judicial rights of kadis, In
addition, tsaiist legislation decreed the kadis' electivity and abolished patrimonial officials, who sometimes had also some tribal background and
favoured customary law.
Third, tsarist policy favoured the settlement of nomadic people. In this
way they promoted a way of life which was more openly exposed to
Islamisation by orthodox Islam, and which provided Muslim missionaries
with new areas for their work. Thus when Uzbeks. Kazakhs or Kyrgyz left
their tribal communities and settled down in towns or mixed villages. they
became Surts and took up Islamic precepts of life taught by school Islam.lh3
This step occurred easily, since most nomads were already Muslim tribesmen,
although they had remained ignorant about Islamic orthodoxy and had
retained much of their animist heritage. When they converted to a Surl way
of life. they could preserve their personal and collective identity as Muslims.
although this was interpreted in a new way. This might also have been one
reason why Russian cultural influence remained weak in the region.
Some Russian cultural influence could be observed among particular
Central Asian intellectuals. who initiated a cultural reform movement
responsive to the challenges of the Russian conquest. This movement
regarded traditional forms of Islamic schooling as the main reason for the
inferiority of Muslim civilisation. relied on the power of education to
reform Islam, and took up many ideas published by the Crimean Tatar
reformer Gasprinsky in the newspaper Terjiiman. Due to their new phonetic
method of teaching, the adherents of these ideas were called Jadids and
their movement ad id ism. '64 Jadids like Behbudi ( 1874-1 9 19) in
Samarkand, Munawwar Qari ( 1878-1931) in Tashkent. or Hamza
(1 889-1929) from Khokand might have found a number of disciples and few
local notables and used their access to the new print media to spread their
ideas: however, they neither gained influence as middlemen of tsarist
authorities, who suspected them of promoting pan-Turkism. nor did they
become spokesmen of the local population, who continued to adhere to
orthodox mullahs. Despite some of his interpretations, Khalid gives enough
evidence to assert that the Jadids remained a marginalised, heterogeneous
group of urban intellectuals who had little influence on their societies up to
the r e v o l ~ t i o n . ' ~ ~

As mentioned above, the introduction of civil-military administration
intensified the process of the settlement of tribespeople. It was usually
impoverishment caused by the loss of their herds which led to these people
becoming sedentary. There existed different ways of settling down.
however.
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The majority of settling tribesmen remained at their winter quarters,
built homesteads and increasingly took up agriculture. Many of them
continued to raise livestock, which grazed on closer pasture lands. These
villages were often comprised of people of one descent group, had
common water and pasture rights, and their inhabitants elected elders to
decided on disputes and other affairs. Despite tsarist legislation on property rights. pastures remained communally held and did not become
hereditary. Such settled villages could be found among Kazakhs in the Sir
Darya Oblast or in the Chu valley, as was typical for Kyrgyz in northern
and central Kyrgyzstan.166
This manner of settlement was not linked to Russian acculturation or the
Surt customs of the river oases, but rather represented an adaptation to
economic changes. Tribal adat remained dominant, although tribalism lost
its political significance due to the civil-military administration. Kadis and
school Islam remained without influence among these settlers, and thus did
not alter their particular Muslim identity. Tribal communal commitment
remained influential on a local scale.167
Some anthropologists have described this process in terms of transformation of group solidarity based on genealogical ties to patronymic sibs in
which members share the same group name. Thus Krader asserts that
Kyrgyz and Kazakh tribesmen became members of patronymic sibs, after
they had settled down and become agriculturists within an imperial state.I6*
Barfield analysis similar processes among the Central Asian Arabs in the
process of detriba1i~ation.I~~
Like Barfield, we d o not think that tribal
descent groups were replaced by patronymic sibs, as Krader assumes by
analytically opposing sibs and clans (i.e. 'tribes' in our terminology).'70 As
tribal political order no longer influenced and transformed genealogical
conceptualisations, membership of a particular patronymic local grouping
might have gained a privileged significance. Nevertheless, members of
detribalised societies like the Turkmen, the Kazakhs or the Kyrgyz
continued to trace their descent to groupings of different levels of genealogical segmentation.
Settlement showed different results when it was linked to cultural assimilation through orthodox Islam. In this case tribesmen formed or joined mixed
villages. Sedentariness was encouraged by the fact that the erection of fixed
homesteads enabled claims on private poverty (niulk) which could be inherited or sold. Kadis and imams became influential in those villages which had
at least one mosque. In the arrangement of marriages, tribal exogamy was no
longer of importance. Women began to wear veils, avoided their husbands'
guests at home and took up other Surf customs. Such processes of settlement
were observed among the Kara-Kalpaks of the Ferghana valley, and they led
to changes from tribal to more residential forms of communal commitrnent.I7' Some of these features could be observed among some southern
Kyrgyz and Kazakhs in the Sir Darya valley.172
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The most radical change from tribal to residential commitment occurred
when tribesmen left their relatives and bought or built houses in mahallahs.
Prescriptions of .sharia and school Islam were strictly observed there, and
every inhabitant of the neighbourhood quarter was expected to take over the
Surt way of life. It often happened that Kyrgyz, Qipchoq or Kalmyk tribesmen
concealed their tribal origins to facilitate adaptation to the new way of life.'73
Thus we cannot fully agree with Helene Carrere d'Encausse's assertion
that tsarist colonial administration was based on the principle 'manage the
population without interfering in its affairs'.'74 Tsarist authorities profoundly
interfered in local affairs. In the steppe they destroyed the nomadic economy
of the Kazakhs and abolished khanship and the political role of sultans.
They restrained the political influence of the his to the volost' area. promoted
the detribalisation and the settlement of nomads, introduced personal
responsibility, established villages as units of liability and founded RussianKazakh schools. In Transcaspia, tsarist rule destroyed acephalous tribalism.
abolished blood revenge and introduced personal liability for offences judged
to be criminal by imperial law. Tsarist authorities forced independent
Turkman tribesmen, who had previously not acknowledged any enduring
authority relations. to submit to the tsar's rule. In the Governor-generalship
of Turkestan, the introduction of civil-military administration and the implementation of land and tax reforms deprived all except Islamic elites of their
economic and political influence. and enabled thousands of landless peasants
to become landowner^."^ This and other forms of interference. such as the
increase in trade. the capitalisation of economy and the spread of new agricultural technologies. changed the life of many Central Asians.
Nevertheless, tsarist authorities did not succeed in establishing significant
elements of political community structures which could have encouraged
native obedience towards tsarist authority. Thus mainly military force was
used to maintain order, due to the lack of shared political commitments
between imperial elites and Central Asian leaders. As a result. political order
remained fragile.
At first, tsarist military strength had impressed Central Asians and led to
some acknowledgement of tsarist authority among the conquered. This
respect soon vanished. however, when tsarist rule rudely disregarded local
customs and habits and endangered the indigenous material basis of life, at
first through the uncontrolled spread of European settlement and later
through the planned imperial colonisation policy. In addition. the partial
division of administrative power which left judicial. financial, revisionary.
postal and telegraphic agencies outside of the Governor-general's control.
was interpreted by natives as a weakness of the tsarist regime.'76 Already in
the 1880s and 1890s. tsarist officials were becoming upset about the
increasing indigenous disrespect for imperial rule. The widespread uprisings
of 1916 once more demonstrated the fragility of political order in tsarist
Central Asia.
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TSARIST PROTECTORATES

The Emirate of Bukhara
Political order in change
After the tsarist conquest of Tashkent, Russo-Bukharan relations deteriorated. For security reasons tsarist troops occupied the Trans-Chirchik
district in September 1865. In May of the following year, tsarist armed
forces defeated the Bukharan army at Irdjar and took over Khojand for
strategic reasons. Amir Muzaffaraddin Khan (1860-85), still hoping to be
able to resist tsarist troops, levied war taxes and assembled new troops.
Recalling his defeat in 1866, he hesitated to start a new campaign, however.
Pressed by the Muslim ulc~ma,Muzaffaraddin finally proclaimed a holy war
against Russia. In the hostilities which followed. General von Kaufman
defeated the emir's army and occupied Samarkand in May 1868. This
enabled Kaufman to increase pressure on the emirate, since it was possible
to control Bukhara's water supply of the Zarafshan from Samarkand.
As a result Muzaffaraddin decided to make peace and signed the RussoBukllaran Con.zmerciul Convcwtion in June 1868. This convention was only a
commercial treaty which did not formally limit the sovereignty of the emir.
It only aimed at protecting Russo-Bukharan ~ r a d eon a bilateral basis and
granted Russian and Bukharan merchants the liberty to travel and to maintain caravanserais and commercial agents in Russian and Bukharan towns.'
The Friendship Treutjl of 1873 was more far-reaching, although i t also did
not formally turn the emirate into a tsarist protectorate. In addition to the
Convcvition, it granted free navigation to
regulations of the Cot~~tnerc-iul
Russian and Bukharan ships along the Amu Darya. It stipulated that the
emir must protect wharves and warehouses on the Bukharan banks of the
river. and that his government could admit only those persons from Russia
who held passports and exit visas into the emirate's territory. Tsarist striving
for political influence became most visible in Articles 16 and 17 of the
Treaty. The former granted the right to the imperial government to have a
permanent representative in Bukhara, whereas the latter decreed the abolishment of 'the shameful trade in human beings'.* However, both articles were
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not implemented at once. Slaves continued to be sold in Bukhara, as
Schuyler observed during his stay in the capital,3 and a Russian political
agency was not established in Bukhara until 1885. Thus tsarist political
influence remained weak in the first years of 'Russo-Bukharan friendship'.
The emir won a very mighty ally by making peace with the tsar.
Muzaffaraddin's surrender to tsarist troops diminished his authority among
the population, however, and rendered the Muslim ulemu hostile towards his
rule. In contrast, his eldest son, Abdul Malik, strengthened his position
within the emirate by showing implacable hostility to Russia. On taking
refuge in Shahr-i Sabz and forming alliances with Uzbek, Turkrnan and
Kazakh leaders, he became a serious threat to the rule of the emir. When
Muzaffaraddin appealed for tsarist assistance. it was General A. K.
Abramov, the commander of the Zarafshan Okrug, who defeated the crown
prince, occupied Karshi in October 1868, and handed over the town to the
emir. Muzaffaraddin was pleased by this support in defeating the rebellious
towns. He even requested that tsarist troops capture Shahr-i Sabz for him and
promised to pay the military expenses of the siege. This request was granted
two years later, after a detachment of Cossacks from Samarkand had been
attacked by unknown raiders. Subsequently General von Kaufman ordered
the capture of Shahr-i Sabz. where the raiders were suspected to have taken
refuge. On 14 August 1870. General Abramov took over the twin cities of
Shahr-i Sabz and Kitab. and handed them over to the emir.
In the meantime. Muzaffaraddin's troops had conquered Hissar and Kuliab.
and he and the Khan of Khokand competed for political influence in Karategin.
After the tsarist annexation of Khokand. the emir invaded Karatepn and
replaced its mir. In December 1877 and spring 1878. the emir's troops also
occupied Darvaz. Although Muzaffaraddin's conquest of Kuliab and Hissar
was not authorised by General von Kaufman. the latter supported Bukharan
control of Karategin and Darvaz. and acknowledged the emir's sovereignty
over these newly gained territories of Eastern B ~ k h a r a . ~
The position of the emir was also strengthened by the fact that the
Russian-British delimitation of spheres of influence resulted in the establishment of fixed borders between Afghanistan and the Emirate of Bukhara. In
this way the Anglo-Russian understanding of 1873 established the AmuDaryaIPanj line as the southern border of the emirate. which also was to
become the southern border of the Soviet Union. 111 1886. permanent tsarist
garrisons were stationed for the protection of this border i11 Charjuy and
Karki. In addition. the Pnnlir. Bolmtitrrj, Srtrlt>nlenr of 1895 acknowledged
Shughnon. Rushan and northern Vakhan. which had been occupied by
tsarist troops, as the Shugnon-Rushan brklik of the emirate. Only southern
Darvaz was ceded to Afghanistan.
The acknowledgement ot' borders was a new phenomenon in the emirate.
wluch had always been involved in border disputes up to that time and which
had undertaken great military endeavours to defend or acquire territories of
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neighbouring rulers. Instead, Russia supported stable borders and assisted
the emir in taking control of independent hekliks, which had effectively
resisted the emirs' centralisation policy up to that time. In this way the emir
extended more centralised heklik administration to Eastern Bukhara and
increased tax yields for his own treasury.
U p to the 1880s, Russian influence had remained weak in the emirate. It
was the decision of the tsarist government to build the Central Asian
Railway, which ended the isolation of Bukhara and initiated the tsarist presence in the emirate. In June 1885, N. V. Charykov, the diplomatic attache to
the Governor-general of Turkestan, arrived in Bukhara and negotiated a
railway convention with the emir. Although Muzaffaraddin opposed this
project, Charykov succeeded in signing a protocol in which the emir promised
to donate the necessary public lands and his cooperation in the acquisition
of building materials and the hiring of a labour force. One year later, the
railway had already reached Charjuy; it traversed Bukhara and reached
Samarkand in May 1888. Ten years later it was also extended to Tashkent.
The construction of the railroad raised many new questions, with the
result that a permanent political agency was established in January 1886 in
Bukhara. The tsarist agent was directly responsible to the foreign ministry of
the empire, although the Governor-general of Turkestan did not lose jurisdiction over Bukharan affairs. The duties of the political agent were
far-reaching, and included assistance to the emir in his formal correspondence with the tsar, the protection of Russian trade interests and the
jurisdiction over tsarist subjects in European settlements. As the number of
Europeans increased, so did his administrative staff .
Charjuy and New Bukhara became the first European settlements in the
emirate, and developed next to the railway stations. As in the Governorgeneralship of Turkestan, Europeans were settled in separate areas in order
to avoid clashes with the local population. At the end of the 1880s, a third
settlement was founded in Karki, where 5,000 Europeans lived in 1910.
including the garrison troops. In 1897 a Russian garrison was established in
Termez, where a fortress and a settlement were built three years later.
In the emirate, tsarist municipal administration only existed in Bukhara.
It was headed by a civil governor, who was appointed by the Governorgeneral of Turkestan. He was assisted by an advisory c o ~ ~ n c iwhich
l
consisted of a local Russian resident, the ~nunicipalarchitect and a representative of the Bukharan government. A separate chief of police was
appointed as well. In Charjuy. however, the military commander both
headed the advisory council and supervised the police. Sinlilarly the garrison
commandants directed the municipal administration in Karki kund Termez.
Initially. the political agent was endowed only with crilninal jurisdictio~l
over tsarist subjects in Bukhara, and civil cases were negotiated in Bukharan
courts. Two years later., he also gained the jurisdiction of civil cases between
Europeans. As the political agent became overworked by judicial matters
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and Europeans were not fairly treated in native courts. Russian justices of
the peace were established, and civil cases between Europeans and
Bukharans were removed from Bukharan jurisdiction. By 1909 there existed
two justices in New Bukhara, one justice in Charjuy and one in Karki, who
also served Termez. The decisions of their courts could be appealed against
to the Samarkand Oblust court, which held sessions twice a year in Chaj u y
and New Bukhara and annually in Karki and Termez. Only civil and criminal offences which involved Bukharan defendants remained under the
jurisdiction of the political agent.5
In several aspects the position of the political agent was comparable to
that of an oblast commander. He administered a separate territorial unit,
acted as an arbitrator in disputes between Europeans and natives and was
also responsible to the Governor-general. Due to the lack of any political
and legal community, he was in charge of maintaining peace between hostile
populations, who could easily become involved in armed conflicts.
When Russia's customs frontier was shifted from the TurkestanBukharan border to the Amu Darya in January 1895, the emirate became a
full tsarist protectorate. Russian custom houses and frontier posts were
established along the right bank of the river from Karki to the western
border of Darvaz, and the frontiers were protected by tsarist troops. From
that time on, the defence of the Amu Darya border depended on tsarist military forces, and the emir's army played only a secondary role in the khanate.
By that time the emir had already lost all opportunities of maintaining
foreign relations with powers other than Russia.
Impacts on communal and political commitment

In comparison to the Governor-generalship of Turkestan. the establishment
of the Bukharan protectorate had little impact on native communal commitment. It conserved the influence of both ulrr~tuand native ruling elites. on
which the emir based his power and influence. However. tsarist military
assistance helped the emir to overcome his rivals and to occupy formerly
independent territories, whose rulers had resisted Bukharan centralisation
policies for centuries or had only formally acknowledged Bukharan or
Khokandian supremacy. Thus the emir succeeded in monopolising military
power within the emirate, although the external defence of his state relied
more and more on tsarist troops. The relations between the patrimonially
appointed begs and their aids. on the one hand. and the local population
arid its leaders. on the other hand. were particularly strained in the recently
occupied provinces of Eastern Bukhara. where the emir replaced local
leaders like rrtirs and sliol~swith his officials6
Nevertheless. the administrative centralisation of the emirate increased
the emir's domination rather than his authority among his subjects. The
coi~clusion of peace alienated the Muslim population and its spiritual
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leaders, who started to oppose the emir.7 Olufsen reports that the emir was
'absolutely forbidden to make his appearance in the capital', that most
Bukharans were against the emir, and that the sovereign had not dared to
enter his capital for years. Thus the emir resided in Kermine and moved only
to Charjuy, Karshi. Hissar and Kitab during summer. For the same reason
he entered and left his Bukharan residence only at night.* Vambery similarly
noticed the emir's loss of authority. During his stay in Bukhara. he had
witnessed native respect for the emir, who was regarded as an invincible
sovereign and a protector of the faith. Due to the emir's failure to resist the
tsarist advance, the people started to call him a coward, whose precipitate
flight had caused his troops' defeat by the Russians and who had formed a
secret political alliance with the infidel 'white tsar'.9
Opposition to the emir's rule continued even after tsarist troops helped him
to defeat his military opponents and to take control of Eastern-Bukharan
provinces. From 1875 to 1890, there were several uprisings in Hissar and other
eastern provinces. In 1900, several mutinies occurred in the Kelif beklik. One
year later, people revolted against Bukharan officials in the Denau beklik. In
1902 the emir faced insurrections in Kurgan Tube. In 1909 revolts took place
in ~ u 1 i a b . l In
~ ) January 1910 the qushbegi's preference for Shi'ite Persians for
government positions gave rise to unrest between Shi'ites and Sunnis, which
led to 500 dead and wounded inhabitants within the capital." The rising
number of revolts indicated to some extent the declining authority of the emir.
In addition, the centralisation of government, which increased the tax burden
of the population and enabled Bukharan officials to augment the tax burdens
for their own benefits, often gave inhabitants Further reason for resistance. As
a result, tax officials frequently became the first victims of revolts.''
However. the establishment of the protectorate seems to have had little
additional impact on communal commitment structures. Due to the
strengthening of the patrimonial administration, the trend from tribal to
residential commitment continued.

The Khanate of Khiva
Politicnl order in change
In 1869 and 1870, General von Kaufman wrote three letters to Muhammad
Rahim Khan ( 1865- 1910). in which he protested against Turkman attacks
on Russian caravans, demanded the punishment of the raiders and warned
the khan that he must choose between friendship or enmity towards
~ u s s i a . However.
'~
even if the khan had not encouraged the Kazakh Adui
tribal cont'ederacy in its revolt against tsarist rule in the area between the
Caspian and Aral Seas. and had decided to cooperate with tsarist authorities. Russian trade would not have been any more safe, as the khan was not
able to control all Khivan tribesmen.
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When Kaufman occupied Khiva in May 1873 and forced the khan to
surrender, he initiated the establishment of a devon, which consisted of four
tsarist officials, the new devonbegi, the rnukhtor and the khan who headed
it.I4 This court met regularly during the tsarist occupation until August of
the same year. Its decisions had to be approved by Kaufman. Due to the
latter's insistence, the khan dismissed his anti-Russian officials, like the
powerful devonbegi Muhammad Murad, and decreed the abolition of
slavery. As a result. 30.000 predominantly Persian slaves were freed. More
than five thousand of them were repatriated to Persia. Tsarist troops also
took harsh actions against Khivan Turkmen. imposed a fine of 600,000
roubles on them and inflicted heavy losses among Iomut tribesmen. livestock
and crops.I5
On 12 August 1873, General von Kaufman and Muhammad Rahim
signed the Russo-Khivan Peace Treaty.16 which ended the formal independence of the khanate. but preserved the khanate as an internally
autonomous political entity. In contrast to the Russo-Bukharan Friendship
Treaty of the same year. the former transformed Khiva into a Russian
protectorate. Thus the khan had to renounce all rights to maintain direct or
indirect diplomatic relations with foreign rulers or to conclude commercial
treaties, unless approved by tsarist authorities. The Treaty, which included
eighteen articles, ceded the whole right bank of the Amu Darya to tsarist
control (Art. 2). It unilaterally granted commercial, civil and residential
rights to Russian merchants within the khanate (Arts 7-15). ensured their
protection and granted exclusive navigation rights on the Arnu Darya to
Russians (Art. 5). It also stipulated the return of persons who had left tsarist
territory without exit permission (Art. 16). confirmed the khan's proclamation of the emancipation of all slaves (Art. 17) and imposed an indemnity of
2.2 million roubles upon the khanate (Art. 18).17
Khiva's surrender and the consequent Treaty were much more humiliating than Bukhara's capitulation. The khan had to declare himself to be the
'obedient servant' of the Russian emperor, renounce all the rights of a
sovereign and face the removal of his throne and his royal archives to
Moscow and St. Petersburg. Iii addition. he had to accept that tsarist officials directly control his government for two and a half months, and was
obliged to proclaim their decisions. Having accepted Kaufman's offer to
preserve his rule, he knew that he was not able to ensure the security of the
khanate and to fulfil the obligations emerging from the Treaty. That is why
he demanded the stationing of tsarist troops either in a nearby fortress or
even in the capital itself. Following instructions from St Petersburg.
Kaufman granted only the first request. by separating the right bank of the
Aniu Darya from Khiva and establishing the Amu Darya Otdel with PetroAleksandrovsk as its centre. There a tsarist garrison was stationed.Is
These demonstrations of Russian military power did not impress all
Turkmen. and did not ease government in Khiva. Soon after Kaufman had
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withdrawn his troops from the khanate. lomut tribesmen plundered several
Uzbek and Sart districts in order to compensate for losses suffered at the
hands of Russian Cossacks. Neither Kaufman's offer to remit indemnities
for obedience to the khan, nor several military expeditions into Khiva by
local garrisons, could end Turkman revolt against the increased tax load.
Due to the diminution of the khanate and the high war indemnities
imposed, the khan introduced new taxes. Previously, many of the more
nomadic Turkmen, like most parts of the Khivan Ionzut, had not paid any
taxes, but had occasionally performed military service. Instead of this
service the khan introduced a new land tax. According to the 2,250
Turkman ctrlyks which included 67,000 tatlop (27,000 hectares), 2,250
warriors had to pay annually 24,750 tillas (around 89,100 gold roubles).19
The khan also imposed additional taxes on Kara-Kalpaks and Kazakhs,
who had to pay a yurt tax and a tax for the use of state pastures. These parts
of the population, which had not enough land and water at the edge of the
oases, were deeply hit by the new taxes. In addition, they faced tax collectors
who also collected taxes for their own use. Due to this high taxation, many
Khivans migrated into the Amu-Darya Otde/.20
Khan Muhammad Rahim became more and more frightened by the
increasing revolts in the khanate and admitted his powerlessness to maintain
order and ensure obedience among Turkmen at a meeting with N. A. Ivanov,
the commander of the local garrison in Petro-Aleksandrovsk, in August
1876. He complained about his lack of money and troops to keep order and
demanded the stationing of a Russian garrison in Khiva and financial
support to hire additional troops. The khan was even prepared to abdicate
and to accept the annexation of Khiva. and wanted to know how much he
and his family would receive as a state pension after abdication. On the
other hand, Turkman representatives arrived at Petro-Aleksandrovsk, and
complained about the khan's government.
In order to avoid the deterioration of Anglo-Russian relations, officials in
St Petersburg forbade any action which could lead to the interference of
tsarist troops or the annexation of further territories. Thus the local
commander did not begin a third campaign against rebellious Turkmen until
February 1877. and forbade non-authorised immigration to the right bank
of the Amu Darya. In this way, any loss of Khivan taxpayers was to be
stopped."
In the 1880s and 1890s Turkman revolts caused by disputes over water
rights and their opposition to tax collection continued to endanger the security of the khanate. Despite his dismissal by Kaufman, Muhammad Murad,
the dc~lonhcgi.continued to remain the most influential official in the
Khivan government until his death in 1 9 0 1 . ~Unlike
~
Amir Abdalahad.
Muhammad Rahim Khan only travelled to Russia very occasionally. He also
was not treated as a foreign ruler. like the emir. Hostilities between the
khanate and the emirate remained. Thus when both travelled to Russia in
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1894 to take part as heirs-apparent in the coronation ceremony of Nicholas
11, Muhammad Rahim refused to be the guest of the emir at the railway
station of Charjuy, and remained in the steamship that had brought him
there.
When Muhammad Rahim died of a heart attack in 1910. his fourth son
Asfandiyar (1910-18) became the new khan. Like his father. he left the
government to the members of the dei~on,which was split into two parties.
Islam-Khoja, who was also said to have been educated in Paris. headed the
reform party. He was the grandson of Muhammad Rahim and was the
divanbegi of the khanate. Tsarist authorities pressed the new khan to make
reforms to improve the tax system. put all officials on salary, establish
communication and medical facilities and better the poor condition of the
irrigation network. In January 1911, the khan finally proclaimed his support
for a broad range of reforms. Few reforms. however. were actually implemented. Islam-Khoja only succeeded in building a school and a hospital in
the capital, in reforming a madrassah and in encouraging 'new-method'
(iadid ) schools.23
At that time, Sheikh Nazar-Beg, one of the influential sons of the former
devonbegi Muhammad Murad, was the war minister and headed the second
group of the devon. He was an opponent of any reconciliatory attitude
towards the Turkmen, and advocated their destruction by force. When
Islam-Khoja tried to introduce a proportional land tax in the framework of
his reforms, he increased the opposition of the Turkmen, as the reform
implied the doubling or tripling of taxes. After the killing of a rich
Turkman, Shammi-Kel headed a group of 300-500 Turkmen who in
December 1912 plundered a caravan and raided Uzbek settlements. NazarBeg began a punitive expedition against these Turkmen. Due to tsarist
backing of this project, Shammi-Kel decided to make peace. and the khan
agreed to abandon the new taxes. in exchange for which he would levy a fine
of 110.000 tillas (around 200.000 roubles). The rebel leader voluntarily
became a hostage of the khan until the fine was paid.'4
Due to the successful suppressiori of the revolt. the war party gained the
favour of the khan. who ordered the assassination of his desonbegi IslamKhoja, who was killed in August 1913. The khan. however. continued to
indulge the Turkmen and set free his hostage after a year. probably for fear
of further uprisings.
From 1914 to 1916, tsarist oficials extorted 250.000 roubles from Khiva
under the guise of contributions to the war effort. On taking this money as
bribes, the General-governor von Martson and Colonel Kolosovsky from
Petro-Aleksandrovsk promised the khan that this money would secure arms
and high tsarist favour. For this purpose Asfandiyar once more imposed new
taxes. which led to fresh Turkman uprisings.
In January 1915 the khan sent another punitive expedition against
Turkmen. and imposed a fine of 61 1.000 tillas. After he had ordered the
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arrest of Iornut leader Bakhshi Shah Murad in March, open rebellion
began. The Iornut serdur Djunaid Khan attacked the capital. Martson
intervened and ordered the release of the Iornut leader. This encouraged
and renewed the rebellion. When the khan requested either weapons or
tsarist troops t o suppress the revolt, the Minister of War V. A .
Sukhomlinov, who was also involved in bribe-taking, sent 2,000 rifles and
ammunition. Martson, however, disregarded his instructions. He withheld
the arms from the khan, while urging 'justice' for the Turkmen in St
Petersburg. Finally, Major Geppener, a special commissioner from
Tashkent, arranged a peace agreement between the revolting Iomut and the
khan by promising that Russia would remove the causes of Turkman
discontent. Subsequently, a small Russian garrison was stationed in Khiva
at the khan's expense. This was supposed to defend the khan against his
enemie~.~'
In January 1916 discontented Uzbeks turned against the khan as well.
The ttokim of Khodjeili, Ovez-Khoja, joined with Djunaid-Khan and
formed an alliance in order to overthrow the khan and his devonbegi
Muhammad Vafa Bakalov. The hokitn and around 500 Uzbeks marched
against Khiva. They were joined by men from Manghit, Qipchoq, ShahAbat, Urganch, Manak and Gurlen. The rebels demanded an audience with
the dcvonbegi, but the Russian garrison soon dispersed the demonstration.
In early February Djunaid-Khan declared himself khan of Khiva,
defeated Asfandiyar's tsarist garrison, seized the capital. overthrew the khan
and plundered the town for three days. Three of the dcvon's members were
killed, Vafa Bakalov included. Asfandiyar Khan escaped by paying 60.000
roubles as ransom. It was only Lieutenant-general A. S. Galkin, governor of
Sir Darya Oblast, who was able to expel the Turkmeil from Khiva; he subsequently devastated Turkman lands, restored the rule of the khan and
imposed a high indemnity on the Turkmen.
In the last year before the fall of the Russian empire. Governor-general
A.N. Kuropatkin ( 18 16-1 7) uncovered the bribe-taking practised since 1914.
In response to this, his intention was to establish a military conlmissar in
Khiva. who would supervise the khan's government and send frequent
reports to St Petersburg. However, one month after the signing of an agreement between the General and the khan. the tsar's empire ceased to exist.'"
Impacts otr comrnunal and political commitment

The establishment of the tsarist protectorate accelerated the process of
detribalisation and promoted to some degree the development of residential
communal commitment in the khanate. This process occurred among
various groups of population in different ways.
Although there existed some settled Kazakhs who increasingly neglected
tribal customs and led a more sharia-based life. Kazakhs continued to be
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regarded as 'bad Muslims' and usually remained more committed to
animistic religious views. Kazakh tribal divisions remained administrative
units, and tribesmen of one descent group most often f o r d auyls. Only a
rather small proportion of all Khivan Kazakhs were purely nomadic.''
Turkman tribesmen remained relatively independent of the patrimon~al
administration of the khan. The khan regarded disputes between Turkmen
as their own internal affairs, and only interfered when non-Turkman
subjects were involved. In this way there still existed vendetta among the
Khivan Turkmen at the beginning of the twentieth century.28 According to
Lobachevsky there probably existed only around 1.000 yurts of purely
nomadic Kazakhs and Turkmen in 191l*'
Girshfel'd and Galkin state that Uzbeks whose ancestors were tribesmen
in former times, could only vaguely memorise tribal genealogies and rather
tended to identify former tribal divisions with towns like Qunghirot.
Manghit or Qipchoq. Only Qurigl~irotUzbeks still knew their tribal divisions
very well, although their tribal leaders (hiis) had lost some of their political
influence, as they had to acknowledge the hokirns as rulers appointed by the
Khivan khan.30
It seems to be true that Kazakhs. Turkmen and Kara-Kalpaks usually
remained committed to customary law, even after their political integration
increasingly depended on their relations with the patrimonial administration
of the khanate. Having become settled in houses, they usually kept their
yurts in their gardens, where they lived and cooked.-" By contrast. Surts and
Uzbeks were or became committed to more orthodox forms of Islam. and
adapted their habits to the requirements of sharia. Thus Uzbek women
increasingly wore the chuddar and lived secluded in house^.^' By the beginning of the twentieth century. like the Sorts, Uzbeks usually lived in urban
or rural m a h a l l a h ~ . ~ ~
Nevertheless. Uzbeks were still conscious of their tribal origins as they
continued to be offended when somebody regarded them as Surts. As
Uzbeks did not like Sorts, marriages rarely occurred between these groups34
According to Girshfel'd and Galkin, disputes between different populations
were settled according to sharia. In these cases. all inhabitants except the
Turkmen increasingly brought their cases to kadis.
Russian influence remained weak in the khanate. however. Tsarist authorities neither established extraterritorial courts. nor did they set up customs
and frontier posts. Native life was also not affected by any railroad. and
there did not exist any Russian enclaves. Russian merchants formed only an
unofficial colony at Urganch. but they had no separate administration. no
schools, churches or hotels. There was only a colony of German Mennonite
settlers. who moved from Saratob into the Khanate to avoid tsarist military
service.35 Due to lack of land. they became craftsmen and maintained some
schools. Tsarist subjects who lived in Khivan territory were liable to two lay
magistrates of the Amu Darya Otdel. however.?"
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Nevertheless, the khan of Khiva became militarily dependent on tsarist
assistance. His political alliance with Russia accelerated the decline of the
khan's authority over his subjects. As he was no longer able to secure enduring
political alliances with Turkman tribal confederacies, raiding Turkrnen continuously endangered the khanate. War contributions levied by tsarist troops,
together with illegal bribe-taking, increased the tax burden of the population
and fuelled uprisings among those inhabitants who in former times had been
exempted from taxation due to their military service. As in the Emirate of
Bukhara, the maintenance of political order became more and more dependant on military force rather than on the political commitment of the ruled.

Conclusion
The integration of Central Asia into Russia and the establishment of tsarist
administrative structures occurred gradually, and considerably changed the
political orientations of indigenous political elites. In the eighteenth century,
tsarist influence was limited to Kazakh tribes along the northern edges of
the Kazakh Steppe. who were supposed to secure Russia's southern border.
Nevertheless, the oaths of allegiance frequently renewed by khans, sultans
and tribal leaders did not encourage Kazakh tribes to become tsarist
subjects, but established only temporary political alliances. The tsarist state,
on the other hand, was not yet prepared to protect the territories of its
Kazakh allies.
In the first half of the nineteenth century. the tsarist government started
to incorporate Kazakh political elites into the empire by establishing various
forms of indirect rule. The Small and the Middle Hordes were broken up
and the ofice of the khan was abolished. Kazakh tribal confederacies were
replaced by the sultan administration among tribesmen of the former Small
Horde. and by the prikaz administration within the territory of the former
Middle Horde. The Inner Horde. which was established in 1801 to secure the
inner steppe lands between the Volga and Ural rivers, represented another
form of tsarist indirect rule.
The cooption of indigenous elites into the nobility of the empire was
stopped in the second half of the nineteenth century by the introduction of
s . new order
a civil-military administration based on obllisti and ~ i ~ c dThis
did not only marginalise the estate of the Chingizids (sultans), but also
deprived tribal leaders and patrimonial rulers of their political power.
Native political elites only kept their influence in the Emirate of Bukhara
and the Khanate of Khiva. which became tsarist protectorates.
Tsarist military superiority and the continuing conquest of Central Asian
territories led to political reorientation among indigenous elites. Whereas in
the eighteenth century Kazakh tribesmen secured their access to pastures by
following khans who had temporarily allied with Russia, in the first half of
the nineteenth century they began to adhere to sultans, who became more or
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less tsarist officials. By the 1860s at the latest, tribesmen and Surt populations had to acknowledge the bitter truth that their survival increasingly
depended on good relations with tsarist officials. In the Kazakh Steppe this
process of political reorientation was particularly painful, since the establishment of the tsarist administration destroyed the base of the nomadic
economy, and Kazakh herdsmen started to compete for summer and winter
pastures within the new territorial units. Uprisings like those of lsatay
Tayman, Jan Khoja Nurmuhammad or Kenisari Qasim-uli indicated the
opposition to the new order.
The establishment of tsarist political order was linked to the problem of
integrating the local population into a uniform administrative order. The
civil-military administration tried to solve this problem by acknowledging
indigenous leaders as village elders and volost' heads. who were elected for
three years. Most of these ofices were not salaried. but their holders were
entitled to collect taxes for their own use among the population. These
leaders were expected to enforce local customary law or sharia, imperial laws
and administrative orders of uezd governors or oblasr commanders. Due to
conflicting legal conceptions and juridical consequences, local leaders faced
the dilemma of losing either the support of the local population or that of
tsarist officials. In this situation they often tried to settle local disputes
without contacting imperial authorities.
The integration of local legal traditions remained problematic. Kazakh
and Kyrgyz tribesmen submitted their disputes only to civil courts of arbitration whose members were freely chosen. Tsarist legislation. however.
established native courts based on territoriality. The same was true for Sarts,
who could only bring a case to the authorised kadis of their district.
Whereas tribal arbitration settled disputes by defining payable compensations, imperial laws demanded punishment for offences regarded as criminal.
As Turkmen were used to accepting only the decisions of maslakhats of
their involved descent groups, decisions of native courts became less authoritative due to the fact that authorised native judges decided also in matters
not linked to their descent affiliation. Disrespect or ignorance of local
customs often did little to reduce the rift between the local population and
the tsarist administration.
This rift between tsarist elites and the local population increased.
however. In the mid-nineteenth century Russian officials increasingly experienced the disintegrating effects of the spread of Islamic orientations. and
started to prohibit Tatar missions on the steppe. Nevertheless. their policy
unwittingly strengthened Islam. The indigenous political elites' declining
influence strengthened mullahs as native leaders, who continued to dispose
of great material means due to the exemption of vaqj'property from land
reform. In addition. tsarist support for the settlement of tribesmen drove the
latter towards more Islamic orientations and favoured more orthodox forms
of Islam.
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Political alliance with Russia was not very popular in the Emirate of
Bukhara and the Khanate of Khiva. It is true that the emirs Muzaffar addin
and Abdalahad won the support of a powerful ally who enabled them to
defeat militarily their opponents in distant hekliks, to conquer the provinces
of Eastern Bukhara and to centralise the administrative structures of the
patrimonial state. Nevertheless, the administrative centralisation of the
emirate tended t o promote the emir's domination rather than his authority
among his subjects. The peace treaty alienated the Sart population, and its
spiritual leaders began to oppose the emir. As a result the emir lost native
respect as well as his reputation of being an invincible sovereign and a
protector of the faith.
The political alliance with Russia also did not strengthen Qu~tgl~irot
authority in the Khanate of Khiva. In contrast to the emirate, tsarist political alliance did even not strengthen the military power of the khan, who
had lost his nimbus of invincibility in 1855, when Teke tribesmen defeated
Khivan troops under the leadership of the serdar Kushid Khan, and killed
the Khivan khan Muhammad Amin. Ever since, and even after the tsarist
occupation of Khiva. Turkman tribesmen frequently raided Khorezm and
endangered the military security of the river oasis. The march of the hokin?
of Khodjeili and his Uzbek supporters against Khiva in January 1916, and
the Turkmen's plundering of the capital under the leadership of Djunaid
Khan in February, marked the peak of resistance against the khan and his
government.
With regard to communal commitment structures, the establishment of
the protectorates and of the civil-military administration promoted the
change from tribal to residential comrnuiial commitment in some areas.
There existed different ways of detribalisation and settlement, as we shall
sum up below.
The majority of settling tribesmen remained at their winter quarters, built
homesteads and became increasingly involved in agriculture. These villages.
which often included people of a single descent group, held common water
and pasture rights, and their inhabitants elected elders who decided in
disputes and other affairs. Despite tsarist legislation on property rights.
pastures remained cotnmunally held and did not become hereditary. This
way of settling arguments was less linked to any acculturation to Russian or
Islamic customs, and customary law remained influential among many
Kazakhs. Kyrgyz and Turkmen.
Settlement showed different results when it was linked to cultural assimilation through orthodox Islam. In these cases tribesmen formed or j o i ~ ~ e d
mixed villages where private poverty (niulk) was acknowledged. Due to
processes of acculturation, tribesmen became devoted Muslims. and their
womell lived in a more secluded way. The most radical change from tribal to
residential commitment occurred when tribesmen left their relatives and
bought or built houses in mahallahs. As the prescriptions of sharia and
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school Islam were strictly observed there, some former Kyrgyz, Qipchoy or
Kalmyk tribesmen concealed their tribal origins to facilitate adaptation to
their new way of life.
Overall, tsarist authorities did not succeed in establishing any significant
elements of political community which might have assured enduring native
obedience towards tsarist authority. Due to the lack of shared political
commitments, superior military force became the basic means of maintaining
political order in Central Asia. Furthermore. neither did any all-embracing
legal community exist. On the contrary. Central Asia included populations
which adhered to five different legal communities and which usually lived in
separate areas: Surf people lived in villages and mahallahs and acknowledged
kadis who settled their disputes according to shuriu. Tribal people lived in
nomadic. semi-nomadic and settled villages and were committed to
customary law. Their disputes were dealt with by judges called hiTs or village
councils (tnuslukltats). Russian peasants brought their cases to village elders
and volost' courts (sel'skii sud) and could appeal to superior rural courts
(sg.: ver-khniisel'skii sud). Jurisdiction. however. was based on both statutory
imperial legislation and Russian customary law. Cossacks formed vot\kns
which were divided in stanitsas and villages and formed autonomous administrative organisations. Last but not least. only urban Europeans were
directly subject to imperial law. and their disputes were settled by lay magistrates (sg.: mirovoi sud'ia). Due to this lack of shared legal community.
authority relations remained problematic in tsarist Central Asia.
Oblust' and uezd administrations were the only integrating force among
these different native and European populations. They regulated conflicts in
which members of these different groups were involved. However, due to the
lack of a common normative order. imperial rule was rather based on domination than on authority relations.
In several aspects the position of the political agent in the Emirate of
Bukhara resembled the position of ohlust' governors in the Governor-generalship of Turkestan. He administered a separate territorial unit and acted as
an arbitrator in disputes between Europeans and subjects of the emir. Due
to the lack of political and legal community. he was in charge of maintaining peace between hostile populations who could easily get involved in
armed conflicts. Such an agent did not exist in Khiva. as few Russians lived
in the khanate.
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PROSPECTS

Normative order in pre-Soviet Central Asia
In our study of communal and political change in pre-Soviet Central Asia,
we have presented some evidence to conclude that both acephalous and
cephalous tribalism formed relatively enduring normative political orders
due to the tribesmen's commitment to customary law and shared political
heritage. Both temporary and permanent political leaders were obliged to
respect the narrated traditions of decent political action and conformed
their agencies to these, if they did not want to risk the defection of tribal
followers. Turkn~ansclrdurs had to respect clip, which forbade the enduring
appropriation of political power, as Kazakhs usually adhered only to
Chingizid khans who respected the rights of their tribal leaders. Kyrgyz and
and
Kara-Kalpaks did not acknowledge any khans at all. Ming, Q~ir~gliiro!
Munghit tribal leaders, however, disrespected former Uzbek political traditions by usurping supreme political power. This usurpation changed the very
nature of khanship, which lost its sacrosanctity in the river oases.
Central Asian patrimonial states established normative order to some
extent, if they were able to base the state on Islamic law. Mufighit rulers best
understood this necessity. They soon tried to replace tribal law with shuriu and
claimed the title 'trmir ul-mu'niirrjn', which was the traditional title of the politMing rulers like Umar Khan
ical and religious leader of the Muslim u~?zn~u.
and Khudayar Khan also experienced this political necessity and respected
sharia within their courts. Hence the Islamisation of authority relations
enabled the change from tribal following to patrimonially organised
subservience, and promoted a new type of political order based on patrinlonial authority relations. This process of change was linked to the acculturation
of tribesmen to the settled oases culture based on Islamic law. As tribesmen
formally had adhered to Islam without respecting sharia. this process of
acculturation ensured their personal identity and reshaped their collective one.
It was only in the second half of the nineteenth century that patrimollial
state structures were established in all parts of Central Asia, by the introduction of the tsarist civil-military administration headed by
governors-general, and o h l ~ l . ~and
! ' uczd commanders. From this time on.
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tribesmen were no longer able to secure their own political integration and
they started to rely on good relations with tsarist oficials. Indigenous patrimonial state structures survived only within the Emirate of Bukhara and
the Khanate of Khiva, which were obliged to cede various territories to
Russia and faced limited freedom of action as tsarist protectoratcs This
political alliance, however, evoked an additional legitimacy problem.
Having faced the choice between a tribal or an Islamic bias to their rule.
which either secured the support of tribal followers or that of Surt subjects.
the Bukharan emir increasingly based his authority on Islamic political
heritage and relied on the support of the Surr population. His alliance with
the 'infidel' tsar might have increased his military power to overcome the
resistance of reluctant provinces and extend his influence to Eastern
Bukhara, but it discredited him as an Islamic ruler and destroyed the sacrosanctity of his rule. In Khiva. political alliance with the tsar undermined
the fragile political integration of tribal and Surt populations and caused a
declining obedience among both groups. Thus patrimonial state structures
in tsarist Central Asia were based on domination rather than authority. due
to the lack of shared legal and political co~iimunitystructures. For these
and other reasons. normative political order became more fragile during the
period of tsarist rule in Central Asia.

Some remarks on normative political order in Soviet and
independent Central Asia
This study was originally designed to analyse communal comniitment structures and political order in Soviet and post-Soviet Central Asia. and aimed
at giving only a preliminary introduction to the pre-revolutionary situation.
Pre-Soviet Central Asian societies. however. turned out to be too coniplex to
deal with in a single chapter. so that the focus of our study changed.
Nevertheless, some iniplications from the approach applied to Soviet and
post-Soviet Central Asia can be drawn. and we can demonstrate the relevance of this approach for an understanding of contemporary Central
Asian politics. With regard to contemporary Turkmenistan and
Kazakhstan, I have already attempted to sketch some of these implications
and formulated a few hypotheses.' In what follows. I want to make some
more general remarks.
Patrimonidism in Soviet and independent Central Asia

After the military victory of the Red Army in Central Asia. the Soviets
faced the problem of establishing an enduring political order which would
also be supported by the local population. For this purpose they initiated a
nationality policy which was 'national' in form. but 'socialist' in content. In
this way they included culturally similar population groups in newly created
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administrative units, created literary languages for each of these units,
promoted them by introducing compulsory education on the basis of these
languages, and established cultural institutions for the discovery and protection of the various nationalities' 'cultural traditions'. The Soviets tried to
spread a socialist interpretation of these 'traditions', and used 'nationality'
as an administrative principle in order to achieve socialist societal and
economic goals.2
On establishing the Central Asian Soviet republics, state structures also
were re-established in the region. Although Europeans dominated the upper
echelons of the state apparatus, natives who decided to become political allies
of the Soviet power could hold high positions in the Soviet government,
whereas local committees like the soviets of elders (sovet uksukulov) in mahallahs and tribal villages were run by traditional elites. Even Alash Ordists, who
initially opposed the Bolsheviks and tried to form an independent Kazakh
government, joined the Kazakh Communist Party. Thus in the NEP period
Central Asian elites regained political influence on a regional level.
The highest degree of external control of the state apparatus was
achieved by Stalin's purges of the 1930s, when Stalin ordered the liquidation
of most local elites, including influential native communists. Prominent
victims of these purges included the Chairman of the Turkman Supreme
Soviet, Nederbay Aitakov; the Kazakh historian and communist Turar
Ryskulov; the Uzbek Prime Minister, Fayzulla Khodzhayev; and the First
Secretary of the Uzbek Communist Party. Akmal 1kramov.j
In the Khrushchev-Brezhnev era, the non~c~nc~lutur.cr
system became firmly
rooted. First secretaries outwardly showed loyalty to the General Secretary
and formally complied with instructions from Moscow. In their own
republics. however. they were able to increase their political influence by
forming patronage networks which ensured the loyalty of regional and local
leaders of economic and administrative elites. As ohlusr ' and republican
appointments were decided in Moscow, any change of General Secretary of
the Communist Party of the Soviet Union was usually linked with nominations of new first secretaries in the republics, who then built up new
patronage networks by forming political alliances and changing administrative cadre^.^ High-level positions, however, were appointed by Moscow. If
local leaders, like Turkmenistan's First Secretary Sukhan Babaev (1951-8)
should disrespect any of these tacit rules, they were quickly removed. On the
other hand, first secretaries who became members of the Soviet Union's
Central Committee or Politburo could lobby for more state economic investment in their republics. In this way D. A. Kunayev successfully exploited his
close relations with Brezhnev to mobilise considerable economic means for
Kazakhstan, as did Sharaf Rashidov and Turdiakun Usubaliev in
Uzbekistan and Kyrgyzstan respectively.
With regard to the prevailing form of political community, there seems to
have been little variation in comparison to pre-Soviet patrimonialism in
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Central Asia. As political order was based on relations of subservience and
of political loyalty between the beg and the supreme ruler (khan or emir) or
between the military commander and the tsar. so did these kinds of relations
exist in the Soviet Union between first secretaries of the ru-von and ohlu~t'
party committees. between first secretaries of oblusr' committees and those
of the republics' central committees. They all, however, expressed their political loyalty to the General Secretary, to whom they owned their political
status and who very carefully selected his cadres. This was a particularly
sensitive issue with regard to the members of the Central Committee and the
Politburo, who had the power to sack their General Secretary, as they did
Khrushchev in 1964. Whereas first secretaries could be criticised from above,
criticism of their administration by subordinates. however, was taboo. It was
only Mikhael S. Gorbachev who tried to abolish this 'cult of idolising the
Politburo and General Secretary', and who described in his autobiography
. ~ demonstrative disrespect for 'the
how Soviet patrimonialism ~ o r k e d His
rules' of government became clearly visible during the twenty-seventh
congress of the CPSU. when Gorbachev interrupted the session and
demanded that delegates refrain from base flatteries and mindless
subservience6
With regard to these 'rules of power'. perestroika initiated a full and
direct assault on patrimonialism. From this perspective, Gorbachev did
everything that experienced patrimonial rulers would not have done under
any circumstances: he encouraged free mass media and invited criticism
from below of formerly sacrosanct political leaders; he promoted the establishment of independent associations and made it easier for political
opponents t o get publicity on television and in the press. By so doing he
systematically eroded the power base of the Communist Party and undermined central state structures. Neither did the introduction of a presidential
system nor the upgrading of the Supreme Soviet create any new power base.
The elimination of paragraph 6 of the Brezhnev constitution which
confirmed the leading rule of the Communist Party. the liquidation of the
CPSU and the formal dissolution of the Soviet Union, were the last milestones of Gorbachev's persistent disrespect for the rules of patrimonial
politics.
From the Western perspective. Gorbachev promoted 'civil society'. initiated the democratisation process and overcame the threat of
'totalitarianism'. From the Central Asian perspective. however. Gorbachev
appeared as a weak leader who eroded state structures. It is no wonder that
some Central Asian leaders sympathised with the 'August insurgents' in their
attempt to restore the 'authority' of the Communist Party.
Pcrestroika, however. had little impact on the patrimonial basis of politics
and authority relations in Central Asia. All ruling Central Asian presidents.
with the exception of Tajik president Rahkmonov, were originally appointed
by Gorbachev, who hoped to renew the state apparatus of the republics
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They used this mandate, however, to strengthen their positions as 'supreme
rulers', and were less open than Gorbachev and other Soviet politicians to
the 'Western temptation' of democratisation, which generated the decline of
Soviet state structures to a considerable extent.
As Niyazov had never granted political freedom to opposition groups in
Turkmenistan, he had fewer problems in securing the unity of the state in
1992, after Moscow's control of economic resources. oblusf' committees and
the republican apparatus declined and the newly independent republics had
to cope with regional antagonisms on their own. Uzbekistan's President
Karimov. who had initially tolerated independent movements like Erk
(Freedom) and Birlik (Unity), outlawed these in 1992 after the outbreak of
the Tajik civil war, which also threatened the political stability of
Uzbekistan. After this he continued to strengthen his position and that of
central state structures in the regions, which had become quite strong after
the dissolution of the Soviet Union. Even in Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan.
where political leaders wanted to present a more 'democratic image' to the
West, and where the authorities recognised various political parties, these
parties and the emerging parliamentarism remained marginalised. The
declared press and media freedom continued to be limited. Instead, presidential administrations took over the infrastructures of the former
communist parties. As ill former times rayon and oblasr' secretaries were
appointed by the first secretaries and by Moscow, and presidents are now in
a position to appoint governors and hakims to rule over districts and
provinces.
Although the political elites of the independent republics maintained and
transformed Soviet state structures by different means, there is some
evidence that national independence had little impact on the prevailing form
of political community in Central Asia. If this hypothesis is correct, we have
to describe some of its implications for contemporary politics and their evaluation.

Implications for contemporary politics

It is often not fully understood what is implied if a political order is not based
on the rule of law. In Western democracies competition between various political parties is possible, because both citizens and politicians respect the rules
of the constitution or common law which regulates political competition.
Political power is linked to the attainment of majorities in constitutional
assemblies, which decide on new laws executed by the government and its
administrative staff and interpreted in the last resort by independent courts.
Due to the rule of law. authority relations are de-personalised and stable
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despite changes of political elites. The monopoly on physical coercion and
taxation are secured by citizens' and oficials' commitment to the law.
Political orders which form state structures but which are not based on
'legal authority', as Max Weber calls it,' operate on a quite different basis.
This form of political community relies on relations of piety and loyalty
between ruler and ruled. The loyalty of administrative staff to the rulers is
the constitutive principle of such a political order, which by this means tries
to strengthen or secure its monopoly on taxation and the use of physical
force.
As patrimonial politics depends on loyalty to the ruling head of state.
democratic elections have destabilising effects on the polity. Whenever the
supreme political position is vacant. various groups and regional leaders
compete for political influence. The successful politician will re-arrange the
balance of power by forming political alliances and granting influential
administrative positions to other influential leaders. He will also try to
deprive potential rivals of their influence. as occurred in Kazakhstan,
Turkmenistan and other Central Asian r e p ~ b l i c s . ~
If several strong eligible candidates are to be elected, people rather vote
according to the candidate's regional origin than for his propamme. as they
believe that their candidate will promote their region's interest. The Tajik
presidential election of November 1991 - the most free election in Central
Asia since independence - is a clear demonstration of these regonal political orientations and their destabilising effects. Whereas the ruling president
Rahmon Nabiyev obtained 57 per cent of the vote. mainly from residents of
the ruling Khojand and Kuliab regions, the well known Tajik film director
Khudanazarov was basically supported by people from deprived areas like
the Garm Valley, Kurgan Tube and Badakhshan. In the latter province he being a fellow-Ismaili - won almost all the votes. This was also the initial
constellation of the opposed parties in the civil war.'
Ruling presidents are more often voted in for being guarantors of peace
and stability in their republics. Incumbent presidents are also better able to
mobilise their electorate with the help of their patronage networks during
presidential campaigns and via their privileged access to mass media.I0
Taking the low degree of political institutionalisation into account, it is not
surprising that Central Asian presidents have tried to minimise the political
risks of elections in several ways.
To begin with, they have used the instrument of the referendum to extend
their term of office. In this way Niyazov's term was prolonged for six years in
January 1994 by a 99.99 per cent vote. Uzbek president Karimov was
confirmed in office for another five years in March 1995 by an oRicial99.6 per
cent vote. In January 2002 Karimov's term was extended to seven years by
another referendum. The Kazakh president won a 95.4 per cent vote in April
1995, which extended h s term of office until 2000. This step was motivated by
the fact that the constitutions of the states concerned limited presidency to
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two five-year terms. In Kyrgyzstan, where no referendum was held, this
problem became acute in 2000, when Akayev ran for a third term. However,
well informed Kyrgyz experts in constitutional law discovered that Akayev's
first term, from October 1991 to December 1995, should not be counted, as
the election had taken place before the Kyrgyz constitution was drafted and
enforced. After the re-election of Kazakh president Nazarbayev in 1999, a law
was passed which would allow Nazarbaev certain political prerogatives and a
seat in the National Council even after his political resignation. Up to now
only Turkman president Niyazov has formally demonstrated his commitment
to patrimonialism by becoming the first Central Asian president to be
installed for an unlimited period from December 1999.
Second, incumbent presidents have influenced elections by manipulating
the registration process of presidential candidates and parties. Central Asian
elections in 1999 and 2000 delivered abundant empirical evidence on how socalled 'opposition candidates' were prevented from registering as candidates.
From the perspective of patrimonial politics, undemocratic procedures are
supported to prevent the emergence of any political group which may be
inclined to make criticisms of both the government and the president.
Authorities perceive this kind of criticism as an offence against the presidency and as disrespect for the constitutional order, and normally attempt to
imprison or fine politicians and journalists who spread such views in public.
Third. they have not granted any significant powers to the parliament,
else they have reduced existing powers in favour of strengthening the president's position, as has been the case in Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan. Some
Kazakh political analysts have argued that Nazarbaev dissolved the parliament in March 1995, ruled by decree, extended his term of ofice by
referendum and enacted a new constitution for a strong presidential regime
in December, in order to eliminate reluctant 'Middle and Small Horde opposition' to his rule as representative of the Great H0rde.l'
Similarly. in October 1994 and February 1996 Kyrgyz president Akayev
marginalised the parliament by organising referenda on amendments to the
constitution. These amendments effectively abolished Kyrgyz parliamentarism and granted the president powers to appoint the chairman of the
National Bank and of the Central Election Commission, and to appoint and
dismiss ministers without consulting parliament. A presidential system
comparable to those of other Central Asian states was introduced. Thus
patrimonialism still operates in Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan, although the
state apparatus is less able to penetrate all corners of society. as seems to be
the case in Uzbekistan and Turkmenistan.

It is an established fact that patrimonial political order is based on an efficient state apparatus which secures the political integration of the
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population and which is able to secure its external security. It is also obvious
that Central Asian governments will risk revolts if they are not able to solve
some of the most urgent economic and ecological problems of their
republics. Improved economic performance alone does not solve the
problem of order, however. The carrot-and-stick approach may enable
opportunistic or factual political order, but is less efficient where the normative commitments of people are involved. When Nazarbaev states that
'efficient decisions sometimes may not be taken, because they amend traditional and deeply rooted national ideals', he refers to the influence of such
commitment^.'^ Despite the transfer of considerable financial subsidies to
Central Asian republics during the Soviet era, contemporary assessments of
the Soviet period in terms of 'totalitarianism' are rooted in the humiliation
inflicted by harsh Soviet cultural policies which, for example. punished
participants of traditional funerals who were simply paying their last
respects to their loved ones. Normative commitments are most consistent
when they also regulate the allocation of resources.
Facing the decline of the Soviet Union, most of Central Asian political
elites realised that they had to find a new base for the political order of their
republics. The dissolution of the Union was attended by the decline of
Soviet patriotism, and of communism as totalistic worldview. Thus Central
Asian leaders took over the cultural concerns of nationalistic groups like
Zheltoqsan ('December') or the Azat ('free') movement in Kazakhstan.
Agzy-Birlik ('concord') in Turkmenistan, the Democratic Movement of
Kyrgyzstan, and Birlik (unity) in Uzbekistan at the end of the 1980s, and
already promoted the 'ethnisation' of their republics before their formal
declarations of independence. The 'ethnisation' of state and society in postSoviet Central Asia was not purely an invention of former communist elites
to find a new political ideology for their rule, but occurred in response to
increasing public concern for a more appropriate official acknowledgement
of the titulary nations' cultural and historical heritage. What could have
happened without this responsiveness. was well demonstrated in Tajikistan,
where political elites tried to retain communism as the normative base of
government even after the failed August coup.I3
Enduring political ordcr and politic.al cornmunitj.

Taking for granted that any new enduring political order emerges from the
interpenetration of communal and political action orientations. such an
order must also be rooted in communal commitment structures Thus
enduring political stability within the republics will also depend on the
ability of the political elites to relate communal commitment to the political
culture of these states.
The policy of 'ethnisation' aims at integrating communal commitment and
regional political orientation into a newly interpreted political community of
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Kazakhs, Turkmen. Uzbeks. Tajiks or Kyrgyz, and at strengthening this
community. This community is held to be the main social substrate of the
independent states.
In Soviet times, nationality was only an administrative principle which
was supposed to help to root socialist culture and politics in Central Asia.
Collective identity linked to nationality did not matter, as Soviet power obviated its politicisation and limited the range of possible public
representations and interpretations of this identity. National independence.
however, urged local elites to find a new binding interpretation of collective
identity which would be able to strengthen political community structures
and lay a foundation of normative political order. Facing the prevalence of
the national pri~iciplein international politics, and increasing public concern
about the official acknowledgement of the titulary nations' cultural and
historical heritage, 'nationality' became the privileged nucleus of political
discourse. The establishment of political community based on 'ethnic identity', however, faces serious problems in all Central Asian republics.
The Tajik civil war has already indicated how opposed forms of
communal commitment and competing interpretations of collective identity
might render it difficult to find a common ground for politics. Despite the
Soviet atheist cultural policy, many Tajiks and Badakhshanis kept or rediscovered their Islamic roots, which were historically linked t o the
commitment to Islamic law. As these people do not have a tribal background, it is much more difficult for them to interpret their national heritage
in anything other than an Islamic way.
Having formed only a province ruled by an Uzbek dynasty in pre-Soviet
times, and being administratively separated from former cultural centres like
Bukhara and Samarkand during the Soviet period, the Soviet Tajik identity
remained weak. In addition, in some areas like Khojand and Kuliab the
population and their political elites were much more committed to the
Soviet order, which secured their privileged access to administrative structures and economic resources. In Tajikistan it was well demonstrated what
could happen, if the governing elites ignored the normative implications of
their rule and tried to retain commu~iismas the normative base of authority,
even after the failed August coup. The peace accord of June 1997. signed in
Moscow by Tajik president I. Rakhmonov and the leader of the United
Tajik Opposition (UTO) Said Abdullo Nuri, led only to a truce between
groups adhering to opposed Islamic and secularist concepts of Tajik nationhood. Although the National Reconciliation Con~mission gradually
promoted the integration of 'opposition' groups in the regular army and in
central state structures. central control of 'appositional' provinces remained
weak. Thus the Tajik government was not able to prevent the military operations of Islamists from Tajik territory during the hostage crises in August
and September 1999 in southern Kyrgyzstan. The lifting of the ban on religious parties by a nationwide referendum in September legalised once more
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the Islamic Renaissance party. The parliamentary elections in February 2000
weakened the Islamic faction in Tadjikistan, however. Up to now President
Rakhmonov has successfully resisted the political influence of the UTO and
secured his renewed presidential election by a 94 per cent vote, denying
eligible opposition figures the opportunity to register as presidential candidates. Tajikistan's participation in the 'Internation Coalition against
Terrorism' and his support of the US-led Afghanistan war after the events
of 11 September 2001, strengthened Rakhmonov's political position in
support of a secular state. But the problem of enduring political order and
of collective identity has yet to be solved.
In Uzbekistan the problem of political order is no less severe. In the preSoviet era a great part of the former Sart population of Uzbekistan was
committed to sharia. This committment did not fully die. Islamic cultural
traditions continued to be covertly transmitted during the Soviet period.
Mullahs had an important position in Soviet Uzbek society by performing
religious ceremonies during family feasts, as was the case among other
Central Asian nationalities. Thus many Uzbeks rediscovered this part of
their historical heritage under the guidance of mullahs and became
committed to sharia. When President Karimov increasingly began to oppose
'Islamic Fundamentalism' or 'Wah'habism' after the outbreak of civil war in
Tajikistan, he did not play the 'Islamic card' merely to secure his political
position, but was reacting to a genuine threat to the secularisation of the
young republic.I4 In what followed there seems to have developed a
reciprocity of repressive measures and the resistance of Islamists to such
measures, which led to the bomb outrage against the president in Tashkent
in February 1999, and the incursion of armed members of the Islamic
Movement of Uzbekistan into southern Kyrgyzstan in the summers of 1999
and 2000. These armed Islamists wanted to pass through Kyrgyzstani territory to reach Uzbekistan in order to fight against the Uzbek government
and to establish a caliphate there. After the assassination attempt of
February 1999. Karimov tightened up controls over Islam. arrested putative
Islamists and ordered the closure of many mosques.
On the other hand. President Karimov supported various attempts to find
a new normative base for the young independent republic. In the case of
Uzbekistan. it is not an easy task to produce an interpretation of national
history and identity without excluding many sections of the former multiethnic population which gained the status of Uzbek nationality during Soviet
rule. This problem is not only linked to opposed Sart and tribal ways of life
among the pre-Soviet population. but also arises from the conflicting political
heritage of three inimical patrimonial states and of opposed tribal groups.
The invention of Timur (140W7) as the founder and father of modern
Uzbekistan. which often amuses Western scholars. is not devoid of political
calculation, however. But it was not Ozbek (131341). the khan of the
Golden Horde who converted to Islam and from whom modem Uzbeks
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take their name, nor Shaybani-Khan (1500-10). who occupied with the
'Uzbek tribal confederacy' the river oases of Transoxiana in 1500 and
founded the Shaybanid dynasty in the river oases, but Timur and the
Timurids who became the new national heros of Uzbekistan. Born in Kesh
near Samarkand, holding the title of an amir and sultan and having
constructed Samarkand as his capital, Timur's historical heritage should be
appealing to Uzbeks of both tribal and Surt backgrounds. In this way
Uzbeks could claim to have always been settled farmers and urban dwellers.
On the other hand. Timur was a Turk and a leader of the Barlos tribal
confederacy who never had claimed khanship but initially acknowledged
khans as supreme rulers. This aspect of his biography shows affinity to the
Shaybanid and Qipchoq Uzbeks who also had acknowledged Chingizid
claims of political supremacy. Nevertheless, this extensive promotion of
Timur as a strong national hero did not show the expected results and did
not convince many Islamists. In contrast, many Uzbeks regarded this
campaign rather as means to strengthen the position of people from
Samarkand, where the president was born.
In the meantime the Uzbek government has launched a second campaign,
which uses Jadid texts as authoritative sources for its secular government and
which refers to less orthodox Sufi traditions for the re-interpretation of the
Islamic heritage. Due to the parallel existence of Uzbek tribal tradition,
Uzbeks have different traditions to Tajiks, to which this reshaping of historical heritage might appeal. Thus a majority of Uzbeks have appeared to retain
their ignorance of Islamic customs by rooting their national heritage rather in
their respect of their ancestors' customs which they identify with adut.
Unlike Uzbekistan and Tajikistan. Turkmenistan does not include large
segments of population which shared Islamic communal commitment in
former times. Although some of their putative ancestors were already
Islamised under Seljuk rule, Turkman tribesmen did not embrace Islamic
law, but remained committed to tribal customary law up to the tsarist
conquest. The establishing of enduring political order faces different challenges in Turkmenistan, however.
In contrast to the Kazakh hordes, Turkman tribal confederacies were
never politically unified and maintained mutual inimical relations before the
tsarist conquest. In addition, independent tribal confederacies like those of
the Akhal Teke and the Gurgan Iornut formed acephalous tribal political
orders based on political equality. Thus tribesmen did not acknowledge
enduring political authority relations."
When President Niyazov strengthened his position as supreme political
leader with the power to appoint all regional and district heads after independence. he appropriated a position which is new in Turkman history in
two ways. He now not only headed a 'people' whose members had formerly
regarded themselves as a 'people without a head',I6 but also became able, as
Akhal Teke, to command Turkmen from other regions and of different
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descent. He does not seem to want to promote a new form of Tekc tribalism
or hegemony over other regions, but is attempting to strengthen Turkman
patriotism. In this way he is omnipresent in the republic's public arena as
'Turkmenbashi', i.e. head of the Turkmen. Having lost his actual family in
the Ashkhabad earthquake of 1948. this loss of relatives should give his
claim to be 'Father of the Nation' some plausibility. Nevertheless, although
the Turkmenbashi cult may be an effective way of increasing Niyazov's
popularity. it is unlikely to promote any enduring political order. since such
a cult can hardly be expected to survive the current president.
The recent political developments, the systematic neglect of education
and health services. the impoverishment of the population. an inability to
transform the economic sector, the current language policy which neglects
both Russian and English as languages of higher education and of the scientific community, and the arbitrary use of power and of public funding, has
weakened the political order and caused top Turkman officials like Boris
Shikhmuradov to quit their jobs and to oppose the regime.
Concurrent with decline of the Soviet Union, the problem of political
order has also emerged in Kazakhstan. Since republican leaders are no
longer imposed from the outside, political leadership has to be authorised in
a new way. In independent Kazakhstan this problem of political order has a
number of different dimensions.
First, there is the question about who is authorised to become supreme
ruler. Up to the introduction of the prikaz and sultan administration at the
beginning of the nineteenth century. supreme political leadership was the
privilege of Chingizids only. Their influence depended on the tribesmen's
following and on their ability to protect the pastures and migration routes of
the hordes. As the assumption of power is now not decided by legitimate
elections, some officials around President Nazarbayev have tried to prove
the Chingizid descent of their president. The president denies such claims.
however. Nevertheless, such rumours seemed to have become an element of
Nazarbaev's public image."
Second, the new community of Kazakhs is challenged by enduring and
strong affiliations to particular hordes and territories. Descent affiliation
remains an important means of shaping social and political relations. As the
hordes were independent political alliances up to the tsarist conquest. :/liiz
affiliation remains an important criterion for evaluating politics. Generally
speaking, the Great Horde is regarded as the politically influential descent
group whose most prominent members are the former First Secretary D.
Kunayev and the ruling president N. Nazarbayev. The Middle Horde is
often held to be the 'homeland' of Kazakh intellectuals. whose most prominent representatives are 0. Suley~nenovand M. Auyezov. The descent group
of the Small Horde was less influential during Soviet times As abundant oil
resources exist in western Kazakhstan. Kishi' Zhu: connections are said to
have become more important in recent years.I8 These examples indicate that
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hordes are still important reference points for assessing politicians. It is not
by chance that Nazarbaev seems to give careful consideration to the ethnic
origins of his prime ministers: his first prime minister, S. Tereshchenko
(19914) was from the republic's Slavonic population, and his successor, A.
Kazhegel'din (1994-7) was from the Middle Horde. N. Balghymbayev
(1997-9) was from the Small Horde. Prime minister K. Tokaev (1999-2002)
could trace his descent to the Great Horde. Current prime minister Imangali
Tasmagambetov was born in Atyrau, which is a former Small Horde territory. Such high-placed appointments from all ethno-territorial groups aim at
demonstrating that the Kazakhstani government is the government of all
Kazakh and non-Kazakh people. In this way zhu: commitment is related to
the nation-state of Kazakhstan.
The demonstrative appointment of Europeans in high administrative
positions refers to a third problem of political integration which all Central
Asian republics are facing and which is most severe in Kazakhstan: a nationalism which tends to promote a political community of members of the
titulary nationality at the expense of the political integration of ethnic
minorities. In Kazakhstan only a half of the entire population is Kazakh.I9
President Nazarbayev early on recognised this problem and emphasised the
importance of a 'Kazakhstani patriotism', although he promoted the
Kazakhisation of the republic at the same time. In numerous official statements he has argued for a collective identity of Kazakhstani citizens who are
proud of the history and future prospects of their country, of the hymn and
flag of the state, and who respect the laws and constitution of
K a ~ a k h s t a n The
. ~ ~ promotion of constitutional patriotism, however, is a
very limited and abstract approach in a political culture which is not rooted
in the rule of law. Thus it is hardly possible to advance commitment to the
principles and legal norms of a constitution which is basically used as
vehicle or rough framework for political struggle.
In Kyrgyzstan the 'ethnisation' of the republic faces similar problems: as
Kyrgyz only represent around 60 per cent of the republic's population, open
nationalism is an improper means to secure the political integration of all
populations. Thus Kyrgyz president A. Akayev has often presented himself
as the president of all citizens of Kyrgyzstan, one who cares for the interests
of national minorities. Nevertheless. this concern did not prevent him from
patronising the revival of the Kyrgyz national heritage. In this way the
government supported numerous articles and books about the Kyrgyz epic
of Manas, and promoted Manas as national hero of Kyrgyzstan, whose
millenary was celebrated on various occasions in 1995.
Beside the problem of regionalism. there exists a serious rift between
northern and southern Kyrgyzstan. one which is endangering the political
integrity of the young republic. In pre-Soviet times these two areas were
separated, and nomadising tribes maintained different political orientations.
Whereas the northern Kyrgyz had much more contact with neighbouring
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Kazakhs from the southern edges of the steppe, the Kyrgyz of southern
Kyrgyzstan were influenced by the Khanate of Khokand, which promoted
the Islamisation of the southern Kyrgyz. Both groups were autonomous and
had almost no communication with each other. Neither was this rift overcome during the Soviet period.
Despite the more lslamised southern Kyrgyzstan, this republic has hardly
any tradition of Islamic residential communal commitment. Kyrgyz are still
more organised through kinship relations than Uzbeks, for example. and do
not live in mahalllahs. Thus Islam is unlikely to become 'Islamic'. i.e. oriented
towards sharia.
Our short sketch of the problems of political order in the various
republics shows that enduring political order is not easily to be achieved in
Central Asia, due to such a complex historical heritage.

Stror~gstatr structures artd the esiablishnient of legrrl culture
A functioning political order will be difficult to establish in these states if
there is little legal consciousness, or if there are competing legal traditions
regarding what is just and what is not. In pre-tsarist Kyrgyzstan,
Turkmenistan and Kazakhstan, legal conceptions were based on tribal
customary law, which regulated social relations between tribesmen. These
legal traditions were influential and continued to exist in a limited and
modified way within tsarist local administration. At that time. numerous
compilations of customary law were collected and published to spread
knowledge about it among tsarist oficials. Soviet politics deliberately abandoned these legal traditions. combated them and tried to replace them by
socialist law, outlooks and practices." Although this struggle seems not to
have been fully successful at local level. it deprived politics from its embedment in a legal culture shared by great parts of the population.
An evolutionary development of customary law towards the legal integration of authority relations and the constraint of state authority. such as
took place in Anglo-American countries. is not possible in Central Asia:
customary law no longer has any political significance. In addition. its pretsarist state of development does not allow any basis for conflict regulation
within contemporary Kazakh. Kyrgyz or Turkman societies. Any evolutionary development of pre-revolutionary Islan~iclaw is no less problematic
for reasons mentioned above."
In contrast, during the Soviet period patrimonial authority relations
emerged or were re-established. They secured the political integration of
regions in the republics and guaranteed the maintenance of the social infrastructure and the allocation of resources without being embedded in a legal
culture shared by the people. In contemporary Uzbekistan and
TUI-kmenistan.these statelsociety relations are still intact. The state did not
lose control over strategic economic sectors, like the energy sector, and could
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use its revenues to implement central policies. In this way Turkmenistan and
Uzbekistan have retained strong, hegemonic state structures. unlike
Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan, which have opened their economies to international investment and privatised strategic parts of their economy. This has
led to increasing competition between regional leaders and central government, and has decreased the state's ability to provide the population with
basic social infrastr~cture.~'
Wheras the privatisation of state assets and ineffective investment of
foreign loans weakened state structures and left behind a vulnerable economy
unable to support a sustainable state budget which kept the masses in poverty
in Kyrgyzstan. The state's withdrawal from economic and social responsibilities in Kazakhstan, backed by some financial and legal reforms, increased the
protection of property and the rule of law in economic matters. This helped
to recover the economy and increased income for private services. Thus only
state structures are able to spread a legal culture in areas which have been
deprived of their legal traditions. This culture is an important precondition
for the attainment of some kind of political freedom.
On the other hand, the maintenance of strong state structures does not
automatically guarantee the successful establishment of enduring political
order, but often only produces worse human rights records and makes
infringements on the private sphere. On considering the perseverance of patrimonial communal commitment structures, however, we have good reasons to
assume that clientlpatron relations will remain a constitutive element of
Central Asian politics, even if some kind of legal culture does emerge.24
Asian community structures und the lirnits ~j'politii~ul
re51rtn

The central hypothesis of our study has been that enduring, i.e. normative,
political order emerges from the successful interpenetration of communal
and political action orientations in Central Asia. If the interpenetration of
these action orientations is not, or is only partly, successful. political
regimes, in the long term, will face a legitimacy problem, i.e. one of diminishing political obedience. If this hypothesis is as relevant for Soviet and
independent Central Asia as for the pre-Soviet times, our theoretical
approach enables a plausible explanation of why parliamentary democracy
faces serious problems in Central Asia.
If communal commitment structures are crucial for the establishing of
enduring political order. the extent of future Asian communal comniitinent
structures will set the limits for democratic reforms. To indicate the relevance
of this hypothesis we have sketched some evidence for the supposition that
patrimonialism as a form of political community has remained influential in
independent Central Asia. In contrast to many political analysts, we d o not
think that the problem of political order is one of how democracy in terms
a view often refuted by
of Western constitutionalism can be realised
-
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Central Asian politicians, who insist that they have to follow their own path
to democracy. For instead of promoting a democratic political culture, this
approach will rather weaken or even destroy the integrity of state apparatuses and lead to the regionalisation of the republics.
Thus Western support of opposition movements does not and cannot
promote a democratic opposition which is rooted in all parts of the
republics. Instead, Western support rather helps some regional leaders to
strengthen their position, or mistakenly attributes political influence to some
activists which they do not in fact possess in their countries.25 If they
succeed in becoming president, however. even the most Europeanised politicians will soon realise that they need a loyal administrative apparatus and
the support of regional leaders, if they want to rule an entire country and
not just its capital. Moreover, there is little evidence to assume that 'opposition leaders', once elected, will grant more political freedom to their
opponents than they themselves were previously allowed.26
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Local terms
adat Customary law
aga bii (Kyrgyz) Eldest chieftain; an influential tr~balleader
aga manap (Kyrgyz) Eldest nlanap; a influential manup
agha (Kazakh) Eldest brother; elder
aiyl (Kyrgyz) A nomadic or settled village (Russian: aul)
aiyp (Kazakh) Guilt; a fine
aksakal (Kyrgyz, Russian) A white beard: the head of a local co~nmunity
alaman (Kyraz, Turkman) Disorder; a raid: a predatory excursion
Alshyn A large Kazakh tribal confederacy; another name for the Small Horde
amin (Uzbek, Tajik) The elder of a ruj-on; a tax collector ar the bazaar
amir al-mu'minin Title of the caliph as religious and political leader of all Muslims
amlok (Tajik, Uzbek) State land; administrative unit
amlokdor (Tajik, Uzbek) A tax inspector and local commander
aq siiiek (Kazakh) A 'white bone': Kazakh term for endogamous Kazakh nobility
(Chingizids, sultans) who claimed descent from Chingiz Khan
aqsaqal (Kazakh) See uksakal
aqtaban shfibryndy (Kazakh) The Great Calamity (devastating Oirat attack on
Kazakhs between 1733 and 1726)
aqgn (Kazakh) A poet: a singer of heroic epics
arbob (Tajik) An elder of a local community
Arghyn (Kazakh) A large Kazakh tribal confederacy: another name for the Middle
Horde
ariq (Uzbek) A irrigational canal
ark (Tajik, Uzbek) A fortress: the citadel of the ruler in towns
arizachee (Tajik), arizachi (Uzbek) An rniissan
aruaq (Kazakh) A spirit of an ancestor
aryk aksakal (Russian) A salaried local official appointed by the military governor
to supervise the main irrigation canals
ash (Kyrgyz) Food: a common meal
askarboshee (Tajik), askarboshi (Uzbek) Supreme military commander in Bukhara
and Khokand
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atlyk (Turkman) tax-free land granted for military service in Khorezm
atqaminer (Kazakh) A horseman; a tax officer
aul'nyi skhod (Russian) A native village assembly within the tsarist civil-military
administration
aul'ny? starshina (Russian) An authorised village elder within the tsarist civil-military administration
aul'skii skhod (Russian) See ulrl'ny'iskhod
auyl (Kazakh) See uiy1
awyl (Kara-Kalpak) See uiyl
avlod (Tajik) A generation; extended family in Eastern Bukhara
bakshy (Kyrgyz) A shaman
barymta (Kazakh, Kyrgyz) Pillaging of livestock in order to recompense suffered
injustice (Russian: hrirrrntu)
batyr (Kazakh) A hero; a military leader
baek (Kara-Kalpak) Natural tax 011 the crop yield in Khorezm
bahodur (Tajik), bahodir (Uzbek) A giant; the brave
bek (Uzbek, Tajik) A beg (bey) or hakim (ruler of a province)
beklarbegi (Uzbek) A 'beg of begs'; a chief beg
beklik (Uzbek) The dignity of a beg; a province
bi (Kazakh) A chieftain; a tribal leader and judge
bii (Kara-Kalpak, Kyrgyz, Uzbek) See hi
bir ata (Turkman) 'From one father': seven-forefather group among the Teke Turkmen
bitim (Kazakh) A peace negotiation among tribal leaders
bob0 (Uzbek) An uncle; an elder; a head of a local community
bukara (Kyrgyz) A subject of a ruler; the folk; a recently arrived resident without
relatives
chala manap (Kyrgyz) 'Not entirely' a mutir~p:a minor munap
charva (Turkman) A nomadising Turkman tribesman
choikhona (Uzbek) A teahouse
the village elder
cholok rnanap (Kyrgyz) A 'curtailed' nirt~ii~p;
chornry (Turkman) A settled Turkman tribesman
chong kazan (Kyrgyz) A 'large kettle'; a communal meal
chong iii (Kyrgyz) A 'large house': extended family household
chrezvychainyi ss"ezd (Russian) A regional native court of the civil-military administration
dap (Turkrnan) The customs: customary law
dasturkhonchi (Uzbek), dastarkhonchee (Tajik) The cupbearer; treasurer a1 the
Khanate of Khokand
distanochnyl nachal'nik (Russian) Authorised Kazakh tribal leiider within the
sultan administration.
devon (Tajik, Uzbek) Council of the ruler (Russian: divan)
devonbegi (Uzhek) First minister of the emir o f Hukhara: high-ranked official
(Russian: divanbegi)
dodkhoh (Tajik, Uzbek) A high-ranked otlicial at the courl of Rukliara; a ~nilitary
leader in the khanate of Khokand (Russian: tk~tl/iIiukli)
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duban (Kyrgyz) A council of tribal leaders
dubana (Kyrgyz) A Dervish
dushman (Tajik, Uzbek) An enemy
el (Kazakh), Cl (Kyrgyz) A tribe
elat (Uzbek) See Pi
klbegi (Uzbek) A tribal leader
Cllikboshi (Uzbek) A 'head of fifty'; higher local commander or tribal leader withrn
khanates and the emirate; elector of fifty households who votes for the mlost
commander of the tsarist local administration
Cshen (Kyrgyz) An esteemed religious man; teacher of a Sufi order: a dervish
(Russian: ishan)
khon (Tajik, Uzbek) See eshen
bhon-rais (Tajik, Uzbek) Highest ruis at the emirate
fuqaro (Tajik, Uzbek) A urban dweller: a subject: folk
gan dushar (Turkman) 'Blood reaches': the seven-forefather group among Turkmen:
group of blood liability
gengesh (Turkman) A tribal council
gongshy (Turkman) The (non-kin-related) neighbour
gul (Turkman) A slave: a Turkman of slavish origin
guzar (Tajik, Uzbek) A ward in towns
hokim (Tajik, Uzbek) Hakim (governor)
hovuz (Uzbek) A pond; a water basin in mahallahs
iagy (Turkman) A foe
iap (Turkman) A canal
iarliq (Tajik) See iorliq
iashuly (Turkman) An elder
iasovul (Tajik, Uzbek) An armed horseman (Russian: t>souO
iasovulboshee (Tajik), iasovulboshi (Uzbek) A commander of iusoruls
Ichkilik (Kyrgyz) Southern Kyrgyz tribal confederacy
ig (Turkman) A 'purely blooded': Turkmen not descended from slaves ( p 1 . y )
il (Turkman) Being on peaceful terms: a tribe: a tribal descent group
imom (Tajik) An i ~ n a m(leader of the prayer in a mosque: honorific title: one of the
former religious leaders of Shi'ites)
inche iap (Turkman) A small canal.
inoq (Uzbek) A friend: an Uzbek tribal leader: high oflice at the khan's or emir's
court
inorodby (Russian. plural of inorodets) Foreigner; tsarist juridical term for nomadising
people under tsarist jurisdicuon s i n e 1872: later tern1 for the non-Slavonic populalion
of the empire
iorliq (Uzbek) Land title
iorliqli mulk (Uzbek) Landed property due to title granted by the ruler
ishan (Turkman) See e s h ~ n .
iuzboshi (Uzbek) A 'head of a hundred': a minor regional co~nmanderor tribal
leader within the khanates arid the emirate
jadid (llzbek) 'New method': a supporter of retbrmed schooling or reformed lslam
in Central Asia.
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jamoa (Tajik, Uzbek) A council; village community
jamoat (Tajik, Uzbek) A village council; community; society
jigit (Kyrgyz) A boy or young man: a follower; a warrior
kalyng (Kyrgyz) Bride money (Russian: kalym)
kantseliariia (Russian) Chancellery of the Governor General
kent (Tajik, Uzbek) A district
khalfa (Uzbek) A versed savant of sliuria
khalk (Turkman) Tribal confederacy; tribal descent group; people
khaslyk State land
kheradzh (Russian) Initial tsarist harvest tax (cf. rnulki Airoj)
khoja (Tajik) An honouree title; a person who is believed to descend from the four
caliphs, see also ovlat
khoja kalon (Tajik) Highest judge at the emir's court.
khun (Turkman) Blood money
khfija (Uzbek) See khoja
Kiishi' Zhuz (K azakh) The 'minor hundred'; the Small Horde
Kiik Tengir (Kyrgyz) Blue Sky; object of shamanistic worship
kiishe (Kara-Kalpak) Smallest descent group; a forefather group
kun (Kyrgyz) See khur~
kundar (Kyrgyz) A person who is in charge of paying blood money
lashkarboshee (Tajik), lashkarboshi (Uzbek) Commander-in-chief
madrasa (Tajik, Uzbek) Madrassah (Islamic seminary)
mahalla (Tajik, Uzbek) Mahallah (a neighbourhood quarter in towns and large
villages)
mahram (Tajik, Uzbek) Intimate friend: a high tax oficial in Bukhara and Khiva
maktab (Tajik, Uzbek) A religious school; primary school
manap (Kyrgyz) A Kyrgyz usurper; a Kyrgyz tribal leader
Manghit(Uzbek) Name of Uzbek tribes or tribal descent group; Uzbek dynasty in
the emirate of Bukhara
maslakhat (Turkman) A council of elders
mazhfis (K azakh) Majlis (assembly)
mejlis (Turkman) See 11turh1i:v
meqtep (Kazakh) See lrrrrktuh
Ming (Uzbek) Name of Uzbek tribes or a tribal descent group: Uzbek dynasty in
the khanate of Khokand
mingboshi (Uzbek) A 'head of a thousand': a regional commander or tribal leader
within khanates and the emirate
mir (Uzbek, lijik) A ruler in east Bukhara.
mirovoi sud (Russian) A local tsarist peace court
mirovoi sud'ia (Russian) A lay magistrate at a local tsarist courl
mirob (Ilzbek, Tajik), mirab (Russian) An official charged with controlling irrigation
canals.
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mirshab ( U z k k , Tajik) Commander of the night-watchmen in towns of the emirate
m i r i (Uzbek, Tajik) Mirza ( a scribe)
mudarris (Tajik, Uzbek) A teacher in madrassahs
muftee (Tajik) A savant of Islamic law (Mufti): the head of a religious community
mufti (Uzbek) See rnujiec.
mukhtor (Tajik, Uzbek) The authorised: the second-ranked official at the Khanate
of Khiva and the Emirate of Bukhara
miilk (Turkrnan) Property acknowledged by Islamic law
mulk (Tajik, Uzbek) See miilk
mulki hiroj (Tajik, Uzbek) Garden lands taxed by one seventh to one halr of their
yield
mulki huriiat (Tajik) Tax-free lands
mulki ushr (Uzbek, Tajik) Lands paying one tenth of the yield to the ruler
mulki-hurri-kholis (Uzbek) see mulki huriiat
murid (Tajik, Uzbek) A pupil of an ishun or sheikh
murut (Kyrgyz) See nrurid
mutavalleelrnutavalli (Tajik, Uzbek) A curator of religious endowments
namoz (Tajik, Uzbek) Daily prayers of a Muslim
naqib (Tajik) High Islamic dignitary
nark (Kyrgyz) Custonlary law: customs
narodnyi sud (Russian) A native court of the civil-nlilitary administration
noib (Tajik, Uzbek) A deputy; Uzbek governor with tribal background
noker (Turkman) An armed tribesman; a soldier of the khan (Russian: nukrr)
oba (Turkman) Nomadic or settled village
oblast, plural: oblasti (Russian) Regional tsarist administrative unit
oblastnoe pravlenie (Russian) Tsarist administrative board of an ohlust'
ogul (Turkman) A son: a boy
01 (Turkman) A pit; lowland
okhun (Uzbek), okhund (Tajik) A teacher in madrassahs
okrug (Russian) A tsarist administrative unit (county)
okruzhnoi prikaz (Russian) The mixed county authority of' the tsarist administration in central and eastern Kazakhstan in the first half of the nineteenth century
okruzhnyi sud (Russian) A tsarist ohlust ' court
olavkhona (Tajik) 'House of the fire': men's house and guest house
onboshi (Uzbek) A 'head of ten': a local leader within the khanates and the emirate
Ong Kanat (Kyrgyz) A 'right wing'; the northern Kyrgyz tribal confederacy
oqsoqol (Uzbek) See uk.sukul
Orta Zhiiz (Kazakh) The 'Middle Hundred': the Middle Horde
otaliq (Uzbek) A tribal leader: instructor of the heir apparent of the ruler
ovlat (Turkman) Sainl. member of one of the six holy tribes (Khoja. Shykh. Seiit.
Ata, Magtym. Miijeviir
panjbegi A minor water otlicial of the emirate
panonachee (Tajik), parvonachi (Uzbek) The supreme military commander in
Khokand; high-ranked official in Bukhara
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pasheb watchman and hangmen in Khiva
piatidesiatnik (Russian) An elector of fifty households who votes for the ~~okost'
commander of the tsarist local administration
plemia (Russian) A tribe; tribal confederacy; tribal descent group
podsholik (Uzbek) Land of the khan in Khiva
politseimeister (Russian) Local tsarist police authority.
politseiskii pristav (Russian) See politseirneisrer
pozemel'naia podat' (Russian) Tsarist land tax replacing tunap and kherukh taxation
pristav (Russian) A tsarist police oflicer
pristavstvo (Russian) A tsarist police district
qala (Kazakh, Uzbek) A town; a fortress
qalyngmal (Kazakh) See kulyng
qara siiiek (Kazakh) A black bone; Kazakh commoner
qavm (Tajik, Uzbek) A tribe or tribal descent group; relatives; a religious ward
qishlov (Uzbek) Winter quarters
qishloq (Uzbek) A village
qozee (Tajik), qozi (Uzbek) Kadi (Islamic judge)
qozeelqozi kalon (Tajik, Uzbek) Supreme judge; the supreme judge of the emirate's
subjects
qozi ordu Military judge
q i n (Kazakh) See khun
Qunghirot (Uzbek) The name of Uzbek tribes or of a tribal descent group; Uzbek
dynasty in the khanate of Khiva
qushbegi (Uzbek) First minister at the at the court in Khiva; a governor in the
Khanate of Khokand; a high official
qymyz (Kazakh) Kumiss (fermented mare's milk - Russian: klonj1.s)
qystau (Kazakh) A winter pasture
rais (Tajik, Uzbek) An official who supervises Islamic customs and controls
measures at markets
rod (Russian) A tribe; a tribal descent group
ru (Kazakh) A tribe; a tribal descent group
Saiid (Uzbek) Sayyid (An honorary title; a Muslim claiming descent from
Mohammad's grandson Husain)
salghyt (Kara-Kalpak) A ~nonetisedland tax in Khorezm
salgyt (Turkman) See s u l ~ l i ~ ~ r
Sanashik (Turkman) The irrigated tribal land which is annually redistributed
among tribesmen
sarboz (Tajik, Uzbek) An infantryman; a regular soldier of the emir
; collector
sarkor (Tajik, Uzbek) An elder; a c o n ~ n ~ a n d ear tax
Sart (Uzbek) A non-tribal rural or urban dweller in pre-revolutionary C'entral Asia
sblizhenie (Russian) Rapprochement ( 0 1 natives to the tsarist state)
sel'skfi skhod (Russian) A SUIVvillage assen~blywithin civil military administration
sel'skoe obshchestvo (Russian) A Russian village comnlunity
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serdar (Turkmm) A leader of a predatory excursion; military leader
sWezd(Russian) A local court ofsome of naliw judges
shaikh (Tajik, Uzbek) Sheikh (a tribal leadet the head ofa Sufi bmtherhood)
shalkh ulislom (Uzbek) Highest spiritual official of the emir and ofthe khan
sharia (Uzbek, Tajik: shariat) canonized islamic law
shoh (Tajik) Shah; a ruler in Eastern Bukhara
sila (Russian) Strength, force
sipoh (Tajik, Uzbek) Warrior; oficial
Sol Kanat (Kyrgyz) Left wing; the western Kyrgyz tribal confederacy
stanitsa (Russian) A Cossack settlement headed by an urumutt
starosta (Russian) A Russian village elder
starshii aksakal (Russian) A chief elder of an urban district
sudebnaia palata (Russian) Highest judicial instance of appeal in the Gowmorgeneralship
suv (Turkman) Water
tagma (Turkman) A brand on liwstock
taipa (Turkman) A tribe; a tribal descent group
tanapnyi sbor (Russian) Initial tsarist moneyed land tax (cf. tartop)
tangba (Kazakh) See tugnu
tanho (Uzbek), tankhoh (Tajik) Tax-free land granted by the emir b r administratiw
service
tanop (Tajik, Uzbek) A square measurement (between 0.166 and 0.5 hectares)
(Russian: tanap)
toi (Kyrgyz) A feast
tolengit (Kazakh) A follower of a Kazakh khan vlho has lost his tribal afiliation
tuman (Tajik, Uzbek) Ten thousand; a military unit: an administrative unit
t5pa (Uzbek) One of the four divisions to which Uzbek tribes belonged in
Khorezm
tiipchi boshi (Uzbek), W h e e boshee (Tajik) Commander of the artillery:
commander of the regular army
tupik (Uzbek) A small street
tuzemets, plural tuzemtsy (Russian) Natives: tsarist term for the settled indigenous
popuhtionofRussia since the middle of the nineteenth century
uchastok (Russian) Sn~allesttsarist administrative unit (section) headed by a prisrav
uchastok distantsii (Russian) A lange district of the sultan administration in
western Kazakhstan
uezd (Russian) A bounty: a tsarist adnlinistrative unit
ois'in (Kazakh) Name of a large Kazakh tribal confederacy: another name for the
Great Horde
ulema, singular olim muslim scholars
o l y Zhiiz (Kazakh) The 'Senior Hundred'; Great Horde
umma Community of Muslim believers
upravitel' (Russian) Local native leader or headman of a ro/o.st'
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upravliaiushchi'i kantseliarii (Russian) The office director of the Governor-general's
chancellery
i r a n (Kazakh), uraan (Kyrgyz), uran (Kara-kalpak) A common war cry of tribesmen
urug (Turkman) A tribe or sub-tribe; a tribal descent group
uruk (Kyrgyz) See lrrlrg
uruu (Kyrgyz) Sub-tribe; a small tribal descent group
uruw (Kara-Kalpak) See rirtig
ushr (Tajik, Uzbek) Tithe; a tax of one tenth of the yield
vaqf (Tajik, Uzbek) A religious estate
vekil (Turkman) An (authorised) representative
verkhnii sel'skii sud (Russian) A superior Russian rural court formed by the
chairmen of the volost' courts of one uc.husrok.
viloiat (Tajik) A province (vilayet)
vlast' (Russian) Authority
voennyi gubernator (Russian) A military governor of an ohlcrst
voisko (Russian) A Cossack territorially organised army which received land for
military service and was headed by a hetrnun
volost', plural volosti (Russian) A district; a peasant comnlunity consisting of several
villages
volostnoe pravlenie (Russian) A volost' board of Russian village elders
volostnoi s"ezd (Russian) Local district assembly of the tsarist civil-military administration
volostnoi skhod (Russian) A rolost' assen-rbly of representatives from various
Russian villages representing each ten peasant households
of Russian peasants
volostnoi starshina (Russian) Head of a ~~olost'
yasa Mongolian customary law
Zakat (Kara-Kalpak) Religious alms; a patrimonial tax on merchandise and on the
tribesmen's livestock
zakot (Tajik, Uzbek) See Ziikiit
zakotchee (Tajik), zakotchi (Uzbek) An official who collects the ~trkot
zakotchee kalon (Tajik), zakotchi kalon (Uzbek) Highest tax official in the emirate
zamini jamoat (Tajik, Uzbek) Communal land
zang (Kazakh, Kyrgyz) Custonlary law
zekat (Turkman) See Ziikiit
zemstvo (Russian) Tsarist local self-government
zhailau (Kazakh) Summer pasture
zhigit (Kazakh) See ./igit
zhijt (Kazakh) An enormous loss of livestock; famine
zhiiz (Kazakh) A 'hundred'; a 'part'; a horde
ziaket (Russian) See Ziikiit
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Eliias Guli 48
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ellikhoshi (Uzbek) 1 33. 20 1 setJalso
piatiriesiarnik
Emirate of Bukhara 127-37.222-6.2 '79,
282
Enlrc~ly(Turkman) 140,268
Enuiiir (Turkman) 49.63-4
endogamy 28-9. 159
Erali Khan 1 14. 176
Ergoncakti'(Kazakh) 265
Erk (Uzbek) 242
Erli (Turkman) 267
Erofeeva. I. V. 1 16
esaul (Russian) 178
Esenniengli (Turkman) 26 7
Esenreniii. (Kazakh) 48,264
e.rhm-mrrrur (Kyrgyz) see Sufism
eslron (Tajik, Uzbek) see Sufism
eshon-rais (Tajik, Uzbek) 130
Esim Khan 1 14
Eski (Turkman) 139,268
Erhash (Turkman) 267
'ethnisation' 244-6, 250
ethnonyms 159
exogamy 28-9,3 1
'exploitation' 97
family ceremonies 88
'fanaticism' 6
Farsi 135
Ferghana 28.44.56, 58, 147-6 1.282
Feyhanu-Measures 1 98
forefather group see descent groups
'fundamentalism' 6
.fuqnro (Tajik, Uzbek) 130
Guhu.suk~il(Turkman) 267
Guhurrij)(Turkman) 267
Gug.sl~cil(Turkman) 267
Gu(v (Turkman) 267
Gul Bush (Turkman) 267
Galkin, Gen. Maj. A. S. 14, 230. 231
gun dushur (Turkman) 3 3 4 . 5 1
Gunekniu: (Turkman) 48. 102,267
G~injj,IIISII~
(Turkman) 267
Goru (Turkman) 41,267
Guru Bus11 (Turkman) 4 9 . 6 3 4
Guru Riilke (Turkman) 39
Guru C'liod~rr.(Turkman) .srv Chovdur
Guru C'lioku (Turkman) 39.267
Gurri Julik (Turkman) 49. 64
Gurn Keri (Turkman) 49. 64
G(iraciush1v (Turkman) 268
Guraju (Turkman) 26 7
Gur~ii,iaii(Turkman) 267
Guruvi (Turkman) 102

Garm 243
Gasprinsky, I. B. 2 1 1
Gazj~lMj~rad(Turkman)267
genealogy 3 1,45-55.65, 101.2 12
General Secretary 240
Geppener 230
Germans 268
Girai(Turkman) 39
Girs Commission 205
Girs, F. K. 14. 173. 181
Girshfel'd 14, 23 1
Gqjlrk (Turkman) 48, 102.267
Gok Tepe 173, 192, 196-7.279
Giikchc (Turkman) 267
Gijkleng (Turkman) 100.1 39, 140, 144.
193.267
Golden Horde 1 15.247
Gomzin 156
gongsliy (Turkman) 62
Gnngur (Turkman) 41. 58.267
Gorbachev, M. S. 241-2
Governor-generalship of the Steppe
181-92,284
Governor-generalship of Turkestan
173-4, 182, 192-2 13,224,235,282
'Great Calamity' 186
Great Horde (Uly Zhiiz) 37-8.42.42-6.
54, 1 13, 1 17, 188,249-50,264,276
Grebenkin, A. D. 134
Grodekov, N. l. 28, 37, 39, 42.45, 50, 56,
99-100, 174, 192, 199,206
Gubaydulla Khan 114
guberniya .see Governor-generalship
Giichiik (Turkman) 48, 102.267
g111(Turkman) 65
GII/O~PI!~LJ
(Turkman) 49, 64
Giit~esh(Turkman) 269
G~rruntri(Turkman) 269
Gurar~iuKiinc.rh (Turkman) 267
Gur'ev 279,282
Gurgan 30, 39.48-9, 59.64. 101, 139.
Gutli Temur 48
gu-ur (Tajik. Uzbek) 86
Gyzyl Aiuk (Turkman) 267
Gy:j1li (Turkman) 49.64
Gy:j,ljri (Turkman) 267
Hiihihli (Turkman) 63
h u ~ loffences
l
89n2 1: .\.cc1 crl.ro Islamic law
hakim 131, 142
Hamza 21 1
Hanku (Turkman) 62
Haq Nazar Khan 114
huqq Z~lutrii38
huqq AllrSli 36
harem 146
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Haydar (Sayyid Amir) 128-9, 136
hay-making 187
headsman 55
hetman (Russian) 183,200
hiroj (Tajik, Uzbek) 203. 131n48
Hissar 126, 1 35-6.223.226
hokint (Tajik. Uzbek) SLY hakim
Hokim Khoja 209
Holdsworth, M 4
hovuz (Uzbek) 88
Hudson, A. E. 3.44.60
Husayn 128
Iabany (Turkman) 267
iagy (Turkman) 30. 101
Ialavuch (Turkman) 267
iap (Turkman) 4 1
Iaraly (Turkman) 39,267
iashuly (Turkman) see elders
iaso~wl(Uzbek) 141;see also esaul
iasovulboshi (Uzbek) 135, 141
lazy Iusup (Turkman) 267
Ibn Khald6n 126
Ickkilik (Kyrgyz) 38, 108. 147,266
ig (Turkman) 65
Igdir (Turkman) 48. 102.269
Ignat'ev. N. 129
Ikramov. A. 240
il (Turkman) 30.33
Ilek River 177
Il'minsky. N. A. 183. 205
Iltuzar Khan 128. 138-9. 144. 160
imam 212
Iman Biy 56
inche iap (Turkman) 103
lnner Horde 114.176-8. 180, 185, 188.278
inoq (Uzbek) see tribal leaders
inoq council 138
inorodtsy (Russian) 173. 204
inqivd 126
interpenetration 3. 7. 71164. 105-6.
117-18. 11.252
Iolnia (Turkman) 63
loniut (Turkman) 4. 28. 30. 33-4. 39-40.
48. 5 1. 59. 62. 100-3, 106. 13840.
144. 193,227-8.230.248.267
Iranians 134
lrdana Biy 128. 147
Irdjar 222
lrgiz 281. 284
Irons, W. 4. 30. 39.48. 62. 105
irrigation 4 1 : arj~kuksakal202-3; ariq
oqsoqoli 132
lrtysh 175. 1834.276

Isatay Tayrnan 180, 188.233
Isdir (Turkrnan)267
lset Kutebar 180. 185. 188
Isfara 147
Ish Muhammad Biy 128
isl~an(Turkman) sec* Sulism
ishan-murid .,er Sufism
Ishim (Kazakh) 45
Ishim 183, 186.276
Ishim Khan 1 14. 176
Iskhak Asan-uulu 152-3
Islam-i kitib 86
Islam-Khoja 229
'Islamic Fundamentalism' 247
Islamic law (sharia) 35. 89-90, 126, 231;
first refusal 88; kadi 35, 90.92.
131- 2 . 142-3.202.21 1-12.133; penal
law 35-7; 89--90; hereditary law 90;
property 90: wqf W, 147, 155-6202,
204,233
Islamic Renaissance Party 247
Islamic ruler 136
Islamisation 13. 35.91-2. 109. 136.210.
238
lsmaili Shiites 91
Isorigul (Kyrgyz) 4 1
Issik Kol l l?. 149,279.282
Iteli'(ICazakh) 26.5
Iuz (Uzbek) 43
iuzho,slti (Uzbek) 133, 135. 142. 154
luzefovich. B. 53
Ivanov. N. A. 199
Ivanov, P. P. 5
il-lgai(~urkman)
39.48.64, 102,267
Jadidism 5.21 1. 248
Jafar Kuli Khan 100
Jafarhai(Turkman) 3940.48.64. 102
Jafer (Turkman) 39
Jugulmai( Kyrgyz) 166
Julair (Uzbek)43
Jalalabad 208
Jambil42. 1 4 8 . 7 8
Jan Khoja Numuhammad 180.233
Janabel. J. 4
Jangir Khan 1 14. 178, 180
Janid dynasty 126. 137. 151
Jan-Tore Khan 1 14. 176
Jediger ( Kyrgyz) 266.2 71
Jeti Su (Semirechie) 1 14. 147. 176
Jetigvn (Kyrgyz) 166.2 71
jigit (Kyrgyz) l l2
jihad 153
Jizzakh 148.282
Jookusck (Kyrgyz) 271
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Jory (Kyrgyz) 266
Juma Kudaimeni 177
Jumgal 149
Jungarian Khanate 108, 112, 147, 175-6
Jungarians; see also Oirats

kadi see Islamic law
Kaip Khan 114
Kala Darya 177
Kalan 136
Kalmak (Kyrgyz) 4 1,266,271
Kalmyks (Wolga) 175-6; see also Oirats
kalj~m(Russian) 36
kuljv~g(Kyrgyz) l l2
Kamakclii (Turkman) 268
Kangdy (Kyrgyz) 266,271
Kangh (Kazakh) 264
Kanibadam 147
kant.veluriiu (Russian) 174, 1 82
Kuru Bagysh (Kyrgyz) 266
Karaganda 278
Kara-Kalpak tribalism: exogamy 29;
tribal unit 43, 57-8
Kura-Kulpuks 270 Amu Darya delta
57--8, 107, 143, 228; 275-7; Ferghana
58. 158; Lower Sir Darya 107
Karashura 47
Karatay Khan 114
Karategin 131, 135, 149, 223
Karirnov. I. 2.242-3.247
Karki 223-5
Karkyr~(Turkman) 268
Karmysheva. B. Kh. 4
Karpov, G. I. 39
Karryev. A. 104
Karshi 135, 223, 226,279
Kasansay 148
Kashgar 108--9, 148-9,279
~ a u f m a nK.
, P. von 152. 173-4. 198-9,
205.210.222.226-7
Kaufniann, A. 28
Kazakl-1 hordes 1-2. 28. 1 13.- 18
Kazakh khanate 1 13
Kazakh Steppe 14,57, 174-92
Kazakh tribalism 3-4; exogamy 28-9;
political order 1 13-1 8; residence
groups 56-7; tribal unit 42-2
Kaxakhs 1 13-17, 135. 142. 147-8.
175-92.249-50.268
Kazakhstan 242 -3. 249-50
Kazalinsk 282
Kazhegel'din. A. 250
fic~lic.lre(Turkman) 49, 64
Kegeyli 107
Keikibai 46
K~ldikc(Kyrgyz) 266.271

Kelif 226
Kemal ad-din 209
Keneges (Kara-Kalpak) 43, 107.273-5
Keneges (Uzbek) 43, 129, 134
Kenesari Qasim-uli 1 14. 188, 185,233
kent (Tajik, Uzbek) 131
Kerderi'(Kazakh) 54,264
Kerei(Kazakh) 38,42,265
Kereii't (Kazakh) 54.264
Kermine 131,226
Kesek (Kyrgyz) 266.271
Kesh 248
Kete (Kazakh) 264
Ketmen Tube 148-9, 1 5 1
Khaji Biy 147
khulfb (Uzbek) 109
Khalid. A, 5, 21 1
khalk (Turkman) 30,48
Khanate of Astrakhan 172
Khanate of Kazan 172
Khanate of Khiva 13746,226-32.275.
279,282
Khanate of Khokand 146-59
Khanate of Sibir 172
Hianka (Turkman) 4 9 . 6 3 4
khanship see Chingizid claims
khanskuia starka (Russian) 178
Khanykov, N. V. 14. 135, 159
Khasan Biy 15 1
kliaslyk 155
Kliatuh (Turkman) 268
Khazanov. A. M. 3. l l 0
kherudzh (Russian) 203 see ulso hiroj
Klierzeki (Turkman) 267
K h ~ v a39. 48, 61. 98. 128. 137-46,
22632,279,282
Khodjeili 230. 234,275
Khodzhayev. F. 240
kkt,icr (Turkman) 270; see ulso orlrr
khow (Tajik) 90, 149
klioju kulon (Tajik) 130, 154
Kho-land 147. 151-3.222.246.279.282
Khokand 61. 108. 110. 113. 128. 146-61.
2 79,282
Khorasan 98, 139
Khorezm 44.86, 137, 146
Klrornsunl~~
(Turk man) 26 7
Khrushchev, N. 240
Khudanazarov, D. 243
Khudayar Khan 110. 128. 15&5. 160.238
kliun (Turkman) sec customary law
Khydyr Guli 48
K/~yc/l-rEli (Turkman) 268
Kiclii Agu (Turkrnan),767
kinship 9, 44-5, 60. 65, 90-1
Kipchit k .vc,tJ Qipc.hnqs

Kirgizskaia stepnuia gazeta (Russian)l83
Ki'shi'Zhiiz (Kazakh) see Small Horde
Kisliakov. N. A. 4
Kitab 223, 226
Kitai (Kyrgyz) 271
Kodshuk (Turkman) 39
Kogham 46
Koiyldyr 46
Kiik MEryn (Kazakh) 265
Kok Skal (Kazakh) 265
Kok Tangri (Kazakh) 47
Kok Tengir (Kyrgyz) 47
K 2 Zharly (Kazakh) 265
Kokchetav 279. 282
kolerlo (Russian) 49
Kolpakovsky. G. A. 174. 182
Kongurat (Kyrgyz) 266,2 71
Konig. W. 4, 30, 37
Kort (Turkman) 49,64
Kosh Tumga (Kyrgyz) 266
kiisire (Kara-Kalpak) 5 1-2
Koshken 54
Krader, L. 3.28. 31-2, 50, 54. 1067,212
Krasnovodsk 192,279.282
Kratai Nurali 177
Krivoshein. A. V. 206
Kroak 54
Krai(Uzbek) 4 3 4 , 129, 134-5
Kiigelgen, A. von 5. 128
Kuliab 131, 135, 149.223,226,246
Kultak (Turkman) 267
Kunayev. D. A. 240.249
Ktu~grad(Russian) see Qurlghirof
Kiinzhebai 54
Kuraish (Turkman) 26 7
Kurbanjan-Dodkhoh 152
Kurbat Biy 147
Kurds 268
Kurgan Tube 226.243
Kiirkiiriiii (Kyrgyz) 266.271
Kiiriin (Kyrgyz) 266.271
Kuropatkin. A. N. 193, 199
Kurtka 149
Kiish Sunsl*: (Kazakh) 265
Kltshchu ( ~ u t c - h u(Kyrgyz)
)
1 10. 147.
266.271
Kushid Khan 100. 105. 140,234
Kushner. P. I. 1 1 1-1 2.208
Kustanai 278 9
K~ctenshi(Kazakh) 50
Kuzrli (Turkman) 49.64
KJpchuk (Kazakh) 1 85
Kjpc.lruk (Kyrgyz) 108,2156.271; sec3also
Qipclroqs
Kyrgyz 107-1 3. 147-53, 156-61.208-13.
250-1.266.270

Kyrgyz tribalism 3-4; exogamy 28;
political order 107-1 3; residence
groups 5 5 4 : tribal unit 41
Kyrgyzstan 242-7,250- 1
Kjltui (Kyrgyz) 266
Kjtzka Ak (Turkman) 63
Larnbe (Turkman) 267
lushkurboshi (Uzbek) 150
law: community 32; legal culture 251
Lebrnsordnung (German) 8
Leninsk see Asaka
Levshin. A. 1-2. 34-6. 38-9.42, 50. 115.
126
lineage 3 1
~ o b a ~ h e v sV.
k ~23. 1
Logofet, D. I. 2, 15, 132
Lomakin, A. 195
Loqai(Uzbek) 43
Lorenz, R. 4
rnachit-qavm (Uzbek) 86
~nudhalla126
madrassah 88
n~nhalla(Uzbek) see residential group
mahallah see residential group
n~uhrarn(Tajik. Uzbek) 141
Maiqy 46
Makhram 152
Makhtum Kuli Khan 197
Maksheyev 42
maktab (Tajik. Uzbek) 88
Malai(Kazakh) 45
Malla Khan 128, 151. 153
Mambetaliev, S. 109
Mamet Guli 48
Mametalj9k(Turkman) 63
Manq*sk(Turkman) 267
Murzngur (Turkman) 63
nlunap (Kyrgyz) see tribal leaders
Manas 250
Manchus 108
Mu~tgghyt( Kara-Kalpak) 273. 275
Manghit dynasty (Uzbek) 4 3 4 . 126-37,
33 1
Munghits (Uzbek) 134-5. 138
Mangishlak 139. 185, 192
Mungj't (Kara-Kalpak) 107
Marghilan 147, 150-1, 154, 210
Markov, G. E. 4
Martin. V. 5
Martson. F. V. von 199.230
Martub 1 13
Marxism-Leninism 97
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Mashryk (Turkman) 26 7
maslukhar (Turkman) 98, 145. 193-5,

233,235
Masqar (Kazakh) 48,264
Marui (Kazakh) 265
Mawaraunnahr see Transoxiana

McChesney, R. D. 5
Mekrail46
Mennonites 23 1
meqrep (Kazakh) 192
Merkii (Kazak h) 265
Merv 100, 103-4, 129, 136, 140, 173,
192,279,282
Meserve, R. 1. 4
Meskrik (Turkman) 39
Mesir Gr~ruhugslty(Turkman) 267
methodology: idiographic 6;
generalisation 13; nornothetic 6, 12;
sources 12-1 5; structure 12-13
Middle East 3, 32. 103, 159
Middle Horde (Ortn Zlliiz) 5, 38,42.
4 4 5 . 5 4 , 1 13, 1 17,249-50,265
Ming dynasty (Uzbek) 128. 146-60
min~boslri(Uzbek) 133-4, 142, 148,
150-1. 153-4
Mings (Uzbek) 43. 134
Min-Tube 210
mir (Tajik, Uzbek) l 3 1,225
Mir Abdu'l Kerim Bukhary 138
mirub (Russian) 202; scv also mirob
niiroh (Tajik. Uzbek) 132, 134
mirovoiszd (Russian) 182
niirovoisurl'iu (Russia) 190. 200, 235
mirshah (Tajik. Uzbek) 131
mirza 133, 141
Mishchenko, P. 1. 199
Molqy (Kazakh) 265
rnonetisation 139
M o n ~ o l d o r(Kyrgyz) 266.271
Moscow 226-7.240
mudarris (Uzbek) 88
mufti 90, 142
Mzigl~ul(Uzbek) 43
Mughul~stan108
Muhammad Ali Khan 128, 149-50,210
Muhanimad Amin Inoq 128, 138
Muhanimad Amin Khan 128, 13940,
334
Muhammad Khan (Sayyid) 128, 140
Muhanimad Murad 227-8
Muhammad Rah~niKhan 138, 160
Muhammad Rahim Khan 1 128, 138-9.
145--6
Muhammad Rahim Khan I1 (Sayyid)
138, 140,22&9
Muhammad Vafa Bakalov 230

MiiiSen ( Kara-Kalpak) 2 73. 2 75
Miueviir (Turkman) 267; see ulso iivlut

Mukanov, M. S. 38
mukhtor (Tajik. Uzbek) 141.227
Mukry (Turkman) 268
mulk (Tajik, Uzbek) 90. 155-6
miilk (Turkman) 59, 194
mulki hiroj (Tajik, Uzbek) 131n48, 203;
ntulki hurri (Uzbek) 203, 131 n46, 13 1n48

Munawwar Qari 2 1 1
Mundzrz (Kyrgyz) 4 1,266.271
Mimgush (Kyrgyz) 108.266,271
Murad 150
Murav'ev. M. N. 14.41, 145-6
Murchaly (Turkman) 41,268
Murghab 103-4, 139
niurirl (Tajik, Uzbek) see Sufism
Mzirun ( Kazakh) 42,265
Murzala 54
Musulmankul 150-1. 153
mlrtal~trlli( Uzbek) 209
Muzararaddin Khan (Sayyid Arnir)
128.2224
Myng Zhiiz 46
M y r z a (Kazakh) 264
Nabiyev, R. 243
Nadarov 182
Nadir Shah 137
Nadyr Qozha 54
Nnt/j9rhck( Kyrgyz) 4 1
Naib Abul Samat 129
Ntrimtm (Kazakh) 38.42. 185,265
Nclinitin (Kyrgyz) 266, ,771
Nuiman (Uzbek) 1 35
Nalivkin, P. V. 15
Namangan 109, 148. 15 1. 154.279.282
~ ~ m ~(Tajik.
l n z Uzbek) 1 35
rltrqih (Tajik) 142
Naqshbandiya 127,2 10
Narbota Biy 138
nurk (Kyrgyz) sec1customary law
narodti(lo.vt'(Russian) 28;
nurotirzj'isrrd (Russian) 183
r~rrrorh~~i.vrrrli~
(Russian) 201
Naryn 56, l 12. 149
Nasiraddin Khan 138. 152
Nasrullah Khan (Sayyid Aniir) 138--30.
133. 136. 138. 150
National Reconcil~ationConimission 346
nationality 239. 246
rrt~rsiicr(Russian) 38
Nazar 54
Nazarbayev. N. 244- 5.249- 50
Nodim (Turkman) 39
NEP 240
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Nesemli (Turkman) 268
New Bukhara 224
'new method' schools 229; see also
Jadidism
Niyazov. S. 2,242-3.248-9
noih (Tajik, Uzbek) 142
Noigul (Kyrgyz) 266,271
niiker (Turkman) 103. 105, 142
Nokllurlj~(Turkman) 1051149,268
Nokis see Nukus
nuker (Russian) 133: see also noker
Nukus 137.275
Nukus-Manghit (Uzbek) 137
Nur Verdi Khan 100
Nurali Khan 114. 175-4
Nurulv (Turkman) 39
Nurfais 54
Nuri. S. A. 246
Nzrrrek (Turkman) 50.64

Osh 147--8, 1534,210,282
Oshuqrj~(Kazakh) 46,264
Ostroumov, N. P. 15. 205
oraliq (Uzbek) see tribal leaders
Otumysh (Turkman) W 1. 1 0 3 4 . 2 6 7
Otuz Uul ( Kyrgyz) 266
Ovez-Khoja 230
iivlat (Turkman) 97
Ozbek Khan 247
Ozin Ak (Turkman) 63

'pacification' 189, 196
Pakkn (Turkman) 50.62-4
Palen. K. K. 1 4 1 5, 197-8
Pamir 108, 149
Paniir Boundarj. Settlement 223
panjbegi 1 32, 1 34
parallel cousin marriage 29. 159
parliamentary democracy 244,252
party commitees 241
oha (Turkman) 58-9,6 1.97, 102
party secretaries 240- 1
ohlust ' (Russian) 174
purvc~naclti(Uzbek) 131, 153
ohlnsmoe pravlerzie (Russian) 174
pasheb 141
ohok (Mongol) 3 1
'patriarchal-feudal' 4.
0gern (Turkman) 265
patrilineage 45. 106
Oghuz 104
patnmonialism: 252; state 2.4; Soviet 240
Ogurjnlj. (Turkman) 39,268
patronymic sib 2 12
Oirats 43. 108-9. 1 15. 147. 184
Pavlodar 280-1.282
okhun (Uzbek) 142
Persian 13-5. 100. 139. 143
okrug (Russian) 179. 186
Persians (Irani) 268
oh-ruzhwoiprikuz (Russian) 179-80
'personality cult' 6
okru~hriyisutl(Russian) 182
Peter the Great l72
0 k k (Turkman) 39.267
Petro-Aleksandrovsk 227. ,782
Olum (Turkman) 268
Petropavlovsk 172.278-9. 282
olrrvkhoncl (Tajik) 88
Perovsk see Qyzyl Orda
Olcott, M. 4, 116
piatide.siurnik (Russian) 201, 207
Olufsen, 0 . 15, 134,225
Pierce. R. A. 5
Omtrr (Turkman) 267
pir (Turkman. Uzbek) 38. 129: see also
Omsk 172-3, 177-8,279.2~Y2
Sutism
On Tiirt Uruw (Kara-Kalpak) 29.273. 2 75 Pishpek.stJeBishkek
onhoslti (Uzbek) l33
pltwiicl (Russian) 28-3 l. 40
Ong (Konat)(Kyrgyz) 30. 38. 108,266
Ploskikh. V. M. 5
ongon (Mongol) 47
p o ~ ~ ~ i u r t(Russian)
s r ~ r ~ 1 75. 184
opposition movements 251
Poliakov. S. P. 4. 61. 91
oqsoyol (Uzbek) see elders
Politburo 241
Oraqtj*(Kazakh) 264
political agent 235
Oraz Khan 100
political community 3.7; acephalous 7-8;
Orcr:geldi'(Kazakh) 265
cephalous 7: egalitarian 8: legal 9-10:
Orenburg 1 72-3. 177-8.279.182
patriarchal 8-9: patrimonial9-10
Orenburg border comn~ission14
political order 2: factual 7, 245:
Or,qj3(Kyrgyz) 271
legitimacy 2. 7-8: normative 7-8.
Orlut (Uzbek) 43
7n61, 10: piety 8; problems 1. 10
Ornion 110. 118
political orientations 32
Or.~lrkc/ij*
(Turkman)267
political sociology 6
OI.~LI
Zhiiz (Kazakh) .vcJt3 Middle Horde
polir.srir~ieister(Russian) 200
Osc4 (Kazakh) 1 15
polit.seiskiipristur. (Russian) 200
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polovzy (Russian) 43
Potanin 38
Potapov. L. l? 97
power 7,7n67
pozemel'naiu podat' (Russian) 204
pravda (Russian) 172
prikaz administration 178-9, 185, 192,232
prikaz see okruzhnoiprikaz
primogeniture 45, 1 0 6 7
pri.vtav (Russian) 174, 193
pristavstvo (Russian) 193
Pro~~isionul
Stc.pye Strttute 181
Pmvisional Transcaspiu Statute 193
Provisional Turkestan Statute 40, 181
Pro~lisionalZarafskan Statute 198
Pulat 'Khan' 152

Qadyr-Qozha 48
Qrtisliyly (Kara-Kalpak) 29
Qaishyly (Kazakh) 264
Qalluq (Uzbek) 43
Qalpr (Kazakh) 264
Qulqamc~n(Kazakh) 265
qalyngtnul (Kazakh) see customary law
Qandekli (Kara-Kalpak) 273, 275
Qanghli (Uzbek) 4 3 4
Qanghli- Qipchoq (Uzbek) 137
Qangly (Kazkah) 42.46
Qmlzh~~ghalv
(Kazakh) 42,265
Qura Bulyq (Kazakh) 26.5
Qara Kerei (Kazakh) 265
Qura Kesek (Kazakh) 264, 265
Qara Saqul (Kazakh) 264
Qura Shapun (Kazakh) 264
qara s i i L (Kazakh 1 15-6, 176)
Qctra Uyl (Kazakh) 265
Qarakol 149
Qaramoiyn (Kara-Kalpak) 273, 275
Qurayus ( Kazakh) 265
Qarasha-Bi 46
Qarashora 46
Qurarai (Kazakh) 265
Qarmys 54
Q u r p ~ q(Kazakh) 265
Qart-Kazaq 48
Qarzhu.~(Kazakh) 265
Qasim Khan 1 13- 14
Qatugllan (Uzbek) 43. 1 34
Quuckin (Uzbek) 43
qavni (Uzbek) 86, 146
Qayip Ali 180, 188
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